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Notes on Japanese Names
Japanese names are written throughout the text in the order surname first name as it is
common in Japanese. In footnotes and the bibliography, however, Japanese names are
listed first name surname following the guidelines of the Chicago Manual of Style.
Japanese expressions and places are transcribed in the revised Hepburn system. Popular
names such as Tokyo and Osaka are written as it is common in English. If not indicated
otherwise, all translations from Japanese and German to English are mine.
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Zusammenfassung
Das Dissertationsprojekt untersucht die Entwicklung neuer Formen der Regulierung von
Prostitution, Geschlechtskrankheiten und Intimität während der Besatzungszeit in Japan
nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg (1945-1952). Innerhalb der siebenjährigen Besatzung Japans
bildete sich ein vielschichtiges Zusammenspiel von verschiedenen Akteuren und Institutionen der Alliierten bzw. vornehmlich US-amerikanischen Besatzungsmacht und den japanischen Behörden, aber auch in Auseinandersetzung mit nicht-staatlichen Gruppierungen
heraus. Obwohl diese unterschiedliche Motive und Ziele verfolgten, waren Sexarbeit und
die Übertragung venerischer Krankheiten nichtsdestotrotz zentrale Bezugspunkte, um die
sexuellen Begegnungen zwischen Besatzern  und  Besetzten  zu  kontrollieren.  Die  „Sanitisierung“  von  Sex  während der Besatzungszeit wird unter den Themen Sicherheit, Gesundheit
und Moral untersucht. Diese thematische Gliederung erlaubt die spezifischen regulativen
Interventionen, deren Erfolg und Scheitern, zu vergleichen und in Beziehung zu setzten,
und die alltäglichen Praktiken und Erfahrungen der Regulierung, die Reibungen und Konflikte, aber auch die Zusammenarbeit und Komplizenschaft zwischen und innerhalb der
Besatzer und Besetzten herauszuarbeiten. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht eine Analyse derartiger Regulierungspraktiken längere Kontinuitäten imperialer Biopolitik in den Blick zu
nehmen, die enorme Auswirkungen auf die Besatzungszeit hatten.
Nach Japans Niederlage im Zweiten Weltkrieg initiierten japanische Verwaltungsakteure aus Politik, Bürokratie und Polizei in Kooperation mit Unternehmern der japanischen Unterhaltungsindustrie die Etablierung von Vergnügungseinrichtungen mit Bordellen, Bars, Kabaretts und Restaurants für die Besatzer. Das Vergnügungsprogramm wurde
als eine Schutzzone entworfen, um die Besatzungstruppen von der japanischen Bevölkerung zu trennen, und gründete auf bestehendem Wissens über Prostitution, Sexualität und
deren Regulierung aus dem imperialen Japan, wie der Lizenzierung von Prostitution und
dem   System   von   Militärbordellen.   Die   Initiative   zielte   auf   den   Schutz   des   „nationalen  
Körpers“,  ein  vages  Konzept  japanischer  Zugehörigkeit, welches im imperialen Japan popularisiert wurde, und auch in der unmittelbaren Nachkriegszeit Möglichkeiten zur Imagination einer japanischen Gemeinschaft bieten sollte. Nach der Ankunft der Besatzungsarmee besuchten Besatzungssoldaten regelmäßig die für sie bereitgestellten Vergnügungseinrichtungen. Es dauerte einige Monate, bis die Besatzer intervenierten und 1946 lizenzierte
Prostitution verboten. Sexarbeit verschwand dadurch jedoch nicht, sondern florierte sogar
als dezentrale Straßenprostitution und in privat betriebenen Bordellen.

Das   große   Aufkommen   an   „Straßenprostituierten“   war   ein   neues   soziales   Phänomen in Japan, das sowohl den Besatzern als auch den Besetzten Sorgen bereitete und die
Entwicklung neuer Regulierungspraktiken förderte. Die Militärpolizei der Besatzungstruppen sowie japanische Polizeieinheiten begannen Rotlichtviertel zu patrouillieren und Razzien durchzuführen; zudem kriminalisierten sie Sexarbeiterinnen (und oftmals Frauen der
besetzten Gesellschaft im Allgemeinen) als Quelle und Vektor venerischer Krankheiten,
und zwangen verhaftete Frauen, sich medizinisch untersuchen und behandeln zu lassen.
Militärärzte und Mitarbeiter der Hygieneabteilungen der Besatzungsadministration sorgten
sich ebenfalls um die epidemische Verbreitung von Geschlechtskrankheiten im Besatzungspersonal und in der Zivilbevölkerung, propagierten sozialhygienische Prophylaxe,
implementierten ein neues Meldeverfahren für übertragbare Krankheiten und wendeten
viele Mühen und Ressourcen auf, um der Verbreitung von Geschlechtskrankheiten mit
einer Reformierung von Japans Gesundheitswesen entgegen zu wirken. Andere Mitglieder
der Besatzungsadministration versuchten die Besatzungssoldaten mit Moral- und Sexualunterricht zu erziehen, wodurch diese einen starken „Charakter“ herausbilden sollten, der
ihnen dazu verhelfe, enthaltsam zu leben. Zivilgesellschaftliche japanische Akteure engagierten sich ebenfalls gegen die weite Verbreitung von käuflichem Sex und Sexarbeiterinnen, die, als Symbol sexueller Gefahr und moralischen Verfalls skandalisiert, vermeintlich
die Zukunft des nachkriegzeitlichen Japans gefährdeten.
Die Dissertation zeigt, dass die Regulierung von Sexualität, Prostitution und Geschlechtskrankheiten von großer Bedeutung für die Zeitgenossen der Besatzungszeit war.
Eine Untersuchung der verschiedenen Narrative  und  Praktiken  der  „Sanitisierung“  von  Sex  
ermöglicht also, all das Aufheben um Prostitution, Geschlechtskrankheiten und sexuellintime Beziehungen während der Besatzungszeit Japans zu untersuchen. Dies hilft, um die
asymmetrischen Machtverhältnisse zwischen Besatzern und Besetzten zu verstehen, die
Reibungen und Kooperationen zwischen und innerhalb von Besatzern und Besetzten zu
beleuchten, und tiefere Einblicke in die besatzungszeitlichen Alltage zu erlangen.

Summary
This dissertation analyzes the development of new forms of regulation concerning prostitution, venereal disease and intimacy during the occupation of Japan after the Second World
War, focusing on the period between 1945 and 1952. Within the over seven years long
occupation period, a multi-layered interplay of various actors and institutions of the Allied
respectively predominantly American occupation regime and Japanese authorities but also
non-governmental groups emerged. Following differing motives and aims, sex work and
venereal disease in particular were nevertheless central references for all actors and agencies involved who sought to sanitize sex between occupiers and occupied. The sanitization
of sex during the occupation period is examined along the themes of security, health, and
morale. This thematic disposition permits to compare and to interrelate specific regulatory
interventions, their success and failure, and thus to unearth the everyday practices and experiences of regulation, the tension and conflicts, but also the cooperation and complicity
between and among occupiers and occupied. Moreover, a detailed analyzes of the specific
regulatory practices enables to highlight the longer trajectories of imperial biopolitics that
had an enormous impact on the occupation period.
After Japans defeat in World   War   II,   Japan’s   authorities   in   politics,   bureaucracy,  
and  police,  and  in  cooperation  with  private  entrepreneurs  of  Japan’s  entertainment  industry,  
initiated the erection of recreational facilities with brothels, bars, cabarets and restaurants
to comfort the occupiers. Following established knowledge of prostitution, sexuality and
its regulation as it was prevalent in imperial Japan, such as the systems of licensed prostitution and military comfort stations, the initiated recreation scheme was conceptualized as a
protective zone to separate the occupation troops from the Japanese population. The initiative  aimed  at  the  protection  of  what  contemporaries  referred  to  as  “national  body,”  a  fuzzy  
concept of Japanese belonging popular in imperial Japan that also helped in post-surrender
Japan to imagine a sense of Japanese community. After the arrival of the occupation army,
occupation servicemen regularly patronized recreational facilities provided for them. It
took several months until the occupiers intervened,  who  abolished  Japan’s  licensed  prostitution system in early 1946. However, sex work itself did not vanish, but even flourished
as decentralized street prostitution and in privately run brothels.
The  high  numbers  of  “streetwalking”  prostitutes,  a  new  social phenomenon in Japan, raised concern among occupiers and occupied alike, and fostered the development of
new  regulatory  practices.  The  occupiers’  military  police  and  Japanese  police  units  patrolled  

and raided red-light districts, criminalized sex workers—and to a certain extent women of
the occupied society in general—for spreading venereal disease, and forced rounded-up
women  to  undergo  medical  examination  and  treatment.  The  occupiers’  medical and public
health departments worried about the epidemic spread of venereal disease among occupation personnel and Japanese civilians, promoted social hygienic prophylaxis, implemented
a new reporting system of communicable diseases, and put much effort and resources in
reforming  Japan’s  public  health  system  to  counter the high prevalence of venereal disease.
Other members of the occupation administration attempted to educate occupation servicemen in moral guidance and sex education programs that would help them to build “character,” a moral reform concept that was believed to fortify the citizen-soldier and strengthen
him spiritually to keep abstinent of alcohol and continent of sex. Japanese civil society
agents equally campaigned against the high prevalence of commercial sex and sex workers,
what they scandalized as sexual danger and moral decay that would threaten the future of
postwar Japan.
Indeed, to regulate sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease mattered significantly to occupation period contemporaries. To scrutinize the various narratives and practices of the sanitization of sex enables retrospectively to approach all the fuss about prostitution, venereal disease and the sexual-intimate relationships during the occupation of Japan, which helps to understand the asymmetric power relations between occupiers and
occupied, highlight the tensions and cooperation between and among various actors,
branches and institutions  of  the  occupation  regime  and  Japan’s  authorities,  and  dig  deeper  
into the occupation period’s  everyday  history.

Introduction
Sex sold well in occupied Japan. After World War II, in the immediate postsurrender period in the late summer of 1945, Japanese authorities, in cooperation with private entrepreneurs of Japan’s entertainment industry and much support by the police force,
initiated a broad prostitution scheme to comfort the Allied occupiers. They established
brothels, bars and other recreational facilities, and organized sex work quite similar to imperial Japan’s wartime comfort and prewar licensed prostitution system, which allowed
prostitution within confined quarters under close police supervision and deliberately exploited lower-class women to channel male sexual desire. In Tokyo alone about fifty-toseventy thousand sex workers catered to predominantly American servicemen during the
occupation period. According to the estimates of the Japanese journalist Sumimoto Toshio,
the hundreds of thousands of Allied servicemen stationed in Japan spent 185 million dollars on recreation, of which “almost half” went through the hands of sex workers.1 Prostitution was thus generating high revenues during the seven years long occupation period,
and was by some accounts even believed to be economically constitutive to the reconstruction of postwar Japan.2
Since the arrival of the occupation forces in 1945, foreign servicemen massively
frequented brothels and other recreational facilities provided by Japan’s authorities. Half a
year later, in early 1946, however, the Supreme Commander of Allied Powers (SCAP)
released an ordinance to abolish licensed prostitution. Celebrated as a mile stone of democracy to liberate Japanese women from Japanese male chauvinism, the abolition of prostitution more significantly aimed at limiting the spread of venereal disease, which took on
epidemic proportions among the occupation personnel—almost every one in four serviceman was infected with one or several venereal diseases. Though the abolition of licensed
prostitution did not prohibit sex work per se, it illegalized sex trafficking and binding contracts between brothel owners or pimps and sex workers. Obviously, prostitution did not
vanish, but rather flourished in either privately run brothels, cabarets, bars and “special
restaurants” (tokushu inshokuten), or as decentralized street prostitution in parks, railway
underpasses, and nearby occupation army camps.
The occupiers as well as the occupied developed various strategies to handle the
vast prevalence of sex work and venereal disease in occupied Japan. Both accused predom!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Toshio Sumimoto, Senryō Hiroku, Vol. 1 (Tokyo: Mainichi Shimbun, 1952), 70.
Yuki Tanaka, Japan’s Comfort Women: Sexual Slavery and Prostitution during World War II and the US
Occupation (London and New York: Routledge, 2002), 155.
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inantly sex workers, but sometimes even women altogether, for spreading venereal disease,
which the occupiers considered as a danger to the security, a hazard to the health, and an
attack on the morality of its personnel. Regulatory efforts were developed and implemented by both occupier and occupied authorities—most of the regulators were middle- to upper-class men—to limit venereal disease, and the multiple, often overlapping but also at
times conflicting interventions proposed and enacted by military commanders, (military)
police officers, military surgeons and civilian physicians, public health administrators, military chaplains, welfare workers, but also feminist activists focused the sexual encounter
between occupiers and occupied—an endeavor that targeted the intimacy of both occupation army servicemen and ordinary people of occupied Japan alike.
The various regulatory attempts to sanitize sexuality during the occupation period
are at the center of this study. An analysis of the narratives and practices circulating around
the sanitization of sex between occupiers and occupied provides angles, to unravel the
complex relations and dynamics of power during the occupation period. Close attention to
the conceptualization and actual implementation of regulatory techniques underscore, firstly, historically specific hierarchies of race, class and gender, which were negotiated on the
basis of sex, and depict the multiple layers of agency between and among occupiers and
occupied. Secondly, a close reading of the regulations reveals longer trajectories of the
occupation period through the continuities of local traditions of management and similarities to other, previous imperial encounters as well as the global circulation and appropriation of certain forms of knowledge and governance. Thirdly, the focus on the regulation of
sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease explores the various temporal and spatial coordinates of the occupation period, and indicates the significance such regulations have had
on the political, social and cultural formation of postwar Japan.

Prostitution and Occupation: Debates and Trends in modern Japanese History
There is no dearth of literature on prostitution during the occupation of Japan. As
many studies on the Japanese prostitution scheme initiated by Japan’s authorities have
shown, the erection of brothels and other recreational facilities in the immediate postwar
period was not only aimed at protecting individuals from the spectre of some individual
looting and raping G.I.s. Most prominently, Duus Masayo, Yamada Meiko and Inoue Setsuko have shown that post-surrender plans to establish recreation for the occupiers, among
!
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which prostitution ranged at the center to comfort the mass of foreign servicemen, aimed at
securing the Japanese “national body” (kokutai)—and were thus actually comforting the
soon-to-be occupied as well. As an institution of quarantine, prostitution was conceptualized as a protective zone that meant to function to separate the incoming foreign soldiers
and sailors from the Japanese population—and from Japanese women in particular—and
was believed by its initiators to maintain Japan’s sovereignty and integrity after the lost
war.3 The bulk of research on prostitution during the occupation period published in Japanese, however, consists predominantly of investigative-journalistic works that have unearthed much detailed knowledge about the postwar prostitution scene, and usually share a
strong focus on depicting the oppression of women through Japanese “perpetrators” in
military, police, bureaucracy and politics as well as private entrepreneurs of the Recreation
and Amusement Association (RAA), who mainly organized the prostitution scheme to
offer kindness to American occupiers in the first few months of the immediate postwar
period.4 In some accounts, the question of perpetration equally encompasses the occupiers,
who, as Itsushima Tsutomu rather polemically stated, would have “raped” Japan, by which
he meant the rape of women by occupation army servicemen but also the various degrees
of constraint that forced Japanese women into prostitution, and thus includes to a lesser
extent the complicity of Japanese pimps, brothel owners, politicians and policemen, who
would have worked in favor of the occupiers either by not severely intervening to limit
rape and sex work or by maintaining postwar Japan’s prostitution system.5 In other, mostly
feminist studies the issue of perpetration is combined with a demand for a general prohibition of sex work and a critique against gender biased patriarchal power relations prevalent
in postwar Japan.6 Nevertheless, even theoretically engaging studies that connect prostitution and their representation in occupied Japan with women’s/gender history, the history of
sexuality and literary criticism, have tended to limit their perspectives by retelling the
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Masayo Duus, Haisha no okurimono: Tokushu ian shisetsu RAA o meguru senryōshi no sokumen (Tokyo:
Kōdansha, 1985), 76; Setsuko Inoue, Senryōgun ianjo: Kokka ni yoru baishun shisetsu (Tokyo: Sinhyōron,
1995), 12; Meiko Yamada, Senryōgun ianfu: Kokusaku baishun no onnatachi no higeki, (Tokyo: Kōjinsha,
1992), 21-29.
4
The probably most famous accounts were written by Kanzaki Kiyoshi, a self-proclaimed ethnographer of
postwar prostitution and anti-prostitution activist, which culminated in his “report” from 1974, a collection of
his previous investigations since the early occupation period. Kanzaki Kiyoshi, Baishun: Ketteiban Kanzaki
repooto (Tokyo: Gendaishi shuppan-kai, 1974); see also Kobayashi Daijirō and Murase Akira, Minna wa
shiranai kokka baishun meirei, New Edition (Tokyo: Yūzankaku Shuppan, 1992).
5
Itsushima Tsutomu, Kuroi Haru: Beigun, Panpan, onnatachi no sengo, 2. ed. (Tokyo: Tōgosha, 1985), i.
6
Yuki Fujime, “Japanese Feminism and Commercialized Sex: The Union of Militarism and Prohibitionism,”
Social Science Japan Journal 9, no. 1 (2006): 33-50; Kazuko Hirai, “Nihon senryō o ‘sei’ de minaosu,” Nihonshi Kenkyū 500 (2004): 107-130.
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postwar history of intimacy, sexuality and prostitution in a strictly national framework,
rarely providing even glimpses beyond Japan’s postwar national borders.7
While most studies on prostitution during the occupation period fail to
acknowledge military prostitution as a global phenomenon, Cynthia Enloe has reminded us
that prostitution and sexual violence against women during warfare and military occupations are integral parts of any modern military organization to construct and confirm a
“militarized masculinity.”8 Tanaka Yuki, echoing Enloe’s postulate, has pointed out that a
“military culture of masculinity” highly influenced the wartime military comfort system
(jūgun ian seido), the systematic coercion of women from mostly Japan’s colonies into
sexual slavery by Japanese bureaucrats, militarist, politicians and private entrepreneurs.9
Similarly, but less informed by feminist theory, Yoshimi Yoshiaki has stated in his empirically groundbreaking work on the history of the comfort women, that military prostitution
was hardly a phenomenon specific to the history of Japan and—without any intend of relativizing Japan’s wartime responsibilities—has listed cases of the development of comfort
facilities by the American, British, German and Soviet military.10 The above-mentioned
“militarized masculinity,” that shaped the wartime comfort system, would also have been
fundamental to the idea of providing brothels and other recreational facilities to comfort
the occupation troops after the war—although with a particular Japanese nationalistic twist
as in protecting the “national body” from the invading occupiers. Both Tanaka and Yoshimi have also highlighted the striking similarities in the wartime and postwar brothels’
structure such as payment methods and hygiene regulations.11 Additionally, Yamada Meiko has observed that the status of the lower-class prostitute recruited in immediate postwar
Japan to cater to the occupiers resembled colonial subjects in Japan’s empire, who were
forced to work in comfort facilities during the war.12 Thus, since the 1990s, at a time when
the history of the comfort women became an important political issue due to a law suit
against the Japanese state by surviving victims of the comfort system, the research on pros!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7

Keisen Jogakuen Daigaku Heiwa Bunka Kenyūshitsu, ed., Senryō to sei: Seisaku, jittai, hyōshō (Tokyo:
Impakuto Shuppankai, 2007); Michael Molasky, The American Occupation of Japan and Okinawa: Literature and Memory (New York: Routledge, 1999), 103-129.
8
Cynthia Enloe, The morning after: Sexual politics at the end of the Cold War (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 145; Cynthia Enloe, Does Khaki Become You? The Militarization of Women’s Lives
(London: Pandora Press, 1988), 19-21; see also Ruth Seifert, “Der weibliche Körper als Symbol und
Zeichen: Geschlechtsspezifische Gewalt und die kulturelle Konstruktion des Krieges,” in Gewalt im Krieg:
Ausübungen, Erfahrungen und Verweigerung von Gewalt in Kriegen des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. Andreas
Gestrich (Münster: LIT Verlag, 1996), 17.
9
Tanaka, Japan’s Comfort Women, 179.
10
Yoshiaki Yoshimi, Comfort Women: Sexual Slavery in the Japanese Military During World War II (New
York: Columbia University Press, 2000), 185-189.
11
Ibid., 180; Tanaka, Japan‘s Comfort Women, 174-175.
12
Yamada, Senryōgun ianfu, 8.
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titution in occupied Japan turned to become overshadowed by discussions on the comfort
women issue in World War II, usually connected to questions of Japan’s war responsibility
and compensation.13
However, prostitution and its regulation in occupied Japan has to be even more
thoroughly historicized, and the genealogies of sex work reach deeper into imperial Japan’s history than solely to the wartime comfort system, and also affected postwar Japan
beyond the official end of the occupation period in 1952. Fujime Yuki and Sheldon Garon
have shown that the licensed prostitution system, the state sanctioned regulation of sex
work in imperial Japan that demanded regular health examinations for sex workers and
allowed prostitution only in designated red-light districts with licensed brothels, was not
only an important aspect of establishing certain notions and hierarchies of sex, gender, and
class relations, but was also at the heart of state building.14 The administrative practices to
regulate prostitution in imperial Japan were not genuinely “Japanese,” but, to quote Fujime, “an outgrowth of colonial modernity, the world capitalist system, and Meiji political
and economic class formation,” molded through the transfer, appropriation and adaption of
regulatory forms developed in European metropoles, such as Paris and Berlin.15 This current of research also helped to situate Japanese prostitution history in a longer history of
Japan’s expanding empire in East Asia, for instance by encompassing not only the wartime
prostitution system and imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system, but also the testimonies of the karayuki-san, women migrating from poor rural areas as service women and sex
workers to port cities throughout East and Southeast Asia, who were significant agents of
imperial Japan’s globalization and transnational economy in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century.16
In the first full-length monograph on sex work in occupied Japan published in English, Sarah Kovner has also pleaded to integrate prostitution in occupied Japan into a long!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13

A classic historical study on the comfort women is Yoshimi Yoshiaki, Jūgun ianfu, Tokyo: Iwanami
shoten, 1995. But see also Ueno Chizuko, Nashonarizumu to jenda (Tokyo: Seidosha, 1998); Center for
Research and Documentation on Japan’s War Responsibility, ed., Nashonarizumu to “ianfu“ mondai, Tokyo:
Aokishoten, 1998; Chungmoo Choi, ed., “The Comfort Women: Colonialism, War, and Sex,” Special issue,
Positions: East Asian Cultures Critique 5, No. 1 (1997); Margaret Stetz and Bonnie Oh, ed., Legacies of the
Comfort Women of World War II, Armonk, NY and London: M.E. Sharpe, 2001; and Sarah Soh, The Comfort Women: Sexual Violence and Postcolonial Memory in Korea and Japan, Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 2008.
14
Yuki Fujime, Sei no rekishi gaku: kōshō seido, daitaiza taisei kara baishun bōshihō, yūsei hogohō taisei e
(Tokyo: Fuji Shuppan, 1997); Sheldon Garon, “The World’s Oldest Debate? Prostitution and the State in
Imperial Japan, 1900-1945,” American Historical Review 98, no. 3, (1993): 710-732. See also Yutaka Fujino,
Sei no kokka kanri: Baibaishun no kingen daishi (Tokyo: Fuji Shuppan, 2001).
15
Yuki Fujime, “The Licensed Prostitution System and the Prostitution Abolition Movement in Modern
Japan,” positions 5, no. 1 (1997): 137.
16
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er imperial history. Her contribution, however, was in particular to highlight the significant
dynamics and changes in the history of prostitution in Japan that were shaped by the occupation period. Firstly, she has emphasized the importance of understanding sex work as
labor and to identify the majority of sex workers in occupied Japan as ordinary women,
who were not all professional prostitutes, but sold their bodies temporarily in times of economic distress, often to support their families. Arguably, Kovner’s argument, depicting sex
work as labor on the women’s own choice enables to highlight sex workers’ agency and to
uncage them from mere victimization as many previous, mostly feminist accounts have
done.17 Secondly, Kovner has offered much insight into the lengthy legal debates on the
prohibition of prostitution in the postwar period, which led to the Prostitution Prevention
Bill that passed the Diet in May 1956 and was the first national law in Japanese history that
officially abolished sex work. However, the Bill should not be considered as an indisputable triumph of feminist anti-prostitution activism, but is, according to Kovner, “demonstrating its limitations more than its achievements,” and sex workers, now without any legal protection, “became ever more marginalized.”18
This study is indebted to the rich insights furnished by previous works on intimacy,
sexuality, prostitution, venereal disease and its regulation during the occupation period,
and I attempt to integrate most debates raised by the authors discussed above into my own
analysis and to be constantly in conversation with their interpretations. I fully agree with
the argument that the initiative of Japan’s authorities to erect comfort facilities for the occupiers was more than the mere protection of individuals, but guided by the logic to secure
the “national body,” as in Japan’s people, state institutions, and the emperor. I am also
convinced by the accusations articulated by mainly feminist scholars, that prostitution and
its regulation in occupied Japan was deeply gender-biased, with overtly male perpetrators
of both Japan’s authorities as well as the occupation regime. And although it is imperative
to point out the sex workers’ agency, their room to maneuver as lower-class laborers and
their everyday lives beyond passive victimhood, I regard it nevertheless as an important
political issue to underscore the exploitative mechanisms in the organization, recruitment,
and regulation of prostitution and sex workers. Also, the similarities between the wartime
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military comfort system and the initial, post-surrender prostitution scheme are striking. The
terms of brothel structure and hygienic procedures were similar, and also the patterns along
which prostitution in post-surrender Japan was discursively conceptualized and the terminology in which it was articulated—bureaucrats, politicians and policemen referred to
brothels and sex work-related recreational facilities as ian shisetsu (comfort facilities)—
linked postwar prostitution closely to its wartime predecessor. But still, the wartime military comfort system should not limit our understanding of postwar prostitution. The comfort system was part of Japan’s aggressive war effort, but also significantly shaped by imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system, which itself was entangled to a longer, global
history of prostitution and its regulation.
Recent studies on queer sexualities have justifiably stressed the pitfalls of previous
work on gender and sexuality during the occupation period, which would have focused
exclusively on heterosexual relations, mostly between Japanese women and American
men.19 In his book on sex and love in postwar Japan, Mark McLelland has criticized previous research particularly for reproducing the notion of sexuality as binary. In McLelland’s
words: “Most studies, albeit sensitive to issues such as race and class, have tended to accept the categories of ‘men’ and ‘women’ as self-evident.”20 McLelland has a valid point,
and this study is also limited by analyzing the regulation of non-reproductive, mostly
short-term, heterosexual relations between male occupiers and female occupied, silencing
many of the multiple sexualities and sexual practices prevalent in postwar Japanese society
and among the Allieds’ military personnel.21 However, following Koikari Mire’s critical
feminist analysis of gender reform in occupied Japan, this study traces the sanitization of
sexuality during the occupation period which in fact constructed and constantly reproduced
a hegemonic heteronormativity and was setting the binary model of sexuality and heterosexism as standard, especially for the occupiers and to a lesser extent for the occupied as
well.22 Occupiers and occupied alike put much effort and resources in the maintenance of
heteronormative sexualities, a model, as Shibusawa Naoko has shown, which also struc!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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tured the postwar image of a “masculine” victorious America penetrating a “feminine”
defeated Japan.23 The complex narratives and practices that shaped regulatory interventions, their effects as well as their limitations within the intimate realm of occupied Japan
sexualities, have not yet been fully explored. This study is thus corresponding to Mary
Louise Roberts’ query of “What soldiers do,” and attends to the often marginalized issue of
regulating sex, sexual relations and behavior that enables to understand the struggle over
the management of sex as a struggle of authority, in this case, between and among occupier
and occupied.24 Broadly speaking, this study is meant to understand the asymmetric power
relations during the occupation period, and the fundamental questions guiding this undertaking are, what was happening in and through the conceptualization and practice of regulating sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease, how did (or did not) occupier and occupied negotiate such issues, how did they enter into the intimate realms of subjectification
during the occupation period, and how do we integrate the history of the occupied Japan in
a global history of empire.

Imperial Encounter: “Colonizing” Japan after World War II?
The asymmetry of power between occupiers and occupied, as well as the victors’
confidence, is well documented by Mr. MacDermott of the British Government, who was
the first British official entering Japan after the war. MacDermott had been acting ViceConsul in Yokohama in 1934, and returned to Japan on September 1, 1945. In a memorandum to his superiors in London’s Foreign Office, he wired his first impressions of Japan
after defeat with a remarkable arrogance and sarcasm. After witnessing the surrender ceremony in Tokyo Bay on September 2, he travelled to Tokyo on September 5:
The proportion of destruction in Tokyo is probably about the same as Yokohama but it looks
worse because it covers such a vast area. It is easier to say what is left than what has gone. …
The wood and lath-and-plaster houses left very little residue but it is amusing to see the landscape now dotted with iron safes and stone storehouses which have survived. The levelling of
buildings makes it a much easier place to find one’s way about in, you can go from point to
point by visual direction and there is still not much army traffic about. … It is very pleasing to
see the enemy capital brought so low but at the same time it is depressing to live entirely sur-
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rounded by rubble and ruins and I hope that Personal Department will not condemn any officers to be stationed in this environment for too long!25

“In conclusion,” MacDermott rhetorically asked, “what does it feel like to be with the conquerors in Tokyo?” His immediate response was:
Well, it was certainly a great deal of fun in the first few days when one could ride through the
Yasukuni Shrine in a jeep…and it is still agreeable to see our planes zooming all day long over
the Imperial Palace. But the gilt is wearing off the gingerbread a little in the very depressing
atmosphere of so much ruin, and the people of Japan look smaller and uglier and stupider than
one had remembered them to be and too insignificant to be angry with, and it is difficult to realise that they ever gave us a stand-up fight and impossible to contemplate their ever being able
to do so again.26

Of course, MacDermott’s statement can be dismissed as a singular voice of an aged and
nostalgic British imperialist, whose arrogance grounded in the colonial rhetoric that propagated the West’s supposed civilizational advancement and white supremacy. Nonetheless,
the United States, dominating the occupation project, similarly carried their imperial historical baggage, with the U.S. military as a major agent of America’s expansion since the
late nineteenth century.27 Mac Dermott’s racist rhetoric also reverberated Allied and in
particular American war propaganda, which until a few weeks prior to Japan’s surrender
was still claiming the West’s (racial) superiority over the Japanese “monkey folk,” and it is
hard to believe that such cultural arrogance and racism was not echoing beyond August 15,
1945.28 Similar to MacDermott’s confident statement, also the U.S. occupiers’ general attitude was to arrive in Japan as conquerors. Simultaneously, the occupiers also came as liberators and, as scholars such as Takemae Eiji and John Dower have pointed out, the occupation of Japan does mark a major turning point in Japanese history with a democratic
start-over after Japan’s militarist rule since the 1930s and its imperial aggression throughout the first half of the twentieth century.29 As Mary Roberts has noted for the context of
the end of World War II in Europe, the ambivalent simultaneity of liberation and conquest
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through the intervention of the U.S. military was indeed, on the one hand, a “noble mission,” but on the other it “also opened a pivotal phase in the rise of American political
dominance.”30 In occupied Japan, American political dominance resembled strongly colonial characteristics, which Dower, in his path-breaking monograph Embracing Defeat on
the occupation period, has called despite the occupiers’ liberating forces as “the last immodest exercise in the colonial conceit known as ‘the white man’s burden.’”31 The occupiers established a militarist, authoritarian regime, which was officially an Allied operation
in cooperation with British Commonwealth Occupation Forces (BCOF) from Australia,
Britain, India and New Zealand, but nominally mastered by American military and civilian
personnel stationed as occupation army in tactical troops and/or working in the occupation
regime’s staff sections in Tokyo or their local military government teams throughout Japan. The occupation forces were headed by General Douglas MacArthur as the Supreme
Commander of Allied Powers (SCAP), whose influence and power even exceeded that of
the Japanese emperor, who had symbolized absolute authority and sovereignty, but had
nonetheless been woven into struggles of various fractions of militarists, politics and bureaucracy. Since September 1945, MacArthur was the unquestioned ruler of Japan, often
ignoring orders from Washington, and, as Harry Harootunian has described him, was
“shamelessly playing the role of an imperial Roman proconsul lacking only a toga,” and
“effectively ruled the country as a distant colony of a vast empire.”32
Such notions of perceiving the occupiers as imperial conquerors and colonialists
evolved relatively late among Japanese contemporaries.33 In the early stages of the occupation, most people were war-weary and happy about the new rulers, glad about the occupiers’ food distribution and the end of wartime mobilization.34 Japanese intellectuals, either
liberals such as Maruyama Masao as well as Japanese communists, welcomed the occupiers as liberators form feudalism and hoped for freedom and democracy. The communist
leaders Tokuda Kyūichi and Shiga Yoshio, for instance, after 18 years of imprisonment as
political prisoners, celebrated the liberation from Japan’s ultranationalist militarism in their
first issue of the newspaper Akahata on October 4, 1945. In their Marxist consciousness in
historical materialism, the United States were understood as embodiment of the progres!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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sive bourgeoisie, whose “revolution form above” would have destroyed Japan’s feudal
emperor-system and established a capitalist democracy—in Marxist terms a historic necessity and in-between step for future socialism in Japan.35 In the early course of the occupation period, thousands of ordinary citizens were sending letters and postcards to MacArthur
to express their gratitude. It was only the conservative elites (and of course many ultranationalists and fascists) who were instantly skeptical of the occupiers’ reforms and disliked the occupiers’ presence. Accordingly, Yoshida Shigeru and other conservatives, who
actually profited a lot from good relations with the occupiers in the later course of Japan’s
postwar period, joked that for them “GHQ” was not only the acronym for SCAP’s General
Headquarters but also meant “Go Home Quickly.”36 But, the occupiers did not leave for
years and their presence was still heavily felt after the official end of the occupation in
1952. Later on, however, in the early 1950s, communists and other leftist also changed
their opinion of the occupiers and their policies, and the initial euphoria of liberation
turned into an accusation of imperialism. In his 1951 thesis, Tokuda Kyūichi revised his
earlier statements and declared the United States as exploitative who would only have
brought “chains and slavery” to Japan. Especially the early on envisioned structural reforms such as demilitarization and a thorough land reform would not have been accomplished, and, according to Tokuda, the reforms were not only put on hold but turned upside
down, as in Japan’s re-militarization, strengthening of conservative elites and the return to
a monopole-capitalistic economy during the Korean War.37
Although the rhetoric of Japanese communists of labeling Japan’s occupation as
manifestation of imperialism may sound polemic, their analysis did point out pivotal pitfalls of U.S. occupation policy. It is no surprise that Tokuda changed his opinion on the
occupation period at the turn to the 1950s. Around that time, a significant political shift in
the occupation period occurred, which became to be known as the reverse course. It describes a paradigmatic change in U.S. occupation policy within Japan and postwar U.S.
foreign policy concerning Asia in general, which temporally divides the occupation period
into a first phase of ambitious democratic reforms and demilitarization and a second phase
of U.S. imperialism and Cold War containment with Japan’s economic and military recovery. The begin of the reverse course is temporarily marked by the change in SCAP’s labor
policy in 1947, by restricting workers’ rights and starting to remove communists and other
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leftist labor activists and intellectuals from public life. And, around the same time, grassroots reforms such as a re-distribution of land ownership had ended.38 Furthermore, Japan
was embedded by American strategists into a rising Cold War thinking and pushed as anticommunist ally in Asia. Japan’s military and economy was rebuilt, and conservative
elites—even those associated with wartime crimes—were sycophantically embraced while
Japanese communists and socialists were systematically purged.39
However, the explanatory model of the reverse course has been repeatedly questioned by studies on the occupation period and the postwar history of East Asia. Although
there is little dispute about a paradigm shift of occupation policy in Japan, various scholars
have raised concerns about an overdetermining reverse course narrative that would not
grasp the continuities of Japan’s imperial power structures between the prewar, wartime,
and postwar period. Agents and institutions of imperial Japan in politics, economy, bureaucracy, education and the police system—who were all to varying degrees actively involved in prewar administration, wartime planning and postwar management—were often
not as fundamentally remodeled during the early occupation period as the occupiers and
Japanese reformers liked to think.40 Especially the bureaucracy and police system were
rather unaffected by the occupiers’ interventions and resisted reform.41 Connected to this
critique is also the evaluation of “1945” in the reverse course narrative as temporal caesura
that would supposedly mark a clear-cut split between imperial, wartime and postwar Japan.
Although something significant did happen after Japan’s defeat “within” Japan, an emphasis of a supposedly determining break between war and peace does not encompass the multiple experiences of Japan’s empire, war and its legacy in East Asia, Southeast Asia and the
Asia-Pacific regions.42
A comparison of the occupation of Japan with the postwar history of Korea further
illuminates the limits of the reverse course narrative. Korea had been colonized by Japan
officially since 1910, increasingly incorporated into Japan’s empire from the 1930s on!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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wards, and rigorously mobilized for the country’s wartime effort.43 After World War II,
Korea was also occupied by an American occupation army, headed by Lt. General John R.
Hodge under command of Douglas MacArthur as superior commander of the Far East
Command (FEC). Contrary to Japan, U.S. occupation policy in Korea was conducted from
its very beginning in 1945 along a Cold War planning, and Korea thus never experienced a
reverse course. 44 Moreover, the occupying U.S. Army Military Government in Korea
(USAMGIK) basically replaced Japan’s colonial rule and established a military government, which heavily relied on the previous colonial administration and its elites.45 The
overall plan was to incorporate Korea into what Dean Acheson, U.S. Secretary of State
from 1949 to 1953, called a “great crescent” of U.S. hegemony in East and South East
Asia. American Cold War strategists envisioned a network of anti-communist states as
peripheries that had close economic and military strategic ties to Japan as a sub-center under the control of the United States, which almost substituted Japan’s Greater East Asia
Co-Prosperity Sphere, and thus reproduced older regional imperial formations.46
Yet, also in post-surrender Japan, it is rather questionable if U.S. imperialism manifested after a reversed course occurred, or if imperialistic rule had already characterized
the occupation of Japan from the very beginning. Considering Jürgen Osterhammel’s notion of a colony, the transferability of his broad definition to the case of the occupation of
Japan after World War II is striking. Osterhammel has perceived a colony as a newly established political body created through invasion and ties to pre-colonial conditions with a
longer durability than a merely temporary military occupation. Furthermore, the new and
foreign elites would be in an enduring dependency to a spatially distant imperial center,
which claims exclusive property rights within the colony.47 Unraveling this definition in
the context of occupied Japan it is imperative to acknowledge that—despite the many contradictory explanations of the war’s legitimation—Japan was occupied subsequent to military invasion by Allied and especially American forces after World War II. The occupiers
did erect a new body of authoritarian rule in the occupied territory. Their political power
was exercised indirectly, with SCAP relying on “pre-colonial” conditions as in existing
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Japanese governmental and bureaucratic institutions and personnel, mainly because the
occupiers lacked Japanese language skills and cultural competence to rule on their own.48
MacArthur and his General Headquarters were nominally bound to the advice by the Far
Eastern Commission and its U.S. dominated Allied Council for Japan as well as to orders
from the U.S. State Department in Washington, DC, and the United States did claim exclusive property rights within Japan. Such claims did not vanish with the official end of the
occupation period, marked by the San Francisco Peace Treaty signed on September 8,
1951, and in force since April 28, 1952. Many of the occupation policy’s remnants prevailed way beyond 1952, which questions the temporariness of the military occupation.
Most obviously is the still massive U.S. military presence in Japan—a local manifestation
of a global phenomenon that academics and activists have called an “empire of bases”49—
which is particularly visible in Okinawa.50 Studies of the U.S. occupation of Okinawa indicate that from the very outset the occupation of the Ryukyu Islands was an enterprise of
U.S. empire building during and after WWII, well apparent in Okinawa’s limited sovereignty, which was re-affiliated to Japan not until 1972, and is often interpreted as a U.S.
“military colony” until today.51
As a range of meanwhile classic studies has argued, characteristics of imperialism
were not only manifest in political, economic, and military power structures, but equally
present in forms of knowledge and culture, which are arguably more subtle but not less
powerful manifestations of domination.52 In the case of the occupation of Japan, MacArthur’s performances and in particular his public speeches throughout the occupation period
were paradigmatic. One significant emblem is a famous photograph that circulated in the
American and Japanese press since September 1945, in which MacArthur stands next to
Emperor Hirohito and embodies the masculine and self-confident vanquisher in contrast to
the subordinate, gawky-looking defeated, a picture that became to symbolize America’s
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long lasting shadow casting over postwar Japan.53 On other occasions, MacArthur explained publically Japan’s aggression and expansion between 1932 and 1945 as an odyssey
in which Japan got on the wrong track into a “dark valley” (kurai tanima), a nightmare
from which he could awake Japan with a lesson in American-style democracy. He did not
only propose a Salvationist mission under his command, but also took the liberty to take an
apologetic stance towards Japan’s wartime aggression and atrocities. Similarly, MacArthur
compared Japan to a “twelve years old boy” at a U.S. Senate hearing in 1951, who he
would have educated and guided to modernity and democracy during the occupation period. The trope of the “twelve years old boy” has been criticized as being a gendered category that would allow boys but not girls to higher education.54 However, equally important,
the dimension of a civilizing mission is inherent to the trope of the little boy, and signifies
its tightly interweavement with colonial discourse that preached civilization and thought its
development in linear-temporal stages.55 Similar to colonialists in other non-Western countries, the occupiers typically framed Japan in 1945 in a “waiting room of history” that constantly categorized the non-West as “not yet civilized.”56 Simultaneously, as former colonialists believed in the civilization of people of color, so did MacArthur propagate to educate the Japanese and promised them independence and sovereignty after successful democratization—which MacArthur unmistakably understood as civilizational development
according to an American blueprint. As Homi Bhabha has pointed out, such differences
between colonizer and colonized marked by time, construed in teleologically developing
stages, in this case between occupiers and occupied, can, however, never be overcome.
The constructed backwardness of the “almost the same, but not quite” always also implies
a “not quite white,” a reference to the ambivalence inherent to colonial discourse, which
mission is modernity, rationality and progress, but simultaneously enforces clear racial and
cultural distinctions and hierarchies in the very practice of colonial rule.57
In a similar vein, forms of racism that were uttered in the relations between Japan
and the “West” since the early nineteenth century, had also been dominating the war and
battles fought between Japan and the United States.58 Koshiro Yukiko has argued in her
analysis of trans-pacific racisms that although open and violent racism was officially
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banned in occupied Japan to allow a tensionless cooperation between occupiers and occupied, the power relations were nevertheless structured unconsciously by old patterns of
racial scaling.59 In addition, Koikari Mire and Lisa Yoneyama have shown in their studies
on feminist movements and the introduction of women’s suffrage in occupied Japan that
race and racism were closely intersected with dimensions of gender in the U.S. democratization programs.60 The gender political reforms thereby inherited patterns similar to classical elements of colonial discourses, such as the omnipresence of a constant dichotomy of
Japan’s “backwardness” (feudalism, oppression of women, etc.) versus America’s “modernity” (democracy, women’s suffrage, etc.). And also the “maternal” ambitions of U.S.womens’ organizations in their attempt to educate Japanese women to political participation were similar to forms of “imperial feminism” in Great Britain,61 whose advocates, in
line with Gayatri Spivak’s observation, were basically speaking for rather than speaking
with Japanese women.62 The attempt to liberate Japanese women from what MacArthur
called “traditional feudalistic chauvinism” was thus not only reproducing gender specific,
but also racial hierarchies during the occupation period.63
The occupation of Japan revealed therefore—in contrast to the Allied occupation of
Germany—cultural and social patterns of differentiation, which were common in colonial
settings and imperial encounters. This is not to say that the occupation of Japan resulted
from an expanding imperial metropolitan power into a colonial periphery, but from a clash
of two competing empires with a subsequent disintegration of Japan’s empire and a rise of
American hegemony in the postwar era. Moreover, to understand the occupation of Japan
as an instance of imperialism and manifestation of (neo-)colonial rule is not meant to dwell
in a polemic of anti-Americanism. Nor does it instantly imply to follow the apologetic arguments of Japanese conservatives, who, according to Dower, “denounce the occupation
as an exercise in cultural imperialism and ‘victor’s justice’ that undermined the very spirit
and traditions of the country.”64 To perceive the occupation of Japan as an instance of imperial encounter offers analytical perspectives. In doing so, I follow Tony Ballantyne’s and
Antoinette Burton’s use of the term empire in a deliberately loose sense, which signifies
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“webs of trade, knowledge, migration, military power, and political intervention that allowed certain communities to assert their influence and sovereignty over other groups.”
Furthermore, “The web’s intricate strands carried with them and helped to create hierarchies of race, class, religion, and gender, among others, thereby casting the conquerors as
superior and the conquered as subordinate, with important and lingering consequences for
the communities they touched.”65 Thus, a loose definition of empire as given by Ballantyne
and Burton helps to approach the occupation of Japan in various ways. The notion of the
web makes us think beyond fixed borders and boundaries, and, in the case at hand, overcomes the idea of Japan as a national container by comparing and connecting the occupation period and occupation policy to diachronic and synchronous forms of imperial power
elsewhere. In particular the idea of “webs of knowledge” inform us of genealogies of colonial rule and imperial power that shaped the occupation period that will be repeatedly addressed throughout this study.

Sanitized Sex: Methods and Materials
Imperial encounters and the asymmetries of power in colonial settings have been
intriguingly illustrated in previous scholarship by focusing on the body, sexuality and prostitution. Issues of the body were numerous: the physical well-being of settlers, administrators, but also whole populations in colonial societies in general were of much concern and
debate within empires, and metropolitan agencies and colonial states put countless efforts
and resources in the establishment of modern health regimes to sustain imperial power
that—to use David Arnold’s words—“colonized” the body.66 Bodily health and integrity
functioned often as a vehicle to demonstrate the colonizer’s supposed civilizational advancement over indigenous societies, but also to demarcate wider mechanisms of inclusion
and exclusion.67 Distinctions of race and class were arguably the most visible and notorious markers for the “rule of colonial difference,”68 which nevertheless intersected with
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other ordering principles and had to be constantly negotiated and adjusted in a “politics of
difference” to maintain the boundaries between colonizer and colonized.69 Not less significant, gender and sexuality were central to politics of the body that could stabilize and
threaten imperial orders. The discovery of distant shores was articulated and visualized in
gendered and sexualized terminology, much energy was dedicated to maintain heterosexual cultures, colonizers and colonized alike were ascribed with specific yet variable tropes
of masculinity and femininity, and the reproduction of colonial settlers was closely monitored due to the colonial administrations’ fears that mixed-race children would undermine
racial boundaries.70
The sanitation of sex, the regulation of reproductive and non-reproductive sexual
relations as well as venereal diseases along moral, hygienic, gendered and racial codes,
was a core issue of the modern biopolitical management of bodies, both in imperial
metropoles and colonial peripheries. 71 Although contemporary debates addressed also
long-term liaisons as in marriage or concubinage, much fuss was caused by short-term
satisfactions of sexual desires, most notably in form of commercial sex. Many, particularly
white male contemporaries fantasized about the sexual opportunities in non-white countries, while others, such as moral reformers and feminist activists, scandalized the globally
wide-spread organized provision of female sexuality to satisfy men’s sexual lust.72 Globally, since the nineteenth century and increasingly in the twentieth century, prostitution became an important institution for agents of the state as well as civil society activists to either directly secure social stability, control public health, and maintain gender roles and
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family ties, or to critically debate the regulation of prostitution, which both ultimately
helped to expand and consolidate modern state- and empire-building projects in most
Asian, Latin American and Western countries.73 In colonial settings, some colonial administrations favored regulated prostitution or concubinage to manage the colonizers’ sexuality and health, and also to maintain racial boundaries, family stability and economic
productivity, by which the supposedly uncivilized native prostitute did not only provide
sexual services but served as a general image of degradation that legitimated the need for
colonial rule.74 Commercial sex itself was definitely not a new phenomenon. Yet, newly
implemented regulatory forms like hygienic regulations and also new modes of representing prostitution and the sex worker cast it as a modern institution to administer a population’s security, health, morale, and sexuality, but also as a significant and signifying interface to share the experiences of modernity.75
Prostitution, like most forms of sexual encounter, simultaneously offers and impedes perspectives for academic research. It marks an intersection where various ordering
principles such as race, class, gender and sexuality culminate in one phenomenon, which is
targeted by state intervention as well as civil society activism, and exists on the outskirts of
the global capitalist economy, never freely regulated by offer and demand but obviously by
moral, political and social forces. Notwithstanding these intersections, it is a domain of the
intimate, where desires, tastes, feelings and urges of power, pleasure, lust, satisfaction, but
also shame, indifference and even violence are practiced and experienced hidden from the
scholar’s gaze. Most prominently, Ann Laura Stoler has called attention to the “tense and
tender ties” embodied in intimate, usually connoted as private domains. Within them, power of governance and/through classification either enters the inner realms of subjects’
hearts and minds where it effects even people’s affections, and/or can be subverted or
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dodged by historical agents,76 for instance in domestic spaces, brothel’s bedrooms or other
niches that can be conceived of with Michel Foucault as heterotopian “other spaces.”77
Either way, addressing intimacy offers angles to scrutinize the “affective dimensions of
global and transnational power,” to quote Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, and thus
opens perspectives on further and arguably deeper workings of power.78 To approach intimacy is, however, only possible by cautiously groping at and within historical material to
detect traces left behind by the historical agents. This can result in an overemphasis or
over-interpretation of seemingly minor, maybe mumbled utterances, gestures or overt silences, but to pass them in ignorance would miss chances to reconstruct insights into often
marginalized, yet at least for the historical actors themselves existential dimensions of subjectivity.
The regulation of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease during the occupation
of Japan between 1945 and 1952 bears striking resemblances with its prevalence in previous imperial settings as discussed above. Sexual opportunities for servicemen in occupied
Japan were vast, and soldiers, sailors and airmen of the occupation army heavily frequented bars, clubs and brothels that offered sexual services. Heated debates were hold within
Japan, but also in Washington, London and Canberra, on the existence and form of prostitution that addressed the degrees, means and aims of intervention. Occupiers and occupied
alike, though following different agendas, raised concerns about the threat or stability prostitution would pose to the security, health and morale of the occupation troops and the civilian Japanese population. Prostitution and other short-term sexual encounters constituted
a “contact zone,”79 in which both occupiers and occupied negotiated, reproduced, but occasionally also undermined the asymmetric power relations between and among them
through (commercial) sex and its regulation, which was often only possible through the
direct reference to a knowledge and experience of prostitution, venereal disease and its
regulation that rooted in a global imperial history.
Indeed, the longer trajectories of imperial history molded sex, sex work and its regulation in occupied Japan. However, previous research has limited this argument by either
embedding the origins of these trajectories in the imaginary of an enclosed Japanese (impe!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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rial) history or by solely positing comparisons to other imperial projects beyond the experiences of Japan’s history without thorough empirical and methodological demonstration
that such comparisons are indeed illuminating. This study engages stronger in connecting
the occupation of Japan and the regulation of sexuality and prostitution during the occupation period to a global history of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease, and departs
from previous accounts both empirically and epistemologically. Although many sources
cited in this study have already been used and discussed in previous works, some additional materials not yet analyzed could be integrated, such as veteran’s narratives, memoirs of
servicemen stationed in Japan, and some particularly revealing memoranda, reports and
statements by both occupiers and occupied. The analysis of this rich variety of historical
materials is organized thematically and not solely chronologically along the three major
themes of security, health, and morality. This outline helps to grasp the various overlapping yet sometimes conflicting concepts and practices in regulating sexuality, prostitution
and venereal disease. It enables to re-read the available source material as narratives in
different settings and to contextualize certain positions among occupiers and occupied
within their distinct histories—both temporarily and spatially.
Methodologically, in its attempt to reconstruct the occupation period’s “microphysics of power,”80 this study applies mainly a discourse analysis, but is attentive to the historical agents’ practices and experiences in their everyday lives that, at times, transgress discursive boundaries.81 It borrows much from the perspectives and methods as developed by
various advocates of the postcolonial studies, in particular their insights into the operations
of power concerning race, class, gender and sexuality, and their insistence in drawing a
link between the local historical variety, agency and experience, and broader, global processes of (imperial) history.82 On the one hand, a focus on the agency of both occupiers
and occupied identifies the occupiers not as a homogeneous body of rule and the occupied
not as passive recipients of power.83 To overcome a binary of ruling versus reception or
resistance, however, it is important to highlight the various levels of cooperation, complici!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ty, ignorance, rejection, and tension between and among occupiers and occupied and to
pay attention to significant nuances in what Alf Lüdtke has called “ruling as social praxis”
(Herrschaft als soziale Praxis).84 On the other hand, this study traces global discourses of
power, the circulation of knowledge and practices of governance that were translated into
the occupation of Japan. The occupation project was more than a mere bilateral, transnational encounter between America and Japan, and was linked in multiple ways to a foreand ongoing global history of empire. Thus, this study integrates trajectories of American,
European and Japanese empires significant for the occupation of Japan, and also provides
comparative glimpses of the postwar occupation experiences in Korea. History’s variety
and agency as well as the global entanglements interwoven into the occupation of Japan
after World War II, can be exemplarily scrutinized through the regulation of sexual encounter, prostitution and venereal disease, which were also pivotal in structuring the history of the occupation period and the formation of postwar Japan.
In order to engage in the complex interplay of discourse and practice, this study
closely reads along the occupation period’s records, predominantly compiled by low- to
mid-level administrators of both the occupation regime and Japan’s authorities. It perceives these records both as bureaucratic files—the prevailing media of official communication between occupier and occupied—and also as narratives to unravel marginalized,
often silenced and hidden spots of everyday experiences by American and Japanese military commanders, (military) police officers, public health administrators and educators. In
addition, appreciating the narrativeness of official documents enables to bridge a hierarchization of sources between official and unofficial accounts, and brings memoranda, directives and reports in dialogue with other forms of historical material, such as veterans’
memoirs, personal letters, feminist petitions, newspaper articles, literary works, academic
surveys, and also visuals like campaign posters. This covers a wide range of commentators
on the issue of sex, sex work and (its supposedly inevitable underside) venereal disease,
and detects the contemporaries’—and sometimes retrospectively recorded—poetics of
“truth” on the intimate during the occupation period.85 The voices of sex workers, howev!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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er, are hardly captured in the materials available and are thus more or less silenced
throughout this study. The prostitutes’ everyday lives are only occasionally reconstructed
and represented through angles provided by sex workers’ clients, observers and regulators.
Nevertheless, the variety of sources at hand and their close reading shall open up perspectives on fuzzy and sometimes inconclusive dimensions in the encounter between and
among occupier and occupied, and an analysis of the narratives and practices on the regulation of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease is meant as an attempt to approximate
the occupation period’s inscrutable terrain of intimacy.
***
Chapter one begins by tackling the imaginary encounter of occupier and occupied
in the post-surrender period, and highlights the eventfulness and significance of the last
two weeks in August 1945 between Japan’s defeat and the arrival of the occupation forces.
Although it is chronologically preceding the subsequent parts of this study, the first half of
chapter one addresses more than the prelude to the real occupation. It looks at the ways
prostitution was conceptualized by Japan’s authorities to build a “female floodwall” that
was meant to comfort the occupiers and to keep them separated from the Japanese population and in particular from Japanese women. Japanese politicians, police officers, bureaucrats and advocates of the entertainment industry appropriated certain prewar and wartime
notions of the body, gender, class, race, sexuality and prostitution, and translated them into
the immediate postwar era to legitimate the erection of recreational facilities and the recruitment of lower-class women to facilitate sexual services for the occupation army’s servicemen. The discourse on prostitution emerging in this period was pivotal to the postwar
era. It enabled Japan’s authorities to imagine the contours of postwar Japan and the Japanese Self through the establishment of a broad sexualized entertainment scheme, fostered
by their fears that envisioned the violation of the Japanese “body” through ravaging and
raping G.I.s. The second half of the first chapter deals with the first physical encounter, in
which nationalistic fears and desires imagined prior to the occupiers arrival resurrected. It
assembles accounts of sexual violence, in particular rape and molestation of Japanese
women by American and Allied servicemen, which were heavily exploited by Japan’s authorities and integrated into narratives of victimizing defeated Japan under the wrath of the
occupiers.
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The following three chapters are thematically organized, their dramaturgy reflecting the global historical development of prostitution’s modern regulatory forms. Prostitution was first perceived by police forces as a matter of security, became then in the wake of
public health’s rising prominence approached by physicians and public health administrators as an important health issue, and was finally criticized by reformers for moral reasons
due to prostitution’s supposed innate vicious temptations, although moral reformers nevertheless had to negotiate their campaigns with prominent scientific knowledge of social
hygiene. Following this order, chapter two discusses legal debates on prostitution, venereal
disease and its control among the occupier’s law divisions, and closely looks at the enforcement of law by the occupiers’ military police and Japanese police units. It addresses,
firstly, the emergence of non-licensed prostitution after the abolition of licensed prostitution in 1946, in which the streetwalking sex worker surfaced as a new phenomenon in
modern Japanese history. Secondly, it highlights the ambiguity that most male occupiers
favored the availability of commercial sex and perceived it anxiously as a resort to control
the prevalence of venereal disease, but were simultaneously not able to promote prostitution publically due to political, social and moral pressures. Laws and law enforcement did
not repress prostitution in general, but managed it along concerns about security and public
order. Nevertheless, it stigmatized and criminalized the sex worker for spreading venereal
disease and a venereal disease prevention law passed during the occupation period even
stipulated women in general to be a more liable source of venereal disease than men, because women allegedly possessed the potential of becoming a prostitute. Thirdly, this
chapter reconstructs the informal strategies to police prostitution and venereal disease by
highlighting the practices of occupiers’ and occupied’ law enforcement agencies. This focus on agency underscores the complicity of Japanese police officers in the gender-biased
policing of prostitution, who were assisting the occupiers in police raids or as translators,
usually keen in supporting the existence and smooth working of the sex business. It also
shows how Japan’s authorities navigated through the occupier’s directives to maintain their
known methods and concepts of regulating prostitution from imperial Japan. However,
occupier and occupied departed in one key aspect, because whereas the occupiers suspected any Japanese woman as a potential threat to the security of occupation personnel, Japanese regulators—at least symbolically—were eager to clearly distinct between the lowerclass diseased prostitute and respectable and chaste women from Japan’s middle- and upper-classes.
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Venereal disease and its control are the major topics of chapter three. The spread of
venereal diseases was epidemic in occupied Japan with an average twenty-five percent
infection rate among servicemen and among Japanese civilians, although dark figures were
unquestionably much higher. Military physicians and public health officers, the main
agents in this chapter, made the supposedly backward health system in Japan responsible
for the high risk of venereal infection. They put much effort and resources in the education
of Japanese doctors and the reform of public health to increase venereal disease control.
Even more significantly, they established a new report system—the venereal disease contact tracing system—that was encoded as modern and effective instrument for limiting
communicable diseases, which simultaneously helped the occupiers to measure, quantify
and map occupied Japan and its people. To control venereal disease among servicemen, the
occupiers’ health departments erected a comprehensive infrastructure of prophylactic stations in which servicemen were compelled to wash themselves after sexual exposure.
Prophylaxis as propagated by the occupation military entered the most private spaces of
the servicemen’s lives—a place where they had to clean and protect their genitalia—which
worked hidden from the gaze of the occupied. The social hygienic strategies developed and
implemented by the occupiers’ health agents often derived from previous knowledge of
public health control and was transferred to occupied Japan, where it was mingled with
existing forms and institutions of public health. However, military physicians and public
health officers faced difficulties to implement their ideas, also due to quarrels of jurisdiction within the occupation regime. The military police with its Provost Marshal claimed
responsibility for public health enforcement outside military installations, and advocates of
moral reform, mostly army chaplains, criticized the existence of regulated prostitution in
general.
The legacy of moral reform and its intersection with social hygienic knowledge in
occupied Japan is the main theme of the first half of chapter four and analyzes the narratives circulating around sex education and character guidance. It approaches a terrain in
which social hygienists and moral reformers clashed but occasionally also cooperated, and
can thus trace the genealogies of a longer struggle that existed since the early twentieth
century, particularly in the United States, and how they extended into the occupation of
Japan. During the occupation period, sex education and character guidance incorporated
specific ideals of masculinity, middle-class family values and white community building
that were popularized in American Cold War ideology. They were propagated to occupation personnel as the best means to stay physically and spiritually fit to be effective sol!
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diers, responsible fathers and qualified leaders in the global postwar order. The second half
of the chapter discusses morality concerning sexuality and prostitution among Japanese
contemporaries. Their ideals sometimes similarly rooted deeply in longer imperial histories
and were also tied to global histories of moral reform. For instance, feminist organizations
were among the strongest anti-prostitution activists in occupied Japan. Some of them were
experienced moral reformers as members of transnationally organized Christian and/or
feminist groups in the prewar period, but also had been willingly mobilized in World War
II by the Japanese imperial state to promote moral purification that would sustain the war
effort. In occupied Japan, moral debates focused especially on the streetwalking prostitute,
embodied by the panpan girl. She became a famous symbol of occupied Japan, simultaneously representing vividly the revolutionary changes that took place during the occupation
period, but was perceived by others as the incarnation of moral and social decay. Various
commentators, ranging from feminists to bureaucrats, encompassing writers, photographers, social scientists, ethnographers, and journalists, all tackled the issue of prostitution,
and their narratives portraying Japan’s postwar sex workers as sexual danger or as revolutionary heroine reverberated and reaffirmed the image and patriotic desires for a new Japan
vis-à-vis the occupiers. Indeed, to sanitize sex mattered significantly to occupation period
contemporaries. To scrutinize the various narratives and practices of the sanitization of sex
similarly enables retrospectively to approach all the fuss about prostitution, venereal disease and the sexual-intimate relationships during the occupation of Japan, which helps to
understand the asymmetric power relations between occupiers and occupied, highlight the
tensions and cooperation between and among various actors, branches and institutions of
the occupation regime and Japan’s authorities, and dig deeper into the occupation period’s
everyday history.
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Chapter I. Comforting the Occupiers: Prostitution as Administrative Practice in Japan at the End of World War II

1.1 Overcome by Defeat: The Conceptualization and Organization of the
“Female Floodwall”
From August 16, 1945, one day after Japan’s surrender in World War Two, major
railway stations in Tokyo such as Ueno and Shinjuku Station were overcrowded with people hastily boarding trains for the countryside.86 All over the Kantō-area, people panicked
and were imagining the horrors of what the “American and English devils” (kichiku beiei)
might do to them upon their arrival to Japan.87 Rumors of violent revenge and rape by the
foreign troops spread, enforced fear among the population and encouraged especially
women and children to hide from the arriving occupation forces far away from the metropolitan areas.88 In the most extreme scenarios, some rumors wanted to predict that the foreign soldiers would violate and rape all Japanese women and force them to become their
concubines, while all Japanese men would be enslaved, killed and/or castrated.89
Japan’s authorities were equally overcome by defeat in the late summer of 1945
and their anxiety and uncertainty about the arrival of the Allied occupation forces at the
end of the war manifested in official announcements and reports. In Kanagawa prefecture,
where the Allied occupation forces were supposed to initially enter Japan, civil servants of
the local administration advised all citizens to evacuate women and children to the countryside far away from the landing areas. The prefectural bureau of Kanagawa released this
notification in the national daily Asahi Shimbun on August 19, 1945, and further released
all their female staff as a precaution.90 The city offices of Yokohama and Yokosuka as well
as the local train services also discharged all their female employees.91 Members of the
Japanese police force reported similar concerns at the end of the war. In most of the few
remaining official accounts documented prior to the arrival of the occupation forces, the
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police sustained the possibility of “violence, looting and so on upon the invasion.”92 In
Kanagawa prefecture, the police also mentioned rumors predicting violence against women
by soldiers of the foreign army in its reports and supported the announcement of the Yokohama city office to evacuate women and children to the countryside. To secure women and
children more effectively, the Kanagawa prefecture police even considered their enforced
relocation.93
The rumors, official announcements and reports at the end of the war were all
closely related to fears of bodily-physical violence, which was generally perceived as sexual violence. All statements explicitly indicate that victims of physical-sexual violence
would be predominantly women. Most of the mass media coverage supported such genderbiased fear. Shortly before the arrival of the occupation forces, the Yomiuri Hōchi published an “Alerting Notice for Walking Alone of Women and Children,” in which women
were warned not to go out alone, especially at night, and asked to “refrain from wearing
licentious clothes.”94 This gendered threat of the upcoming arrival of the Allied occupation
forces is deeply inscribed into the records of Japanese bureaucrats, politicians, policemen
and entrepreneurs of the entertainment industry. Reading along the traces of their discursive practices it becomes evident that they perceived the arrival of thousands of enemy
soldiers as a violent and sexual invasion and constituted a discourse, in which prostitution
was apprehended as a necessity to prevent rape and other physical-violent assaults. The
voices in this discourse were exclusively male, and predominantly male agents of the Japanese state articulated the anxiety of sexual aggression of foreign male soldiers, which
probably echoed their fear of a complete loss of manhood after it already failed once with
Japan’s defeat in World War II.95
This chapter will show, how the male anxiety and uncertainty at the end of the war
was channeled into the administrative practice of conceptualizing and organizing prostitution as a “female floodwall” (onna no bōhatei) to comfort the occupiers. Previous research
has convincingly argued that the idea to set up a broad prostitution scheme to comfort the
occupiers predominantly meant to secure the kokutai (national body) and aimed not so
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much at the protection of individual Japanese citizens.96 It is usually claimed that the conceptualization of immediately organized prostitution in post-surrender Japan derived more
or less singularly from Japan’s wartime comfort women system.97 Indeed, many similarities existed between the wartime and postwar prostitution systems, and some commentators particularly pointed out structural conditions of the patriarchal power relations in imperial Japan in which the continuity of wartime and postwar prostitution supposedly
grounded—mainly embodied by the Japanese state functioning as pimp in the 1940s.98
However, prostitution as administrative practice to comfort the Allied occupiers in Japan
after 1945 has to be more thoroughly historicized and draws attention to longer trajectories
of patriarchal power in modern Japanese history. The initial plans and the applied regulations to install prostitution for the occupation troops did correspond to the wartime comfort
system, but they also reveal legacies of Japan’s empire beyond the parallels to the wartime
military prostitution system.99 Wartime and post-surrender prostitution were both shaped
by concepts and governmental practices to control prostitution developed since the nineteenth century, such as the police controlled prostitution license system with regular health
inspections of sex workers. These concepts and practices were closely entwined with intersecting notions of sexuality, gender, class, and race that were constitutive for a construction of Japan’s “national body” and an understanding of empire. As will be argued in this
chapter, Japanese authorities appropriated and translated these concepts and practices in
the organization of prostitution to comfort the occupiers instantly after defeat, and reformulated ideals of womanhood, domesticity, hygienic regulation and racial purity in relation to Japanese sovereignty and national uniqueness.
To approach the mechanisms of continuity and rupture at the end of the war, and
their significance for the subsequent occupation period, it is illuminating to perceive the
post-surrender period between defeat on August 15 and the occupiers’ arrival on August
28, 1945, as a historic event that was constituted through the conceptualization and organization of prostitution to comfort the occupiers. Reinhart Koselleck has suggested thinking
of a historic event in terms of temporality and the form of historiographic (re-)presentation.
A singular, short-term event (Ereignis), which can immediately be experienced and narrated, is, according to Koselleck, reciprocally embedded into a long-term structure (Struktur)
of describable durability that provides the possible conditions for the occurrence of an
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event, but is itself only accessible “in the medium of events, in which structures articulate
themselves.”100 Following this relational principle of event and structure but critical to the
notion that events merely have a sharp definition of chronological disposition that tie “before and after” together,101 Andreas Suter and Manfred Hettling have argued that historic
events are “complex sequences of practices of various actors.” Moreover, according to
Suter and Hettling, events would be foremost characterized by “pre-discursive experiences,” actions and occurrences that would take contemporaries by surprise. To become
acknowledged as an historic event, however, such experiences must be discursively processed after the event’s occurrence, to be shared collectively and shatter previously known
political, social and cultural patterns. Hence, events would have consequences of structural
change in which they add something new to the structural context.102
This definition of an historic event thus turns away from a totalizing concept of
structure, and opens up perspectives on historical actors and the significance of their practices, experiences and interpretations.103 However, cultural historians and literary critics
still question the belief in pre-discursive experiences of historic events per se and have
proposed to perceive events as thoroughly discursive.104 Accordingly, events’ meanings
would not only be ascribed retrospectively, but are rather already produced instantly in
discursive practices and performances by the contemporary historic actors themselves.105
Writing letters, publishing newspaper articles, filing reports, taking photographs, giving
public speeches and spreading rumors are consequently all significant practices to fashion
an event as a “performative discourse” with its own rules of signification that might have
structural change for the post-event future.106 The notion of an historic event as a performative discourse is highly valuable to grasp the eventfulness of post-surrender Japan. It
rejects the understanding that Japan’s defeat and the subsequent two weeks before the arrival of the occupation forces solely tied the wartime and postwar period temporarily together—whether thought as a caesura or as a simple continuity. It further takes into account the
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actions taken by Japanese to struggle with the situation and not only doom them to passivity under the aegis of the arriving occupiers. This also points out that Japan’s defeat was in
fact no unexpected surprise for contemporaries, especially when considering that for Japan
winning the war was rather utopian since the lost battles on the Philippines, Iwo Jima, and
Okinawa—while, ironically, wartime propaganda itself always imagined the horrors of
loosing the war.107
However, I want to suggest perceiving post-surrender Japan also as a “liminal period,” in which clearly fixed structures of power and meaning seemed to be destroyed, but
could nonetheless be appropriated.108 This shall not imply that anything was possible, but
that the eventfulness was characterized by a simultaneity and dialectic of discursive practices to produce meaning, such as the emperor’s public announcement of the war’s end,
newspaper articles, police reports and rumors that could be shared and experienced collectively, and the anxiety and the struggle therewith arising from Japan’s defeat, surrender
and the subsequent occupation of Japan. Although in contrast to the hypothesis of prediscursive experiences, as has been suggested by Suter and Hettling, it is nevertheless important to address the difficulty to discursively apprehend instantly certain moments of
uncertainty and anxiety. Jaques Lacan has addressed the difficulty to linguify such instances, and has argued that the exact moment of anxiety—an encounter with the Real—cannot
be fully captured by language. Since anxiety and uncertainty are part of the Real, the realm
of nightmares and pure experiences, their meaning could thus not be completely expressed
in the symbolic and imaginary order. Although language is unable to grasp the exact moment of the traumatic situation which causes anxiety—which means here the traumatic
experience of defeat and the real arrival of the occupation army—human subjectivity
would be forced to fictionalize it in order to make sense of the situation.109 Is this not exactly what Slavoy Žižek has called the “incursion of the real,”110 in which—in the case of
Japan’s defeat—the never spoken of, but constantly fantasized defeat against the West finally occurred? This means that the unspeakable and terrifying rupture of defeat and arri!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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val of the occupation forces was resisting language due to the lack of its referential content, but this “referential instability” nevertheless forced the struggling contemporaries to
fictionalize the situation.111 The compelled signification in the fictionalization itself was of
course not without reference, and the rupture of defeat and the upcoming “invasion” was
filled with meaning by the appropriation and reinterpretation of existing signifiers of the
imaginary and symbolic order of Japan’s imperial past. Therefore, I argue that the discourse at the end of the war that tried to make sense of it, did not only determine how and
which anxiety and uncertainty was uttered, but also instantly produced performatively the
event of post-surrender Japan. A central matter of this discourse was the idea of prostitution to comfort the occupiers. As will be demonstrated in the following, prostitution as an
administrative practice was correlating with specific discursive orders of the Japanese empire that were reinterpreted by male Japanese agents of the state and the entertainment industry. Prostitution thus functioned, on the one hand, as one significant interface for the
mediation of certain forms of authoritarian bureaucratic governance and notions of sexuality, gender, class, and race from the wartime and prewar period to the postwar era. On the
other hand the discourse on prostitution in defeated Japan shaped the coordinates of what
was supposedly to be protected from the arriving occupiers and ultimately generated a new
understanding of Japan and Japanese belonging.
Along three documents—the Imperial Rescript to terminate the war, a radiogram by
the Home Ministry (naimushō) that instructed the police to organize recreational facilities
for the occupiers, and the inaugural speech of the Recreation and Amusement Association
(RAA)—it can be highlighted how the discursive practices of Japan’s authorities were referring to knowledge about hygienic regulation, licensed prostitution, and racial thinking
prevalent in imperial Japan and thereby transferred and reinterpreted this knowledge into
the immediate post-surrender period. In general, it will be claimed that the conceptualization of prostitution to comfort the occupiers played a pivotal role not only to transfer such
knowledge beyond 1945, but furthermore continued to influence Japanese thought about
themselves in terms of nation and culture in the longer postwar period. The organization of
prostitution and the recruitment of women to work in the newly established comfort facilities further sustain this significant and signifying shift, in which politicians, bureaucrats,
policemen and entrepreneurs of the entertainment business repeatedly articulated their nationalistic desire to protect the newly imagined space Japan and its people.
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The eventfulness of post-surrender Japan and prostitution
The occupation of Japan after the Second World War officially started on September 2, 1945 with Japan signing the Instrument of Surrender. The first occupation troops,
however, already entered Japan on August 28, but were followed by the larger body of
occupation personnel in September and October advancing throughout the country. The
subsequent over seven years long occupation period until 1952 has been subject of research in various, often conflicting studies, which interpreted the occupation often either as
a benevolent and successful democratization and modernization project,112 or as a failure
of the U.S. mission in Japan and Asia.113 Others tried to overcome such one-dimensional
perspectives and stressed a reverse course to highlight a pivotal change in occupation policy that turned from earlier, ambitious democratization and demilitarization towards a U.S.
hegemonic Cold War containment policy in the late 1940s.114 In most cases, however,
there is a shared belief that, first, the occupation starting 1945 signals a new, democratic
beginning for Japan, and bear, second, an overwhelming strong emphasis on the U.S. involvement in the occupation of Japan, which has—for good or bad—still major political,
economic, social and cultural significance for the U.S.-Japan relations until today.115 In
any scenario, the significance of the occupation period itself is perpetually marked with the
arrival of the occupation forces on August 28 or the signing of the Instrument of Surrender
on September 2, 1945, which officially ended with the Treaty of Peace (San Fransisco
Treaty) signed on September 8, 1951 and in force since April 28, 1952. Except for the
atomic bombings and the radio broadcasting on August 15, 1945, in which the emperor
publicly announced the end of the war, the short period of two weeks between Japan’s surrender and the actual arrival of the occupation troops is hardly mentioned and often only
referred to as a footnote merely with remarks on Japan’s devastation at the end of the
war.116 Takemae Eiji’s monumental monograph on the occupation of Japan Inside GHQ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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The Allied Occupation of Japan and its Legacy, for instance, acknowledges despite a dense
description of the origins of the predominantly U.S. American occupier’s General Headquarters in the Pacific War those two weeks with almost one full page.117 Herbert Bix, another renowned scholar of modern Japanese history, who has raised the question of Japan’s
“delayed surrender” by scrutinizing the sources and discussions of the imperial government and imperial court leading towards Japan’s surrender, focuses only on the elite’s concern about their own future and especially that of the emperor.118 And also John Dower in
his Embracing Defeat: Japan in the Wake of World War II, probably the most popular
study on the occupation in English, has only some minor remarks on this period: He has
pointed out the confusion felt by most people upon listening to the surrender’s announcement on the radio, and the frenetic destruction of files and documents by Japanese military
officers and bureaucrats who “devoted themselves to obscuring their wartime deeds.”119
Nonetheless, Bix and Dower both have raised the issue of why the Japanese people,
despite some minor violent incidences, were relatively easy to accept the drastic change
from wartime mobilization towards peacetime occupation without much bloodshed. Bix
has argued that the emperor and the Higashikuni cabinet, which was established to handle
the capitulation procedures, would have focused on “controlling the people’s reaction to
defeat and keeping them obedient and unconcerned with the question of accountability” for
the wartime aggression.120 In doing so, Bix reproduces a running racist trope of the obedient Japanese masses by presenting a simplified top-down power structure in which the Japanese people are portrayed as passive recipients, who would have solely followed their
leaders’ orders.121 Dower, on his part, has claimed in his study on the Pacific War that the
Japanese wartime propaganda, which depicted the enemy as demon by appropriating images “deeply embedded into Japanese folk culture,” was rather flexible and could also portray the demon’s “human face” that was not only evil, but possessed also powers of protection and change and would thus have helped after the war to grasp Japan’s new position
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vis-á-vis the occupiers.122 Although Dower is well aware of racist stereotypes of Japan
circulating in Western scholarship, quite surprisingly he himself has depicted Japan in the
same vein by expressing an “ahistorical culturalist analysis,” to quote Fujitani Takashi, that
dwells on an exerted explanation of Japan’s supposed ancient, unchanging tradition and
folk knowledge.123
In any case, Bix and Dower both have missed highlighting the efforts made by Japanese contemporaries to deal with the situation after Japan’s surrender. In various attempts
the Japanese authorities tried to calm the public. In an article published by the national
newspaper Yomiuri Hōchi on August 20 with the title “Lapsing into dema[gogy] is foolish,” the readers were meant to be convinced that it would be wrong to misjudge the situation at the end of the war from hearsay. The article cited a long comment by Horikiri Zenjirō, a former diplomat and member of the Kizokuin (House of Peers), who explained that a
military occupation is by definition a peacetime operation, and the Japanese people, having
no reason to worry, shall not “become the scorn of the world in case of showing unnecessary confusion.” Horikiri further stated that although some minor individual misbehavior
by soldiers of the occupation army might not be fully avoided, a modern and welldisciplined army would still conduct the occupation. In particular, Horikiri argued, the
Potsdam Declaration legitimating the occupation would guarantee the security of the postwar order.124 In another newspaper article published three days later, the Yomiuri Hōchi
also pronounced an “unsubstantiated anxiety” (kiyū) concerning violence and looting by
the occupation troops, and asked the people to calmly return to and protect their workstations, while further instructions would be communicated through the chairmen of the
city or village council.125
However, such “demagogy” and “unsubstantiated anxiety,” as the Yomiuri Hōchi
called it, did not stop to circulate in rumors about the arrival of the occupation forces and
resonated in official reports. In Tokyo, a policeman of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department noted in a secret report titled “Urgent problems concerning the tendencies of the
common people” from August 20, 1945, that public opinion is dominated by a “seditious
uncertainty” (fuan dōyō) based on rumors of violent acts of revenge by the arriving occupation forces. To indicate acts of violence and insults, the author of the report used the
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terms bōkō and ryōjoku, which simultaneously convey the meaning of rape. This implication of sexual violence is demonstrated even more obvious by the applied expression fujo
bōkō, which explicitly means physical-sexual violence against women.126 Attached to the
police report, the file assembled statements by various non-governmental actors, such as a
chairman of the civil defense unit (keibōdan) of Tokyo’s Meguro ward and a factory director from Nihonbashi in Tokyo, to illustrate the “public spirit” (jinshin). The keibōdanchairman reported of food shortage and a lack of drinking water, but also of rumors about
the violation of Japanese women by the “foreigners” (gaijin). The factory director shared
the concern that women would be most vulnerable and stated that they would experience
much stronger the shame of defeat of the “one hundred million [Japanese] people” (ichioku
kokumin). According to him, the allegedly predictable violation of women by the American and English “beasts” (yajū) would furthermore endanger every Japanese home and
family. In sum, both the keibōdan-chairman and the factory director reasoned that the Japanese authorities should make preparations against the threat of physical-sexual violence.
Such appeal reverberated in the concluding remarks of the police report, whose author
himself suggested the establishment of comfort facilities (ian goraku shisetsu) for the occupation troops.127
Politicians, policemen and bureaucrats of lower ranks shared the people’s fears
concerning the arrival of foreign troops, but they also shared the anxiety of Japan’s elites
about their future and their loss of control over the people. Thus, policemen listened closely to rumors and city councils released warning notices through channels of mass media.
Furthermore, police and bureaucracy, two institutions highly involved in the promotion of
the war effort and the suppression of dissent, converted to produce a “defeat propaganda”
in the post-surrender period that should calm the public and prepare them for the postdefeat encounter with the former enemy.128 In particular the Special Higher Police (Tokubetsu kōtō keisatsu, often only referred to as Tokkō), a highly militarized special police
force with the main duty of counter-espionage, repression of (mostly left-wing) political
activism and preservation of “public peace” (chian), showed arduous efforts to control the
post-surrender situation.129 In numerous documents, collected and edited by Awaya Kentarō and Kawashima Takamine, members of the Tokkō articulated their ideas about the
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maintenance of “public peace“ at the end of the war.130 On the basis of this police work’s
huge paper trail, Awaya and Kawashima have convincingly shown how the Tokkō was
actively preparing a smooth transition towards a peaceful postwar order, mainly through
surveillance and by filing reports on the current situation for political implementation.
Their reports revolved around the overwhelming fear of domestic threats, such as potential
peasant uprisings, or envisioned that anarchists, socialists and communists would take advantage of the chaos and exploit the confusion after defeat for a social revolution. Among
those political movements, the Tokkō singled out the so-called chōsenjin, Koreans who
were often brought to Japan as forced laborers, as a distinctive group and watched them
closely.131 Another major threat to the maintenance of “public peace” was considered to
come from overseas: Also the member of the Tokkō feared the arrival of foreign soldiers,
who were—contrary to the publicly propagated ideals in official newspaper statements—
supposed to endanger the Japanese people and especially Japanese women.132 The end of
the war and the post-surrender situation was thus not an insignificant passage in which the
Japanese were passively waiting for the arrival of the occupation forces, but characterized
by efforts to control the situation. Indeed, those two weeks between Japan’s surrender and
the arrival of the occupation forces were highly influential for the occupation of Japan and
can be identified as an historic event—in which prostitution as an administrative practice
played a significant role.

Kokutai-ideology: The rupture and closure of defeat
At the end of the war material-physical devastation and psychological despair severely affected the everyday life in Japan. Massive and even atomic bombings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki had destroyed Japan’s major cities, mobilization for the war effort, military discipline, police surveillance and food shortage all had created misery, suffering and
hunger. Especially those people living in Japan’s urban centers had hardly any access to
aliments, and had to sell even valuable possessions like silk kimonos and jewelry cheaply
in the countryside or on the black market for food to avoid starvation—a phenomenon
which came to be known as “bamboo shoot living” (takenoko seikatsu) as a metaphor for
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stripping of all one’s belongings as peeling of a bamboo shoot layer by layer.133 Wartime
propaganda, which encouraged fighting for the purity and the survival of the Yamato race,
echoed the angst about the looting and raping foreign “devils.”134 However, while Japan’s
authorities tried to control the situation and reshape wartime propaganda towards a bloodless transition to a postwar order, most people were war-weary and expressed the hope that
with the war over there would be a chance to start over again; a feeling that, according to
John Dower, let most people to “embrace defeat” in the course of the early occupation period.135
At this ambivalent time of suffering and hope there obviously existed a far-reaching
uncertainty about the upcoming arrival of the occupation forces and the outcome of the
occupation itself.136 News from the fiercely fought Battle of Okinawa, which was the only
battle in the Second World War with many civilian Japanese casualties, frightened many
Japanese as to what might happen in the Japanese metropole (naichi), and also the atomic
bombings in Hiroshima and Nagasaki substantiated fear among the populace.137 From a
diplomatic and political history perspective it is moreover mainly argued that the vague
formulations of the Potsdam Declaration issued July 26, 1945, as well as the demands postulated in the Instrument of Surrender and General Order No. 1 reinforced an uncertainty
about the future of Japan and its people. All documents were received and acknowledged
by Japan’s authorities prior to the arrival of the occupation forces. The Potsdam Declaration, the Instrument of Surrender, and General Order No. 1 stipulate the unconditional surrender of Japan, the loss of Japan’s empire, and a military occupation by the Allied powers
under the aegis of the Supreme Commander of Allied Powers and his headquarters
(SCAP/GHQ) with the subsequent loss of Japan’s sovereignty.138
However, the civilian population and Japan’s authorities in particular rationalized
the upcoming arrival of the occupation troops not only in political terms, but also imagined
it as a destructive threat. Such notion was also conveyed by emperor Hirohito in the famous “Imperial Rescript on the Termination of the War” (Daitōa sensō shūketsu no
shōsho), which was broadcasted by radio on August 15, 1945. In the gyokuon-hōsō (literally translated as “Jewel Voice Broadcast”), as the emperor’s broadcasted speech became to
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be called, Hirohito officially announced the “end of the war” (shūsen) and Japan’s acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration, without actually naming Japan’s “surrender” or “defeat” (haisen).139 He rather claimed:
The war situation has developed not necessarily to Japan’s advantage, while the general trends
of the world have all turned against her [Japan’s] interest. Moreover, the enemy has begun to
employ a new and most cruel bomb, the power of which to damage is, indeed, incalculable,
taking the toll of many innocent lives. Should we continue to fight, not only would it result in
an ultimate collapse and obliteration of the Japanese nation, but also it would lead to the total
extinction of human civilization.

All his subjects, the “one hundred million people,” would have to face hardships and sufferings, but, Hirohito continued, “it is according to the dictates of time and fate that We
have resolved to pave the way for a grand peace for all generations to come by enduring
the unendurable and suffering what is insufferable.” The emperor thus called upon his subjects to “let the entire nation continue as one family from generation to generation, ever
firm in its faith in the imperishability of its sacred land,” and to unite the “total strength, to
be devoted to construction of the future.” All Japanese should “cultivate the ways of rectitude, foster nobility in spirit, and work with resolution—so that you may enhance the innate glory of the imperial state and keep pace with the progress of the world.”140
Although Hirohito’s speech addressed the future of Japan and encouraged the Japanese people to work hard to keep pace with the world’s progress, the emperor’s rhetoric
was actually deeply reactionary. This is foremost marked by the language and rhetoric figures applied by Hirohito, who spoke, as John Dower has pointed out, “in a highly formal
language studded with ornamental phrases.”141 The speech was hardly understood by anyone in the audience and radio commentators and journalists had to translate his words and
to explain their meaning in common Japanese in follow-up broadcastings and newspaper
articles. Moreover, Hirohito’s terminology did not overcome imperial Japans ideology and
rooted strongly in wartime and prewar propaganda that promoted the sacredness of the
imperial institution, the divinity of Japan’s soil, and the unity of the Japanese people—
whereby the expression “one hundred million people” was a marker to encompass all sub!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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jects under imperial Japan’s rule throughout Asia.142 Another pivotal ideological umbrella
term that embraced all these features is kokutai, which was uttered by Hirohito and also
appeared in accompanying newspaper articles, mostly in the phrase kokutai goji, meaning
the protection and preservation of the kokutai, which expressed the desire to perpetuate
Japan’s unity and what might be called a “cultural autonomy” against the Allied powers
after war.143
Kokutai, usually translated into English as body politic or national body, is a vague
and multi-faceted concept of modern Japanese nation- and state-building, which was a central reference for emperor-centered state ideology and institutions since the Meiji-period
(1868-1912). Its meaning somewhat oscillates between the German terms Staatskörper and
Volksgemeinschaft in its application until 1945 and signifies the construct of a unity of the
Japanese people, the Japanese state, its institutions and the Japanese emperor (tennō).144 Of
course, as Susan Burns has shown, the idea of unity and community through “a set of
unique and enduring cultural values” such as language, ancestor worship and religious beliefs had already been formulated by intellectuals in the late Tokugawa period (1603-1868)
and thus predates modern Japanese kokutai-ideology.145 However, earlier debates offered a
vocabulary for Meiji-period ideologues to construct the kokutai as what Iida Yumiko has
called an “embodiment of a timeless Japanese cultural essence” in the process to define a
Japanese national identity.146 It was nevertheless the multiple meanings and flexibility of
kokutai that enabled Japanese ideologues from various backgrounds to apply the term
along the modernization of Meiji-Japan by borrowing institutions and practices from the
West to build a modern nation. Kokutai thus encompassed a somewhat contradictory amalgamation of the adaption of modern institutions and the image of an ancient Japanese “cul-
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tural essence,” which was produced and performed in state rituals, Japan’s constitution,
State Shinto religion, military parades as well as educational and hygienic reforms.147
One of the key institutions for building and promoting the kokutai was the establishment of a modern health regime, through which Japanese ideologues attempted to establish a sense of national belonging by integrating the individual body and its health into
the “national body” and conceived the amalgam as an organic unity.148 Of course, the interventions of state agencies also faced much resistance, which ranged from heated debates
about the privacy of the citizen’s body to peasant uprisings against quarantine restrictions
to control epidemics. However, health manuals, centralization of the medical system, hygienic laws, and the establishment of modern hospitals and physicians all aimed at creating
a strong bond between the individual patient and the modern nation-state.149 The constitutive mechanisms of public health but also education were particularly powerful for the
state- and nation-building process through the construction of certain gender roles. Since
the end of the nineteenth-century debates on public health and education included a strong
emphasis on hygiene, domesticity, and reproduction with the ideal of the “wise mother and
good housewife” (ryōsai kenbō).150 Women’s roles became increasingly ascribed as being
not only obedient to father and husband, but also to the emperor and the state.151 Accordingly, the basic functions ascribed to women was to manage the household and educate the
children, both for the sake of creating loyal, obedient and efficient imperial subjects, and
the female body became a symbol for the maintenance and continuity of the “national
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body.”152 Such ideals intensified with the increasing militarization of Japan in the 1930s
and women were more or less perceived as breeding machines for reproduction, in particular by repressing birth control, banning abortions, and enforcing eugenic laws.153 Simultaneously, women were, similar to most nationalistic constructions of gender, believed to be
the most vulnerable and endangered part of the nation. Especially during warfare, the female body was construed as open to violation and, to quote Ruth Seifert, conceived “as
always penetrable and endangered to rape.”154 For civil and military physicians, civil servants, politicians and public health officials female sexuality represented therefore always
an ambivalence between security and danger, which had to be sincerely administered in
order to secure the survival of the “national body.”
However, until 1945 kokutai cannot be reduced as signifying a singular national
entity and the vagueness and multiple meanings of the term evolved with Japan’s imperial
expansion in Asia, where kokutai was also employed as ideological slogan to encompass
an imperial unity under Japan’s rule. The flexibility and expandability of the concept of
kokutai was particularly explicit in colonial Korea, where Japan’s colonial assimilation
policies (dōka) attempted and propagated under the phrase of naissen ittai (“Korea and
Japan as one body”) the integration of Korea and its people into the body politics of Japan’s imperial rule.155 In Japan’s colonies hygiene and public health were major vehicles
to legitimize colonial rule under the supposedly benevolent and civilizing guidance of Japan. Although some studies have highlighted the ambivalent implications of Japan’s colonial administrations, which used hygiene and public health also as a constant marker for
scaling Japan’s empire and its people and thus created a hierarchy between an allegedly
more modern Japan and the countries and people of Japan’s empire, hygiene was also applied to integrate Japan’s empire into Japan’s body politics.156
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Nevertheless, in the wake of defeat in August 1945, Japan’s authorities apparently
instantly dropped the imperial baggage and the reference of kokutai must have changed. As
is evident in the emperor’s speech as well as in police reports and newspaper articles, after
defeat it were only the people within the Japanese metropole (naiichi) alone who were
supposedly endangered by the invading foreign soldiers, which totally ignored the fate of
formerly colonized people in Japan’s empire. Within this web of meanings and references,
kokutai goji, as pronounced by the emperor, had quite extensive and existential dimensions. Due to the notion of the kokutai as an organic body generated in close connection to
public health, hygiene, biological reproduction and sexuality, Japan’s authorities detected a
military occupation subsequent to Japan’s defeat as an intrusion of an alien other. Their
anxious articulations of the allegedly predictable contamination of the “national body”
through the occupying forces shaped the discourse emerging with Japan’s defeat. They
imagined the arrival of the occupation forces in sexual terms and as a sexual “invasion”
that would be inevitably accompanied by physical and sexual violence against Japanese
women, and thus considered as a fundamental destructive threat to the kokutai.

Conceptualizing the “female floodwall”: Imperial knowledge of prostitution
On August 18, 1945, the Police and Security Section of the Home Ministry sent a
nationwide radiogram titled “Concerning the comfort facilities in areas where the foreign
troops will be stationed” to all prefectural governors and police departments, most likely
issued on behalf of the bureau’s chief Hashimoto Masami.157 The radiogram ordered police
units to set up comfort facilities (ian shisetsu) as a preventive action all over Japan where
the occupation forces might build their bases. The police departments were further instructed to keep this information strictly confidential, but in the case of its public exposure
they were required to announce that this program was initiated to protect Japanese citizens.
In a special note, the radiogram listed specific details for the establishment of the recreational facilities, which included bars, restaurants, cabarets, and brothels. All of these facilities were to be located in special designated areas, which were considered off-limits to
Japanese civilians. It was the duty of the police to patrol these areas and to monitor all facilities. Furthermore, local police units were ordered to supervise and actively support the
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establishment of all facilities, and to oversee the recruitment of entertainers, dancers, barmaids, and licensed as well as unlicensed prostitutes.158
In Japan, the concept of regulated prostitution as a modern form defined by police
security and public health was first introduced in Nagasaki around 1860 after the encounter
with foreign sailors that accompanied the opening of Japan’s relations with Europe.159 The
Japanese state installed along a French and German regulation model a licensed prostitution system, in which prostitution was only allowed in designated areas with licensed
brothels and venereal disease clinics that can easily be patrolled by the police, in order to
limit the spread of venereal diseases, but also social and moral vices.160 Weekly mandatory
health examination to check for venereal diseases was a major aspect of regulating the
prostitutes’ bodies, a procedure which focused much more on the protection of the male
clientele than on the health of the prostitutes. A nationwide regulation that compelled sex
workers to undergo medical examinations was first inaugurated in 1876. Health examinations were also compulsory to receive a license. Local police units, who were often closely
cooperating with civil servants of the prefectural hygiene boards, issued such licenses. Ever since, prostitution and the licensed prostitution system received significant attention in
Japan’s modern health regime, in which the body of the prostitute was incorporated into
Japan’s modern health, education, and military institutions, and helped to substantiate the
normalization processes of creating a modern Japanese body.161
In the Japanese metropole—similar to many Western and Latin American countries
as well as colonial contexts—debates on prostitution since the establishment of the license
system were mostly concerned with public health, but in the twentieth century increasingly
specified on issues of sexuality and reproduction, which brought prostitution and its regulation in even closer relation to modern nation-state- and empire-building.162 Although
there was a strong influence of non-governmental actors, such as sexologists and moral
reformers, who campaigned against the state-sanctioned license system questioning state
authority on matters of sexuality or criticizing the state for sponsoring extra-marital sex,
most of these individuals and groups were integrated into governmental programs of public
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morality that ultimately enabled the Japanese state stronger interventions into the social.
Hence, state intervention in the regulation of hygiene and sexuality rapidly intensified during the 1920s and 1930s, and licensed prostitution became a highly politicized site.163 The
regulation of prostitution allowed agents of the state (and those working in close relation to
the state) not only to control hygiene and sexual morals, but also to define reproduction,
domesticity and gender roles. Prostitution became thereby an integral part of the modern
health and education regime since the Meiji period, which was stigmatized as “dishonorable trade“ (shūgyō) and functioned as a reference ex negativo to the ideal of the “wise
mother and good housewife” to define middle-class domesticity.164 In practice, however,
Japan’s authorities considered and maintained prostitution as a necessary institution to control the male sex drive and to guarantee healthy and secured sex for men, which would
supposedly simultaneously prevent daughters of respectable families from depravity and
protect the family in general as haven of reproduction from venereal disease.165 Feminists
worldwide criticized this concept of prostitution as underlying a double standard, which
demanded women to be chaste but allowed men to have extra-marital sex.166 Nonetheless,
Japanese military and public health officials were particularly keen to regulate the health of
the male body that signified predominantly in form of the manly soldier the security and
expansion of Japan to the “outer” world. Since the meaning of the male body was generated in the symbolic entwinement with nation, empire and war, sick soldiers, and especially
those infected with venereal disease, were signs of disciplinary and moral weakness and
perceived as danger to national security—tightly regulated prostitution was supposed to
limit such risks.167 Moreover, licensed prostitution also enabled to control civilian sexuality, because men would rationalize their marriage without the renunciation of sex, while
common women were demanded to employ their sexuality reasonable for biological reproduction only.168 Within this construction of gender, licensed lower-class prostitutes functioned as a mechanism to channel undisciplined male sexual desire to protect middle- and
upper-class women and to secure healthy and “proper” reproduction.169
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However, this modern form of prostitution was not limited to Japan proper, but
developed in relation to Japan’s entangled history in Asia. During the second half of the
nineteenth-century, poor Japanese women, predominantly from Kyushu and later known as
karayuki-san, emigrated all over East and Southeast Asia, settled as sex workers in port
cities such as Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore, and became an integral part of imperial Japan’s transnational economy.170 With Japan’s imperial expansion, the Japanese government became increasingly concerned about the reputation of the empire due to the magnitude of Japanese prostitution overseas and tried to regulate the transnational sex trade.171
Simultaneously, a license system was introduced in Taiwan, Korea and China to administer prostitution and the growing Japanese population in Japan’s colonies and Japanese
overseas settlements.172 In the 1930s during the Second World War in East and Southeast
Asia, measures to control prostitution further intensified: Japanese military officers and
bureaucrats organized a system of military prostitution (jūgun ian seido) and forced women, predominantly from Japan’s colonies, into sexual slavery in brothels in garrison towns
and along the front lines.173 The military comfort system was supposed to prevent massacres and mass rapes, but simultaneously functioned as an institution to discipline the Japanese troops, and to control their morale and health with sanitary regulations and regular
medical examinations of the comfort women.174 Comfort stations (ianjo) were not only
erected overseas, but also within the Japanese metropole. In the wartime period, when extra-marital social and sexual relations between men and women in general were increasing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ly controlled and restricted,175 Japanese authorities established ianjo near military bases
and armament industrial centers as part of wartime mobilization, in which similar to its
overseas military counterparts predominantly Korean women were recruited to service
soldiers and workers.176 Such measures enforced the meaning of prostitution as heteronormative institution for social hygienic regulation, which Japan’s authorities deliberately
applied to preserve public peace (chian) and morality (fūzoku), to channel male sexual desire, to protect female middle- and upper-class sexuality and foster biological reproduction
with the aim to preserve the continuity of the Japanese “national body.”177 As the Home
Ministry’s directive shows, it was the same logic underlying the decision by Japan’s authorities to establish comfort stations for the occupiers at the end of World War II.
The desire for nationalist preservation and even essentialization in the program to
comfort the occupiers after the war is most apparent in the founding of the Tokushu
ianshisestu kyōkai around August 20, 1945, commonly known under the later name Recreation and Amusement Association (RAA). It is said that Prince Konoe Fumimaro, at that
time Deputy Prime Minister, together with Tokyo’s Metropolitan Police chief Saka Nobuya, members of Tokyo’s police Public Peace and Security Section (which was also highly involved in controlling prostitution in the Tokyo area), and several private entrepreneurs
of Tokyo’s gastronomy and nightlife industry cooperatively initiated the RAA.178 The
RAA was granted police support and financial aid, and became a right-wing, semigovernmental association to organize brothels and other recreational facilities for the occupation forces. The zeal for a nationalist postwar order of the RAA is documented in the
inaugural speech of Miyazawa Hamajirō, the president of Tokyo’s gastronomy association
and director of the RAA, held on August 28, 1945, in front of the Imperial Palace in Tokyo. August 15, 1945, according to Miyazawa, marks the end of an era:
At this time, we are imposed through our previous occupation [as entrepreneurs in the entertainment industry] with the difficult task to comfort the occupation forces as part of the urgent
national facilities for postwar management. … In united alliance to our believes we go unhesitatingly forward, and through the human sacrifice of several thousand ‘Okichis of the Shōwa
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period’ we build a floodwall against the raging waves, helping to defend and nurture the purity
of our race, thereby becoming an invisible base for the postwar social order.179

The speech itself was closed with banzai-cheers to salute the emperor and later released as
an “oath” by the RAA in the defense of the kokutai to preserve the “3,000 years of unchanging lineage of the emperor and the Japanese people.”180
By mentioning of Okichi, Miyazawa refered to the history of a geisha, who is said
to have served on command of the Tokugawa shogunate’s government (bakufu) the first
U.S. general consul Townsend Harris in the 1850s during his residency in Japan, before
she committed suicide. It is believed that her comforting and explicit sexual services contributed highly to the peaceful negotiations for diplomatic relations between Japan and the
United States. The legend of Okichi therefore constructed also a supposedly inevitable
sacrifice for the well-being of the nation for those women, who were to function as a
“floodwall” in the postwar period. The same image of the sacrifice of young, lower-class
women, embedded into a narrative of progress and modernity, can also be traced in the
recruitment and mobilization practices of the RAA.
Following the construction of the vulnerable female body and the lower-class based
position of the prostitute to secure the kokutai, Miyazawa postulated the defense and nurture of the “purity” of the Japanese race (minzoku) in his inaugural speech and thus linked
post-surrender prostitution closely to notions of racial hygiene during the prewar and wartime period.181 According to the historian Awaya Kentarō, the fear of racial contamination
through rape of Japanese women by U.S. servicemen determined the idea to set up brothels
for the occupation forces. Among others, Awaya has mainly referred to Konoe Fumimaro,
also conspicuous for being the founder of the para-fascist organization Taisei yokusankai
(Imperial Rule Assistance Association) and three-time Prime Minister of Japan, who was
apparently arguing for the establishment of a prostitution scheme to prevent the rape of
Japanese women and thereby to save Japan’s “purity of blood” (junketsu).182
This, however, displays a simplified notion of modern Japanese racial hygiene
thought, in which a concept of racial homogeneity as a determining policy is being falsely
located in Japan’s prewar and wartime history. Racist thinking was not uncommon among
various fascist and ultra-nationalist organizations, and certainly surfaced in Japan’s often
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violent colonial rule in Taiwan, Korea and China.183 Nevertheless, official statements as
well as eugenic legislation and even wartime propaganda did not promote the racial superiority of Japan in a biologically determined sense.184 Accordingly, eugenic scholarship
was never fully dominated by proponents of a “pure blood”-theory, and the idea of a
“mixed blood” (konketsu) heritage of the Japanese people was never abandoned.185 The
Japanese empire and the Japanese nation itself were in fact commonly perceived as being
multi-racial, while Japanese imperial ideologues struggled with the double bind of Japan’s
equal position among other imperial powers, its imperial superiority in the colonies and the
simultaneous legitimation of Japan as benevolent Asian leader of Asia and the inclusion of
other Asian people within the Japanese empire.186 As Oguma Eiji has argued, the idea of
the Japanese self was quite inclusive, which intellectual movements such as Pan-Asianism
imply, whereby the concept of being Japanese always shifted with the political environment.187 Racial hygiene in the Japanese metropole (naiichi) was thus rather focused on the
creation and reproduction of healthy and disciplined subjects of the empire. Such notion
also translated into the most aggressive agent of Japan’s imperial expansion, the Imperial
Japanese Army, who was—despite various racially motivated killings by Japanese soldiers—nonetheless highly interested in the integration of soldiers from Japan’s colonies
such as Korea and Taiwan.188 While this surely meant to legitimate Japan’s imperialistic
expansion and to ground Japan’s hegemony throughout Asia, multi-racial inclusion signaled also a desired autonomy in constant negotiation with the imaginary omnipresent
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“West” as a reference for civilization and modernity.189 Against this backdrop, racial hygienic programs and racial scaling in the prewar and wartime period functioned much more
as an expression of cultural maturity than as biological determined racial superiority.190
Nonetheless, considering Miyazawa’s speech in front of the imperial palace and the
fear of the Japanese emperor, politicians, bureaucrats, policemen, journalists, and entrepreneurs that the occupation forces will inevitably mass rape Japanese women and thereby
contaminate and destroy the kokutai, the conceptualization of prostitution to comfort the
occupiers obviously contained a certain racist and culturalist thought. The vocabulary to
formulate such ideas was provided by prewar and wartime discourses of race, gender,
class, and sexuality, which could be appropriated in the immediate postwar period. At the
instance of the “incursion of the real,” the confrontation with anxiety in the arrival of the
occupation forces, Japan’s authorities and entrepreneurs of Japan’s entertainment industry
were apparently following the mechanisms of fictionalization as pointed out by Jacques
Lacan: They appropriated and reinterpreted ideals and concepts of the kokutai with the
image of the chaste female body, which ultimately satisfied a specific nationalistic desire
to imagine a post-surrender “Japaneseness.” The conceptualization of prostitution to comfort the occupiers thus served not only the purpose to meet the supposed sexual lust of the
occupying army’s soldiers and sailors, but simultaneously to comfort the soon-to-be occupied as well.

Organizing Prostitution in Post-surrender Japan: Agents and methods
Nationalistic ideals and desires, based on gendered and racialized concepts of sexuality generated in imperial Japan, not only surfaced in the conceptualization of prostitution
as administrative practice to comfort the occupiers. They became also constitutive through
the palpable undertaking to arrange recreational facilities and to recruit women to work in
brothels, bars, beer-halls, restaurants, and cabarets. John Lie has provocatively suggested
to perceive the Japanese state as pimp, whose agents and institutions would have been
mainly responsible for the organization of prostitution in the 1940s—throughout Japan’s
empire in (military) comfort stations during the war as well as domestically within Japan
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after defeat in 1945.191 Although I do not intend to neglect the involvement and responsibility of Japan’s authorities in that matter, Lie’s assessment seems vague and undermines
the complexity of organizing sex work and recruiting sex workers in the immediate postsurrender period. Of course, the Home Ministry released an ordinance to Japan’s national
police force to set up comfort facilities and to recruit women, probably pushed by governmental officials and politicians, and local police units were occasionally directly responsible in carrying out that order. In addition, however, a variety of agents and groups of actors
such as private entrepreneurs of the entertainment business as well as ultranationalist and
fascist groups were heavily involved and contributed to the efforts to establish the “female
floodwall.” Although most individuals and groups were somehow linked to Japan’s imperial state, the recruitment itself was not singularly planned and executed by a central governmental agency. Nevertheless, Japan’s authorities were highly supportive to those mostly
private and semi-governmental groups and organizations, and helped them financially and
encouraged them politically to implement a recreational scheme to comfort the occupiers.
Obviously, Japan’s empire had not vanished overnight, and neither had Japan’s imperial
agents, of whom some were eager to organize sex work to cater the occupiers.
The tight collaboration between officials of Japan’s imperial state and private
agents of the sex industry is documented for a former amusement and brothel quarter
(yūkaku) in Yokosuka, a major port for the Imperial Japanese Navy in the south of Kanagawa prefecture. Close to the port facilities, a number of privately run brothels (ianjo)
were maintained to cater to Japanese sailors when allowed ashore, which apparently became a highly lucrative business for Yokosuka’s licensed sex workers (kōshō) during the
wartime period. On August 29, 1945, a policeman and a representative of the Home Ministry came to one of Yokosuka’s brothels and asked the landlord to gather all sex workers. In
a small speech the women were told:
From tomorrow you must partner with the Americans. This is an order coming from the Gods
(okami kara no meirei), and we all carefully follow them. It is your sacrifice (gisei) that will
make it possible for Japan’s women to escape the fangs of American soldiers. Although this is
truly painful for you, in the Gods’ great will, for the country, and for the dignified imperial
family’s princesses, we urge you to shed your tears. The destiny of all Japanese women is the
burden upon your shoulders. 192
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Following the speech, the women went to their rooms to burn all pictures of Japanese warships and sailors, and the brothel owner posted a sign saying “Welcome, U.S. soldier” at
the brothel’s door to greet the new customers.193 The remnants of Japan’s empire were thus
twofold, as in the ideological legitimation of the enterprise and the appropriation of imperial Japan’s license system by remodeling its institutions and labor for the deliberate use in
the post-surrender period to comfort the occupiers.
Various prefectural police departments engaged autonomously in the recruitment of
sex workers instantly in August 1945. Although they were ordered to do so by the Home
Ministry, it was actually illegal according to Japanese law for the police to organize and
maintain prostitution. Units of the Kanagawa Prefectural Police Department nevertheless
started to gather formerly or still licensed prostitutes and inspected various locations if
suitable as comfort facility in the Yokohama area. Subsequently, an apartment building in
Yamashita-chō in Yokohama’s Naka Ward was chosen and opened as comfort facility under the name Goraku-sō on August 28.194 In most cases, however, the police usually supervised the recruitment of women and provided logistics. Since it was the police’s responsibility to control (and occasionally repress) prostitution in imperial Japan’s prostitution license system, they could rely on piles of files on registered sex workers to locate
former licensed and unlicensed prostitutes. The police’s filing cabinet, in which names,
addresses, personal descriptions with photographs and license records were meticulously
archived, was a most efficient tool to personally approach women for recruitment.195 Another advantage for the police’s recruitment campaigns and support was access to stored
food and other consumer goods such as clothing and blankets, which were strictly rationed
during the war years. Additionally, the police gathered commodities like alcohol, but also
sanitary products, futons and other furniture. They attempted to convert factories and factory dormitories that endured Allied bombardment into brothels and beer halls, and used
police trucks for transportation to furnish the facilities.
Tanaka Yuki has found some incredible evidence for the police’s involvement in official histories of local police forces. In Hokkaido prefecture, for example, the police department’s official history revealed:
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The recruitment [of comfort women] was carried out mainly through labor brokers, but as it
was a matter of great account, police officers were also directly engaged in this task. In other
words, officers checked the names and addresses of former licensed prostitutes from the list in
the police stations, visited the villages in the mountain and seacoast areas where these women
lived, gave them blankets, socks and sugar, and asked their cooperation by persuading them to
work again for the sake of the nation and for the [safety] of the Japanese people.196

In doing so, the police in Hokkaido apparently recruited almost 500 women to work in bars
and brothels, who had formerly mostly been working as licensed prostitutes.197
Some police officers showed some impassionate participation in the campaign to
establish comfort facilities and even expressed pride in their work. Superintended Ikeda
Hirohiko of the Kanagawa police department, for instances, stated:
Although it was a sort of overstepping the bounds of the Police Act, I thought that, even if I
had requested further instructions from Headquarters, I would not have got anything at all.
Therefore I made up my mind to deal with the matter myself, on my own responsibility, without making any queries to my superiors. I was prepared to stand between the occupation forces
and the Japanese people for general good in maintaining peace and order, and, if necessary, to
bear any reprimand.198

Such initiatives by individual police officers or whole police units also translated into creative yet discriminatory recruitment practices. In prefectures like Akita and Toyama, for
example, where the police apparently faced some difficulties to mobilize enough women,
police departments and prefectural governments decided to collaborate and share recruited
women across prefectural borders with the prefectures of Aomori and Iwate.199
On other occasions, the police depended on privately operating labor brokers, who
could themselves rely on their decades old human and sex trafficking networks. Labor
brokers usually maneuvered within legal limbo, because, as Fujime Yuki has argued, imperial Japan’s prostitution regulation “created a loophole through which such trafficking was
permitted if based on free will.”200 Such supposed freedom to choose sex work as a means
of living, however, was usually rather coerced through debt dependency. At the time a
working contract was concluded, poor young women or their families received advanced
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payment, which had to be returned to brokers and brothel owners—a system that, according to Fujime, sustained “the hypocrisy that the state’s recognition of prostitution demonstrated its sympathy for the plight of the poor.”201 Such trafficking networks existed
throughout Japan and particularly poor regions in the countryside functioned as reservoir
for sex traffickers to gather young women and bring them to licensed brothels in Japan’s
major cities, and across the Japanese empire.202 Although it is hard to proof, it is nevertheless highly conceivable that such networks were still active or were reactivated in the postsurrender period. Evidence is, however, that the police issued special travel documents to
labor brokers for traveling freely through the countryside where many women and children
had fled to in order to find food, escape Japan’s bombed cities or hide from the arriving
occupiers. The idea was, to offer food, clothing and shelter, if women were willing to join
and work in the newly established comfort centers.203
The police and labor brokers were not the only agents involved in the recruitment
of women as sex workers, barmaids, and dancers. As Yoshimi Yoshiaki has shown were
some right-wing politicians and fascist organizations equally highly active in establishing
prostitution for the occupiers.204 According to a report filed by the Tokkō, Sasagawa
Ryōzō, the younger brother of Greater Japan National Essence League’s president Sasagawa Ryōichi, apparently established together with fellow members of the Dai Nippon
Kokusui-league the “American Club” in Osaka on September 18, 1945.205 And also Hishitani Toshio, the leader of the Greater Japan Sincerity Association (Dai Nippon Sekiseikai) in Iwate Prefecture, a youth organization fashioned similar to the Hitler Youth in Nazi
Germany, was apparently taking active part in organizing sex work for the occupiers. A
report by the prefectural governor’s office stated that Hishitani “involved himself with the
people establishing comfort facilities for accommodating the Allied forces currently occupying the area.”206 Although it is uncertain to reconstruct the actual cooperation between
fascist organizations, yakuza-gangs and most likely local police units, it was well known
by Japan’s authorities who engaged in the project to comfort the occupiers.
The most conspicuous organization in the recruitment of women was the already
mentioned Recreation and Amusement Association (RAA). The RAA received generous
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funding by the Ministry of Finance (zaimushō) through an instant low-interest credit over
30 million yen from the Nippon Kangyō Bank in September 1945. Ikeda Hayatato, who
was at the time the director of the ministry’s tax division and became elected prime minister of Japan between 1960 and 1964, apparently negotiated the credit.207 Local police and
military units granted access to rationed commodities such as blankets, beds and toiletries,
and also shared their prostitution license files to help recruitment.208 The RAA had thus
enough resources to rent or buy facilities, furnish its establishments, offer food and salaries, and to run public recruitment campaigns. Advertisements were expansively spread
through various channels. In newspapers, the RAA solicited so called “special girls,” who
would receive good and advanced payment, food and shelter, and travel expenses for applicants from the countryside.209 And also on posters, of which one prominent exemplar
hung in front of the RAA’s main office in the old Mitsukoshi department store on the Ginza, a major street and district in Tokyo, the RAA also addressed young women:
Announcement to the New Japanese Woman [shin nihon josei]. For the postwar management
[sengo shori] in the situation of national emergency [kokka tekina kinkyūshisetsu], we require
the initial cooperation [sossen kyōroku] of the new Japanese woman to participate in the great
project to comfort [ian] the occupation forces. Female employees between 18 and 25 years old
are wanted. Accommodation, clothes and meals will be provided.210

The plan to comfort the occupiers, which was conceptualized in secrecy after Japan’s defeat in police reports and ministerial ordinances, became through such advertisements
overtly public. The fact that Ginza was the epicenter of such publicity bares a certain irony
of history: Ginza was a major site where the discourse of “modern life“ with its trope of
the “modern girl“ (moga), produced in mass media, modern architecture and practices of
consumption, manifested itself in the 1920s and 1930s.211 At the end of the war, Ginza as
the rest of Tokyo was destroyed by Allied bombings and could not encode the devastation
and misery of the war with the phantasies of modern life. And also the trope of the “New
Japanese Woman,” an euphemism recapitulating the propagated but never achieved emancipation of women that already signified the tragedy of modern life decades ago and only
repeated itself as farce in 1945, could never be truly accessed in the ruins of the Ginza. The
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young women of Japan’s lowest classes between 18 and 25 years old were recruited in
their material need of food, clothing and accommodation. They were, however, also interwoven into a nationalist, patriarchal, heteronormative project, which was meant to signal
the erection of a new Japan. As in imperial Japan, women of lower-class and/or colonial
background were to function again in their role as prostitutes as a protective zone to regulate Japan’s sexualities. Whereas imperial Japan’s prostitutes were meant to channel male
sexual desire in general to protect “respectable” reproductive sexuality, post-surrender
ianfu were expected this time to emasculate the encounter between the Japanese population
and the occupation forces.212
To what extent the recruitment campaigns were actually fruitful is impossible to
measure and there are hardly any records of responses to newspaper ads or the RAA’s recruitment posters. Kobayashi Daijirō and Murase Akira have offered a rare story in which
a former member of the Tokubetsu kōgekitai (“Special Attack Unit,” often referred to as
kamikaze) supposedly entered angrily the RAA’s office and, armed with a sword, accused
the RAA that it would be disgraceful (keshikaran) to sell Japanese women to the “American and English devils” (kichiku beiei). Somehow the present RAA members convinced
him that their enterprise would actually aim at “protecting the purity of the one hundred
million” (ichioku no junketsu o mamori) and to “preserve the national body” (kokutai goji),
which apparently helped them to avoid bloodshed.213 Apparently, there were also some
women who were actually attracted by the idea of serving their country. John Dower has
explained this circumstance by referring to wartime propaganda, since the RAA’s appeal
was “essentially the same message of patriotic self-sacrifice that had been drilled into them
all their lives,” which supposedly helped the RAA to recruit women.214
However, such smooth continuity of wartime indoctrination seems rather exaggerated. There obviously might have been some women willing to sacrifice their bodies to
emperor and country, but it is hard to believe such widespread self-abandonment. Women,
attracted by the advertisements offerings, usually entered the RAA’s office with mixed
anticipation. On one occasion, according to Kobayashi and Murase, a women dressed in
her wartime work suit monpe entered the office, curious about whether there still would be
a job left and what the job was to be about. She was told she would receive a dormitory
place, clothes, food, and salary for her efforts to comfort (ian) soldiers, notably as a danc!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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er, and that she would be working for her country (o-kuni no tame) and the Japanese people (nihonjin toshite). The women was apparently not instantly attracted to that kind of
work and seemed puzzled by the scope of what a dancer had to perform in a comfort facility (ianjo). In the end, however, she was persuaded to take the job, drawn into it by the prospect of food, shelter, and money.215 The decision to accept the RAA’s job offers was thus
not guided by self-sacrifice, but rather forced upon those women by socio-economically
catastrophic circumstances—misery, hunger, and despair—which was deliberately exploited by the RAA and other businessmen in Japan’s post-surrender sex work scene.
This is not to say that the “silent forces of the economic condition,” as Karl Marx
has labeled the mechanisms of compelling people to sell their body and labor due to the
lack of access to the means of production and vital necessities, were the singular mode in
which women were recruited.216 Quite often many women were recruited by systematic
coercion or even brutal force (or the threat of violence), for instance by pushing them into
dependency through debts that piled up due to living expenses within a certain establishment, and creating fear through debt collection, a combination that has a longer trajectory
in imperial Japan’s modern history of prostitution.217 Coerced debt is but one legacy of
Japan’s imperial past in Iwahashi Tomiko’s biography, whose life story as postwar sex
worker literarily rooted in imperial Japan’s history. Tomiko was born in Tokushima on
Shikoku in 1929, but moved to Japanese occupied territories in Southern China. In January
1946, then seventeen year old Tomiko repatriated together with her family from Guangzhou (Kanton) back to Japan. First, they went to Kyoto, but after her farther died and she
and her mother had no relatives there, they moved further to Takayama on Shikoku to live
with Tomiko’s uncle. Soon, her uncle passed away as well. Having no place to stay, Tomiko and her mother faced even harder times to live on Tomiko’s small salary at a local spinning mill. Around September the same year, her mother also died and Tomiko decided to
leave Shikoku and find work in Osaka. As she arrived at Osaka station, a forty years old
man approached her and offered her a house maiden’s job at a place called Santō. Without
further second thoughts Tomiko instantly took the job and moved into the Santō House. By
December, Tomiko realized that most women working at the house sometimes “took clients” (kyaku o toru), usually servicemen of the occupation forces. Around the same time,
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the man who offered her the maiden’s job told her that she already owed the Santō House
over 2,000 yen for expenses since she moved into the place, and that it would be useless to
either quit or run away. Thus, Tomiko saw no other option to “take in clients” herself in
order to pay of her debts and to hope for a better future living.218
Despite the enormous efforts and resources mobilized by Japan’s authorities and
other agents of the entertainment industry, the organization of comfort facilities and recruitment of sex workers before the arrival of the occupiers was of rather small success.
Although the RAA calculated that 13,000 to 15,000 ianfu would be sufficient to cater the
occupation army, in total they were only able to recruit 1,360 women in the two weeks
between surrender and the beginning of the occupation.219 Also, the RAA apparently
planed to establish a huge entertainment complex in the former Mitsukoshi department
store building, with bars restaurants, cabarets, and brothels on each floor. The intent, however, was not sanctioned by the Tokyo police department due to security concerns, and
recommended to focus on Ōmori and Ōi districts in southern Tokyo.220 Ōmori was not
only an old entertainment district, but also hosted a major prisoner-of-war camp during the
Second World War.221 Moreover, Ōmori and Ōi are located on the Keihin Tōhoku railway
line and the Keihin highway, which both connect Tokyo with Kawasaki and Yokohama,
and it was believed by Japan’s authorities to be the first possible route the occupiers would
take to enter the capital. Although the RAA managed to set up some beer-halls and restaurants in that district, its members could only open the Komachien on August 28, 1945, as a
designated brothel with about 40 sex workers present before the first foreign customers
arrived.222 Nevertheless, the RAA and other entrepreneurs of the entertainment industry
established an infrastructure to comfort the occupiers, which flourished soon after the arrival of the occupation army.
***
It is to say that the two weeks between Japan’s surrender and the arrival of the occupation forces were a significant historical event that produced new rules of signification:
A new understanding of a Japanese people and Japanese belonging seemed to have
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emerged along with the formation of a new space “Japan.” The nationalistic imagination
rose out of the fantasized confrontation with the arrival of the occupation forces as an intimidating other. The fictionalized fear of raping and looting soldiers and sailors of the
occupation army fueled the idea of erecting a “female floodwall” to administer the encounter with the occupiers. Japan’s authorities believed that the occupiers’ arrival would constitute a “sexual invasion,” targeting Japanese women, who would need protection as guarantor for the survival of the “national body.” However, it was at this very moment that Japan’s authorities reformulated the contours of the “national body” and its apparent core—
Japan’s purity, embodied by the chaste Japanese woman—in order to secure an imagined
“Japaneseness,” which actually had not existed so far in this form. The emperor’s and
ideologues’ expression of preservation, as in kokutai goji, was thus misleading, since it
actually signified a new entity of Japan and its people.
The signifying shift in the late summer of 1945 occurred due to the traumatic experience of surrender and defeat, which in itself was a referenceless rupture of despair, uncertainty and anxiety, but forced predominantly male agents of the Japanese state nevertheless
to fictionalize the situation that precipitated the wish for cultural and racial autonomy versus the occupiers. The re-imagined national Self and its territorial and biopolitical references were indeed, to quote Sebastian Conrad, “the product—and not the precondition—of
processes of transnational interaction, exchange and entanglement.”223 The imagined terrifying presence of the Allies/Americans catalyzed Japanese identification practices and discursive patterns prevalent in imperial Japan echoed back, were appropriated and renarrated to fill the referenceless gap of the traumatic experience of defeat instantly.224 Certain notions of sexuality, gender, race and class, which had been deeply inscribed into imperial Japan’s health, education and licensed prostitution system, hence affected the postsurrender desire for a decided Japanese identity and provided the language to articulate it.
It seems conspicuous—in addition to what Leo Ching has called Japan’s “lack of decolonization” in absolving the emperor from war responsibility, denying Japanese war atrocities,
integrating Japan in the Cold War order under aegis of the United States, and the ongoing
legal struggle of former comfort women225—that the conceptualization and organization of
prostitution as an administrative practice was a vital element to constitute the postwar myth
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of Japanese homogeneity and belonging.226 The conceptualization and organization of the
“female floodwall” would be thus a formidable example for the process of the postwar
imagination and consolidation of the Japanese nation-state and the simultaneous disintegration of Japan’s empire, or better yet, the reversion of Japan’s imperial expansion: Since
the early twentieth century Japan’s aggressive war and colonial rule in Asia exported sex
workers, sex work regulations, as well as specific notions of sexuality and hygiene—often
mediated through further global entanglements with the West and its colonies—that shaped
the understanding of Japan’s empire and Japanese imperial subjectivity. With defeat in
1945, Japan’s imperial dreams shattered, but imperial experiences of sexuality and prostitution continued to shape ideas of Japanese belonging. This time, however, the meaning of
Japan apparently started to become a different reference and one of the significant—or
rather signifying—arenas to imagine the formation of a new Japan and new Japanese belonging in the immediate postwar period was the conceptualization and organization of
prostitution to comfort the occupiers.

1.2 First Encounter: Sex and Violence in Early-Occupied Japan
The occupation of Japan officially started on September 2, 1945, with a ceremony
in Tokyo Bay on the U.S. battleship Missouri on which representatives of the imperial Japanese government officially surrendered by signing the Instrument of Surrender. The official procedure, an exclusively male enterprise, was closed by a speech of General Douglas
MacArthur, acting Supreme Commander of Allied Powers, in which he addressed the hope
for a peaceful future of Japan and that “a better world shall emerge out of the blood and
carnage of the past—a world founded upon faith and understanding—a world dedicated to
the dignity of man and the fulfillment of his most cherished wish—for freedom, tolerance
and justice.”227 Despite such emphasis of reconciliation, the ceremony was nonetheless a
tremendous demonstration of power: symbolically, one American flag on the Missouri was
the same flag that flew over the White House on the day of the Pearl Harbor attack on De!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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cember 7, 1941, another one was the thirty-one stars flag used by Commodore Matthew C.
Perry when he sailed to Japan in 1853 to “open” the country with gunboat diplomacy; during the ceremony, Tokyo Bay was crowded with hundreds of American, British and Australian warships and the sky was filled with several hundred planes flying over the bay,
whereas the Japanese navy and air force was nearly completely destroyed; and after the
ceremony had ended, thousands of well-fed American soldiers and sailors disembarked on
Japan’s shores and advanced into Japan where most people faced hunger in Japan’s
bombed-out cities.228
The waves of disembarking servicemen literarily blustered at the newly erected
“female floodwall” in Japan’s major cities. Almost instantly, members of the occupation
regime patronized the still rather scarce, but strategically well placed brothels in Tokyo
and Kanagawa prefecture. Even members of the U.S. army’s advance party, who landed on
Atsugi Airfield in Tokyo on August 28, 1945 and were assigned to prepare the arrival of
the occupation army, apparently visited the RAA’s Komachien the very night of the brothel’s opening.229 According to Tanaka Yuki, they probably “found the comfort station on
the way from Atsugi to Kanagawa prefecture, where they had to inspect the port facilities
of Yokosuka in preparation for the landing of US marines a few days later.” Tanaka further
argues that, “The selection of this site—on the highway linking Tokyo, Yokohama and
Yokosuka—was a deft business decision by the RAA.”230 Shortly after September 2, when
thousands of occupation servicemen began to move further into Japan and started to establish their first military bases, the RAA followed the occupiers and set up recreational facilities close to occupation army camps. For instance, after the occupation troops occupied
Tokyo’s Tachikawa Airbase on September 3, the RAA installed a brothel called Fussa
with 43 sex workers in a nearby dormitory building formerly used by the Imperial Japanese Army.231 Close to Tachikawa, also along the banks of Tama River in Western Tokyo,
a unit of occupiers settled in at another airfield in Chōfu. At night of September 9, it is said
that members of the RAA came by the newly established military camp in a truck loaded
with several young women. In his Japan Diary, Mark Gayn, an American and Canadian
journalist and the Chicago Sun’s correspondent in occupied Japan between 1945 and 1947,
has described the scene according to an eyewitness report:
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Long after night fall, GIs heard the sound of an approaching truck. When it was within hailing
distance, one of the sentries yelled “Halt!” The truck stopped, and from it emerged a Japanese
man, with a flock of young women. Warily, they walked towards the waiting GIs. When they
came close, the man stopped, bowed respectfully, swept the ground behind him with a wide,
generous gesture, and said: “Compliments of the Recreation and Amusement Association!”232

The occupation authorities themselves initially agreed to the provided sexual services, and
some members of the occupation forces even enabled their servicemen supposedly safe
and sanitized sexual activities. In a letter to Representative Howard H. Buffett of Omaha,
Nebraska, Navy Chaplain Lawrence L. Lacour, the first U.S. Navy chaplain arriving in
Japan, recalled the early “sexual contact” of American sailors and Japanese sex workers.
After medical officers inspected several houses in Yokosuka, Kanagawa prefecture, it was
proposed at a meeting on September 26, 1945, that “one large house be opened, that it be
operated with the understanding that all women were diseased, and that a voluntary system
of prophylaxis be available by placing a Navy-operated treatment station within the house.
Although some medical officers and two chaplains in attendance protested, it was stated by
the senior medical officer that this was to be the policy.” A subsequent, complaining memorandum submitted by the chaplains was ignored, and on Sunday, October 7,
the Yasuura house was opened to enlisted men, with geisha houses permitted to accept the patronage of chiefs and officers. Although the number of men on liberty next day was considerably under normal because of rain, I [Lacour] observed, in company with four chaplains and the
officer of the day of the military police, a line of enlisted men almost a block long, waiting
their turn. MP’s kept the line orderly and permitted only as many as could be served to enter at
a time.233

Although it is somewhat speculative to consider the underlying political or economical intentions of American occupiers, Japan’s authorities and RAA entrepreneurs and
pimps, it is—at a first glance—rather remarkable how the first encounter between occupiers and occupied, either at the ceremony in Tokyo Bay or in post-surrender organized
brothels, appears to be tactically planned by both American and Japanese authorities. Both,
it seems, were eager to avoid more bloodshed after the war was officially put to an end,
and tried to facilitate—along their own preferred aims and means, of course—a transition
from wartime antagonism to peaceful coexistence in the postwar era. Sex, sexual pleasure,
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or at least an immediate satisfaction of sexual desires apparently played a significant role
in the first encounter between occupiers and occupied and was arranged along particular
heteronormative patterns. The occupiers performed a parade of their military, economic
and political power—in itself a sexualized performance of militaristic masculine power234—and allowed their personnel to seek sexual adventures in Japanese brothels, who
were allegedly inclined as men, and especially in their role as (victorious) soldiers, to have
sex.235 The occupiers were predominantly concerned with the servicemen’s security, health
and morale, and, as will be discussed in detail in chapters II-IV, the occupiers’ military
police patrolled red-light districts, medical departments provided prophylaxis against venereal disease, and chaplains offered character guidance in the longer course of the occupation period. Japanese agents under the aegis of the Japanese imperial state, on their part,
furnished recreational facilities to erect the envisioned “female floodwall” and followed
every movement of the occupation army in order to satisfy the envisioned sexual hunger of
the occupation army’s servicemen and to protect “respectable” Japanese women from raging GIs.
As MacArthur announced in his initial speech on deck of the Missouri, the overall
goal of occupation policy was a peaceful future of Japan within a “better world” based on
“freedom, tolerance and justice,” usually expressed with the mantra-like repeated catchwords democratization and demilitarization throughout the occupation period. In a broader
perspective, as John Dower and Takemae Eiji have convincingly argued, these goals were
definitely accomplished since Japan became not to pose an immediate threat to its Asian
neighbors since 1945 as imperial Japan’s militarist aggression did in the first half of the
twentieth century.236 Nevertheless, the occupation of Japan was more than a mere lesson in
American-style democracy and the anticipated transition from warfare to peaceful liberation was far from going smoothly according to either American or Japanese planning. In
particular the first encounter between occupiers and occupied—but also the occupation
period in general—was not entirely harmonious and a lot of tension existed between them,
which could surface in physical and sexual violence. Sexual assaults, theft and robbery,
and in the worst scenarios rape and murder, did occur despite the “gifts of the defeated”
(haisha no okurimono) as Duus Masayo has called the sexual offerings—or “sacrifices,” in
the language of Japanese ideologues—provided by Japan’s authorities.237 Contrary to the
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logic of male agents of the Japanese state and entertainment industry, who initiated brothels and other recreational facilities to comfort the occupiers with the attempt to abstract
them from engaging sexually with “respectable” Japanese women, the first encounters did
not meet their desired results. And also the occupiers’ praise of democracy—as in MacArthur’s “freedom, tolerance and justice”—equally did not prevent servicemen of the occupation army to attack and molest Japanese civilians. For Japanese women in particular, who
were the predominant targets of U.S. servicemen’s sexual violence, it is thus rather questionable if September 2, 1945, actually marks the groundbreaking beginning of freedom
and peace as proposed by MacArthur, or if it meant rather a new type of conflict brought to
their doorsteps.238
This chapter assembles a variety of tragic testimonies from the first weeks and
months of the occupation in 1945, at a time when sex work was more or less practiced
along the model of imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system. It will be shown how the
imperial encounter between Japan and the USA/Allies translated into an immediate sexual
encounter of servicemen and women of occupied Japan. The occupiers seemed to be rather
lax about controlling their personnel and, as a manifestation of the imperial encounter’s
power asymmetry, many occupation army servicemen exhausted the sexual opportunities
in post-surrender Japan without any reservation. Indeed, they engaged not exclusively with
those women “provided” by Japan’s authorities, but some—similar to many white men in
colonial settings—supposedly perceived all women in Japan as sexually available.239 Sexual encounters, however, could vary and ranged from sexual services in exchange for
pleasure or payment to sexual violence in soldiers’ and sailors’ use of threats and force to
coerce women into sex.240 In all documented cases at hand, the practices of sexual violence
were deeply gendered, with male perpetrators and female victims of (sexual) harassments,
assaults, and rape.241 This clear-cut gender-distinction is not meant to reproduce an ahistorical anthropological consistency of rape, in which, to quote Susan Brownmiller’s classical
feminist critique of rape, men deliberately used their “penis as weapon,” and rape would
only be possible due to “[m]en’s structural capacity to rape and woman’s corresponding
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structural vulnerability.”242 Rather, I want to read Brownmiller’s suggestion that “rape has
a history” in a different, de-essentializing way, and, following what recent (mostly) feminist research on the issue of sexual violence has argued, to portray the power relations in
which sexual violence was practiced, officially and unofficially ignored, sanctioned or persecuted, and how it was silenced or spoken of.243
Generally speaking, sexual violence in early-occupied Japan was embedded into a
culture of what Cynthia Enloe has labeled “militarized masculinity.”244 Militarized masculinity and patriarchal power structures peaked during the war but still reverberated in, to
quote Enloe again, the “militarized peace” of the postwar era, and were significant in shaping and facilitating sexual violence.245 Nevertheless, in order to grasp the multiple experiences and dynamics of sexual violence, and physical violence in general for that matter,
Thomas Lindenberger and Alf Lüdtke have reminded us to “watch closely” and have
called for necessary “thick descriptions” of practices and contexts of violence beyond meta-theoretical, political and ideological claims.246 However, the documentation of sexual
violence is rather limited in the case of early-occupied Japan and sexual violence is mostly
only visible in police reports and memoranda filed by Japan’s authorities, which often
overdetermine the everyday experiences of victims and perpetrators and do not allow detailed reconstructions of the incidents.247 Based on the limited source material, the agency
of perpetrators and victims, but also political, bureaucratic and law enforcing agents of the
Japanese state shall nonetheless be taken into account as much as possible. The analysis of
sexual violence is thus not limited to the possibility and practice of the immediate act of
rape or other sexual assaults of men against women, or in this case, soldiers of a winning
army against civilian women of a defeated foe, but the complexity of sexual violence is
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addressed by including a wider scope of power relations. In early-occupied Japan, it were
Japan’s male authorities, mainly police officers and bureaucrats of the Home Ministry, but
also ordinary citizens, men and women, who developed various strategies to limit, control,
dodge, prevent, articulate and instrumentalize sexual and other assaults by the occupiers.
Their efforts in the occupation period’s first days, weeks, and months are at the center of
this chapter.

Investigative Measures: Reporting sexual assaults
The first officially reported sexual assault after the arrival of the occupation forces
occurred on August 30, 1945. In a report the Kanagawa Prefectural Police stated that in the
morning around 11 a.m. two U.S. servicemen entered a Japanese house in Yokosuka.
“Two American soldiers who were searching the neighborhood invaded the house, left it
shortly for five minutes, and upon return one [soldier] forced ☐☐, 36 years old wife of ☐☐,
to the small room next to the kitchen’s entrance on the ground floor, the other [soldier]
forced ☐☐, 17 years old daughter of ☐☐, to the upper floor, both above mentioned [women]
were threatened with drawn pistols and raped.”248 Another, even more violent incident is
reported for the following day. In the early evening of September 1, two American soldiers
drove around Yokohama City in a stolen truck and coerced two Japanese civilians to show
them around the city. Later on, they picked up 24 years old Miss Y. at Eirakuchō, Naka
Ward, and brought her to an U.S. servicemen’s dormitory in Nogeyama Park. At the dormitory, Miss Y. was gang raped by 27 men, who violated her in turn until she lost consciousness. In the morning of the next day, some servicemen took care of her and sent her
home.249
Many similar incidents took place in the next days and weeks. Tanaka Yuki has
gathered 119 officially reported rape cases between September and October, but Duus Masayo has even counted up to 1,326 including not officially notified incidents of rape for the
period between August 30 and September 10, 1945.250 Although both Tanaka’s and Duus’
numbers indicate a certain decrease of sexual violence after the first few days of the occupiers’ presence in Japan, a constant ratio of rape and attempted rape of Japanese women by
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servicemen can still be found in the occupiers’ and Japanese police’s statistical records
throughout the occupation period. In Tokyo, for example, the Metropolitan Police Department documented fifteen to thirty cases a month in 1946, and the Eighth Army’s Provost
Marshal listed one to ten investigated cases a month for 1948 in the Tokyo-Yokohama
area.251 These numbers, however, are only the officially notified incidents and the dark
figures were presumably much higher, and most reports on sexual assault and rape were
usually only describing cases of attempted rape. The official records thus do not encompass the whole extent of sexual violence that actually occurred. One reason might be the
low degree of pressing charges by rape victims due to shame or social stigmatization within their community or the indifferent responses by occupation authorities, who did not pursue reports wholeheartedly, so that many incidents were silenced.252 Nevertheless, the existing official numbers still suggest that sexual assaults did occur despite the erection of the
“female floodwall,” and that both Japanese and American officials were keeping records
on that problem, which at least points out the awareness of the occupation period’s authorities regarding sexual violence as an issue. Moreover, it is noticeable that the occupiers’ and
occupieds’ statistical data differed, and that Japan’s authorities reported more cases than
those actually investigated by the occupiers’ law enforcement and investigative agencies—
and even fewer cases made it to trial.253
The high rates of sexual violence obviously alerted Japan’s authorities to develop
various measures to limit and control assaults on Japanese citizens. Since Japan’s law enforcement agencies lost all jurisdictions to process crimes conducted by the occupiers as
prescribed under occupation law, Japan’s authorities could mainly intervene by collecting
information on crime cases and filing reports to the occupiers for further investigation. In
this regard, the Peace Preservation Section of the still active Home Ministry released a
directive on September 4, 1945, to the police departments in Tokyo, Osaka and all other
prefectures. The directive was headed “Concerning the documentation and counter!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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measures against illegal acts by American soldiers” and ordered all police departments to
report the occupiers’ crimes and in particular sexual assaults.254 Apparently the members
of the Peace Preservation Section were well aware of American civil and military law that
outlawed sexual assaults, and considered the notification of occupation servicemen’s illegal trespasses as the most influential action to limit crimes. Incidents could be reported at
every police station or kōban, small police stations in Japanese neighborhoods that became
popular since the mid-Meiji period through which the police managed to maintain a high
level of surveillance and was simultaneously able to interact with citizens on a more personal and casual basis.255 The police was ordered to forward the reports to the newly established Central Liaison Office (CLO), which was attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and established to handle all communication between the Japanese government and
SCAP’s General Headquarters. Reports should be compiled as detailed as possible, and, in
order to identify the perpetrators, the Peace Preservation Section advised to note the place
and date of the crime scene as well as characteristics of the suspects. These shall include
name, age, appearance, “social status” (minbun) and military rank.256 In order to enable
Japanese civilians to identify American military ranks, the Asahi Shimbun printed a short
explanatory article with images of American military insignia on the very same day as the
Home Ministry released its directive.257
By looking at an array of the reports, however, it seems reasonable to believe that
the criteria to identify suspects as proposed by the Home Ministry’s Peace Preservation
Section were mainly pointing to bodily features, and fuzzy classifications such as “social
status” can rather be read as racial categorizations. In a memorandum submitted by the
CLO on October 12, 1945, for instance, it is reported:
About 11 p.m. September 19, three United States negro soldiers stationed in the area of
Iwaimachi, Hodogaya-ku, forced their way into the home of ☐☐ a conscripted Japanese soldier
who has not yet been demobilized. One of the negro soldiers was posted outside as a lookout.
The other two going inside while holding a jack knife demanded sexual intercourse with
wife of the Japanese soldier.

☐☐

☐☐ ran outside but was caught by the other negro soldier who
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was stationed outside. She was then dragged to the bushes and raped by the three negro soldiers. Three other negro soldiers passing there also assaulted her.258

Next to place and time the term “negro soldier” is the only explicit description of the suspects mentioned in the report. Of course, it cannot be expected from the reporting rape
victim to memorize specifics of such a traumatizing experience, but other features such as
military insignia or personal appearance are not reported by the CLO. Compared to other,
quite similar reports, it seems conspicuous that “negro,” and occasionally “coloured,” was
generally used as an umbrella term to categorize a certain group of people. Although it is
hard to proof any racist sentiments of the CLO or the reporting Japanese police, however,
racial categorizations or even racial profiling appear as returning tropes in the reports. This
is in particular apparent in the reversed case, when skin color was totally absent in a report,
for example on crimes apparently committed by white servicemen, which sustains the notion that race was a deliberately used marker by Japan’s authorities to report non-white
servicemen’s crimes.259
Since mid-September 1945, the CLO submitted almost daily reports to SCAP’s
General Headquarters concerning crimes presumably committed by members of the occupation forces. In one of the first reports dated September 19, the CLO listed all incidents
between August 31 and September 5 in a 21-paged memorandum, covering:
•

six cases of burglary in Tokyo,

•

33 extortionate robberies and one attempted rape in Yokohama,

•

one extortionate robbery in Kawasaki,

•

two extortionate robberies, one case of burglary and one killing resulting from
traffic accident in Fujisawa,

•

four cases of burglary, one attempted rape, and four extortionate robberies in
Yokosuka,

•

two extortionate robberies in Kamakura,

•

one extortionate robbery in Odawara,
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•

and three extortionate robberies in Isuki, and one kidnapping with rape in
Miura, Kanagawa prefecture.260

The stolen and extortionately robbed goods were mostly cars or trucks, watches, money,
Japanese swords, clothes (kimono), food and/or alcohol. Stolen vehicles were often used
for further crimes such as kidnapping young women, stealing larger amounts of alcohol or
committing a series of burglaries. On September 10, for example, it was reported that three
American soldiers were driving around in “a car belonging to the Meguro Second Office of
the Yamato Motor Car Company situated in Shimizu-machi, Meguro-ku.” According to
the report they went on a “spree” with the car, and forced its chauffeur, Unichiro Shishido,
to accompany them. Unichiro later reported to the police that three soldiers would have
committed “about thirty cases of burglary and threat” and, in the evening, invited “Geisha
girls and passed their pleasant time until the small hours of the next day.” Upon questioning by the police, the “Geisha girls” also attested that the three soldiers were handling various stolen items they obtained that night, such as several watches and Japanese yennotes.261
A public display of criminal activities was not uncommon and most American servicemen made no significant attempt to cover up their criminal activities. Occasionally,
some servicemen even bluntly showed of with their intentions. A certain “G.I. Jopha,” for
instance, stopped a Japanese truck driver somewhere in the Tokyo-Yokohama area on September 19, took his vehicle, and left an “obligation letter” which said:
One car (Buick) Model ‘1930’.
To be used by the U.S.Gov. for purpose of transporting high ranking officers on official business. After all who won the war, you or me? This certified that this car is to be used to pick up
any girls who fuck, and further more who cares what the hell is it to you.
G. I. Jopha (signed)
17-fort soldiers of the winning army, U.S.A.
on this date 19. Sept. 1945.262
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Such statements vividly demonstrate the general superior attitude of U.S. servicemen in
occupied Japan. Especially in the first few weeks, before the whole bureaucratic apparatus
of the occupation regime was established and the presence of the victorious military was
still totally new to the occupied, the occupation army’s servicemen appear to be under no
strict regimentation. Apparently, this translated into the behavior of some servicemen, who
wholeheartedly engaged in various criminal activities and for them occupied Japan supposedly offered many opportunities.263 The dimension of sex in the above-cited reports is
particularly noticeable, and the references to a night out with “geisha girls” and the truck
that is “to be used to pick up any girls who fuck” substantiate the impression of American
servicemen seeking sexual adventures and exploiting its opportunities in occupied Japan.
As many of the filed reports indicate, most sexual assaults were exercised along
similar patterns. Tanaka Yuki has argued that many servicemen were pretending to patrol
Japanese neighborhoods to check out the area in search for accessible women. “In many of
these cases,” Tanaka highlights, “small groups of G.I.s would intrude into a Japanese civilian house while the family members were asleep to rape the women. Typically, while a
few of the soldiers were inside the premises, others were on watch outside the house.”264 In
addition, rape or attempted rape often followed the distribution of food or other goods. On
many occasions, chocolate, cigarettes or money was offered in exchange for sexual services. Upon rejection, however, perpetrators often would have forced women into sexual
intercourse by beating and/or at gunpoint.265 Tanaka’s interpretation thereby echoes the
evaluation given by the Home Ministry’s Peace Preservation Section in September 1945.
The ministry’s analysis and suggestions were explicated in their memorandum along two
rape cases in Yokosuka and Tateyama, which both occurred on September 2, 1945. In the
first case in Yokosuka, two sailors of the U.S. Navy acted as if they were inspecting the
neighborhood. According to the memo, the sailors were purposely ranging the area on
midday when most men were at work and the women alone at home. After they entered a
house, they apparently communicated through unmistakable gestures that they were seeking sexual intercourse and even offered payment. After the women rejected the proposal,
the sailors would have drawn their pistols and forced the women to have sex. In Tateyama,
located in Chiba prefecture, another group of two soldiers of the U.S. Eighth Army would
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have acted quite similarly. In this case, the memo concluded, it would even become apparent that the soldier knowingly acted against the law, because they tried to rape the women
“in secret” (hisoka ni) and always posted one man outside as stake out (mihari ni tatsu).266
The occupiers’ responses to the many and continuing reports of the occupied were
rather sobering and probably disappointing for Japan’s authorities as well as for the victims
of sexual assaults. Usually, SCAP’s reaction was simply to demand more detailed evidence
for the reported crimes and that the scarce information on the suspects provided by Japan’s
authorities would not be sufficient for further investigation. Quite often occupation authorities stated that victims and witnesses should give more comprehensive testimonies and
accurate descriptions of the suspected occupation army personal’s perpetrators, who would
be easy to identify due to their uniform and military insignia.267 As Sarah Kovner has argued on the basis of statistics compiled in 1950 by the Far East Command (FEC), throughout the occupation period a discrepancy existed of rape cases reported and those cases investigated and put to trial. Apparently, 422 servicemen were arrested on rape charges between 1947 and 1949, but only 104 were court-martialed, and only 53 were actually convicted.268 SCAP also responded to newspaper articles, which addressed sexual assaults and
other crimes against Japanese civilians committed by occupation personal. Since September 19, 1945, SCAP released an often-criticized press code, which prohibited among other
things to criticize SCAP, its policy and personnel. Among the press code’s censor catalogue, reports on harassments, assaults and other crimes committed by American soldiers
and sailors were also considered as direct critique against the occupation and the occupiers,
and thus not allowed for publication.269 Both, suspending or even rejecting investigations
due to allegedly lack of information and releasing the press code to censor news reports on
servicemen’s crimes were significant attempts by the occupation regime to officially silence sexual violence in early-occupied Japan.
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Preventive Measures: Police and civilian efforts and agency
The Japanese police was in an ambivalent position in post-surrender Japan. As an
integral institution of Japan’s defeated imperial state, the police had lost much of its sovereignty as former legitimate executive of the state’s monopoly on physical force. The Japanese police had no right to intervene or even investigate crimes committed by members of
the occupation regime. Especially crimes committed within the premises of the occupation
army’s bases, such as black marketing with U.S. army supplies but also assaults on Japanese civilians working for the occupiers as translators, typists, caretakers and cook, were
totally unascertainable for Japanese police officers.270 In the early days and weeks of the
occupation period much of the police work concerning the occupiers was thus limited to
paperwork, such as gathering information, securing evidence, and filing reports. Nevertheless, the police was still obligated to enforce Japanese law and maintain order among Japanese citizens. The Home Ministry directly ordered all police units to endure defeat by
memorizing the emperors calling for a “grand peace for all the generations to come” (bansei ni taihei o hirakamu) as mentioned by Hirohito in his radio broadcast on August 15, but
also to maintain “pride” (kinji) in their work as representatives of the Japanese people. In
addition, the police was told to embody further values such as “open-heartedness”
(kyoshin), “kindly, cordial manner” (konsetsu), and “speedy management” (jinsoku
shori).271 Hence, during the first encounter of the early occupation period a tense and uneven room to maneuver emerged for the Japanese police, who had to engage with Japanese
civilians on the one hand, and servicemen of the occupation army on the other.272
One of the police’s efforts to maintain public order without interfering with the
occupiers was to control red-light and other entertainment districts along police guidelines
as developed in imperial Japan. This encompassed all brothels and recreational facilities
deliberately erected for the occupiers, and some police units made no distinctions if the
facilities were managed privately or semi-privately as was the case with RAA establishments. In Yokohama, for instance, the local police had much trouble in maintaining public
order in and around the brothel Goraku-sō, which actually had been directly organized by
the police. The facility was overcrowded with thousands of servicemen who often fought
among themselves over the still rather few sex workers at the brothel. Especially drunken!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ness apparently facilitated re-occurring brawls within the Goraku-sō’s premises, but also
riots in the neighborhood. The Kanagawa Prefectural Police Department thus decided to
shut down the Goraku-sō due to the mass of customers, arguing that the police could not
control the situation and would be unable to guarantee public security.273 Compared to
other brothels like the RAA-run Komachien in Ōmori, which was similarly frequented as
the Goraku-sō but with less fights and unrest within the surrounding neighborhood, it becomes apparent that the police’s interest in maintaining public security was only focused
on the quarrels outside the brothel and the police mostly ignored the harassments and sexual assaults against the lower-class sex workers within the servicemen-centered entertainment facilities.274
Following this logic, the police made some efforts to maintain public morality and
to control the finances of the privately and RAA-managed prostitution business. In a memorandum dated October 3, 1945, for instance, the director of the Section for Economic
Crime (keizai keisatsu) addressed all sub-divisions of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department on his section’s concerns about the threat for public morality resulting from illegal recruitment of women for sex work. The critique mainly pointed out the vague recruitment ads of the RAA, which would not clearly state the exact type of the advertised jobs.
In particular labor brokers who recruited young women in the countryside for brothels in
the cities were criticized for being potentially ruthless. In addition, the Section for Economic Crime attached a form sheet entitled “shinchūgun yūkyō ryōkin seikyūsho” to the
memorandum, which was meant to be an income receipt for sexual services. The section’s
idea was to make it compulsory for brothel owners and sex workers to declare one’s name
and address, as well as exact date, number of customers, and hours and rates of service. On
the one hand, the receipt was foremost meant as labor and tax certificate. On the other
hand, the data gained through the service declaration enabled the police to obtain more
detailed information on the prostitution business and insights into specific brothels.275
Quite on the contrary to the Kanagawa police, the Section for Public Morals (fūki
kakari) of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department positively evaluated the presence of
occupation army’s servicemen, claiming they were no potential threat and would not en!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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danger public security. In a memorandum to the Home Ministry, the Section for Public
Morals reported of increasing numbers of customers in entertainment facilities who were
described with the rather euphemistic term “reveler” (yūkyōsha). Although the increase of
such “revelers” might result in possible incidents of petty crime, such as theft of kimonos
or money from the brothel’s cashier, the authors of the memorandum did not speak of an
overall negative effect on the general public. Rather, the authors believed, all people working in certain establishments should watch out and be a bit more careful, which would help
to avoid minor incidents. What is distinct in this report is the authors’ emphasis of the cooperation between local police units and the U.S. military police. Together they would
have started to patrol red-light districts and control the brothels Mukōjima-settaijo, Mukōjima-terashima and Terashima-ianjo in Mukōjima and Honjo, Sumida Ward, the Komachien, the Rakuraku-ianjo and the area around the Ōmori-kaigan in Ōmori and Ōi districts,
the Kashizashiki-settaijo in Samezu, Shinagawa Ward, and the Hakusan-settaijo in Sasugaya, Koishikawa Ward. According to the Section for Public Morals, Japanese police
officers also collaboratively engaged in public health inspections, which were in this particular report conducted on September 20, 1945 due to worries (shinpai) of an U.S. military surgeon about wide-spread “virus contamination” (byōdoku osen). Apparently, of 42
diagnosed sex workers—the report’s authors have called them settaifu—six were found
with syphilis.276
According to the terminology and the phrasing of the above-cited report, the Section for Public Morals’ authors seemed to be convinced that the Japanese police was able
to sufficiently control post-surrender Japan’s entertainment facilities. Moreover, certain
expressions and activities mentioned in the report underscore the police’s longer history
and internalized responsibility of controlling red-light districts. The labels yūkyōsha and
settaifu were most likely nostalgic references to clients and “welcoming” or servicing
women in the old pleasure quarters (yūkaku) of the Tokogawa-period, and also the public
health inspections of brothels and sex workers were part of certain police duties since the
early Meiji-period.277 However, although the report signifies a certain pride and selfassurance of police officers in their work, it can still not hide the dependency of the Japanese police to the occupiers’ military police when confronted with the situation of fully
controlling the brothel business for the occupiers in immediate postwar Japan. And as
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much as the report euphemistically emphasized the cooperation between Japanese police
units and the U.S. military police, it misconceived the desperate position of the Japanese
police that could not interfere autonomously in quarrels among servicemen as well as between occupiers and occupied. Crimes evidently committed by members of the occupation
forces could usually only be stopped and investigated by Japanese police officers with the
help of the U.S. military police. Of course, Japanese police officers often appropriated the
situation, but they nevertheless had to call the local U.S. military police for help. In a
CLO-report from September 10, 1945, for example, it was reported that on the previous
day:

On September 9, around 5:25 p.m. two American soldiers broke into the house of

☐☐, Yoko-

suka City and attempted to rape his 48 year old wife, after giving her a handkerchief. While her
husband appeared from the inner room in response to her call for help, one of the American
soldiers struck him with a fist. They decamped without accomplishing their object. On receiving report from policemen stationed near the scene of the incident, the Foreign office lost no
time in communicating the matter to the U.S. Gendarmerie, which immediately arrested the
American soldiers.278

And also several days later in the Yokohama area, the local Japanese police officers had to
rely on the nearby U.S. military police:
☐☐ 55 year old mother, was walking road ☐☐ Totsukamachi, Totsuka Ward at about 9:40 p.m.
September 14 together with her two daughters, ☐☐ 26 years old, and ☐☐ 23 years old. They
were stopped by four American troops at the point of pistols. The Americans took away the
two daughters. The Totsuka Police, upon receipt the report of the kidnapping by the mother,
immediately sent a message to Sub-Lieutenant Witson, American M.P., and started to search of
the kidnapped girls. They were found taking refugee in a nearby civilian house and escaped
raping.279

Many reports submitted by the CLO even reveal that it were not only the crimes of
servicemen against Japanese civilians that caused much trouble to the police, but also direct attacks on Japanese police officers render them as helpless against servicemen’s assaults. In particular police officers’ swords were apparently much sighed-for trophies for
American soldiers and sailors. Several incidents were mentioned in a CLO-report from
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September 19, 1945: “About 11 am, September 4th, 3 American soldiers came to the Yoshikura police station of the Yokosuka police bureau, and robbed policeman on duty Kawashima of his saber.” Later that day, “About 11 pm, September 5th, 2 policemen guarding the International Friendship Association Building, Yamato-cho, Naka-ku, Yokohama,…Haneate and Okuno by name, were robbed of their sabers by 6 American soldiers.” Sometimes, as an incident on the same day shows, servicemen even openly ridiculed and undermined Japanese police officer’s authority: “About 9:30 am September 5th,
one American officer with 3 negro soldiers came to the garage of the Ooka Police bureau,
located at 1, 184, Ooka-machi, Minami-ku, Yokohama, and seized a Chevrolet, No. 186
and dragged it back their car (No. 1140). In committing this action, they handed a piece of
paper to Police Saiki, on which was written ‘Dollar’.”280 Other reports reveal much more
violent assaults on Japanese police officers. On November 22, for instance, Fukumoto
Isao, a police officer in Yokosuka was attacked while on patrol.
While he was patrolling on duty in the vicinity of [Choja-machi, Kaga-cho, Yokosuka], Mr.
Fukumoto found two coloured soldiers approaching and accosted them with ‘halloo’. But when
he was going to pass by, they ordered him to halt, blocked his way and demanded his sword.
On his refusal, however, the one who stood in front of him suddenly drew out his knife and
stabbed him into the breast. As he was unable to resist any more, he handed over his sword to
them. Thereupon they demanded money [of him], but when he refused, the other, standing behind gave him a cut with the stolen sword and both fled. [Fukumoto] died at 5.30 p.m. the following day.281

Two days later, on November 24, also in Yokosuka, the police officer K. Shigeru also
“was demanded money by two American sailors. When he refused, he was fired by their
revolvers and received injuries in his abdomen. He was immediately carried to a hospital in
the neighborhood and given medical treatment but died at 9 p.m. the following day.”282
The powerlessness of Japanese police officers vis-à-vis the occupiers manifested itself especially in the limited authority to directly intervene or investigate crimes committed
by servicemen. The only opportunities seemed to be to secure evidence and to note testimonies of victims and witnesses. Japanese police officers were only allowed to assist the
U.S. military police personnel in law enforcement against occupation personnel. However,
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as the above-cited CLO-reports indicate, crimes such as rape and other assaults were usually only properly investigated and avenged if the perpetrator was caught in the act.283 Japanese police officers therefore shared the helplessness with the overall Japanese population
and also bearing arms did not prevent them from being attacked. The balance of power
between Japanese police and civilians, however, hardly changed. As Christopher Aldous
has noted, the Japanese population in the postwar period was still confronted with the police’s interference in every aspect of daily life like in the wartime and prewar period. This
included neighborhood surveillance, random identification and personal surveys on households, which were declared as crime investigation and prevention.284 Thus, regardless of
the loss of authority by the Japanese police in early-occupied Japan, the police was still
keen on maintaining control over the Japanese population. Although they had to abandon
their power towards the occupiers and could only intervene depending on the occupiers’
military police, the Japanese police continued to enforce Japanese law among Japanese
citizens and acted as much as they could according to their known patterns of police work
as in patrolling neighborhoods, checking communities, and inspecting brothels.
In addition to filing reports and attempt to maintain public order, Japan’s authorities
also tried to actively integrate Japanese civilians in avoiding and preventing sexual assaults
against Japanese women. As stated above, the Home Ministry asked Japanese citizens to
report any crimes at local police stations and newspapers circulated articles to inform the
public of U.S. military insignia in order to identify perpetrators. In the memorandum
“Concerning the documentation and counter-measures against illegal acts by American
soldiers,” the Home Ministry’s Peace Preservation Section released further guidelines that
the police was meant to disseminate among the Japanese populace in order to prevent
crimes and assaults. According to the memorandum, the ministry advocated Japanese
women to be always accompanied by a man, and at best should remain at home. The
memo’s recommendations also reverberated newspaper articles from late August 1945,
which advised Japanese women and children not to go out alone and to refrain from wearing “licentious clothes.”285 It was even considered to prohibit women and children to go
outside the house at night altogether. Such paternalism also extended to dress codes, and
the ministry addressed neighborhood associations to advise their female residents to take
special precautions by wearing their wartime work-dress called monpe with several layers
of underwear to protect themselves against sexual assaults and not to expose any female
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body shape. Drawing on wartime propaganda, the ministry suggested strong assistance
among community members and spiritual strengthening of women. Women were told to
call out loudly for help in case of emergency and assemble nearby residents to act in “cooperate defense” (kyōdō bōei) against offenders. In order to do so, the memo’s authors
argued, in particular women would need to receive adequate “spiritual education” (seishin
kyōiku) to be prepared for sexual assaults. To be able to call for help and to gather in defensive crowds, however, would not cover all aspects for the necessity for women’s spiritual strength. Women were furthermore asked not to be passive in the case of a sexual
assault, but to protest and resist rape as strongly and violently as possible “to protect female chastity” (teisō o mamoru). After a sexual assault, women should also have the courage to report to the police so that Japan’s authorities could forward the information to the
occupiers for further investigation.286
It is rather impossible to proof if Japanese civilians actually behaved according to
the Home Ministry’s guidelines or if they were even disseminated publically. Nevertheless,
some of the ministry’s suggested modes of behavior surfaced in CLO reports on sexual
assaults. The recommendation for rape victims to scream and call for help, for instance,
helped three women in Yokohama to escape being raped. According to a report, “At about
11 p.m. on September 13, one American negro troop invaded the home of ☐☐ Nishi Ward.
The negro troop tried to rape her by pushing her throat, but fled away when she screamed
loudly.”287 On the same day, just a few blocks away, it is reported that, “Two American
negro troops invaded the house of ☐☐ Nishi Ward, at about 11:40 p.m. September 13. They
attempted to rape ☐☐ and her son’s wife, ☐☐ but fled away when the two screamed loudly.”288 The ministry’s gender biased evaluation that male presence would limit sexual assaults against women, however, was usually misjudging the situation and did not help the
victims. On many occasions, husbands and other male relatives or friends present were
chained, hit or pointed a gun at, while the wife, daughter or sister was kidnapped, raped or
otherwise assaulted. In Yokohama on September 4, for example, a report stated that, “4
American soldiers went into the house of ☐☐ a laborer, and forced at the point of gun his
wife, ☐☐ to come outside with them, and were about to kidnap her in a Datsun on which
they came, but she managed to escape by running away from them.”289 Similarly, on the
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same day on Miura peninsula close to Yokosuka, it is said that, “American soldiers, riding
in a motor car, stopped at the Nagai Village, Mura-gun to force ☐☐ (age 51, ☐☐ Yokosuka)
and his companion, wife of ☐☐ (age 27 or 8) into the car, they soon discarded the man, and
kidnapped the girl.”290
According to a variety of the reports filed by the CLO, in some instances Japanese
civilians reacted against sexual assaults as recommended by the Home Ministry. This is
not to say that the ministry’s guidelines were actually realized or applied accordingly. Rather, the reported actions of Japanese civilians yet hint for the agency of sexually targeted
women, relatives, friends, neighborhood associates, and Japanese police officers, who all
left traces in the CLO reports of their practices in preventing, dodging, and resisting sexual
assaults. Screaming and running away were the most common practices, but others developed strategies that could be occasionally similarly effective to avoid being raped. In a
report from Yokohama, for instance, it was stated:
On September 15, about 9:30 p.m., two American soldiers entered into the home of ☐☐ Fujisawa
City. While the farther entertained the American soldiers, her mother fled outside. ☐☐ was tacking a bath quickly concealed herself with the lid of the bath and so was not discovered. Again on
September 16, about 1:30 a.m., two American soldiers forced the way into her home. ☐☐ and her
mother who were sleeping inside a mosquito-net were discovered when the pocket flashlight of
an American soldier was flashed on them. The mother fled outside through the front door but ☐☐
attempting to escape through the window was captured by three American soldiers posted at the
back door. ☐☐ yelled out and she was hit in the face. The American soldiers attempting to rape
her, ripped of her clothes. But they were frustrated in their attempt as police officers and men
who were informed by the mother came running toward the house. The American soldier escaped.291

In the same report, it was noted that, two days later, “During the absence of ☐☐ Kooza-gun,
on September 17, an American soldier under the pretense that he desired a Japanese flag,
approached the Japanese home and seeing that not a man was around tried to force himself
upon the wife, ☐☐ 34 years old. However, she cried out the MP is coming which scared the
American soldier away.”292
In the first case, the gathered help of police officers and other men in the neighborhood, who were informed by the escaped mother, apparently “frustrated” and chased off
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the group of American servicemen. In the second case, the rapist is “scared away” by
shouting that the military police would come. Both cases highlight the importance of what
Shani D’Cruze has called the “informal strategies” employed by rape victims to gain support from friends, family members or neighbors, which often bypassed law enforcing and
legal institutions such as police and court.293 However, in the case of early-occupied Japan,
it was the interplay of victims, relatives, neighbors, and official agents of the Japanese state
and the American military police, which could help to prevent sexual assaults. Although it
is important to note that the physical or imaginative presence of the occupiers authorities—
embodied in this case in the military police—was significant in the prevention and investigation of sexual assaults as any other crimes committed by the occupation personnel, the
interventions by Japanese police officers as well as the recommendations envisioned by the
Home Ministry and the strategies developed and exercised by Japanese civilians have nevertheless to be acknowledged as sometimes effective measures to prevent sexual assaults.
***
The many incidents of rape and other sexual or non-sexual violent assaults in earlyoccupied Japan occurred within a pervasive culture of militarized masculinity. Patriarchal
power relations prevalent in imperial Japan enabled the conceptualization and organization
of a “female floodwall” with designated lower-class prostitutes to protect “respectable”
Japanese women in general from the invading foreign soldiers. However, U.S. and other
Allied servicemen themselves acted as if all Japanese women as members of the defeated
enemy, usually perceived as sexualized “Orientals,” were sexually available and often coerced women by force or threat thereof to have sex. Japan’s authorities attempted to limit
sexual assaults and other crimes committed by occupation personnel by filing reports of
incidents to the occupation regime and to pursue to regulate sex work as in imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system—although not very successfully. The occupiers’ response was usually to require more information from Japan’s authorities in order to start
further investigation of crimes and accused suspects, which—especially considering the
released press code that prohibited the publication of occupiers’ crimes and trespasses—
reads as a systematic strategy to silence sexual violence. And also the servicemen themselves seem to have followed a culture of silencing, with hardly any denunciation among
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soldiers.294 This is evident in the Nogeyama Park incident, in which some servicemen must
have known of the gang-rape of Miss Y., but although they did not engage in the act of
sexual violence themselves and even cared for the victim, they apparently choose not to
report the incident to their superiors.295
At first glance, the sexual encounter between occupiers and occupied thus appear to
have been following along a clear-cut divide of occupation army’s servicemen as perpetrators and Japanese women as victims of sexual violence, while Japan’s authorities were
rather helpless spectators. Of course, the perpetration of the offenses in all documented
cases were unquestionably male. However, it would be oversimplified to conclude that
only the occupiers were the perpetrators and the occupied the victims. An incident in Kure,
Hiroshima prefecture, where the British Commonwealth Occupation Forces (BCOF) established their occupation headquarters, a later recorded testimony of a rape victim exemplifies the complicity of both Allied and Japanese men in sexual violence in early-occupied
Japan. A group of young women mobilized during the war in the Women’s Youth Corps
(joshi seinendan) had worked at an armament factory, and became war orphans due to the
atomic bombing in Hiroshima and were thus staying at the factory’s dormitory. On September 14, a Japanese male in a British army truck came by the factory, and identified
himself as Yoneyama Genjirō, the Executive Secretary of the Association for the Maintenance of Public Order in the Chūgoku Region assigned by the Home Ministry (naimushō
shitei/chianijikai chūgoko chihō kanji). After he handed food and cigarettes from British
army supplies to the factory manager, he addressed nine of the women that he came all the
way from Osaka to seek the help of “ideal Japanese women” (yamato nadeshiko to han) to
“protect the chastity of Japanese women from the evil influence of the occupation army”
(nihon no fujin no misao o shinchūgun no mashu o mamori), which he claimed would be a
task of “divine will” (shini). Yoneyama put the scared women into the truck, and brought
them after a long ride to two different places where the women were gang-raped each time
by a different group of foreign soldiers. Subsequently, a Canadian medical officer examined them on venereal disease, before Yoneyama brought the women to a comfort facility
(ianjo).296
Male dominance, however, did not stop with the actual physical-violent practices of
harassing, assaulting, raping and pimping women. Although there is nothing exceeding the
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pain and suffer tragically experienced by victims of sexual violence, the subsequently instrumental use of the victim’s experiences by Japan’s authorities is nonetheless noteworthy
to identify the wide range of masculine power relations. Based on the sources at hand,
which are predominantly police and CLO-reports, it is conspicuous that victims of sexual
violence were often overpowered twice.297 Japan’s authorities argued that it would be imperative for women to report sexual assaults, and even advised special “spiritual education” to strengthen women for testifying. Women were thus forced to express their experience of sexual violence in a rather public setting, and, additionally, could only articulate
themselves in male dominated channels of communication—as in police reports and ministry memoranda—and were only heard through male advocacy. Female victims of sexual
violence in early-occupied Japan therefore often experienced what Gayatri Spivak has
called “epistemic violence,”298 in which the issue at hand—the individual tragic and painful experience of sexual violence—was reduced and not able to be spoken of on the women’s own terms. Rape and other assaults against Japanese women were embedded into a
narrative of the violation of Japan’s women by the raging occupiers, dominated by a male
prerogative on what sexual violence is and how it can be uttered. With the trope of the violated Japanese woman, male Japanese police officers, bureaucrats and politicians deliberately exploited the tragedies of rape victims to position themselves versus the occupiers. It
helped Japan’s male authorities to legitimate the existence of the “female floodwall,”
sometimes even proclaiming that the number of brothels and sex workers would not be
sufficient enough to protect all Japanese women. Simultaneously it enabled their attempts
to resist or undermine the occupiers’ very concept of modernity and democracy by pointing out the trespasses of occupation personnel. This, ultimately, allowed Japanese men,
and in particular male agents of the Japanese state, to satisfy their own masculine nationalist desires in immediate postwar Japan. The reporting of rape substantiated the discourse
on a new understanding of Japan and Japanese belonging developed since defeat. The
trope of the vulnerable yet nationally significant body of the Japanese woman feared to be
violated by the occupiers was already fictionalized and translated into the conceptualization and organization of prostitution to comfort the occupiers. With the first encounter, the
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same trope was also omnipresent in official statistics and memoranda as alleged evidence
for the numerous cases of sexual violence committed by the occupation servicemen against
the Japanese people and fostered Japan’s post-surrender nationalist narrative of belonging.
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Chapter II. Security: Policing Prostitution and Venereal Disease
in Occupied Japan
2.1 Unlicensed Prostitution: Criminalizing Sex Workers and Venereal
Disease
On May 10, 1946, the American and Canadian journalist and correspondent of the
Chicago Sun Mark Gayn escorted Commissioner Lewis J. Valentine of the Provost Marshal’s office, formerly the Police Commissioner of the New York Police Department, on
an inspection tour of the International Palace. According to Gayn, the International Palace,
housed in a former munitions plant in Funabashi at the Eastern outskirts of Tokyo, was
“the world’s largest brothel.” From the Provost Marshal’s office in central Tokyo, Gayn
reported, “we drove southeast, until we could see, rising out of the paddies, a series of twostory buildings with a sign in English, ‘Off Limits—VD.’ As we came closer, we saw
smaller VD signs, dabbed in red paint on the fence and gate.” After arriving at the International Palace, the inspection tour was greeted by the brothel’s manager, who showed them
around the premises. “Our first stop was at the infirmary,” Gayn wrote, which “was a huge,
bare room, lined with tatami (straw mats). There were about a dozen girls lying on the
floor, under thick comforters. Nearly all the girls hid their faces when we entered.” The
remaining rooms were apparently equally depressing: in the “ballroom” “about a hundred
girls, most of them in ugly Occidental gowns—with nothing underneath—danced with
each other,” and the girls’ room consisted of “fifty cubicles to a building, each tiny room
separated by low partition, and a thin curtain for a door.” The manager only remarked,
“‘They [the girls] are very gay, eh? … But inside are very sad. Very lonely. No GI friends
come two, three weeks.’” For Gayn it was nevertheless “a dreary place,” and “the odor was
so sickening” that he had to flee the building. But before leaving the International Palace,
Gayn took the chance to interview some of the sex workers. Upon questioning, they complained about their economic hardships due to the rising debts to the brothel’s management, which sold clothing, cosmetics, and food in the brothel’s own store. However, they
were not so much angry with the management, but—echoing the manager’s comment—
rather upset that they would lack customers and thus payment. Formerly, they would have
been serving an average of 15 G.I.s daily. As a certain Miss Akiko Kato stated, “‘We were
doing well for four months, making friends with the G.I.s and helping to establish firm
cultural relations between Japan and the United States. Then, last month, the Army barred
!
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the place to the GIs. Since then only eight or ten G.I.s come in daily, on the sly.’” Gayn
and his interpreter asked the girls “if they had heard of the MacArthur directive which
banned contractual prostitution. They had not.”299
Gayn’s impressions point to the changes and dynamics that took place in occupied
Japan’s sex work and entertainment business resulting from the interventions made by legislative and executive branches of the occupiers’ administration. Historian Sarah Kovner
has argued that, mainly from the perspectives of sex workers, the restrictions imposed on
sex work, such as declaring brothels off-limits or repressing prostitution did result in an
economic limitation of sex business that struck sex workers’ livelihood, who perceived the
selling of their bodies as labor to support themselves and their families.300 In this chapter,
however, I want to offer additional interpretations, and by focusing mainly on the regulators’ perspectives, highlight certain structural changes in occupation Japan’s sex work.
Though many in the U.S. occupying forces believed that prostitution and other forms of
sexual encounters between U.S. servicemen and Japanese women were necessary since it
provided an outlet to sexually satisfy American soldiers and sailors, the occupation regime
perceived prostitution as disturbing and destabilizing. Thus, a deep ambivalence about the
sexual relations between American servicemen and Japanese women can be witnessed
throughout the occupation period.301 Red-light districts, entertainment areas, and brothels
were not only places of pleasure for servicemen, but also discredited as a space of (venereal) disease infection and public disorder due to bar fights between occupiers and occupied,
black market activity, rowdy rivalries between gangs, pimps, and prostitutes, and violent
tensions among the servicemen themselves. Mainly the Military Police (MP) with its Provost Marshal was in charge to control public order, to monitor the peaceful encounter between the occupiers and occupied outside military bases, and to prevent civil and military
unrest. As Richard R. Clawson, unit historian of the 720th Military Police Battalion stationed in Tokyo, put it in a somewhat ironic remark, “the activities of the company as a
whole [were] great toward the occupation of Japan. The duties were to patrol and guard the
Metropolis of Tokyo which includes such important establishments as the Provost Marshal
Office, GHQ, Imperial Hotel and all the clubs and cabarets in that particular area.”302 The
MP thus not only protected military installations and patrolled public space, but was also
particularly responsible for keeping an eye on the occupation servicemen’s recreational
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facilities. That included the investigation of crimes, mediation of disputes, and conducting
raids of red-light districts, often in cooperation with Japanese local police units.
In addition to such classical military police work, the MP was also charged with
preventing the spread of venereal disease by checking on brothels, enforcing laws of public
hygiene, and repressing prostitution. This line of duty certainly predated the occupation
period, and the MP had already been heavily involved in the control of sex work at various
times and places and were therefore able to adjust their regulatory knowledge in occupied
Japan. During World War II, when the U.S. military debated the need for female sexuality
and commercial sex to sustain the war effort within theaters of war and at the home front,
sexualized entertainment, which could encompass prostitution, was often tolerated in the
proximity of military camps despite being illegal.303 Especially since 1941 with the passage of the May Act, the military police’s jurisdiction was expanded and permitted the MP
to intervene in recreational facilities close to military installation.304 Therefore, the MP
played a central role in maintaining a certain amount of control by making efforts to keep
tensions between servicemen and civilian population to a minimum, patrolling red-light
districts, trying to prevent servicemen and sex workers from trespassing geographical
boundaries, and enforcing hygienic control within bars, clubs and brothels, similarly
among sex workers and servicemen.305 In doing so, the MP established an intimidating
aura and their presence on the streets and within recreational facilities threatened servicemen and civilians alike.306 In occupied Japan the MP also tried to keep up a rigid net of
police control through strong visibility, and their “stern demeanors, sidearms and billy
clubs,” to quote Takemae Eiji, were “an intimidating reminder of Occupation authority.”307
This chapter explores a variety of legal debates and law enforcement practices concerning sex work, venereal disease and intimate relationships between occupation forces
servicemen and women of occupied Japan. It addresses Supreme Commander of Allied
Power (SCAP)’s Legal Section and law divisions, which were established to give legal
advice to SCAP, watch civil rights in the conduct of occupation policy, and were therefore
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heavily involved in providing a legal basis for the regulation of prostitution and venereal
disease during the occupation period.308 The chapter also looks at the often highly praised
occupation army’s military police work, such as the investigation of crimes around redlight districts, inspections of brothels and other entertainment facilities, off-limit regulation, and raids and round-ups of venereal disease suspects. On many occasions the military
police’s strategies had to be negotiated and coordinated with the Japanese police force. A
focus on police work thus offers possibilities to take a closer look at the agency of both
occupiers and occupied in the policing of prostitution as well as the sexual and intimate
encounters during the occupation period. Firstly, it demonstrates that the occupiers were
not a homogenous group of almighty rulers in occupied Japan. Despite the superior attitude
of some branches and individuals who considered themselves as victorious conquerors and
behaved quite similar to white supremacists in colonial settings, they were nevertheless
bound by law. Ambiguous debates on jurisdictions among occupation regime elites highlight the difficulties the occupiers faced in the control of prostitution, venereal disease and
solicitation between occupation servicemen and occupied civilians in general. Yet, laws
and ordinances were often trespassed by ordinary servicemen and also non-commissioned
officers, and military commanders could ignore ordinances and consider not enforcing
laws rigorously or could decide to enforce laws even more rigidly than expected by SCAP
within their particular command. Secondly, the occupied themselves were not passive recipients of occupation policy and its enforcement, but were heavily involved in the transmission and execution of controlling prostitution and regulating sexuality as assistants and
translators, and were, to a certain extend, similarly responsible for the success, failure, and
alteration of the occupiers’ interventions. Hence, thirdly, a focus on (military) police work
within the red-light and entertainment districts point out the limits of the occupation regime’s authority to control the behavior of Japanese civilians as well as its servicemen, and
moreover calls attention to the often neglected disharmonious, tense, and sometimes overtly violent encounters between and among occupiers and occupied—which in many cases
were extremely racialized. The chapter’s analysis of anti-prostitution and anti-venereal
disease law debates and their law enforcement thereby follows the plea of Alf Lüdtke that
ruling (as well as being ruled) is a social practice, which is not determined by and cannot
exhaustedly be explained by a legal or ideological structure.309 This means in this case that
rulers were exposed to quarrels and inconsistencies among their own ranks, and, as has
been shown for the policing of prostitution in other contexts, that there was no monocausal
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flow of existing laws to law-enforcement but bears the possibility of interpretation and,
therefore, a close look on its enactment by the historical agents themselves becomes significant.310

Ambiguous Justice: Legal loopholes and the criminalization of sex workers
The exact legal status of sex work and the clear jurisdiction of executive agencies
to control or even repress prostitution in occupied Japan remained unclear until the end of
the occupation period and was matter of much debate among different sections of the occupation administration. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Japanese government,
bureaucracy and police initiated a prostitution scheme to comfort the occupiers, which was
to a certain extent legally based on Japan’s prewar licensed prostitution system. The statesupported, even semi-governmental Rest and Recreation Association (RAA) and the exclusively private-run prostitution businesses thus operated within the boundaries of Japanese
law, though the law did prohibit brutal recruitment practices. Although the occupiers with
their Supreme Commander had every legal right to make changes in Japanese policy and
conduct, based on the promulgation of the Instrument of Surrender signed on September 2,
1945 and by bypassing Japanese legislation with direct ordinances (abbreviated as
SCAPIN),311 Japanese prostitution laws remained more or less untouched for the initial
months of the occupation period. With one of such direct ordinances to the Japanese government titled “Control of Venereal Disease” from October 16, 1945, Japan’s authorities
were even required to enforce rigidly all Japanese laws on the prevention of infectious and
venereal disease, and, if necessary, re-enact inoperative ordinances such as the “Law for
the Prevention of Venereal Diseases (Home Department Ordinance No. 44, 1900).”312
In January 1946, however, in the fourth month of the occupation, the Supreme
Commander of Allied Powers (SCAP) ordered the prohibition of licensed prostitution. In
the directive “Abolition of Licensed Prostitution” (SCAPIN-642) from January 21, 1946, it
was argued, that “The maintenance of licensed prostitution in Japan is in contravention of
the ideals of democracy and inconsistent with the development of individual freedom
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throughout the nation.” The Japanese government was directed to “forthwith abrogate and
annul all laws, ordinances and other enactments which directly or indirectly authorize or
permit the existence of licensed prostitution in Japan, and to nullify all contracts and
agreements which have for their object the binding or committing directly or indirectly of
any women to the practice of prostitution.”313 The abolition of licensed prostitution itself
was celebrated as a success of America’s democratic mission to liberate Japanese women
from Japan’s male chauvinism, which was according to the occupiers intrinsic to Japan’s
“feudalistic culture.”314 However, as Yoshimi Yoshiaki and Tanaka Yuki have argued, this
decision to abolish licensed prostitution was based on the concern to limit the compromising high rates of venereal disease, which took on epidemic proportions among the occupation personnel.315 Nevertheless, the directive against licensed prostitution from 1946 did
not prohibit prostitution as such, but rather banned sex trafficking and binding contracts
between sex workers and brothel owners. Contrary to the occupiers’ zeal to abolish prostitution due to its allegedly undemocratic nature, commercial sex even flourished and the
number sex workers increased after the ordinance’s promulgation. Unlicensed brothels, sex
work in hotels (so-called “avec-hotels”), clubs and bars, and also decentralized street prostitution spread beyond the geographical boundaries of Japan’s old pleasure quarters and
those recreational districts designated by Japan’s authorities immediately after Japan’s
defeat to comfort the occupiers. The RAA was dissolved, although some formerly RAArun brothels like the International Palace continued as private businesses, and, in addition,
many sex workers started to sell their bodies publically in entertainment and red-light districts, but also parks, railway underpasses and near military camps.316 According to some
estimates, in Tokyo alone several thousand sex workers supposedly catered to predominantly American servicemen. In a statistical inquiry conducted by or on behalf of the
Women’s Section of the Ministry of Labor in 1953, about 100,000 sex workers were in
business all over Japan during the occupation period, although opponents of prostitution
claimed much higher numbers.317
Such epic growth of unlicensed sex work, and in particular in its form as street
prostitution, was a new social phenomenon in Japan, and most certainly also the first time
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for the U.S. military to face such high numbers of “streetwalkers” in an overseas theater, as
the sex workers were mostly labeled in the military police records. From the occupiers’
perspective, the spatial dispersion of sex workers after the abolition of the licensed quarters
caused many problems, and the military police—as well as other sections of the occupation
regime—was mandated to enforce and develop strategies to “contain” sex workers, discipline U.S. servicemen, and limit the spread of venereal disease, which had significant effects on the sanitization of sex during the occupation period. In doing so, as Koikari Mire
has rightly pointed out, the occupiers, and in particular the MP as the occupiers’ main law
enforcement branch, usually approached the issue by criminalizing sex workers.318 Of
course, sex work itself was not illegal, but existed within a certain grey area of the law.
Japanese politicians nevertheless debated a general, nationwide abolition of prostitution. In
July 1948, a bill for the punishment of prostitution, namely the Bill for Punishment of
Prostitution and Related Activities (baishuntō shobatsu hōan), was presented in the Japanese Diet, which attempted to make the exchange of sex for money illegal and to stipulate
a penalty for both sex workers (shōfu) and clients throughout Japan. The occupiers’ Legal
Section approved the bill’s draft before it was released and offered guidance for Japanese
legislators during the discussion in the Diet. The bill, however, did not pass the last session
of parliament. As Sarah Kovner has pointed out, an agreement could not be achieved due
to various interest groups supporting the sex industry, and although most female Diet
members voted for the bill, some still argued, to quote Kovner, “that the law would be ineffective or would unfairly victimize sex workers.”319
Some sections of the occupation regime, and also Horace Robertson, Commander
in Chief of the BCOF, expressed their discomfort with the failed bill and tried to push
SCAP to overrule the rejection and impose an ordinance for the prohibition of prostitution
and solicitation between occupiers and occupied for the pursuit of commercial sex.320
SCAP’s Legal Section, however, countered by stating that although SCAP would have the
power to intervene and release an ordinance against prostitution bypassing the Diet, it
would be not recommended. According to the Legal Section, such an undertaking “would
impose a new moral standard upon the Japanese and, moreover, an incongruously limited
moral standard, since it proposes to make solicitation and the provision of premises for
prostitution criminal only when occupation force personnel are involved.” Furthermore, to
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abolish prostitution directly by SCAP would be “a patent confession of inability on the part
of the occupation force authorities to control our own personnel, since it resorts, by
measures foreign to accepted domestic standards of the inhabitants, to force the authorities
and people of the occupied nation to aid in curing the shortcomings of the occupying forces.” This was definitely not meant as a promulgation of multi-cultural understanding, but
rather expressed the occupiers’ fear to loose their reputation. Because, as the Legal Section
report continued, “It would appear more becoming to the dignity of the occupation authorities to exact more vigorous enforcement of discipline among occupation personnel than to
‘pass the buck’ by making the Japanese punish themselves to accomplish that end.” A direct involvement in an anti-prostitution law was thus “considered too delicate for a proclamation by SCAP,” and “would seem neither just nor fair to transfer solution of the problem to the Japanese Government.”321 Dignity, justice and fairness were drawn on as legitimizing the Legal Section’s explication and were ultimately embedded into a strong narrative of the fundamental values of functioning democracy, which the occupiers sought to
teach the occupied. In a rather complicated officialese, the Legal Section argued:
Since the adoption of the new Japanese constitution and the inauguration of democratic processes of government, this headquarters, in issuing direct orders on behalf of the Supreme
Commander to the Japanese government, has confined itself to matters susceptible of control
by regulations or ordinances and has assiduously avoided the impairment of the democratic
machinery which is obviously inherent in and consequent from a command that the Diet enact
legislation. In the present case the objective sought cannot be accomplished merely by regulation, since it is proposed to create new offenses and not merely to provide new or additional
controls for the prevention of activities already denounced as offenses. Accordingly, if it is desired to issue a new order to the Japanese government to attain the end in view, it will be necessary to direct enactment of legislation.322

The Legal Section’s stance was also shared among members of the Government Section.
Alfred C. Oppler, a legal officer who had worked in the Government Section and served
later as chief of the Legal Section’s Legislation and Justice Division, had noted in his diary
in August 1946, that he objected the idea of prohibiting sex work in general, since he “did
not believe that the threat of punishment would stop or reduce prostitution, which would
only go underground.” He agreed with members of the Legal Section that such an under!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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taking “may even expose us to some ridicule.” He even added, “I also felt that to impose
puritan morality on this oriental nation was beyond the objectives of the Occupation,”323
by which he reproduced the common orientalistic prejudice that commercial sex would be
deeply embedded into Japanese cultural traditions with a supposedly high prevalence and
transparency of sex.
Although the bill to abolish prostitution on a national level failed to be passed, several prefectures introduced anti-prostitution laws. As Howard Meyers of the Legislation
and Justice Division clarified in a correspondence to Jules Bassin, the head of the Law
Division, local governments on the prefectural level were allowed to pass anti-prostitution
laws despite the absence of national legislation according to the Local Autonomy Law enacted in 1947. The prefectures Miyagi and Niigata, Meyers stressed, would “have passed
ordinances which forbid prostitution throughout those prefectures,” and also the municipal
government of Tokyo had considered such an ordinance. “These facts,” Meyers summed
up, “indicate that various Japanese legislative bodies are concerned with the problem [of
prostitution] with the view of extending anti-prostitution legislation to all persons, and not
just limiting it to an anti-Occupation crime.”324 In Miyagi prefecture, since 1948, prostitution was criminalized to the extent that not only sex workers, but also clients, pimps and
brothel owner could be fined between 1,000 and 20,000 yen whereat the highest fines were
targeting those persons who employed and trafficked sex workers.325 Such diverse legislation on the prefectural level concerning prostitution actually had a longer history in imperial Japan. Already in 1891, Gumma prefecture abolished licensed prostitution, much to the
pressure of non-governmental groups that formed a considerably influential Prostitution
Abolition League. As in Gumma at the turn of the century, however, also in the occupation
period, sex work never vanished completely due to prefectural abolition laws. Sex workers
rather migrated to other prefectures where prostitution was still legal, or just continued
their business under different labels, such as waitresses (shakufu) or reception lady (settaifu), and could thereby dodge legal prescriptions.326 In postwar Japan, after the Abolition
of Licensed Prostitution, sex workers were still often referred to as settaifu, but also “gei-
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sha girls,” dancers and waitresses working in cabarets and “special restaurants” (tokushu
inshokuten).327
In most places in occupied Japan, sex work itself was thus not illegal, but the
spread of venereal disease, which was according to the occupiers inevitably entwined with
prostitution, was considered as a crime. Especially when Japanese women were affecting
occupation servicemen it was contemplated as an act of endangering the security of the
occupation forces—although habitually servicemen were never accused of spreading venereal disease among the civilian population. Of course, Japanese laws since the prostitution
license system as well as most prostitution laws worldwide were equally gender-biased in a
way that they usually made sex workers—and sometimes even all women—responsible for
the dissemination of venereal infections.328 Such shared logic of occupiers and occupied
culminated in a new Venereal Disease Prevention Law promulgated in 1948, which defined venereal disease encompassing syphilis, gonorrhea, chancroid and inguinal lymphogranuloma. In general, the law prescribed that, “Any person who is suffering from VD
liable to infect others, acts so as to infect others, with the disease by [sexual] intercourse,
lactation or other intimate physical contact shall be liable to penal servitude not exceeding
1 year or a fine not exceeding 5,000 yen.” Such “offenses” would yet be open for discussion upon indictment. In the case of prostitution, however, the law offered no pardon for
sex workers and stipulated that, “any person who in suffering from VD liable to infect others, performs prostitution, shall be liable to penal servitude not exceeding 2 years or a fine
not exceeding 10,000 yen.” Any person provided assistance, solicitation or a place for the
purpose of prostitution “with good knowledge of the presence of VD in the prostitute liable
to infect other,” or even “without knowing the presence of VD by error,” was according to
the law accountable for up to “3 years of penal servitude or a fine not exceeding 20,000
yen.”329 Hence, the Venereal Disease Prevention Law unequivocally connected the source
and particularly the spread of venereal disease primarily to prostitution, most commonly
conceptualized and practiced along heteronormative patterns with female sex workers and
male clients. Its text was thereby embedded into a continuous narrative and recapitulated
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the stigmatizing image of the diseased sex worker and criminalized sex workers as potentially spreading venereal disease anytime and anywhere. Yet, remarkable is the legally undefined act of prostitution, which provided a legal loophole to maintain commercial sex as
such, but, as will be shown later, enabled law enforcement agencies to suppress prostitution by prosecuting sex workers, and most troubling any women could actually be suspected as a possible sex worker, especially if found to be infected with VD.
In 1948 the Venereal Disease Prevention Law was put into practice and disseminated with the expectation of enforcement. Some local commanding officers, however, enforced their own interpretations of the law, much to the displeasure of SCAP’s Legal Section. In a memorandum to local Japanese authorities from December 6, 1948, Joseph May
Swing, commanding general of the I Corps with its headquarters in Kyoto, was ignoring
the Legal Sections concern with the occupation regime’s reputation and added to the venereal disease law a paragraph which declared that, “Any person who accosts a military
member, in uniform, of the occupation forces to assist or to solicit prostitution, or who
provides a place for prostitution to a military member of the occupation forces shall be
deemed to have committed an act prejudicial to the security of the occupation and therefore triable by occupation corps.” Furthermore, Japanese authorities were ordered to establish venereal disease clinics, “arrange for frequent examination of all known prostitutes,”
and “have infected prostitutes placed in hospitals until no longer contagious and thereafter
have them report to proper authorities until cured.” Names, addresses and photographs of
known prostitutes and their contacts were to be reported to the local Provost Marshal’s
office, and “immediate inspections of houses of prostitutes which soldiers have been seen
entering, and of houses which soldiers are seen entering with a prostitute” should be arranged. In such cases, the memorandum continued, “A military policeman will constitute a
member of the inspecting party.” Finally, “Cause persons who are picked up for violations
of any law and who are suspected of being infected with venereal disease to be given physical examination, and if necessary, treatment, and be kept under control until cured.”330
SCAP’s Legal Section Chief Alva C. Carpenter commented Swing’s overeager ordinance,
noting that his interpretation would be “far too broad,” and that Swing would actually not
have the authority to interpret Japanese law. Nevertheless, as Carpenter pointed out, occupation authorities “may define the crime [of spreading venereal disease] of an act prejudicial to the security of the occupation forces…and solicitation of occupation forces person!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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nel for prostitution may be considered an act prejudicial to the security of the occupation,
provided adequate notion thereof has been given to the Japanese people, and that existing
policy is not contravened.” Carpenter thus insisted, again, there would be no need for a
specific anti-prostitution law, and that existing laws, such as the Venereal Disease Prevention Law and the Minor Offenses Law from May 1, 1948, which stipulated that persons
without a permanent place of residence and “without means of support” due to an intentional unwillingness to work despite their physical capabilities can be arrested by the police for vagrancy, would be a sufficient legal basis to counter prostitution.331
Joseph M. Swing’s directive nevertheless highlights some remarkable features of
the occupation period’s attempts to police prostitution, venereal disease and intimate relationships between servicemen and Japanese women. As will be discussed in detail in chapter III, occupation authorities appropriated the institution of venereal disease clinics and
encouraged the Japanese police to enforce regular health examinations and medical treatment of sex workers, both, in Japan, a legacy of imperial Japan’s public health system.
Also part of chapter III, the control of prostitution entailed the collection of data of Japanese civilians through lists of prostitutes and their contacts, a technique of monitoring the
occupied society. What is further noticeable in Swing’s memorandum, however, is the introduction of a denunciation system, which compelled Japanese authorities and civilians to
report any occupation forces serviceman entering a Japanese house or any house that had
been entered by servicemen, which was apparently immediately suspected to be a place of
commercial sex. Finally, Swing addressed the matter of jurisdiction. As has been already
shown in chapter I, the Japanese police was only allowed to deal with Japanese civilians
and could not interfere with occupation personnel, a task for which occupation army military police had to be present. Since the spread of venereal disease was considered an offense against occupation personal, such cases were tried in occupation courts and sentenced by occupation authorities. Alva Carpenter articulated the position of the Legal Section that, “The disadvantage of this procedure is that it would place the onus of enforcement on the Occupation Forces. However, it is believed that the psychological effect of
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facing trial in Military Occupation Courts would have a greater deterrent value in preventing acts of prostitution than trial in the Japanese courts.”332
Carpenter’s evaluation that occupation courts would threaten sex workers not to
engage in prostitution, however, was rather naïve. Case numbers indicate that violations of
the Venereal Disease Prevention Law were constantly high, and, for instance, in May 1949
197 cases were prosecuted, which were apparently fifty percent of all cases brought to occupation courts this month in the Tokyo area. In June 1949, it was thus discussed to transfer violations of the venereal disease law to civil Japanese courts, who, as Walter Leo
Weible, commander of Headquarters and Service Group put it at a conference in Tokyo on
June 23, would need to “insure a rapid disposal of such cases, in order to keep up the good
work which had been done in regard to VD rates among troops under his command.”333
Although it would be speculative to judge whether Weible guilelessly believed in his work
or based his argument knowingly on false statistics, venereal infection rates among occupation personnel was as constantly high as sex workers accused of violating the Venereal
Disease Prevention Law throughout the occupation period. Nonetheless, it was decided
that Japanese courts should handle such violation cases in the future, but were advised by
the Legal Section to consider “the fact that such a case is not only destructive to the
maintenance of the public morals but also cannot be passed over lightly from the viewpoint
of the public health.” Therefore, “the court should give a strict warning so that the accused
may undergo the thorough treatment and not repeat the same act of violation in future.”
The documented debate on the transfer of such cases from occupation court to Japanese
civilian courts indicate an inherent paternalistic benevolence, which surfaced in the logic
that male judges were meant to offer the female sex worker the possibility of hindsight not
to return to prostitution. A working paper of the Legal Section called it kindheartedness,
“to give her [sic!] an opportunity for starting her social life afresh [which] is also desirable.
… In order to realize the above, therefore, it would be proper that a judge should … give
her [sic!] a good talking-to so that the accused may, upon recovering from the disease by
taking the prompt and sure treatment, engage in any of the legitimate businesses and not
repeat the same offense in future.”334 Japanese summary courts that should contemplate a
quick medical treatment and a way out of the sex business henceforth handled first offens!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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es. Second and repeated offenses, however, were to be prosecuted thoroughly, either by
Japanese courts or occupation courts by exhausting the full penalty.335
Yet, the inherent benevolence of the judges’ court sentences had its limits, since it
is apparent that in practice, women alone, ascribed with the role of the prostitute whether
she was working in the sex business or not, were systematically prosecuted for violating
the Venereal Disease Prevention Law. Even Alva Carpenter admitted that hardly any sentence was pronounced for those, predominantly male persons procuring commercial sex,
although it was equally stated as offense in article no. 27 of the Venereal Disease Prevention Law.336 Needless to say, servicemen were never prosecuted in a Japanese court and
were also hardly ever court marshaled for contracting and spreading venereal disease, and
therefore enjoyed a legal status in occupied Japan that highly resembled older, colonial
forms of extraterritoriality.337 The legal issues and debates concerning the policing of prostitution and venereal disease, however, still point towards some inconsistency within the
occupation regime and sustain Koikari Mire’s argument, that “the occupation forces did
not constitute a unified body of ruling.”338 On the one hand, of course, the logic of criminalizing sex workers as being responsible for the spread of venereal disease and endangering occupation personnel seems to be the common ground for all members of the occupation regime involved in the regulation of sexuality, prostitution, and venereal disease. On
the other hand, some occupation members’ discomfort with the failure of a nationwide
anti-prostitution law and their request for stronger intervention by SCAP, or Joseph M.
Swing’s eager but solo decision to criminalize commercial sex for occupation personnel in
his commanded domain against the official occupation policy, both underscore tensions
that do not singularly exist between ruler and ruled—in this case between occupiers and
occupied—but do simultaneously exist within a ruling elite, here among the occupiers.339
This argument gains even more weight by considering the relationship between the
occupation elite in Tokyo and the authorities in the United States. The vast existence of sex
work in occupied Japan was a thorn in the side of the political and military administrations
in Washington, DC. On November 22, 1949 the U.S. Department of the Army released a
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directive for the “Repression of Prostitution” to be applied in all overseas commands and
ordered a more thorough repression of prostitution “for the welfare of personnel, the development and guidance of character, and the control of venereal disease.” According to
this ordinance, all “houses of prostitution” were to be declared off-limits to U.S. military
personnel, trespassing of off-limits regulation should be countered with disciplinary
measures, and cooperation was promised to all agencies who “engaged in the repression of
prostitution and the elimination of sources of venereal diseases.” Furthermore, the department’s directive declared, “all practices which can in any way be interpreted as fostering,
regulating, or condoning prostitution will be prohibited.”340 However, the ordinance for the
repression of prostitution and the criminalization of sex work regulation was euphemistic
since its enactment and was never achieved (or maybe even never tried to be accomplished). The abolition of licensed prostitution in occupied Japan only prohibited human
trafficking and sexual slavery, not prostitution in general. And SCAP’s official policy to
repress prostitution legally solely worked within the criminalization of sex workers (and
women in general) as carriers of venereal disease. The Army’s directive was thus as far as
possible ignored and accusations from Washington were mostly answered by occupation
authorities with extenuation by quoting white-washed health statistics, highlighting the
medical efforts, and claiming a high state of morale. In an official report from February
1950, for instance, it was emphasized that, “Commanders at all echelons are fully aware of
the venereal disease hazards existing in these oriental areas and are constantly on the alert
to counteract their effects.” Usually, it was stressed, following the biased logic which criminalized sex workers for venereally infecting servicemen, that in Japan laws had been enacted, which made the spread of venereal disease a legal offense as well as maintaining “a
place for prostitution ‘with good knowledge of the presence of venereal disease in the
prostitute liable to infect others.’” Furthermore, SCAP argued, probably to calm things
down, that “All known houses of prostitution have been placed off-limits by occupation
authorities and are checked by frequent military police patrols.”341
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2.2 Off-Limits: Controlling Whoring, Looting and Shooting Servicemen
The most common attempt by the military police to control and restrict sexual encounters, prostitution and venereal diseases was to patrol red-light districts and set “notorious” brothels and other recreational facilities off-limits to occupation personnel. Since the
very arrival of the occupation forces in the summer of 1945, military police officers were
engaged in inspecting brothels and other recreational facilities and off-limits regulations
were already in use before the abolition of licensed prostitution in 1946. Upon inspection,
if a place was considered to show increasing or constantly high venereal disease infection
rates, or the military police had to raid an establishment continuously to settle public disorder, the place was declared off-limits to servicemen. Off-limit signs were usually placed in
front of recreational facilities, or, as has been depicted in the above-cited experiences by
Mark Gayn at the International Palace in Funabashi, could even demarcate whole areas,
city quarters and single villages. To close a brothel, club, cabaret or restaurant, however,
did not necessarily aim at shutting down a particular (sex) business in the general attempt
to repress prostitution altogether. It was usually rather guided by the occupiers’ logic of
protecting and securing the health of occupation army’s servicemen, in particular keeping
them away from the potential danger of venereal infections, and of maintaining a certain
controllability over its own personnel and the occupied terrain—or at least the attempt of
doing so. Therefore, the subchapter’s heading “off-limits” shall also indicate the excessive
nature of servicemen’s behavior in occupied Japan, which was particularly prevalent in
entertainment and red-light districts. “Off-limits” thus also signifies the multiple trespasses
of servicemen, who exceeded legal—and arguably also sexual and moral—boundaries that
could often manifest in physically violent clashes, including racist tensions.
In one of his visits to Yokohama in early November 1945, Colonel C. V. Cadwell,
Provost Marshal of the Eighth Army, observed “that promiscuous sexual activity between
personnel of the occupational forces and Japanese women is very prevalent and becoming
more so.” Despite his worries, however, his evaluation and subsequent suggestion did not
aim at the thorough suppression of sexual opportunities or establishing higher obstacles for
servicemen and occupied to meet for intimate relations or plain commercial sexual intercourse. Rather, as Cadwell stated, “The only practicable means of controlling the venereal
diseases under existing conditions is to recognize and regulate prostitution and to take all
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possible measures to eliminate venereal disease therefrom.”342 Such measures included the
use of modern drugs, even its distribution from military supplies among Japanese civilians,
the maintenance of prophylactic facilities to treat servicemen immediately after sexual intercourse, and to declare highly contagious brothels off-limits. Alpheus Lester Henderson,
Provost Marshal of Yokohama and another participant of the inspection tour to Yokohama,
agreed with Cadwell’s approach, both perceiving off-limit regulation and military police
patrol not only as practicable but apparently also as proper means “to preserve order,” as
they called it, by simultaneously fostering or at least perpetuating the male chauvinistic
notion that male soldiers and sailors would naturally need (hetero-)sexual satisfaction,
which could not be stopped anyway.343
Other commanding officers of the occupation forces took a different stance. Kenneth Bonner Wolfe, Major General of the Fifth Air Force installation stationed in Nagoya
since September 1945, believed the only measure to reduce the high venereal disease rates
within his command would be to rigorously suppress prostitution and ban sex workers
from the nearby area of military bases. Based on his “past experience in the Philippines,”
Wolfe argued, “an educational program and pro station operation program is not sufficiently effective to prevent a serious loss of manpower due to Venereal Disease.” Additionally,
since the “Fifth Air Force airdromes are, in general, located in rural areas surrounded by
numerous towns and villages,” it would make “it impracticable to enforce ‘off limits’ status of all houses of prostitution with the number of Fifth Air Force Military Police available.” To a certain extent he blamed the Army’s military police, who were “not enforcing
the ‘off limits’ status of these houses of prostitution, thereby making it impossible for the
Fifth Air Force Military Police to enforce ‘off limits’ status in towns where troops from
both the Air and Ground Forces are stationed.”344 This was probably an expression of the
ongoing, mostly class-based tensions between the Air Force and the Army, two oftenrivaling branches of the U.S. military.345 To ensure a safer environment for his command,
Wolfe requested “to have all prostitutes removed from the towns and villages within a 5
mile radius of all Fifth Air Force installations, and that the subordinate Army commands
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be notified of this policy and their cooperation in its enforcement secured.” To reinforce
his request, Wolfe argued that, “The policy of suppression of prostitution of organized
prostitution … would not interfere significantly with the customs of the Japanese people,
because at present these houses of prostitution are patronized exclusively by U.S. Army
personnel.” Moreover, Wolfe referred to the May Act, the U.S. War Department’s directive from 1941, which prohibited prostitution for military personnel in overseas theaters.346 However, the May Act was never actually enforced thoroughly by U.S. military
command both domestically and in overseas theaters, but it was rather silently acknowledged that U.S. soldiers and sailors (and airman, for that matter) would have sex, which
made it imperative to provide prophylaxis against venereal disease.347 Nevertheless, although Wolfe’s request was not approved, it does indicate different positions within the
occupation regime concerning off-limits regulations. Moreover, it raises the general question of whether off-limit closure as control technique was more difficult to maintain in the
countryside than in an urban environment, or if the technique itself was actually effective
enough to prevent the spread of venereal disease.
As Barbara Meil Hobson has argued for the legal regulation of prostitution in a
different historical context, namely the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century United
States, just looking at law texts and therein declared regulatory techniques itself would not
suffice to grasp the whole picture of the interrelation between sex work, law and law enforcement. Especially the regulation of prostitution, which is a business quite often related
to discretion, privacy, and intimacy—although this is usually only ensured for the clients—
, would require a closer look to its informal rules, because, for example, despite the existence of strict anti-prostitution laws, they were not rigidly enforced or could be avoided
through bribery.348 In many studies on the history of prostitution and its regulation it has
been suggested to accomplish such a closer look by integrating the sex workers’ everyday
practices and experiences, and consider from their perspective the encounter with police
control and administration of justice.349 While this approach is definitely desirable, it nevertheless faces the issue of available source material, and since sex workers, and in particular lower-class street prostitutes, are not famous for keeping diaries or archiving consistent
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correspondences, their voices can usually only be heard through the mediation of other
media, such as police reports or court files.350
However, here I want to suggest a different approach by taking a closer look on the
administrators’ and clients’ everyday experiences. In the legal debates on prostitution discussed above, a variety of positions taken by administrators, military commanders and
legal advisors have already been described and contextualized. In the following, military
police officers and clients of sex workers are addressed to offer some insight into the everyday life of red-light districts and the workings of sex work on the street, in alleys and
brothels in occupied Japan. Some of these historical actors’ experiences, despite being
first-handed, however, are only documented in memoirs, which have to be read cautiously
due to the temporal ruptures inherent to the procedure of experiencing, memorizing and
recording/writing, and because memoirs narratives are situated socially and culturally.351
Nevertheless, despite their fictional and subjective character, memoirs narratives can be
precious accounts, which are, to quote Barbara Metcalf, “fictions that matter,”352 and may
offer perspectives beyond official records and add valuable angles to get another grip on
the complexity and variety of historic agency—in this case, they enable a glimpse of police
control in occupied Japan’s red-light districts and brothels.
For that matter, the memoirs of an Indian Corps of Military Police (India) (CMP
(I)) are quite revealing, written by the corps’ Assistant Provost Marshal whose name is
unfortunately unrecorded. Subordinate to the British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
(BCOF), which had its headquarters in Kure, Hiroshima prefecture, this particular Indian
military police corps was stationed in Okayama from 1946 to 1947. The BCOF had a
stricter policy on fraternization between occupiers and occupied compared to SCAP’s
American dominated guidelines, although John Northcott, Australian Lieutenant General
and commander of the BCOF in 1946, admitted in an official memorandum to his superiors in London, that a rigorous non-fraternization policy would be impracticable.353 Such
ambivalence was also echoed by the author of the CMP (I) memoirs, who stated, “Strict
orders had been given banning all fraternisation, however this was impossible to enforce.”
To a certain extent he blamed the Americans, who had been “in the area before we arrived
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and they had, in true American way, fraternised with the local girls.” In an apologetic fashion, however, the author reasoned that, “When you have some thousands of young, healthy
soldiers suddenly put into another country and especially where many of the girls could be
quite attractive, it is impossible to stop them fraternising.” Confronted with such an “impossible” task, the CMP (I) developed various strategies to maneuver between their superiors in BCOF headquarters, the mass of Australian, British, Indian and New Zealand servicemen, and their own rationales and desires. Since “it would also be impossible to police
every highway and byway to check for fraternisation,” the author recalled, “we got round
this by patrolling the main roads and the railway station with only an occasional run
through the side streets. Thus any soldier who was foolish enough not to see us would be
arrested. Most people did not take long to spot us in the distance.” Apparently this was not
enough and, as the author stated, “The Div. Comdr. kept bearing down on the Military Police ordering that we step up patrols and arrest everyman found with a woman and so
on.”354 In particular the high rates of venereal disease was of much concern, and, following
the logic of stigmatizing sex workers or any other Japanese woman fraternizing with occupation servicemen as source of venereal disease, BCOF military commanders wanted to
avoid VD infections by avoiding intimate relationships between occupiers and occupied in
the first place.
The CMP (I) in Okayama, however, apparently showed much sympathy with those
women selling their bodies “in want of food and necessities of life.” In order to satisfy
their superiors with decreasing VD rates but simultaneously tackle the impossibility of
policing the intimate, predominantly sexual relations between servicemen and Japanese
women, the CMP (I) adjusted their interventions, as they called it, “in a discreet and liberal
way to control these things rather than the usual narrow minded military approach.” The
first strategy was to establish “quietly” a special hospital in unofficial collaboration with
BCOF medical officers where sex workers could be medically examined and treated if they
were suspected of having contracted a venereal disease. “Meanwhile,” also in close cooperation with British military surgeons, the CMP (I) “selected three of the better brothels,
had the medics check them regularly, and did not raid them but stepped up [their] activities
everywhere else.” Servicemen apparently soon learned of the “safe” places and started to
frequent only those brothels, which according to the CMP (I) helped significantly to lower
the VD infection rate. Furthermore, the CMP (I) made arrangements with the three broth!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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els’ “mama-sans,” the madams running the brothels, and would notify them in advance of
a raid. In case the CMP (I) were actually inspecting one of the designated brothels, the
CMP (I)’s author recalled, “I would invite the padres and press to come out on our ‘raids’.
…When we burst in with the press and padres in tow the place would be almost empty
except for any soldier who were too drunk or obstreperous and these were immediately
arrested and our ‘guests’ would be pleased to have seen us in action.” Thus, the CMP (I)
established its own rules of policing (and protecting) sex work and intimate relations between occupiers and occupied in Okayama, ignoring headquarters’ official policy but still
gratifying the higher command levels. Ultimately, this conduct helped the CMP (I) to enjoy occupation Japan’s recreational facilities and intimate relationships with local women
themselves, because, as the author admitted, “In fact we did our share of fraternising just
like any other unit and I made the most of it. …Some six years later I returned with the
Australian Army for the Korean War. We had many R&R [Rest & Recreation] leaves in
Japan and I made many enjoyable visits to Okayama where I now had old friends and finally came away with a Japanese wife.”355
Servicemen often exploited such gaps in the net of anti-fraternization policies provided by the military police through rather lax law enforcement as well as informal but
well-known rules of regulations. As Theodore Cohen has noted, “GIs seeking sex just went
deeper into the vast off-limits areas, which MPs never visited at all.”356 Thus, strict orders,
surveillance and limitations did not detain servicemen from patronizing brothels and other
recreation facilities declared off-limits. As one interviewee at the International Palace in
Funabashi in the above-cited report by Mark Gayn stated, since April 1946, after “the Army barred the place to the GIs,” “only eight or ten GIs come in daily, on the sly.” Of
course, the interviewed sex worker’s statement was embedded into a narrative of regret
that fewer customers would have come to the International Palace after it was put offlimits. But the statement also reveals that some servicemen were ignoring the military police’s regulations and sneaked into banned brothels.
This tendency to visit brothels on the sly is also evident in Alton Chamberlin’s narrative of his experiences in occupied Japan, which he recorded in his unpublished memoirs
titled War, Religion, and the Pursuit of Sex. Chamberlin was a Second Lieutenant of the
97th infantry division and stationed in occupied Japan from September 1945. In his memoirs, he heavily dwelled on his sexual adventures, first in Europe during World War II,
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then in occupied Japan and later in Korea during the Korean War. While in Japan, Chamberlin apparently enjoyed the visits of “geisha houses” or “abodes of ill repute,” as he liked
to call brothels in occupied Japan. Chamberlin’s first post was near Nagasaki in Kyushu,
where he made also his first experience of visiting a Japanese brothel, together with his
companions Pee Wee and Malek. According to his memoirs, when Chamberlin described
his first experience with commercial sex, he was the first one served at the brothel and
waited outside for his companions to finish:
While I waited for my buddies I saw some nearby kids tossing a baseball. Using sign language
I offered to play with them. As I was playing catch with the young Japanese boys a military
jeep drove down the narrow street. In it were two M.P.s. They stopped and asked me what I
was doing in an off limits area.
‘I’m just sight seeing and playing ball with Japanese kids,’ I half lied.
‘You’d better get back to camp before you get in trouble,’ I was told.
So When Pee Wee and Malek were finished we returned to camp with smiles on our faces.
We had broken the cultural barrier.357

Breaking the “cultural barrier” was Chamberlin’s euphemistic expression to have sex with
women of the former enemy. His first encounter with the military police and a possible
arrest with disciplinary actions for being caught in an off-limits area could easily be
dodged by pretending to be “just sight seeing and playing ball with Japanese kids.” On
later occasions, according to his memoirs, Chamberlin was equally lucky to escape the
hands of the occupiers’ law enforcement agencies. He continued to frequent off-limits
brothels on regular basis at his new post near Tokyo, where his company was later transferred. Although Chamberlin could not remember the exact name of the city, he wrote, “I
do recall vividly what I did during some free time during the trip [to his new post]. By now
I was horny as hell, not having sex for over a week.”358 To satisfy his pent up desires,
Chamberlin visited the next brothel, which he described in some revealing detail:
A geisha house was not hard for me to find. By this time I felt like an old pro at it. Soon I was
in a nice, clean place with a mamasan and a couple of cute girls. I paid for the service and
made my choice of ladies. We went into the privacy of her boudoir and were about to consummate our relationship when the sound of two American voices entered our ears.
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Quickly she put her finger to my lips for me to be quiet. She opened the sliding door of a sort
of large linen closet built in along the wall. She motioned for me to get in. Then she put my
clothes in with me and closed the door, again signaling for me to be still.
As I lay there naked on top of clean sheets and towels in a space about six feet long, two feet
deep and three feet high, I figured out that the American voices were from M.P.s checking
whore houses for g.i.s who were not supposed to be there. All geisha houses were still off limits. I wondered if they had spotted my boots and would then search the house for me. The tone
of their voices was very friendly. They indicated they did not have time to stay long but would
be back later when they had more time.
Soon after they left my crime abetting little lady returned and let me out of my hiding place.
She confirmed my suspicions about the M.P.s. We made love for quite some time. It was in the
middle of the day, a slow time for their business, so she was in no hurry. Being almost caught
seemed to enhance the fun of it. We giggled, caressed, held each other close, wiggled, enjoyed
and relaxed.359

Chamberlin’s mention of feeling “like an old pro” in discovering brothels describes a
seemingly routine for him in seeking commercial sex, or at least indicates his frequent visits of brothels. Although he recalled falsely that all “geisha houses” would have been offlimits, which might have only been the case in his particular locality, his narrative nevertheless unearths an apparent normality for servicemen to disregard restrictions and patronize brothels despite their ban through military police. And also the “mamasan” and the sex
workers appear as rather reluctant in following the MP’s rules. They continued to provide
sexual services to any servicemen entering their establishment and who were able to pay.
Moreover, the sex worker catering to Chamberlin, his “crime abetting little lady,” even
supported actively his hiding in the closet from the patrolling MP. Of course, this might
have been due to avoid hassle herself. Chamberlin, on his part, narrated as if he actually
enjoyed the excitement of almost getting caught. He sustained such enjoyment in another
part of his memoirs, where he argued, “To me, there was a certain thrill to sneaking around
in off-limits areas and breaking chickenshit rules and social mores.”360 The enforcement of
off-limits regulations as narrated by Chamberlin, however, does not seem to have been that
strict in practice. Firstly, they did not hinder servicemen to visit brothels in secret, and arrests by MP-patrols could be avoided through prevarication and hide-out. Secondly, the
image of strict law-enforcement by the military police is further emasculated in Chamberlin’s narrative by his assumption, that the MP officers themselves would visit brothels
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“when they had more time,” which reverberates the memoirs of the CMP (I) in Okayama,
who also admitted to have had his share of fraternization.
Of course, both the memoirs of Alton Chamberlin and the CMP (I) have to be read
with caution. Although they do offer alternative perspectives to official records, they are
nevertheless only singular individual experiences and could have been altered in the process of remembering and narrating. In addition, caution is also necessary for the inherent
nostalgia within the memoirs, which are rather a collection of anecdotes that highlight—in
particular in the case of Chamberlin—the servicemen’s pleasures and adventures in occupied Japan’s red-light and entertainment districts in an ironic and overtly humorous narrative style. What is completely missing in these stories is the tense climate within the occupation period’s sex work scene, and hence silences the tragedy of sex workers and only
ridicules the ubiquity of crime and violence prevalent in postwar red-light districts.
An investigation report filed by the military police stationed in Yokohama illustrates how sex workers, but also passersby and servicemen themselves were exposed to
occasionally lethal violence within brothels and around the streets of entertainment areas.
According to the MP’s report, on the evening of January 21, 1946, the same day SCAP
released the ordinance to the Japanese government to abolish licensed prostitution, Pfc
Isma Lubliner was shot with a carbine in the chest in Yokohama’s Tsurumi Geisha District
and died that night in the nearby 334th Station Hospital. The investigation report concluded, that the lethal shots were fired by either a Cpl Billie B. Greene or Pfc Bill Harris, who
both accused each other of the shooting. Lubliner, however, was apparently randomly shot
and the investigation report stated a rather bizarre prelude to the shooting: Greene and Harris, both known as “Johnny” and “Bill,” were patronizing a brothel in the Tsurumi Geisha
District in the early afternoon and forced at gunpoint two sex workers, Maezawa Fumiko
and Sato Nosiko (probably Noriko), known as “Utiko” and “Juny,” to undress in one of the
brothel’s room. As “Johnny” later admitted on record, he had been drinking and did fire
two shots into the floor. The MP obtained the pistol during their investigation of the crime
scene during the afternoon. According to some witnesses, later in the evening, both Johnny
and Bill were seen again on their way to the geisha district, now carrying two carbines.
The report does not definitely conclude who and why Lubliner was shot. According to witnesses, however, both Johnny and Bill apparently wanted to take revenge against Utiko’s
and Juny’s testimonies to the MP concerning the pistol shooting earlier that day. Thus,
before the shooting, Johnny and Bill entered the brothel and set fire to one of the rooms.
Afterwards, they walked around the red-light district and came across a crowd of people,
!
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among them Utiko and—fatally—Lubliner. Either one of them or both fired two to three
shots into the crowd and ran away. Both Johnny and Bill were arrested and charged with
murder, attempted arson, assault, unwarranted firing of a pistol and unauthorized weapon
possession.361
As the report indicates, red-light and entertainment districts in occupied Japan were
tough turfs. They were characterized by the presence of prostitution, petty crime and black
marketing, which could encompass sexual violence but also physically violent gang rivalries. These rivalries were not uncommon among sex workers, pimps and brothel owners
too. In addition, servicemen could be rough customers and brawls in bars, brothels and
clubs were equally often part of the everyday life in the entertainment and sex business.
Usually, as most military police reports demonstrate, the prevalence of violence was not
lethal as it was in the case of Pfc Isma Lubliner. Nevertheless, the military police, as well
as the Japanese police force, had many reasons to intervene in order to settle disputes before and after they escalated. Yet, the violent behavior of occupation forces servicemen
scandalized the American press. In a newspaper article released on July 14, 1946, the Chicago Tribune revealed “Drunken Yanks,” who would “beat and bully the Japs.” The article
was based on a letter of Robert L. Eichenberger, Lieutenant General and commander of the
Eighth Army stationed in occupied Japan, who spoke to his servicemen in a Fourth of July
Address about the intolerable behavior of what he called a “minority” of servicemen, who
would have, to quote the Chicago Tribune’s reporter, “assaulted women, maliciously beaten Japanese men, stole, engaged in black market operations and by their ‘deliberate bullying attitude’ have made the Japanese suspicious of democracy.” The article ends with
comments by Provost Marshal C. V. Cadwell, who argued that Eichenberger’s address
should be understood as a warning notice to new, incoming servicemen to behave properly.
Although it contradicts with Eichenberger’s statement, as the article itself pointed out,
Cadwell further said there would have been “no marked increase in offenses,” probably an
attempt to white-wash the servicemen’s de facto crime, offenses and disorderly conduct
rates, which were constantly high throughout the occupation period. In sum, the article
concluded by quoting Cadwell directly, “Col. Cadwell admitted that there ‘has been a little
more carelessness on the part of the troops in the observing of the rights of others.’”362
What Cadwell called “carelessness,” however, was far from the exceptional misconduct of some servicemen, but rather a common behavior embedded into the asymmetric
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power relations between occupiers and occupied. Nevertheless, what the Chicago Tribune,
but also the memoirs of Alton Chamberlin and the CMP (I) indirectly reveal, but ultimately
fail to directly address, is the prevailing racism inherent to the often violent tensions in
occupied Japan’s “geisha districts”—a label which itself already signifies the prevalent
orientalist and at least latent racist sentiment embodied in a sexualized image of Japan. Of
course, as Koshiro Yukio has rightly pointed out, the issue of race and racism was a muted
subject, and SCAP did not allow overt racism such as white supremacist ideas to be officially stated in occupation records and publically practiced, and SCAP’s Civil Censorship
Detachment (CCD) also censored any racial and racist concepts in the Japanese press.363
For instance, a newspaper article attempted to be published in the Jiji Shimpō on August
16, 1947, on the issue of street prostitution was rejected by the occupiers’ censorship bureau because the writing journalist argued that war would be “an expression of a great natural law of blood mixture,” and accused unlicensed prostitutes of “surely contributing to
the mixture of blood.”364 However, Koshiro’s major argument is that the subject of race
would have “submerged into a subconscious level, never marking its presence in the vivid
memory of the two [American and Japanese] people.”365 This argument, I claim, is equally
muting the pervasiveness of openly articulated and exercised racism itself for two reasons.
Firstly, it is evident how older racist imagery persisted during the postwar period, and beyond. As John Dower has brilliantly shown in his War without Mercy, the encounter between America and Japan during the Asia Pacific War was deeply racialized, and the omnipresent simian image of Japan in American wartime propaganda continued way beyond
defeat. During the war, Japanese soldiers were portrayed as perfidious enemies who would
monkey-like sneak through the jungle to backstab American soldiers and sailors. In the
occupation period the simian image of the Japanese prevailed in a new form, and was then
to symbolize Japan’s capacity to be curious, copy and learn modern democratic values
from the occupiers.366 This supposed shift of image politics was deliberately exploited by
postwar American ideologues to construct the image of the Japanese ally. In fact, older
propaganda images of the monkey but also of the geisha were used, and embedded them
into a longer narrative of an immature, non-white, and feminine Japan, that would be subservient to male, white American occupation policy.367 Within entertainment and red-light
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districts, such racism manifested in the superior attitude of servicemen towards ordinary
Japanese citizens, who were, as the Chicago Tribune rightly reported, perpetually beat up
and robbed by them. Furthermore, Japanese women, and in particular Japanese sex workers, were constantly discerned as oriental sexual objects always sexually available to servicemen. Seemingly inconspicuous formulations by Chamberlin, who wrote of “cute
girls,” or the CMP (I)’s depiction of Japan as a country “where many of the girls could be
quite attractive” that would make it impossible to stop male foreign soldiers to fraternize
with them, reveal the widespread racialized image of a feminine, obedient, available and
sexed-up Japan.368
Secondly, what the hypothesis of an “obscured” racism fails to notice, are the racial
policies within the occupation regime. Until 1948, despite a large increase of AfricanAmerican servicemen after World War II, the U.S. military officially exercised a segregation policy. But even after integration the military continued to maintain a color line especially between white and black servicemen, and occupied Japan was no exception.369 In
postwar Japan’s sex work scene racist color lines were also not obscured at all, but highly
noticeable to the extent that John Russell has called occupied Japan “a laboratory in which
whites could…conduct experiments in racial demonology.”370 To illustrate his argument,
Russell has quoted Martin Bronfenbrenner, an economics professor of Duke University
who had worked as a translator for the occupation administration and wrote Tomioka Stories, a collection of short stories based on his personal experiences in occupied Japan. In
one of such stories, “Fusako and the Army,” Bronfenbrenner described the efforts of three
servicemen (Bob, Joe, and Sarge) to solicit a young Japanese woman (Fusako):
A burly quartet of colored troops reeled by with a scared Japanese girl half their average
height and a bottle of the local sweet-potato brandy. Fusako stared after them; such creatures
she had not seen before. In school she had read of American Indians; were these, she asked Joe,
the Indians she had read about? Joe translated the question.
Sarge saw his chance for sociological experimentation. “Tell her no. Tell her they’re Niggers,
dirty Niggers. They was born white, tell her, only they got syph and turned black. Tell her to
keep away from them. Lay it on good.” Joe gulped slightly, but thought of C.I.C. and translating, laying it on—moderately good. Bob said nothing. Although no southern rebel, he agreed
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that the end might justify the means. Nice girls like this Fu-something had to be protected from
those black apes. Fusako’s face registered disgust as her eyes followed the retreating staggerers, and Sarge was satisfied.371

In such racist and, to quote Russell, “white-spread” rumors, African-American occupiers
were reduced to their physical appearance, usually presented as behaving disorderly, and
constructed as abusive, carriers of venereal diseases, and sexually insatiable. Such prejudices apparently framed the first encounter between the occupied and black servicemen,
and, as John Dower has argued, women serving African-Americans were initially horrified, but such prejudiced fear could also turn around when those women “discovered that
many black GIs treated them more kindly than the whites did.”372 But overall, many Japanese sex workers, brothel owners and bartender apparently believed racist rumors—such as
in the running trope of the black rapist—and also reproduced racist discrimination, for instance, by serving exclusively either white or black servicemen.373 Sex workers and other
women in the entertainment business even feared depreciation upon servicing AfricanAmericans, and tended to sell themselves to white customers only. Such distinction even
translated down to contemporary labels, and sex workers catering to white servicemen became to be called shiro-pan, whereas those serving African-Americans were referred to as
kuro-pan—shiro being the Sino-Japanese character for white and kuro for black.374
Racism in occupied Japan’s entertainment and red-light districts was not only limited to racist rumors and racial demonology, but could also manifest in the policing of
brothels and other entertainment facilities along racial segregation, racial profiling or at
least racial discrimination by MPs against African-American servicemen, and burst out in
violent race riots.375 Especially hygienic facilities, so-called prophylactic stations where
servicemen could treat themselves against venereal disease after sexual intercourse, but
also brothels and other recreational facilities were often operated for either white or nonwhite occupation forces personnel as in the United States during the war, and the unofficial
color line in the once colorblind entertainment business was predominantly enforced by the
MP.376 In addition, military police patrols, consisting usually of white man, seem to have
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been much more strict in enforcing off-limits regulations and anti-fraternization policies
against African-American servicemen in general. Crime statistics and military police report
indicate that black servicemen were proportionally more often arrested and court marshaled for such offenses than white servicemen. Overt violent racism, however, also occurred among common soldiers and sailors themselves. On several occasions, black and
white servicemen clashed in brawls and riots in entertainment facilities and the MP was
mandated to intervene—sometimes such clashes were even incidents of armed revolt and
ended lethally.377
For instance, in a military police report from February 1946, a certain Sergeant
Trilling of the 519th Military Police Battalion in Yokohama outlined such an incident of
racial violence. In his report he stated, “At approx 2000 26 Feb 46 a truck load of colored
soldiers (20 or 25 in a 2 ½ ton) drove up to the Shanghai Cabaret. The SPs on duty suspected trouble and immediately notified the Yokohama Police Station. One colored fellow
(unknown) started into the Cabaret and a [white] Marine (name unknown) attempted to
throw him out whereupon a fight began. Robert Bolen (sailor) received an arm wound
from a knife wielded by Pvt. Leon E. Mitchell. Six SPs and 8 MPs … arrested Pvt Leon
Mitchel … , Samule C. Rankins … and Ausie Jones … . They were confined at Yokohama
MP Hq.”378 Although it is hard to tell from the report who actually started the bar fight, the
racial bias in the police investigation nevertheless seems obvious. Whereas only black servicemen were arrested, all white servicemen mentioned in the report were either only
transported to a nearby hospital due to “severe wounds” because they were hit by a knife
or beer bottle, or were not further prosecuted. Furthermore, as the report mentioned, the
persons present (the SPs), instantly “suspected trouble” due to the presence of AfricanAmerican servicemen, who were especially perceived as a threat when appearing in a larger group. This is also evident at a different incident, where black servicemen were equally
singularly accused of initiating violent clashes. On the evening of April 7, 1946, Sergeant
Odata from the 519th Military Police Battalion in Yokohama received a radio message,
which called all MP patrols to the Mt. Fuji Cabaret where apparently a riot between white
and black servicemen was raging. Several minutes later Odata arrived at the spot, “finding
John Wilkeson (colored) … lying in the street in front of cafe entrance badly cut up.” Another, white servicemen, Vernon Martin, was carried out of the cabaret who got shot in his
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leg. At least three other servicemen, both black and white, were brought to the hospital
injured with bruisers, cuts and gun wounds. After the riot squad cleared the cabaret, Odata
investigated the incident. His report, however, relied singularly on the statements made by
Roy M. Lowe, a white sergeant of the First Cavalry. According to Lowe’s witness report,
“4 or 5 colored soldiers came to the cafe and had been told at the bar that there was no
more beer and said they would be back with a mob of more (Negros). They returned and
forced way into the cafe, starting a general riot. Lowe saw Tec 5 Marin falling with a
wounded leg, and hit a negro who had a 45 cal pistol in his hand on the head with a full
beer bottle. Lowe said other negroes dragged this man out. Lowe heard several shots.
Couldn’t identify negro with the pistol.”379 Again, Odata only accused black servicemen of
initiating violence. The segregationist attempts by white servicemen, who apparently did
not want black servicemen drinking their beer at the same place, telling them “there was no
more beer,” is indicated in the report but not further investigated. However, as Richard
Polenberg has argued for servicemen race riots in the 1940s United States, such riots were
often “sparked…by rumors of an interracial assault (rumors that often proved groundless),” and “once having been ignited, were further fueled by black resentment at unjust
treatment and white resistance to the loss of traditional prerogatives.”380 Nevertheless,
whoever started the fighting, the military police’s reports and investigations of such incidents still highlight the prevailing racist tensions among servicemen and also the racial bias
of military police work in their attempts to control the whoring, shooting and looting servicemen in occupied Japan’s entertainment and red-light districts.

Rounded-Up: Raids and protests of innocence
Regular military police patrols mostly enforced off-limits regulations, though the
MP also conducted planned, full-scale raids of singular brothels and whole entertainment
and red-light districts. Since the early occupation period until the end of the 1940s, the
occupation army’s military police often demanded the support of local Japanese police
units and had to rely on the Japanese police force’s manpower to accomplish large police
raids. In order to organize collaborate vice squads consisting of military police and Japanese police officers to raid brothels, sex work spots and other recreational facilities, local
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Provost Marshals often claimed full jurisdiction that bypassed Japanese laws. Especially
between the Abolition of Licensed Prostitution in January 1946 and before the promulgation of the Venereal Disease Prevention Law in July 1948, when the legal debates on the
jurisdiction of controlling prostitution were most ambiguous, local commanders and Provost Marshals frequently took the control of prostitution in their own hands. Raids of brothels or red-light districts initiated by the MP predominantly targeted Japanese sex workers,
who were, if arrested, brought to local hospitals, which could be special venereal disease
clinics nearby brothel areas, and forced to undergo medical examination. If the examinations resulted in positive diagnosis of venereal disease, the “streetwalkers” were registered
as delinquents who supposedly threatened the health and security of occupation personnel,
than treated as patients within the hospitals, and afterwards brought to Provost Courts or
Japanese summary courts to be prosecuted. The vice squads’ procedures could result in
tense negotiations with other branches of the occupation administration. Especially on the
local level military police forces and their Provost Marshal, who were attached to the tactical units of the occupation regime and thus under direct military command, had to communicate with local Military Government Teams, who employed military as well as civilian personnel and worked under the aegis of SCAP’s staff sections. Particularly the occupiers’ public health sections criticized the military police’s conduct, and asserted their authority for raids against sex workers due to their self-claimed public health proficiency in
venereal disease prevention.
The concept and practice of collaborate vice squads is well documented for Kokura,
an old castle town in the Tokugawa period in northern Kyushu that became integrated to
Fukuoka city as a city ward. On the afternoon of March 15, 1948, Provost Marshal Michal
A. Yankowsky, invited Narita Fumio, Chief the of Fukuoka City Police, the local public
health officer and Glenn L. Harris, Kokura Detachment Commander of the Fukuoka Military Government Team, to attend a meeting in the Provost Marshal’s office. According to a
report on the meeting filed by Harris to his superiors in Fukuoka, Yankowsky’s plans were
to organize a vice squad under the command of the Provost Marshal and composed of military police and Japanese police officers. The vice squad’s assignment was to “familiarize
themselves with all known prostitution houses,” and to “prepare a list containing name and
the number of girls working in said houses.” Any “enlisted man be seen with a girl known
to be a professional prostitute or a girl suspected of having Venereal Disease…will be separated from his companion.” In a verbal order by the Provost Marshal, all side streets were
declared off-limits. The Kokura police chief and public health officer were directly ordered
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to “have all known prostitutes and girls suspected of having Venereal Disease picked up.
Girls found to have the disease will be given treatment and be kept at a hospital until
cured.” Furthermore, “Reports on the number of girls picked and the percentage that have
V.D. to be turned in to the Provost Marshal not later than the noon after the day suspects
were picked up.” Although the local Military Government Team did not yet approve the
plans, the Provost Marshal took full responsibility and legitimacy to release such ordinances.381 Simultaneously, the Provost Marshal dispatched written orders, encoded as “suggestions,” to the Japanese police force and the Kokura hospital. The police was told to “arrest
street girls and send them to the clinic. If necessary, [they] may enter inns and apprehend
them. But communicate with MP about those street girls who are with Occupation Forces
personnel and arrest them in cooperation with MP. Proceed on the above apprehension for
the time being.” The hospital was informed to “examine medically those street girls who
have been delivered to…by Kokura police station. If they are ill with any venereal diseases, take them into your clinic at once. If some of them are not ill with the above diseases,
you may return them home. If any of them are ill, take a photograph of them.”382
The Provost Marshal’s plans in Kokura apparently based on a directive issued by
Joseph M. Swing, who, as has been discussed above, took generally a strong stance against
prostitution and venereal disease in his command, and attempted to repress sex work much
more rigidly then SCAP authorities. The idea of putting together collaborate vice squads
was implemented in Kokura by delegating eight military police officers to form four
groups, who were mandated to patrol the city every evening between seven and eleven
o’clock. The local police chief was ordered to assign 12 Japanese police officers to the MP,
and three of them were integrated into each vice squad.383 Earlier to this ordinance, the
Provost Marshal’s office already ordered occasional mass raids, which were conducted and
coordinated by the MP together with the local police force and Kokura Hospital. According to one report from February 1948, mass-raid vice squads usually consisted of one MP
officer, one driver, one Japanese police officer, and some groups were accompanied by
nisei, in this case second generation Japanese-Americans, who would act as translators.
During the raid, as stated in the report, the MP would “pointing out the girls, the policemen
questioning and gesturing Yes or NO as to whether she was a street-walker.” The Japanese
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police officers and translators were thus quite influential on the actual conduct of raids and
could focus or distract the MP’s attention to particular persons apprehended on the streets.
Of course, the MP could ignore the Japanese police officers’ decisions, and, as the report
put it, “In some cases the MPs concurred with the Policemen, in other cases they [the alleged prostitutes] were picked up anyway.” At this particular raid on February 12, 1948,
the vice squads arrested 66 women and took all of them directly to the local hospital or the
MP’s headquarters. Ten women were immediately released “after establishing that they
were not prostitutes.” Twenty women, however, “were found to be infected and were detained, the remaining 36 were released.”384
Similar measures were taken in other parts of occupied Japan. In Kyoto the Provost
Marshal also organized vice squads with the local Japanese police force, however, their
actions were severely criticized by John D. Glismann, the public health officer of the local
Military Government Team, who accompanied and witnessed some of the vice squad’s
raids. According to a complaining report filed by Glismann, on the evening of February 12,
1948, a vice squad raided several homes that were considered being homes of “girls of illfame” based on the information given by Japanese police officers. They kicked in the
doors and, Glismann reported, “Upon entering, Japanese and Military Police literally
swarmed over the house, awakening all occupants. Any objection or complaint was met
with abuse and intimidation. Regardless of whether an arrest was made or not, the occupants were thoroughly frightened and no apology was offered for the unwarranted entry.”
Another group of women was arrested the same night at Kyoto Station, where they were
waiting for their train back to their homes in Nara. All women arrested were suspected of
being “girls who at one time or another associated with G.I.s,” although “in no case was
there evidence of a misdemeanor being committed.” Subsequent to the arrest, the women
were brought to Kyoto’s Heian Hospital for venereal disease examination. In this case,
none of the women was found infected and, as Glismann put his observation in Heian
Hospital, “There was considerable doubt, however, in the minds of Dr. Kimura, interpreter,
Dr. Tsuchiya, chief of the Kyoto Prefectural Public Health Department, and Dr. Azumi,
chief of Heian Hospital, as to whether [the women] could actually be classified as ‘streetwalkers’.” In sum, Glismann concluded his report, “During this period in which I observed
the operation of the vice squad, no girls without a previous record was arrested, although
many law-abiding citizens were frightened and intimidated.” The military police’s in!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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volvement in the “forcible entry without warrant and in the absence of probable cause, and
active participation by Military Police in making arrests,” would be a direct violation of
army regulations.385
In this case, Glismann’s critique was taken seriously. The following day, February
18, 1948, Provost Marshal Major Clap addressed his subordinates and reminded them to
“be a gentleman.” In the future all military police activity should be coordinated with the
Military Government Team. Moreover, the “military police will not go out with the Japanese police on raids and pick up, but…will ride them hard to make them clean up their
own city. …When you locate an area or house of prostitution, get in the chief of police and
tell him to clean it up. Do not touch any of the girls yourself.” Nevertheless, the military
police would still have the authority to enter Japanese houses to arrest occupation army
servicemen and, “Women who are seen propositioning soldiers can be apprehended by the
military police.” In general, however, the arrest of suspected sex workers, who were Japanese civilians, would be the responsibility of the Japanese police. Thus, Clap informed
Kyoto’s Chief of Police, “The Military Police will not accompany the Japanese Police on
any raids or pick-ups. Effective immediately.” In a patronizing way, Clap instructed the
police chief, it would be his job “to clean it up, and we are telling him to do it. … If he
can’t do it, we will have some one put in who can do the job.” Clap’s patronizing benevolence similarly surfaced in his orders to his subordinates, who were evoked that their “job
is to set up a training program to these kids [the Japanese police] how this thing is to be
handled.”386
As the two cases of Kokura and Kyoto indicate, the concepts and practices of military police work in collaboratively organizing raids and vice squads could differ. It usually
depended on personnel constellations, whether local commanding officers and members of
the Military Government Teams as well as Japanese authorities and civilians were willing
to cooperate, or if members of different branches were eager to quarrel or silently complying with initiatives taken by individuals. Nevertheless, such variety in the police control of
sex work and venereal disease does point to general trends in the policing of prostitution in
the occupation period and significant shifts seem to have been occurred during the late
1940s. On the one hand, this was due to the changes within the sex work business, which
developed from brothel-centered practices to street prostitution and thus experienced a
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dynamic change in its spatial coordinates, because street prostitution was not necessarily
limited any more to imperial Japan’s old pleasure quarters or the districts designated by
Japan’s authorities. Sex workers could also gather in other places—although the majority
of sex work was mostly still located within previous red-light and entertainment districts.
These changes were probably caused by the abolition of Japan’s licensed prostitution system and to a lesser extent by the repression of brothel business through off-limits regulations. However, it is debatable whether the development of street prostitution as the major
form of sex work in occupied Japan after 1946 directly resulted from legal and law enforcement interventions, or, vice versa, if the policing of prostitution had to adjust itself
due to changes in the sex business. Nonetheless, it is safe to say that the changes and dynamics in sex work and the policing of sex work were tightly entwined. On the other hand,
the occupiers gave the Japanese police force more authority to enforce Japanese laws
among Japanese civilians and simultaneously attempted to reduce gradually the influence
of the occupier’s law enforcement agencies on the Japanese population. This process of reempowering Japan’s authorities concerning the policing of prostitution, as the case of the
Kyoto military police shows, was already exercised in certain localities, but it took several
years until January 1950 that it was officially stated in a memorandum to the commanding
generals. In the memo the Far East Command tried to clarify “a certain amount of confusion as to what measures may properly and legally be taken, in Japan, by military police to
cooperate with and assist Japanese law enforcement agencies in measures designed to reduce venereal disease among the groups of prostitutes.” Although military police work
with the aim to reduce the high rates of venereal disease was still considered to be very
important, it was remarked, “that the military police [should] stay strictly within the laws
themselves.” Moreover, “It is also important that [the military police] refrain from asking
the Japanese police to act beyond the scope of applicable Japanese law in this matter.” The
military police was still allowed to declare certain establishments off-limits to occupation
personnel and to arrest violators. However, raids in brothels or so-called “pick-up areas,”
as well as the questioning and arresting of sex workers, was to be conducted by the Japanese police with official warrants issued by Japanese judges or prefectural governors. Ultimately, the military police was told to solely assist the Japanese police upon request and
“to accompany the Japanese police to prevent interference by Occupation personnel. In
such cases military police must be carefully instructed not to make arrests of such suspected prostitutes and not to ask the Japanese police to do so.”387
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From the occupiers’ perspective, the Japanese police was thus progressively modeled into a democratic law enforcement agency. Guided under close supervision, they assumed, Japanese police officers would first have been acting as supernumerary assistants,
but were increasingly integrated into legally sanctioned, non-authoritarian police work.
Such vision, however, was quite naïve, since, to paraphrase Christopher Aldous, Japan’s
police force was rather reluctant to reform in structure and personnel, and, as has already
been argued in chapter I, continued from the prewar to the postwar period to interfere severely in the everyday lives of Japanese civilians.388 In addition, as Glismann’s complaining report highlights, military police officers were not always premium examples for reason-guided, un-arbitrary police work, but often trespassed legal boundaries themselves.
During the occupation period Japanese police officers had to negotiate with the occupier’s
military police and were usually in a disadvantaged position in the direct encounter with
MP officers. The Japanese police itself developed various strategies to deal with their alleged limited power towards the occupiers, of which some can be highlighted in the policing of prostitution. As is evident in the both above-cited cases in Kokura and Kyoto Japanese police officers were part of collaborate vice squads and involved in the conduct of
raids, and could at least try to direct the vice squads’ actions, for instance by pointing out
which houses were to be raided, who was to be interrogated, and who was to be arrested.
On several occasions Japanese police officers showed much confidence in their work and
experience, and claimed better judgment on identifying sex workers and better knowledge
of the terrain than the occupiers, which would supposedly result in a more efficient policing of prostitution.389 To a certain extent such evaluation proved right, since Japanese police officers had no language barrier in dealing with the civilian population and could thus
more easily gather information on the habits and whereabouts of sex workers by questioning arrested sex workers and residents in entertainment and red-light districts. In addition,
the Japanese police maintained their own records on sex workers and could refer to archived data to identify certain postwar sex workers, if, for instance, a previous professionally working licensed prostitute was still in the business. Moreover, the police attempted to
produce a detailed topography of postwar sex work after the abolition of licensed prostitution through the production of special maps, in which the specific locations of brothels or
street prostitutes’ gathering spots were marked. Usually, they drew red lines (akasen) on
city maps that simultaneously demarcated those areas (akasen chiku), in which the police
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was more likely to tolerate prostitution.390 Akasen, as Katō Masahiro has argued, was a
term first internally used by the Japanese police, hardly known to the occupiers, and popularized much later to signify postwar prostitution in general. During the occupation period
these akasen-maps usually encompassed the entertainment and red-light districts designated before the abolition of the license system, but also marked the new “special restaurants”
in which commercial sex was offered.391
A better knowledge of the Japanese sex work scene, however, did not inevitably
mean that the Japanese police was more efficient or successful in the policing of sex
work—nor that they did not receive any criticism for their interventions. In a newspaper
article published in the Tokyo Shimbun on November 9, 1948, it was reported that the Public Security Section of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police was conducting surveys on the
amusement centers in Tokyo and would be rather helpless with the actual situation of prostitutes, whose numbers had increased and did exert “very big evil influence.” Attention
was drawn to the “fact that waitresses of 50 to 60 special tea shops each call in guests and
omit prostitution in the back streets of amusement centers,” which would be “a big problem from the standpoint of public sanitation.” “Moreover,” the article claimed, “most of
these girls have their paramours in the ‘gurentai’ [petty gangsters] who are continually
fastening quarrels,” and thus both would create “a dark street where the police is powerless.”392 Additionally, Japanese civil society groups complained about the Japanese police’s indiscriminate practices and particularly campaigned against police raids and roundups of Japanese women that were considered to focus only on “streetwalkers,” but could
actually target any Japanese woman. Although Japanese police officers claimed they were
able to identify sex workers, either on the spot or through their files, and distinguish them
from ordinary citizens, many young Japanese women were falsely accused of “streetwalking,” arrested and forced to undergo invasive medical examinations. Despite the fact that
some of the round-ups were actually performed collaboratively by the occupier’s military
police and Japanese police units, public critique against the occupiers was prohibited and
often silenced, whereat the Japanese police and Japanese authorities in general could publically be accused of trespasses.393
Protests and campaigns against round-ups were mostly launched by women activists, mostly members of liberal and left-wing parties and unions. These critiques were later
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integrated into broader debates on democracy, human rights and the role Japan’s authorities. Nevertheless, as Mire Koikari has cogently argued, quite often such debates were centered around Japanese womanhood, which were well informed by nationalist and classbased sexuality agendas to foster the image of the innocent and respectable Japanese woman in contrast to the diseased, “ill-reputed,” lower-class street prostitute.394 This is evident
in a scandal lasting for several weeks in the winter of 1946 that was prompted by an incident at Ikebukoro Station in Tokyo. According to a series of testimonies, supporting statements and newspaper articles, Iwasa Kazue and Sanami Teiko, two young members of the
Nippon News-Reel Company’s labor union, left their office together on the evening of
November 15, 1946, to take a train home from Ikebukoro Station. At the station, MPs, Japanese police officers and railway employees arrested them despite the women’s protest and
took them to Itabashi Police Station. Repeatedly, Iwasa and Sanami showed their union
membership certificates to Japanese police officers and attempted to assert that they were
no prostitutes. At the police station, 200 to 300 hundred arrested women were gathered that
night. The police harassed many women. For example, police asked how often they had
had intercourse or the police expressed amazement when some women claimed to be virgins, saying that they should have had sex by now. Another woman, a stage dancer, was
asked to perform in front of the police officers and Iwasa reported, “They [the police]
seemed to enjoy the examination.” According to Iwasa’s testimony, the Japanese police
released some women “who did not seem to be prostitutes through the back door behind
the MP’s back.” Iwasa and Sanami, however, were not that lucky and were brought to Yoshiwara Hospital for venereal disease examination where it was demanded of them to pay
upfront to settle the examination costs. Apparently one of the nurses present in the examination room told Iwasa that she should consider herself lucky since it would be better today, because “sometimes 5 or 6 MP’s are present at examination.” After the examination,
both women were released around 1:30 a.m. and had to spend the rest of the winter night in
an unheated room before they could catch the first train in the morning to head back home.
Several days later, Iwasa reported the incident to her fellow union members, who recorded
her testimony, and who took actions by filing complains against the police at Itabashi Police Station, contacting reporters, organizing protest rallies, and calling on female Diet
members of the Social Democratic Party and Communist Party to investigate the incident.395
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What the documentation and the follow-up reports of the incident at Ikebukoro Station unearth are the various levels of agency of various actors and groups of actors involved. Iwasa’s testimony highlights some actions of Japanese police officers, who, firstly,
dodged the MP’s authority by letting some women sneak out the police station “behind the
MP’s back,” and, secondly, apparently enjoyed their power in apprehending, interrogating
and demeaning the arrested women. Upon complains and accusations raised against the
police later by Iwasa’s fellow union members, they received a response which stated, “that
the round-up of prostitutes is done by the directive of MP.” Although the response also
expressed the police’s sympathy for the “innocent women,” full responsibility was transferred to the occupiers’ military police and the misbehavior of some “impertinent policemen,” who would not have learned their lesson in democracy yet.396 In a subsequent statement made by Takekawa Renko, a close friend of Iwasa’s family declaring that she was
told more details of the incident in private, the impression of Japanese police officers taking no responsibility for their actions was sustained, who were said to have responded to
the protest of falsely arrested girls that they would be “very sorry, but please follow the
MP. We were defeated by the war.” However, as Takekawa also testified to the Women’s
Branch of CI&E’s Information Division, Japanese police officers were nonetheless heavily
involved in the conduct of the arrest. At Yoshiwara Hospital, according to Takekawa’s
report, “One girls ran away just before entering the hospital. Finding out she was missing,
policemen there got mad and run out to catch her. The girl was caught and taken to hospital. The policemen beat her with a stick several times in the next room. The girls all heard
the noise and screams. They were so scared that they made up their mind to follow the
order of the policemen.”397 The military police was also personally approached by the labor union, but rejected any criticism altogether and apparently told the union members:
“You have no right to lodge a protest with us. …It is up to us how [to] treat women rounded up. You no rights to say anything about it.”398
The union members, not satisfied with the official and unofficial responses, organized protest rallies, contacted Diet members and also turned to Ethel B. Weed, Chief of
the CI&E’s Women’s Information Branch. The CI&E’s Women’s Information Branch
recorded the above-cited testimonies and circulated Weed’s report among occupation au!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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thorities.399 Even a petition that complained against arrests of “innocent girls,” who “were
compelled to submit to a medical examination at a special hospital built for venereal examination of prostitutes” was composed and send directly to General Douglas MacArthur.
The petition called on MacArthur to judge for himself, since “not all women who have to
walk on the streets of Tokyo are prostitutes,” and that “to the pure, young women…being
suspected as being prostitutes is a great shame to them.”400 The American press also published articles on police raids against sex workers that falsely picked up non-prostitute
women, and the United Press reported through Pacific Stars and Stripes of protesting
women criticizing “alleged indiscriminate round-ups of ‘clean working women as well as
virgins’ in periodic drives against ‘street girls.’”401
A similar incident to the one in Ikebukoro occurred at Yurakucho Station on May 4,
1948, a popular spot in Tokyo for sex workers during the occupation period. According to
the Nippon Times, at about 8 p.m., Ogura Keiko and Funakoshi Michiko, both nurses
working at the St. Luke’s Hospital, and a Ginza Church’s English language teacher,
Nomura Toshiko, were on their way home from work, probably trying to catch a train. At
the time, the Tokyo police raided Yurakucho Station and attempted to round-up prostitutes.
On that evening, almost 200 alleged sex workers were arrested at the station and the nearby area, and brought to Toyotama Hospital for venereal disease examination—among the
arrested were Ogura, Funakoshi and Nomura together with other 20 women asserting that
they were not sex workers. All of them protested the arrest and tried to prove the false accusations made by the police with credentials from their workplaces that would certify they
were not in the sex business but had a regular job and were only passing Yurakucho Station on the way home from work. Their police ignored their protest, kept them detained
over night in the hospital, and coerced them to undergo a medical examination. Nomura
described to the newspaper that Toyotama Hospital would be a “filthy” place where she
apparently got a skin disease infection, and was examined for venereal disease despite her
“tearful protest.” “For the detention and examination,” the Nippon Times stated, “each of
the women were made to pay 200 yen.”402
After Sato Tsukichi, a member of the Democratic-Liberal Party, and other Diet
members heard of the incident, they started to organize a protest against the Tokyo Police.
Among the protestors was Oishi Yoshie, a socialist and Diet member of the Social Reform
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Party (shakai kakushitō), who charged the police’s attitude in rounding up any innocent
women, what she considered, quoted by the Nippon Times, “unreasonable and malicious,
and an insult to Japanese womanhood.” Tanaka Eiichi, Chief of Police, as the newspaper
reported, was “called before the Diet Committee [and] expressed his regret and promised a
full investigation of the alleged cases.”403 If a police officer was ever charged or suspended
of duty for their misconduct is not recorded. Yosano Hikaru, head of the Contagious Disease Control Section in Tokyo’s Health Bureau, however, inspected the accused Toyotama
Hospital. In his report Yosano stated, “I regret deeply that there were some misunderstanding about innocent girls, to cause trouble.” Moreover, he took full responsibility for what
he called a “misunderstanding,” which he based on his omission not to have had clearly
instructed the clinic staff of “the definition of innocent girls.” According to Yosano, the
innocence of women brought to the clinic could be proven by her virginity, which let him
to the charitable act of refraining the examination charges for Funakoshi and Nomura—in
Yosano’s words: “no charge due virgin.”404
***
As the reported incidents at Ikebukoro and Yurakocho Station highlight, the occupation army’s military police as well as the Japanese police discriminatorily arrested woman falsely being accused of streetwalking, often quite brutally through intimidation or the
actual exercise of physical violence. One reason for such supposed random trespasses
might be the ambiguities of legal definitions. However, since usually women alone were
accused of commercial sex and the spread of venereal disease, but no national law in occupied Japan prohibited prostitution as such and sex workers were only persecuted on the
Venereal Disease Prevention Law and Minor Offenses Law with no exact definition of
prostitution and the persons engaging in prostitution, the police’s perception of any women
as a potential suspect of streetwalking and possible carrier of venereal disease unravels as
rather systemic in the policing of prostitution during the occupation of Japan. No doubt,
the indiscriminate approach in arresting any female “suspect” obviously fostered critique
among those women being falsely accused and arrested by the police, and the treatment
they received by the police and at hospitals is unacceptable and inexcusable. Of course, sex
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workers equally despised the police’s actions, yet their complains were usually ignored,
not recorded and thus silenced by Japan’s authorities and civil society activists. However,
it is also remarkable how individual experiences of those falsely accused, which could be
rather traumatic and have to be taken seriously, were collectivized in the critique and protest against round-ups. Initially, mostly women activists uttered protest, then Japanese officials responded, but both supposedly opposite side’s articulations appear to have been embedded into the same discourse on chaste, pure and respectable Japanese womanhood—
and this is where the debates among the occupiers and the occupied significantly diverged
from one another. Echoing the legitimization of the licensed prostitution system in imperial
Japan as well as the conceptualization of the “female floodwall” in post-defeat Japan, this
discourse actually reproduced the older dichotomy of the innocent and respectable woman
versus the lower-class, “ill-famed” streetwalking sex worker, who would undermine military security, public health and societal stability. Arguably, it were the false accusations of
“innocent” women and the confusion with her and the unrespectable sex worker, it seems,
which indeed fed and perpetuated the round-up scandals. All participants in this discourse,
from the arrested “innocent” women as well as female activists and Diet representatives,
both left-wing and conservative union and party members, up to Japan’s authorities in police and public health seem to have shared a similar notion of what kind of sexuality had to
be protected and which one had to be contained: the ultimate signifier, the irrevocable
proof to be innocent, was the virginity of the Japanese woman, which was apparently the
basis for her, and thus Japan’s purity. Or, as the labor union’s report with Iwasa Kazue’s
testimony put it:
Thus all the Japanese women are exposed to the danger of being arrested as prostitutes at any
time at any place. Japanese women regard it most terrible disgrace to receive a medical examination for such a reason and it can be a good cause for suicide and might prevent some women
from getting married. Moreover, it means infringement upon people’s rights that they give girls
medical examinations against the will of them and in spite of their proving by every possible
means that they are not prostitutes. Our union thinks this is not a mere personal question of its
members and that it is the problem of all the Japanese women and wants to appeal to public
opinion.405

It is difficult to determine if a clear defined legal status of prostitution, or a general
prohibition of prostitution for that matter, would have helped those women falsely arrested
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as well as the sex workers themselves. Previous studies have shown that systems of strict
prostitution regulation did not always mean protection for sex workers, and, simultaneously, women were often not free of being stigmatized as potential sex workers as well as potential carriers of venereal disease.406 Despite such speculations, it is rather evident that the
interventions imposed by the occupiers, often in cooperation with the occupied, such as the
criminalization of sex workers, off-limits regulations, raids and round-ups had little effect
on the suppression of prostitution or even to limit the sexual encounter between occupier
and occupied. But still, the debates among the occupiers’ legal sections and the control
practices of commanders, law enforcement agencies and local authorities did influence the
intimate encounter between occupier and occupied. It sanitized sex in a way that promoted
informal regulations and arrangements between police and sex business that tolerated sexual encounter between occupation army servicemen and women of occupied Japan at least
as long as it was free of venereal disease. Excesses of servicemen and sex workers, whether they meant hygienic carelessness, intemperate violence, or trespasses of racial boundaries, however, were severely countered and prosecuted. Most significantly, the policing of
prostitution and venereal disease had an impact on the spatial configurations of sex work in
occupied Japan. Instead of moving underground, as many opponents to a strict repression
of prostitution anticipated, sex work was overtly public, but within specific localities. Back
alleys, certain brothels, “avec hotels,” railway stations, and “special restaurants” were
places where commercial sex was offered, bought and consummated. Sex work thus never
vanished, but was organized and practiced in a constant oscillation with the policing interventions by the occupiers’ and occupied’s regulators alike.
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Chapter III. Health: Preventing, Diagnosing and Treating Venereal Disease
3.1 Biomedical Interventions: Public Health Reforms and VD Contact
Tracing
From the very beginning of the occupation period, communicable diseases were
considered by the occupation regime as a serious medical problem for the health of the
occupation personnel. Venereal disease in particular received major attention, which was,
so the occupiers believed along orientalist stereotypes, especially widespread in Japan as
throughout the Asian Pacific region as a whole. Already in January 1945, Commander
Walter H. Schwartz from the U.S. Navy’s Bureau of Medicine Surgery and in charge of
the Section of Venereal Disease Control, argued that despite the general downward trend
of the venereal disease rate among U.S. soldiers and sailors as compared to the First World
War and its aftermath, the military should be cautious. According to Schwartz, “Beneath
that tobogganing curve are concealed a complexity of developments and circumstances.”
This acclaimed complexity was regionally and racially codified by Schwartz, who envisioned that, “as we move more deeply into the Asiatic theater, we are likewise moving into
areas of very high VD prevalence.”407 Similar evaluations surfaced in an annual report
from February 6, 1946, in which V. J. Erkenbeck of the Eighth Army’s Office of the Surgeon stationed in Japan stated on the activities of its Medical Department:
The health of the troops for the period of time covered by this report was excellent [...]. The
most important causes for hospitalization due to disease were infectious hepatitis, malaria,
schistosomiasis, scrub typhus, amebic dysentery and tropical dermatoses. Venereal diseases
did not present an unusual problem until the arrival of Eighth US Army troops in Japan.408

While Erkenbeck admitted that there had been ten cases of diphtheria, all other diseases
were either “no longer a problem” or just occurred in singular cases among the civilian
Japanese population. However:
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After the arrival in Japan, the incidence of venereal disease among troops increased materially
[...]. Prostitution in Japan is widespread and is controlled by the police, licensed prostitutes being confined to prostitute quarters. Periodic examinations and treatment of infected prostitutes
during the war years was lax and specific drugs were very scarce. [...] Initial examinations
conducted in the months of September and October 1945 revealed approximately 50% of them
infected with syphilis and probably 75% of them infected with gonorrhea. In order to combat
the venereal disease rate among prostitutes, the civilian authorities were ordered to report all
cases of venereal diseases and to enforce weekly examinations of prostitutes. [...] Control
measures in military installations as of the end of the year included an intensified educational
program, posters, films, entertainment and recreational program. Among colored troops these
were less effective than among white troops and very high rates were occurring among colored
units stationed in the larger cities.409

Venereal diseases were thus portrayed as one of the most serious medical issues to the occupation administration, perceived as a result of widespread prostitution, which—although
controlled by the police in a license system—was singled out as its predominant source.
The deficiency of Japan’s police and public health system, according to Erkenbeck, even
contributed significantly to its uncontrolled increase. Educational campaigns as well as the
introduction of thorough medical surveillance were proposed as solutions to win the “combat” against venereal disease, accompanied by racist resentments against non-white servicemen who would fail to accommodate to such efforts.
As Erkenbeck’s annual medical report from 1946 indicates a compromising high
rate of venereal infections existed among the occupation troops in occupied Japan. The
most common venereal diseases were gonorrhea and syphilis. In some units of the U.S.
occupation army stationed in Japan venereal disease rates went up to fifty percent during
the early stages of the occupation period. The British Commonwealth Occupation Forces
(BCOF) stationed in the Chūgoku region in southwestern Japan apparently faced quite
similar rates with a total of 5,823 venereally infected BCOF servicemen in September
1946—in some, especially Australian units, the infection even exceeded fifty percent.410 A
study on venereal disease by the U.S. Navy in Sasebo from May 1951, in which it was
estimated that the venereal disease rate “remained greater than 400 per 1000 per annum,”
shows that such a high ratio was not uncommon during the whole course of the occupation
period. 411 Among the civilian Japanese population, venereal diseases also numbered
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among the highest rates of communicable disease. In a report from September 10, 1949,
for instance, an overall number of 20,204 cases of communicable diseases in Japan were
documented, ranging from diphtheria to typhus, malaria, scarlet fever, epidemic meningitis, measles, tuberculosis and venereal disease. Similar to most reports on communicable
diseases, tuberculosis headed this particular list with 11,474 notified cases, shortly followed by venereal disease. In total, 8,287 cases of venereal disease were reported, consisting of 3,835 cases of syphilis, 3,994 cases of gonorrhea, and 458 cases of chancroid.412
Thus, venereal disease constituted 41 per cent of all reported cases of communicable disease in this particular medical survey, a ratio not uncommon throughout the occupation
period for both Japanese civilians as well as occupation personnel, while the dark figures
were presumably much higher.
Considering the vast number of venereal disease cases among the military personnel as well as civilian population, it is not surprising that venereal disease received special
attention by the occupier’s medical and hygiene departments and urged the occupation
regime to enforce medical regulatory measures to counter the spread of venereal disease.
This chapter analyzes the efforts and strategies to cope with the issue of venereal disease
by the occupiers’ medical and public health departments and discusses the interrelationships between American and Japanese agents of biomedical control to sanitize sex—with a
main focus on SCAP’s Public Health and Welfare Section (PHW)—but will also include a
glance at the practices and concepts of the BCOF. The U.S. and British Commonwealth
occupiers were of course hardly a homogenous ruling elite and both had their own history
of controlling venereal disease and regulating prostitution and their servicemen’s sexuality.
Nevertheless, in occupied Japan they were equally concerned about venereal disease and
the medical condition of their personnel and implemented quite similar mechanisms of
control.413 Where source material allows, the interaction and ambivalent cooperation of
occupiers and occupied will be stressed by looking at exactly how the occupiers approached Japanese health authorities and specialists, how they taught medical knowledge
and practices to Japanese physicians and public health officials, and how they, at the same
time, appropriated and remodeled certain aspects of Japan’s health system. The actions and
reactions of the occupied are rather difficult to determine, also because they were often
only able to articulate themselves within the communicative boundaries furnished by the
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occupiers—for example through the occupation regime’s channels of communication with
the compulsory translations of Japanese bureaucratic memoranda into English, in minutes
of meetings and conferences compiled by the occupiers, or at the numerous lectures, training programs, and inspections where American and Japanese physicians and hygienic specialists met, talked, and shared experiences. This dialogue was usually only accomplished
in English or though translators, and, overall, took place in a grid of asymmetric power
relations, which were quite similar to encounters in previous colonial settings. It goes
without saying that such encounters were equally open for misunderstanding, ignorance,
trespass, and mimicry, but are an invaluable speculum for the variety and complexity of
medical regulation’s history during the occupation period. The overall aim of this chapter
is to analyze the biomedical discourse on sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease, and
to highlight a significant aspect of the occupation period’s “bio-political” dimension.

Agents of Biomedical Control
Military surgeons at all echelons of the occupation army and members of the Public
Health and Welfare Section (PHW) eagerly endeavored to prevent, control and limit venereal infections by applying medical concepts and methods of public health. The PHW was
one of SCAP’s staff sections designated to build and secure basic sanitation and welfare
programs and to protect the health of the occupation personnel as well as the civilian Japanese populace. Although the section was rather small in numbers with at its peak only 150
members, it assembled highly trained physicians, public health administrators and specialists in vaccination, quarantine, nutrition and nursing. The PHW employed American military and civilian personnel as well as several Japanese colleagues, who were mostly working as translators. Brigadier General Crawford F. Sams headed the PHW, a graduate from
Washington University’s School of Medicine in St. Louis and the Command and General
Staff School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, whose peripatetic life and international experiences during his career in the U.S. military was not uncommon for most members of the
PHW. Sams himself could build on a long experience in foreign medical and health services as an Assistant Surgeon in the Panama Canal Division during the late 1930s, as the
U.S. military’s Chief Surgeon in the Middle East and North Africa during World War II,
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and was also guiding the U.S. military government’s public health policies in occupied
Korea and during the early Korean War.414
The PHW and the occupation army’s surgeons were often cooperating in the medical control of venereal disease and shared similar methods and aims of how to deal with
prostitution in occupied Japan. For instance, at a conference on October 21, 1945 with the
Chief of the PHW’s Venereal Disease Control Section, James H. Gordon, and Brig. General Rice, Surgeon of the Eighth Army, it was agreed upon that controlled prostitution with
regular examinations of prostitutes, venereal disease clinics and the distribution of modern
drugs among Japanese health authorities would offer a “minimum standard of technical
and administrative procedure [which] is highly desirable.”415 Such propositions show that
the medical departments of the Army and the PHW were both usually following a social
hygienist approach, which did not want to attempt to repress prostitution at once, but favored immediate public health interventions with scientific tools of preventive medicine,
diagnosis, treatment, and surveillance to control the spread of venereal disease.416 PHW
administrators and military surgeons were often familiar with both U.S. domestic as well
as military-overseas hygienist practices and could thus import medical knowledge from the
United States and other various regions of the world to Japan and implement their known
methods of venereal disease control, for instance with the maintenance of prophylactic
facilities, the application and distribution of drugs such as Mercury chloride and penicillin,
and the early efforts of venereally infected patient surveillance.417
After arriving in Japan, however, American physicians and hygienists encountered
Japanese hygiene specialist and their knowledge, methods and institutions of public health
in venereal disease control. The contact with a new terrain with an at times unfamiliar set
of hygienic practices and channels of communication in the public health system generated
ambivalent reactions among the American medical and hygiene specialists. On the one
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hand, the PHW and other medical departments in the occupation army repeatedly emphasized their more modern and scientific approach in prophylaxis, diagnosis, treatment and
surveillance of venereal diseases in contrast to Japan’s public health system. Especially the
developments of modern drugs such as penicillin, but also Western techniques in diagnosis
and foremost the acquisition of allegedly objectified data through medical surveys were
referred to as marking the occupier’s medical superiority. On the other hand, new developments in military medical practice were sometimes accompanied by the appropriation of
facets of Japan’s supposedly inferior public health system, as in the modification of public
health communication channels to implement an extensive venereal disease report system
contemporarily called VD contact tracing. In doing so, the PHW had to rely on public
health institutions and surveillance practices prevalent in Japan, such as regular mandatory
health inspections of prostitutes by Japanese physicians working at venereal disease clinics
near red light districts as well as Japan’s public health bureaucratic apparatus. One reason
might be the lack of resources and the need of the occupiers to rely on Japanese institutions
and their personnel. Nevertheless, an ambivalent simultaneity of rejection and incorporation between American and Japanese venereology specialists, physicians, and health administrators often characterized the occupier’s medical intervention against venereal disease in Japan. In the course of the occupation period, Japan’s historical model of medical
venereal disease control embedded into imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system was
attempted to be remodeled—or, as the PHW staff preferred to call it—“reformed.” This
reform, however, was not static and not a one-dimensional export of American medical
knowledge to Japan. The PHW’s intervention did transform postwar Japan’s public health
system, but in the process of engaging with the biomedical circumstances faced in Japan
and the interaction with Japanese public health officials the PHW’s concepts and strategies
to control venereal disease were also shaped and refined. Medical venereal disease control
as fostered by the occupiers therefore followed quite similar mechanisms of what has often
been described in studies on colonial settings as colonial modernity in medical public
health reforms.418 With regard to the vast web of U.S. military installation throughout the
Asia Pacific under the Far East Command following the end of World War II, it is even
rather likely that the experiences of venereal disease control gained in Japan were further
transferred in the whole region.
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Ambivalences and tensions in the medical regulation of venereal disease also existed within the administration of the occupation regime. The PHW followed and propagated
modern medicine, and its self-perception was determined by scientific, objective truth that
would not buckle to moral or political sentiments. Accordingly, Crawford Sams repeatedly
pleaded for dealing with venereal disease as with any other kind of communicable disease,
regardless of its political and moral implications. Venereal disease and its allegedly single
source—uncontrolled prostitution—should rather be “attacked” with “education, prophylaxis, case-finding, isolation and effective treatment of infections,” which Sams considered
“the basic weapons of venereal disease control.”419 This thorough medical, seemingly objectified perspective, of course, proofed to be over-optimistic, and also Sams himself
acknowledged—at least in retrospect in his posthumous published memoirs—that venereal
disease control is a “controversial issue” that would involve “a moral [...] as well as a medical” component.420 Nevertheless, the PHW’s persisting self-conception of being guided by
modern scientific reason did result in controversies and conflicts with other branches of the
occupation regime, especially concerning prostitution, venereal disease, and sexuality. On
the matter of licensed prostitution, for instance, as has been shown in chapter II, the occupier’s Provost Marshal and Military Police tried to repress prostitution with police raids
and off-limits bans, being under political pressure from the military command, U.S. State
Department, and the American public who scandalized repeatedly the high rates of venereal disease among servicemen and supposedly lax control of prostitution in the Far East
Command. Sams blamed the Provost Marshal and Military Police for treating prostitutes as
“criminals” and pleaded for perceiving them as “patients,” who, according to Sams, “must
be located and managed in the same manner as contacts of any other infectious disease in
order to prevent the spread of these diseases.”421 Accordingly, the PHW eagerly tried to
convince the Supreme Commander of the inefficiency and even counterproductive effects
police raids would have. The Provost Marshal and the MP would treat prostitution and
venereal infections solely as a crime without locating venereally infected patients for thorough medical treatment, which would eventually be the only method to limit the spread of
venereal disease. Quite similar tensions existed between the PHW and the military’s Chaplains’ Association, whose members criticized the very existence of prostitution and the
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military command’s tolerance towards the vast sexual opportunities in occupied Japan,
and—as will be explicated in chapter IV—taught the servicemen high moral standards and
developed character guidance programs against extra-marital sex, promiscuity, prostitution, and venereal disease. The PHW, however, regarded Japan’s licensed prostitution system with regular health inspections of prostitutes and contact tracing as a necessity that
supposedly offered a minimum of medical control to limit the spread of venereal disease.
Thereby its members regularly criticized the political decisions made by the military command, the ineffectiveness of police raids in red-light districts as well as the chaplains’ moral judgments, and claimed their jurisdiction for public health management in general and
venereal disease control in particular.
Despite the PHW’s insistence on modern scientific reason and objectivity, however, its medical regulatory practices, as Mire Koikari has rightly put it, were “never outside
the problematic operations of power.”422 The PHW was very well influenced by political,
cultural, and moral propositions, which translated into the introduction of modern medical
and hygienic knowledge to the Japanese public and is especially palpable in the control of
venereal disease.423 For example, it is remarkable how Crawford Sams and other of the
PHW’s members’ cried for a normalization of venereal disease as just another common
communicable disease, while actually the PHW’s engagement in venereal disease control
nonetheless reproduced venereal disease’s difference: Through the constant articulation
and representation of venereal disease in extra passages, columns, and charts within medical reports, survey and memoranda, the PHW created a discursive formation of venereal
disease in the occupier’s health regime that perpetually marked venereal disease’s slight
extravagance and distinctiveness to other diseases.424 The following subchapters will discuss in detail some of the major medical regulatory techniques in diagnosis, treatment,
surveillance, public health education and prophylaxis implemented, practiced and developed by the PHW and other medical departments of the occupation army. In particular,
two major medical regulatory practices will be addressed—the medical report system
called VD contact tracing and the medical institution of prophylactic facilities—to highlight what Koikari has called the “problematic operations of power.” Overall it will be argued that the contact tracing system and the infrastructure of prophylactic facilities were
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both important medical regulatory practices to sanitize the occupiers’ as well as occupieds’
sexuality and additionally constituted bio-political efforts by the occupiers to measure,
classify, and categorize the Japanese population as well as the occupation personnel for a
neocolonial topography. At least on a discursive level, this functioned to legitimate the
occupier’s rule, produced and affirmed allegedly cultural and racial differences, and made
Japan and its people more transparent and tangible for the occupational administration.
However, especially an analysis of prophylactic facilities allows tracking some of the servicemen’s everyday sanitary practices against venereal disease and helps to reconstruct
how the American sailors and soldiers themselves interpreted the occupation regime’s attempts to medically control venereal disease, prostitution, and sexuality.

Medical Measures: Inventory and Appraisal of Japan’s venereal disease control
Already in the first few weeks of the occupation in September 1945, PHW officers
convoked frequent conferences and meetings with delegates of Japan’s public health system, mostly bureaucrats of Japan’s public health administration. Additionally, the PHW
also interviewed several civil venereologists and urologists like Toyama Ikuzo, Takahashi
Akira, Ichikawa Tokuji and a certain Dr. Miyata, who were members of the Japanese Association for the Prevention of Venereal Disease (Nihon seibyō yobō kyōkai) and mostly
scholars affiliated to Tokyo Imperial University. Their expertise was often praised by the
PHW only due to their proficiency in venereal disease control obtained during their education in Europe or the United States.425 Nevertheless, most of them were formerly usually
working directly or indirectly for some sort of state agency in Japan’s public health system
under the umbrella of the Home Ministry (naimushō). In immediate postwar Japan, all these physicians, hygienists and bureaucrats were meant to help the PHW in collecting data
and documenting information on the existing institutions, equipment and methods in venereal disease control in Japan.
The licensed prostitution system was central to venereal disease control in imperial
Japan, which allowed only registered prostitutes to work in licensed brothels in designated
areas with regular medical examinations in special venereal disease clinics on a weekly
basis. Since the late nineteenth century, venereal disease control and the licensed prostitu!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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tion system as part of a larger public hygiene policy became a police matter since venereal
disease, as other communicable diseases, were considered a potential threat to the social
order. Public health sections were integrated into the prefectural police departments, all
under the jurisdiction of the Home Ministry.426 During the war years, police control of
prostitution and venereal disease even further tightened and local police units persecuted
all unlicensed prostitutes thoroughly and also attempted to repress licensed prostitutes and
entertainers. At a conference on October 20, 1945, the police officials Takenori Hyakutoku
and Otake Bungo, Chief and Sub-Chief of the Peace Section of Tokyo’s Metropolitan Police Department, affirmed the singular responsibility of Japan’s police force in the control
of licensed prostitution and venereal disease towards James H. Gordon, the chief of PHW’s
VD Control Section.427 Thus, it has to be kept in mind that all medical examinations and
other public health interventions to control venereal disease in imperial Japan had all been
potentially monitored by the police.
Quite revealing for how licensed prostitution and venereal disease control worked
in Japan at the end of the war is a meeting from October 3, 1945, with Yosano Hikano,
Chief of Preventive Medicine Section of the Tokyo Preventive Health Department, and
Fukui Katsu, superintendent of the Yoshiwara City Hospital’s venereal disease section. At
the meeting, both informed James H. Gordon and his PHW colleagues in detail about public health venereal disease control in Japan’s licensed prostitution system and shared with
them their experiences in Yoshiwara, the largest red-light district in prewar Japan located
in northern Tokyo. In the meeting’s minutes, Yosano and Fukui pointed out that “clandestine prostitution” would have been prohibited by law, and the license system’s venereal
disease control only encompassed three classes of licensed women who all had worked at
“fixed houses.” The first group, so called “public prostitutes,” was “subject to periodic
examination and compulsory treatment.” The second group consisted of “private prostitutes” (Yosano and Fukui do not explain the difference between those two groups of prostitutes), who were “subject to weekly examination,” though hospitalization and treatment
would only be voluntary. Brothel owners, often organized in associations, usually provided
the medical care or covered the expenses. The third group consisted of geishas, and
Yosano and Fukui strongly emphasized that they were not considered as prostitutes but
rather as highly educated entertainers, who had thus not been obliged to venereal disease
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examination by law. Obviously proud of their work, Yosano and Fukui reported of 3000
prostitutes and 120 geishas, who were once regularly examined and treated in the threestory high, modern designed Yoshiwara Hospital. Contemporarily, however, there were
“about 50 prostitutes in the Yoshiwara area operating in 3 shabby houses,” of which “13
are known to be infected and are now in the Yoshiwara Hospital.” Certainly with some
remorse, they stressed that the capacity of Yoshiwara Hospital had to be reduced to one
hundred patients, who, as the meeting’s minutes taker figuratively described, “are crowded
together in the native style of floor mats.” Furthermore, “examination and treatment rooms
are dirty and disorderly,” and “drug shelves are bare except for dust.”428
Venereal diseases recognized by Japanese venereal disease laws were gonorrhea
(rimbyō), syphilis (baidoku), and chancroid (nansei gekan), of which gonorrhea and syphilis were widespread. According to Fukui Katsu and his experiences from the Yoshiwara
Hospital, fifty percent of all prostitutes in Yoshiwara would have had a history of syphilis
and he further stressed, “that about 40% of women coming into prostitution areas from the
provinces have Syphilis”—numbers that were also not uncommon in other brothel areas
throughout Japan. Diagnosis of venereal disease, however, was apparently rather scarce.
They were usually conducted by physicians, either in health centers such as the Yoshiwara
Hospital and located in the proximity of brothel districts, or in segregated rooms within the
brothel itself. Syphilis was only diagnosed on clinical grounds by visual gynecological
inspection, and gonorrhea, as Fukui asserted, was “diagnosed by smear stained usually
with methylene blue due to lack of Gram’s stain.”429 Treatment of venereal disease was
apparently equally deficient, mostly because modern drugs such as penicillin or mapharsen, which were developed and often discriminatorily tested by American physicians
during the 1930s and 1940s, were not yet available in early-occupied Japan.430 As Yosano
and Fukui reported to Gordon, in imperial Japan syphilis was mostly treated with an intravenous “injection of an arsphenamine (probably similar to neoarsphenamine), an injection
of bismuth (preparation unknown) and an intravenous injection of mercury oxyceprate,
given concurrently for about 10 weeks.” Treatment of gonorrhea consisted “of a sulfonamide (sulfanilamide, sulfa pyridine or sulfathiazole) in three gram doses orally and three
grams of ‘Neo Polean’ (4 amino benzol sulfon acetamid) intravenously each day until
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cure.” Additionally, gonococous vaccines were also used, if the Japanese National Institute
of Infectious Diseases could provide them. Chancroid was mostly “treated with sulfonamides and ducrey vaccine.” Upon this report of Yosano and Fukui, James Gordon concluded that “the present organization and functioning of the program of venereal disease
control is wholly inadequate to prevent the spread of venereal disease in the civilian population and the occupation forces,” and surmised that the “most pressing needs are for modern drugs and competent personnel of all types.”431
Another part of the license system in imperial Japan was the requirement for prostitutes of holding a health certificate, formerly issued under police supervision by special
venereal disease clinics or health centers upon negative venereal disease tests. Although
the medical examination was usually conducted by a physician, policemen were often present at the inspections, which, as Fukuda Mahito has described, “often promoted an atmosphere of fear making the many of those being inspected uncooperative”432—a rather euphemistic interpretation for the discriminatory, often coerced health examinations that embodied the gender-biased double standard and exploitive nature of imperial Japan’s licensed prostitution system. The health certificates (kenkō shōmeisho) stated the prostitute’s
name, her (the overwhelming majority of sex workers were female) membership in a
brothel association, the brothel she is working at and the services she provides. On the certificate furthermore all health examinations were listed with date and result.433 As a remnant of the former license system, local Japanese health officials continued to distribute
such health certificates after the end of the war, much to the displeasure of the occupiers.
Apparently, some prostitutes began to use health certificates in their attempts to demonstrate their “cleanliness” to customers, but also to the police during raids in order to dodge
compulsory medical examinations. This accelerated a debate on the issuance of such health
certificates and their trustworthiness among the members of the PHW as well as medical
and military police departments of the occupation army, which went on until the 1950s.
The central point of critique was that the certificates would often only “camouflage” the
healthiness of its bearer. This implied, that Japanese standards of examination and diagnosis would not accomplish with those of the occupiers, especially since long-term disease
surveillance was not being part of the Japanese venereal disease examination requirements.
Another reason was, as some occupiers remarked, that such certificates were often counter!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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feited or just issued upon bribing the physician, health administrator or police officer.
Therefore those certificates should not been trusted, usually based on the occupiers’ assumption that Japanese physicians, health administrators and police officers were either
lacking professional skills and equipment or were easily manipulated and highly corruptive—or both.434
Members of the PHW gave similar assessments to the venereal disease clinics and
health centers near brothel areas. Health centers (hokenjo), created in 1937 under Japan’s
Health Center Law, were established in many Japanese communities to cover health care
all over the country. These were medical institutions where most people experienced Japan’s health system in their everyday lives. A major part of the health center’s responsibilities was venereal disease control in diagnosis and treatment.435 Since October 1945 until
the summer of 1950, delegates of the PHW travelled to almost all of Japan’s prefectures
and major cities on “staff visits” to inspect health centers and brothel areas. James H. Gordon, Oscar M. Elkins, consultant of the PHW’s Venereal Disease Control Division, and the
Japanese-American Isamu Nieda, PHW’s Assistant Venereal Disease Officer, mostly undertook these tours—sometimes accompanied by Japanese representatives of the newly
established Ministry of Health and Welfare (kyōseishō). All of them filed reports in which
they listed a close inventory of the health center’s capacity, staff, laboratory equipment and
drug supply. As the initial reports from 1945 to 1947 indicate, the PHW inspectors were
mostly not satisfied with the health centers’ conditions. They pointed out the alleged inadequacy of venereal disease control in detailed descriptions, mainly by highlighting a lack
of trained staff and laboratory equipment. Overall they criticized that the health centers’
venereal disease control would only focus on prostitutes, not on the general public.436
Quite often the PHW inspectors used subtle, but nevertheless significant expressions to articulate their disaffection. One reoccurring marker in the PHW’s travel reports
are quotation marks to label ironically the inadequacy of the inspected facilities, frequently
used by James H. Gordon but also his colleagues. Upon a visit to Yokohama in November
1946, when over a year had already passed since the end of the war, Gordon observed two
prostitution quarters and nearby health centers. In his report, he stated: “‘Health examinations’ by Japanese physicians are said to be performed 9 times a week: daily by a private
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physician employed by the Association; twice weekly by an ‘official doctor’. The ‘examination room’ and ‘hospital’ in this area were visited. They consisted of three rooms, entirely bare except for a quilt and an irrigating stand in the ‘examination room’.”437 “Health
examination,” “official doctor,” “examination room,” and “hospital” were used by Gordon
to express what Jacques Derrida might have called a non-representational aspect that nevertheless signifies through the production of its difference. Vital were Gordon’s quotation
marks, which, according to Derrida, are signs of citation, (often ironic) distantiation and
transformation, in which the common usage and meaning of a term in quotation marks is
still visible, but is somewhat displaced from its common meaning, and thus receives a new
signification by creating a new context for the term and its application.438 Gordon created a
difference between the “examination” conducted by Japanese physicians and the examination procedures favored by the PHW. Hence, Japanese efforts to examine and control venereal diseased prostitutes were displaced ironically as mediocre attempts of medical practice
in contrast to the supposedly more advanced and accurate medical techniques applied by
the occupiers.
The PHW had much confidence in their visits, and its members were convinced
that their advice would genuinely improve the local situation of venereal disease control.
Interestingly, this confidence—or rather arrogance—was not only directed towards the
Japanese health administrators and physicians, but also inherent to a critique against the
military command, local military government teams, their staff and their efforts to reform
occupied Japan. Oscar M. Elkins, for instance, remarked in his staff visit report to Nagoya
in January 10, 1947, that the Aichi prefecture’s director of sanitation department, Dr. K.
Oshima, only “carries out directives in the sense that it will please Military Government
rather than understanding that he is making a start on what is to be a permanent improved
public health program.” Furthermore, Oshima would not have realized “his responsibility
to the Japanese people or any concept of doing public health for the people’s benefit.” And
also Oshima’s appointed Prefectural Venereal Disease Control Officer, Dr. Takabe, was
described as having “no concept of the necessity for establishing venereal disease control
facilities for the people,” who “was not an active clinician and … could not possibly have
sufficient time for venereal disease work even if he were properly trained.” The regional
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Military Government team’s health officer Captain W. Wiley, however, appeared to Elkins
“as a very capable physician,” who would have had “an excellent idea of what we [the
PHW] are trying to do in venereal disease control.” However, a major problem, Elkins
concluded, was not only the ignorance of Japanese administrators, but also the allegedly
“anomalous” position of the Military Government teams, who were lead by “tactical units
who really have no interest in civil affairs.” In Elkins opinion, who “believed that as a result of [his] visit the Military Government Health Officer was aided in establishing venereal disease control facilities for the people in Nagoya Prefecture,” public health work should
be generally subordinated to the PHW and not to the military command.439 Thus, the subtle
ironic remarks on the health centers’ condition, the critique against the command structure
of the occupation army, and the overt confidence in the PHW’s public health work are
good examples of the PHW’s self-conception as seemingly benevolent, more advanced and
modern-scientific group of occupiers and their arrogant attitudes in occupied Japan.440
The arrogant and to a certain extent colonialist attitude of the PHW, however, was
not only expressed subtly, but also perpetually occurred bluntly in the evaluation of Japan’s public health system. Even though the liaison with and the expertise of especially
young and foreign trained Japanese specialists was considered necessary and at times even
appreciated, members of the PHW nevertheless repeatedly pointed out that there would be
a general lack in the Japanese health system. Concerning the medical control of venereal
disease, Japan’s health system was apparently only efficient to control licensed prostitution, but believed to be ineffective on treating “clandestine” street prostitution.441 Despite
the fact that the PHW had to rely on the personnel and infrastructure of Japan’s health system especially due to the understaffed situation of the PHW, most of its members were
convinced, as the head of the PHW Crawford Sams put it, that the “very limited public
health program of venereal disease control in Japan centers around the licensing, examination, isolation and treatment of public [read: licensed] prostitutes,” and would be “completely inadequate to prevent serious hazard to the occupation forces and the civilian popu-
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lation itself.”442 Most endeavors of Japanese health administrators, like the regular health
inspections and surveys of brothels, sex workers, venereal disease clinics and the distribution of drugs, were often responded with suspicion or even open distrust by the PHW, for
instance when reports filed by Japanese officials were crosschecked. PHW personnel
sometimes came to other conclusions and presumed instantly the correctness of their own
results as more modern, science-based truth. Characteristic is a small handwritten note at
the edge of a report by Oscar M. Elkins, that commented the results of a certain Captain
Richmond, who had concluded that the rates of gonorrhea in three of Tokyo’s red light
districts is much higher as stated in a Japanese report, with: “This is more like the true state
of affairs. O.M.E.”443
In general, the Japanese health system was repeatedly portrayed as backward and
inadequate. PHW officers reported of “tragic work” done by Japanese physicians in diagnosis and treatment, and complained about the poor standards of all medical and sanitary
institutions. In a summary report from March 28, 1947, Oscar M. Elkins collected statements made by PHW members and other U.S. military physicians all over Japan to address
the contemporary situation of venereal disease control in Japan:
The chief difficulty seems to be in the training of the physicians and the reluctance of the public health department to get new measures started. [...]
The prefectural sanitary section is completely ignorant as to the exact figures on the sources of
infection; but it has been estimated by one of the more alert private physicians that about 80%
of the cases in men originate from prostitutes. [...]
They administer the drugs until the patient becomes symptom free only. [...]
There is no such thing as complete treatment. [...]
Clinical standards are poor. Treatment methods are totally inadequate. [...]
Generally, Syphilitics are all inadequately treated due to poor teaching prevalent in Japanese
medical schools since the Tokugawa era. [...]
The clinical standards followed by the best clinics [...] are based upon the SCAP “Outline of
Technical Standards and Procedures in the Diagnose and Treatment of Venereal Diseases” dated 27 November 1945. This is the theory. The practice varies from almost complete adherence
to the principles outlined to a Mid-Victorian quackery which is a complete anachronism in the
middle of the 20th century. [...]
It all boils down to the fact that V.D. Control, as we know it in the States, is practically nonexistent in [Japan]. There is practically no case finding or contact tracing. [...]
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An intensive orientation campaign aimed primarily at the medical profession to consider VD as
a problem common to the entire population is my suggestion. Subsequently this campaign
should filter down to the lay public liberally diluted with the local idiom.444

Japan’s public health and hygienic practices and institutions were generally described as
anachronistic and backward and contrasted with the supposedly more advanced and hence
more modern, rational and scientific U.S.-American (respectively Western) health system.
Such representation of the Japanese health system echoed in most reports on Japan’s medicine, hygiene and sanitary facilities, but was especially emphasized in regard to the control
of venereal disease. A repeatedly stressed reason was the alleged ignorance of Japanese
physicians towards new methods in medical diagnoses and treatment. This perception and
representation of Japan’s public health by the PHW thereby resembles remarkably previous medical and public health narratives in colonial settings, where the colonialist’s superior position was also affirmed through science, medicine and hygiene as vehicles of modernity and authority.445 In occupied Japan, medical inventions, such as the development of
penicillin, but also new methods in diagnosis and medical surveillance were stressed to
attest the occupier’s advancement and progressiveness. Especially the acquaintance with
numbers as signifiers of supposedly objectified scientific knowledge—the “true state of
affairs,” as Oscar M. Elkins was quoted above—was considered by the occupiers as a clear
marker for their superiority towards the Japanese occupied. This conviction was central to
the occupier’s reform efforts in Japan’s public health system and translated into the public
health control technique of contact tracing and case finding of communicable diseases
newly introduced in occupied Japan, where it was first and eagerly tested with venereal
disease.

Cartographies of Venereal Disease: VD contact tracing and public health reform
The occupation regime had considerable trouble to handle the Japanese system of
licensed prostitution and venereal disease control. Members of the PHW agreed that surveillance of prostitutes with weekly mandatory health examinations would help to cope
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with the situation of widespread venereal disease in immediate postwar Japan.446 On the
one hand they agreed to maintain licensed prostitution, at least temporarily, to enable strict
venereal disease control for Japanese civilians as well as occupation personnel. Although
the methods and practices of Japan’s public health system were considered to be lacking
the supply in modern drugs, the application of certain medical equipment like dark field
microscopy for syphilis diagnosis, and the education of Japanese physicians and nurses
were supposed to make Japan’s venereal disease control system decently effective. On the
other hand, however, a rigorously enforced policing of prostitution contradicted with the
overall democratic project in occupied Japan, especially after the much-celebrated abolition of licensed prostitution in 1946. As members of the PHW had predicted, however, the
abolition of the license system resulted in a spatial dispersion of prostitution, mostly labeled as “clandestine” street prostitution. The PHW cried for a much needed public health
education and effective methods in prophylaxis, diagnosis, and treatment against an uncontrolled spread of venereal disease that could nevertheless pass as democratic. The PHW
showed an ambivalent engagement with venereal disease policies and put much effort in
reforming Japan’s public health system, which was perceived by the PHW’s members as
their contribution to modernize and democratize occupied Japan.447 The PHW’s benevolent
desire and by its members expressed imperative need to remodel Japan’s health system
thus appears to be yet another reverberation of a colonial discourse, because the PHW’s
zeal of democratization often meant—and was often even bluntly articulated as—a civilizing “uplift” that constituted an integral part of the PHW’s public health reform programs.448
The occupiers’ quasi-colonialist interpretation, appropriation, and reform of Japan’s
public health system can be well demonstrated in the PHW’s implementation of the social
hygienist concept of contact tracing. Contact tracing—in this case VD contact tracing—is
a method of public health regulation that requires a vast acquisition, storage and evaluation
of data of diagnosed venereal disease patients. It is a collaborative net of physicians, public
health administrators and law enforcement agencies, in which personal information of a
venereal disease patient, such as social background and contacts, living environment, and
physical as well as habitual characteristics, are added to the physicians’ diagnosis. These
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multiplexed information is reported by physicians to the health authorities and further circulates among public health or law enforcing agencies. On the basis of such reports these
agencies are able to identify and detect a particular patient as well as his contacts, who
might have infected the patient or might have been infected by the patient. In theory, contact tracing spins a net of surveillance and control around the whole population and around
a certain group of people in particular, who are considered to be contagious or believed to
be most likely endangered to be infected, and in turn become an easy target for public
health interventions such as enforced medical examinations and treatment as well as educational campaigns. Inherent to contact tracing is thus a bio-political concern with a population, which identifies resonances of modern governmentality to administer people along
an economization of the social, grounded in statistical calculability.449
During World War II, contact tracing was already widely used within the U.S. military, but only domestically. It was considered as a “new pattern in venereal disease control,” that would follow a supposedly general new trend in commercialized sex with its
more decentralized dissemination of venereal disease. Commander T. J. Carter of the U.S.
Navy, who was in charge of the preventive medicine division in the U.S. Navy’s Bureau of
Medicine and Surgery, stated in an article in the Journal of Social Hygiene in 1943, that
there would be a “trend from ‘commercialized house’ prostitution to a sexual pattern of a
more informal, clandestine, and possibly less mercenary character.” An “essentially ‘authorative’ approach” to repress prostitution by police force alone would, according to
Carter, not help to control “pick-ups,” as he generalized the new form of sex workers for
military personnel in the 1940s. Repression would rather “result in the ‘scattering’ of prostitution and indiscriminate exposure” of venereal disease, if “the entire local area does not
get at the problem by coordinated police, health, and social action.” Thus, contact tracing
involved the collaboration of various agencies, but also the general public, who, Carter
believed, needed more education in sexuality and public health as bulwarks of venereal
disease prevention.450 The general public was, however, not always considered a contributor for the success of contact tracing, but also became a vulnerable target for military public health policies. In another article in the Journal of Social Hygiene, Colonel W. Lee
Hart, Chief of the Medical Branch of the U.S. Army’s Headquarters Eighth Service Command in Dallas, Texas, dwelled on this point. Hart unmistakably classified the civilian
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population as “a great reservoir of infection,” who would basically be responsible for
spreading venereal infections—also within the military: “The usual spread of infection…is
from civilian elements to the military rather than from the military to civilian.” The most
effective tactic employed by the military “to stamp out these diseases in their personnel”
were, according to Hart, the circulation of “Contact History Reports.” Following up a positive venereal disease diagnosis of a serviceman, all “of his contacts during the period when
he may have been exposed to the infection” were to be documented and forwarded to the
State Health Officers. Upon the basis of this information local authorities would then be
able to locate, treat, and if necessary isolate the “infected individuals.” Without any second
thoughts on the rights and privacy of the targeted civilians, Hart claimed that, “Through
the cooperative efforts of the civilian health authorities substantial reduction in the incidence of venereal diseases in military installations has already be accomplished.”451
In occupied Japan, military surgeons of the occupation army and members of the
PHW congruently praised contact tracing as the only method for effective communicative
disease control. As documented in numerous memos, charts and statistics, contact tracing
was promoted as the most scientific approach to venereal disease control and also regarded
as proof for the modernity of the U.S. health system.452 The statistic as technique for an
economization of the social was definitely nothing new to the history of modern Japan,
whose administrators themselves embraced the value of statistical knowledge in governmental management since the late nineteenth century.453 Nevertheless, the occupiers persisted on their more advanced skills in obtaining, evaluating and distributing statistical data
in contrast to the Japanese occupied. This modernistic self-conception was further highlighted by the PHW health officers’ argument that they would be, contrary to their Japanese colleagues, much more interested in the health of the entire population than solely in
the welfare of the individual patient—a stance similarly articulated by the British occupiers
who equally stressed the importance of maintaining statistics to monitor the population’s
“trends of disease.”454
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The regulatory practice of VD contact tracing already started to be introduced to
Japan as early as October 1945 with SCAP’s memorandum on “Control of Venereal Disease,”455 but it took quite some time until it was actually established. Its introduction was
moreover accompanied by tensions and inconsistencies between the occupiers and the occupied as well as among different sections of the occupation regime. The greatest problem
was the issue of jurisdiction and cooperation of the various agencies involved, such as the
PHW, the Provost Marshal and their respective sections in the local Military Government
Teams. Japanese public health authorities also reacted in different ways. Some local administrators were eagerly and wholeheartedly supporting the PHW’s designed public
health reforms in venereal disease control, but others were just ignoring directives—both
those received by the occupiers and those issued by their superior ministries. Most of them,
however, preferred to carry on with the regulations and procedures of imperial, presurrender Japan. In this arena it was rather difficult to introduce a consistent and cooperative venereal disease reporting system that included both the occupation army and the Japanese public health system. This might be one reason why contact tracing failed to achieve
its desired results in an effective decrease of venereal disease rates throughout the occupation period—despite its continuous appraisal by the hygienists of the occupation regime.
However, contact tracing nevertheless was a significant intervention in Japan’s society and
did affect the occupation of Japan in various ways. Its close analysis reveals—among other
things—the PHW’s perception of Japan and the Japanese, its attempts to map and measure
the occupied society, and last but not least, its efforts to sanitize the sexual encounters of
servicemen and women of the occupied country.
Quite early, since the beginning of the occupation, contact tracing was applied
within the occupation army. The Eighth Army released under the authority of SCAP a
“Venereal Disease Contact Report Sheet” with remarkable regional specifics for the Far
East Command, which became mandatory to report all cases of venereal disease since January 1947. The form sheet compelled U.S. military surgeons and venereal disease officers
to indicate date and time of infection, along with the nationality and color and/or race to
identify the “patient” and the “contact person.” It is notable that the “patient”—the male
soldier—stationed in Japan was not designed to be noted by name, but rather anonymously
by unit and station number. To identify the “contact person,” however, the form sheet left
much more space, in which every personal detail such as name, nickname, address, occupation, work place, body height, weight, as well as eye and hair color was to be document!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ed—sometimes even photographs were attached. In the section on the “procurement history” it was furthermore expected to give full particulars on the contacting: if the contact was
a friend, “pick-up” or prostitute, and if the initial contact was made on one’s own effort,
mediated through a pimp, in a brothel, in the unit, on the street, at a train station or in a
dance hall; and if the sexual intercourse occurred in the barracks, at home, in a hotel,
brothel, bus, an alley or a rice paddy. Finally, the “patient” was asked if he was sober or
drunk, and if he applied any prophylaxis.456
Interestingly, the report sheet used in the occupation army did not ask for any details on the biological sex of the “patient” and the “contact person.” The gendered distinction between the male “patient” and the female “contact” was rather presupposed. This is
exemplified by a supplementary note on the form sheet, in which the physician was asked
to inform “the patient [...] that the purpose of obtaining this information is to treat the girl
and prevent her from infecting others.”457 Such utterances follow a classical gender-biased
discursive pattern, according to which exclusively women—mostly in their role as prostitutes—were ascribed to be the source of venereal disease and made responsible for its
spread, and, as has already been stated in chapter II, a globally occurring rationale that also
existed in Japan previous to the occupation period.458 The new report sheet also shows how
the occupation regime generated a specific medical knowledge that affirmed a normalization of sexual encounter, according to which fornication between male servicemen and
women of the occupied society was expected and accepted. At the risk of overinterpretation, this logic of normalized sex within the report sheet could even be seen as a
sign for the occupiers’ further expectation that the women of the occupied society were to
be available as prostitutes, “pick-ups” or girlfriends. Hence, the report sheet’s gendered
differentiation would imply a certain feminization of the occupied society—a classical
element of colonial topographies that Anne McClintock has famously called “pornotropics:” Occupied Japan was portrayed as a dangerous place through the lack of hygiene
and the almost uncontrollable yet fantasized as anytime possible and available sexual opportunities. These opportunities, hazardous yet desirable, can and should be discovered and
explored by the occupiers to proof and affirm their masculinity and superiority, which consequently required close administration through modern, scientific medical and hygienic
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techniques to avoid its failure by preventing venereal infections as signs of uncontrolled,
“diseased” sexuality.459
Such gendered differentiations obviously bore certain racial dimensions, which
segregated the occupiers from the occupied. However, they also translated into another set
of racial boundaries during the occupation period reproduced in the military contact tracing
report sheets. As stated above, the report sheet compelled military surgeons to register both
“patient” and “contact” according to their race or color. The “patients” were commonly
divided into “white” and “colored” or “Negro,” an expression of the racist color line maintained by the U.S. military applicable de jure until the desegregation in 1948 but practiced
far beyond that date.460 This resulted in numerous statistics of venereal disease along racialized categories, which were repeatedly cited as proof for the supposedly higher infection rates among African-American servicemen who were attributed to an ethnocultural
tendency towards venereal infections due to their alleged hyper-sexuality and lack of discipline.461 In order to racially categorize the “contact,” the diagnosing surgeons developed
much more variety to label the mostly Japanese women as “colored,” “yellow,” “brown,”
“Mongol” or short “Jap.”462 Most of these labels generated from a longer racist thought
prevalent in the United States and the U.S. military, which—related to Japan—highly intensified during the Pacific War.463 Although the occupation administration’s censorship
prohibited overt racism publically articulated by the occupiers in occupied Japan, for example in mass media coverage, racist sentiments and tensions were nevertheless omnipresent throughout the occupation period.464 Racist labels like “yellow” or “Jap” in the venereal disease contact report sheets are thus good examples for such a continuity of racist terminology among U.S. military personnel. This seeming diversity in the racial categorization, however, should not mislead one to assume any sort of creativity or cultural sensitivity among the military surgeons and PHW officers—it followed quite consistently a strict
racist segregation among the occupiers and a hierarchization of (mostly) white, male occupiers and non-white, female occupied.
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On behalf of the PHW, SCAP released a directive that ordered also Japanese health
authorities to trace VD contacts and to notify all cases of venereal disease to the occupation authorities. The PHW compiled special form sheets for Japanese physicians and health
administrators to report venereally infected civilians “by name, age, sex, and full address.”465 These reports were to be handed in monthly by all prefectural public health departments and had to include population numbers of the prefecture, numbers of clinics and
physicians, and the gendered numbers of venereal infections. The PHW was predominantly
interested in the source and development of infection. Japanese public health authorities
were directed to document, first, if a commercial or “clandestine” prostitute, a friend, or
wife/husband had infected the patient. Second, it had to be noted, why, when and where
the infection was diagnosed, and if, third, the patient received medical treatment and if he
was henceforth registered and monitored. The PHW believed, as Oscar M. Elkins remarked, these reports would provide “for the first time a picture of the National Venereal
Disease Control program.”466
However, the initial directive took quite some time before it was promulgated as
Venereal Disease Prevention Law on July 15, 1948. The law stipulated:
Physicians, when they diagnose persons as infected by VD (referred to as patients hereafter),
shall give instructions as provided for by Ministerial Ordinance as to the treatment and prevention measures of infection to the patients or to their protectors, and also, after inquiring their
names and residence persons who are considered to have infected VD to the patients, and persons to whom the patients have committed conduct liable to infect VD and other matters prescribed by Ministerial Ordinance, shall report the necessary matters in written form within 24
hours to the prefectural governor through the director of a health center in charge of the districts where said patients reside.

467

Physicians and public health officials at local health centers were thus responsible for the
law’s implementation through diagnosis, prevention and report of venereal disease. The
Venereal Disease Prevention Law even made them “liable to or a fine not exceeding 3,000
yen,” if they would fail to give proper health instructions or fail to submit the report.468
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The PHW’s design of contact tracing was that its Venereal Disease Control Division would collect the data about Japanese civilian venereal infected patients and their contacts and subsequently delegate local public health inspectors to locate and treat a particular patient. To accomplish the assigned tasks, the PHW disseminated the concept of contact
tracing to elite public health administrators of Japan’s National Institute of Health (NIT), a
public health facility subordinated to the Ministry of Health and Welfare. Under the close
supervision of the PHW, Japanese public health elites educated representatives of all prefectural health administrators in PHW approved “Venereal Disease Short Training Courses” in matters of diagnoses, treatment and contact tracing of venereal disease.469 Furthermore, the PHW provided and circulated a “Physicians’ Manual for Health Statistics,” in
which Japanese diagnosing physicians and public health officers were informed when, how
and to whom they shall report venereal disease and other communicable disease cases. As
stated in the manual, the report’s “direct purpose is to take preventive measures,” and, secondly, “to obtain information concerning present public health conditions and make it the
data on which all health administrative programs are established.”470 The PHW made much
effort in remodeling venereal disease control in Japan’s public health system that was
meant to bypass police authority and put venereal disease control into the hands of civilian
public health administrators.
Some local authorities, especially on the prefectural level, took the initiative to disseminate this model proposed by the PHW within the bureaucratic structure of Japan’s
public health system. Public health administrators and police departments were informed
in official educational journals of the new regulations that compelled physician to notify
any venereal diseases diagnosis to the prefectural public health board. In Ehime prefecture,
for instance, the prefectural government stressed the importance of public health (kōshū
eisei) and classified venereal disease as a severe danger for the “people’s healthy body and
mind” (kokumin no kenkō na shijin).471 The prefecture’s governor ordered physicians to
report any case of venereal disease to the civilian local health administrations, which became compulsory in Ehime prefecture since September 1948. Their report should include
the patient’s name, date of birth, sex, address, place of work, and the physician’s treatment
methods and drugs prescribed. Furthermore, the report had to indicate the date and place of
infection, as well as detailed descriptions of persons who potentially infected the patient.
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All persons mentioned were to be listed with full name, sex, address, work place, and any
other “necessary issues” (hitsuyō na jikō) for identification.472
Other Japanese administrators and hygienists showed less enthusiasm for the
PHW’s reforms. Most prefectural police departments, in general notoriously resistant to
reform,473 persistently claimed responsibility in controlling prostitution and continued to
educate their personnel in venereal disease control.474 And—as has been shown in the previous chapter—local police units still patrolled Japan’s red-light districts. But also civilian
public health specialists reacted differently towards the PHW’s reform in venereal disease
control. Some of them adopted a similar arrogant attitude like the PHW’s staff, which was,
however, not directed against the foreign occupiers, but against the Japanese public, and
were predominantly stressing issues of class. In February 1949, for instance, Adachi
Kyōgorō, a social hygienist professor and medical doctor in Hokkaidō prefecture, summarized his research on the relationship between crime and venereal disease in a journal published by the Otaru city police department’s section for general affairs. Based on dubious
and probably biased statistical data, Adachi stated that most “criminals” (hanzaisha)—
Adachi does not qualify what sort of crime he refers to—would be mentally ill, and one
third of all criminals would have contracted a venereal disease. Thus, Adachi claimed that
there would be a causal nexus between crime and venereal disease, which would result
from poverty, lack of education, and “mental deficiency” (seishin hakujaku).475 Based upon this hypothesis, Adachi further discriminatorily concluded that both criminals and venereal diseased, among which he included prostitutes, would have degenerative tendencies,
which he frankly labeled as “inferior” (katō retsuaku) with supposedly bad effects on the
general population. Due to the supposed ignorance and lack of education of venereal diseased people, Adachi expressed his reserve towards a collaborative, educational, and more
democratic public health system for venereal disease control, because especially the people
in question—criminals and prostitutes—would not be able to understand it and promoted
indirectly the old Japanese system of police surveillance and control.476 In other parts of
Japan, local health administrators just tended to ignore the PHW’s guidelines in venereal
disease control and showed hardly any efforts for cooperation. Rather, they responded to
inspections by the PHW and requests by local Military Government Teams with a demand!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ing attitude by pressing the occupiers for more resources, such as laboratory equipment
and modern drugs.477
To implement contact tracing as envisaged by the PHW, however, was not only
difficult due to the stubbornness of some Japanese administrators. Rather, the issue of jurisdiction among the occupiers likewise obstructed the institutionalization of contact tracing as an effective public health measure during the occupation period. Such obstacles are
already indicated by the temporal delay of introducing contact tracing. It took the military
command several years until mid-1948 to announce the official procedure, responsibility
and channel of communication of contact tracing within the occupation army. According to
Eighth Army Circular (No. 33) from May 26, 1948, it was ordered:
The tracing of Japanese contacts will be an activity under the supervision of the area provost
marshal, in close cooperation with the appropriate Japanese public health authorities. Japanese
police will be used if actual arrest is necessary. Proper measures to insure examination and
treatment of Japanese contacts will be a function of Japanese authorities. Japanese nationals located as a result of contact tracing will remain in custody of Japanese public health authorities
until necessary examination and treatment have been completed. Military police assistance will
be only that necessary to prevent interference by allied military personnel and to enable accompanying military personnel to enter off-limit areas when necessary. … Military government team commanders will insure that Japanese civil authorities take the proper action to examine and treat contacts who are Japanese nationals, reporting the results of such examination
and treatment. Liaison will be maintained with the provost marshal to avoid duplication of effort and to insure accuracy of individual cases reported.

478

This directive omitted the PHW and devolved contact tracing to the military police and its
provost marshal. The Eighth Army’s directive allowed the PHW and public health officers
of the Military Government Teams to receive copies of contact report sheets, but did not
entitle them to intervene. Overall, the directive countered or even reversed the PHW reform efforts to transfer venereal disease in Japan from the police to civil public health
agencies. Crawford F. Sams overtly criticized the military command’s decision in various
reports to SCAP. In a memorandum to the Chief of Staff he emphasized “that contact tracing is a public health procedure to be carried out by public health personnel and that the
introduction of the police in any form tends to reduce the effectiveness of contact tracing
as a means of controlling venereal disease.” Sams argued that contact tracing under the
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jurisdiction of the provost marshal led to further criminalization of prostitution and venereal disease, because they would utilize contact tracing solely “as a means of apprehending
contacts for the purpose of criminal prosecution or punishment.” “Police intervention,”
Sams insisted, rather “jeopardizes the success of the venereal disease control program initiated by PHW with considerable difficulty, by destroying the confidence of the Japanese
people already established in this program over the past three years.”479
In practice, contact tracing only had moderate effects and considering the constant
high rates of venereal disease throughout the occupation period it is questionable if the
immense effort and resources provided by the occupiers really paid off. In any case, when
contact tracing was executed by the police or by public health administrators alone, the
overall project was hardly achieving anything. Raids, curfews and other repressive methods by the police—as discussed in the previous chapter—neither decreased venereal disease rates nor achieved a significant reduction of prostitution. Public health interventions
equally failed, or at least did not keep the physicians’ and hygienists’ promises to radically
reduce infection rates, often due to a lack of supplies in drugs, laboratory equipment and
trained personnel. Due to these factors, but also because of jurisdictional struggles, a consistent system of contact tracing was never fully established until the end of the occupation. Only on rare occasions did contact tracing actually have reasonable effects, but only
if all involved parties were closely cooperating and personnel with local knowledge handled the tracing. One well-documented example is an inspection tour to the naval port town
Sasebo in Kyushu on May 21-25, 1951. C. P. Calhoun, Venereal Disease Control Officer
of the FEC’s Naval Forces, reported from this visit, where he observed the process of contact tracing. A certain R. Izeki, a laboratory technician of Sasebo’s health center, and his
assistant conducted the inquiries. They began their tracing tour by sorting out the report
sheets by districts and crosschecked the information on the various locations. With much
praise for the “contact tracer,” Calhoun stressed that Izeki “located five contacts named in
the reports out of six tries. At one house, directions were offered to find two other girls that
had been named as contacts.” In his opinion, Calhoun concluded, the tracing tour was “a
remarkable feat of judgment and luck combined with a thorough knowledge of the city and
its alleys and hills. The cooperation of this tracing was so far superior to the ordinary that it
was outstanding.”480 In many less “outstanding” cases, however, contact tracing could just
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lead nowhere or had only a limited success rate. In an internal study of the U.S. Navy under the title “Venereal Disease Problem in Sasebo” in May 1951, for instance, it was stated
that “contact reports at present furnish inadequate information for successful contact finding through routine channels.” A first screening of the reports “has eliminated approximately 75% of contact reports as having insufficient data to begin investigation. Of the
25% forwarded to the Sasebo Public Health Center, 50% of these, or 12½% of the total
contacts reported from Sasebo were located.” The local health authorities were blamed for
the inadequacy and ineffectiveness, who would be “grossly inadequate in the ability to
diagnose venereal disease, especially chancroid.” Necessary, the report claimed, would be
“trained personnel, and more active interest” among the Japanese public health administrators. “Without energetic case finding, accurate laboratory work, adequate treatment and
confinement until cured,” the report concluded, “contact reporting is relatively valueless in
the area.”481
Despite the unredeemed desire to decrease venereal disease in occupied Japan, the
whole system of contact tracing and the copious collection of data on venereal disease
nevertheless had significant effects, because it helped the occupiers to deeply penetrate and
map the occupied territory, both domestically and beyond Japan’s borders. In a report on
behalf of Lt. Colonel Long of the Eighth Army’s medical section to the Chief of PHW’s
Preventive Medicine Section, for example, so-called “Venereal Disease Contact Areas”
were designated “as representing those in which the greatest venereal disease contact problems appear to be present.” Listed were most major Japanese cities, such as Sapporo, Sendai, Yokohama, Gifu, Osaka, Kobe, Kyoto, Nara, Nagoya, Fukuoka, Sasebo and Kumamoto. For Tokyo the “main railroad stations, Ueno, Shinjuku, Yurakucho, Shibuya and Shinagawa” were highlighted as pivotal zones for high risk of venereal disease infection.482 Such
information on venereal disease, the locality of its epidemic occurrence, and particulars of
venereally infected people (civilian and military), however, did not only circulate within
the territory of occupied Japan. Apparently, there was a tight net of VD-information flow
among medical and public health departments that connected Japan with military bases not
only in the United States, but also with U.S. military commands in Guam, Ryukyu (Okinawa) and Korea. For instance, various venereal disease contact report sheets were filed by
the Naval Government of Guam’s Department of Public Health to the PHW in Tokyo with
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a request to investigate these venereal disease cases. Most case files, however, only stated
the place and date of exposure, sometimes the sex worker’s nickname, hair color and age.
Consequently, the transnational or trans-regional contact tracing was usually not leading
very far, and the PHW usually just responded to such reports that the data furnished “was
insufficient to begin investigation,” or that the “contact could not be located.”483 However,
the transnationally circulating contact report sheets could affect the mobility of the occupier’s own personnel. In some cases, servicemen got venereally infected while on leave, for
example those who were stationed in Korea and went on leave to Japan, especially during
the Korean War. In such cases, medical officers and PHW health officials raised concern
about servicemen’s border-crossing transmission of venereal disease. And also the highest
political and military command in Washington, DC, shared this concern. According to a
War Department’s directive from January 31, 1947, those infected servicemen were prohibited from leaving their unit in the respective territory and were not allowed to enter the
U.S.’s “Zone of Interior until 30 days have elapsed following completion of treatment.”484
Notwithstanding the questionable success rate of contact tracing, the occupier’s
strategies and imposed coordinates to collect data on venereal disease helped to accumulate data on the occupied territories in general. The report system of contact tracing organized knowledge about the occupational personnel as well as about the occupied society,
and both became more tangible for the bureaucratic rule of the occupation regime. The
massive accumulation of data on venereal disease among the Japanese population had
thereby the subtle function of surveillance, domestication, and legitimation of the occupier’s rule. It is to say that although the focus of the report system was on the health and security of the occupation troops, it nonetheless positioned the Japanese population in direct
gaze and range of American medical knowledge and practice. By re-modeling and guiding
Japanese physicians and health officials, as in health reforms or training courses, PHW
health officers integrated Japan’s health system into the sphere of US hegemony and thus
closer to the US “zone of interior.” Simultaneously, the report system was an important
governmental practice to legitimate the occupier’s rule. As a tool to regulate public health
it aimed at securing the physical prowess and masculinity of the occupation troops, while
both were also a symbol of the “free world” and perceived as a guarantor for the success of
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the occupation project with its ideals of democracy and anticommunism.485 Moreover was
the report system not only a mechanism to maintain the occupier’s reputation, but also
their claim for superiority through a supposedly clear-cut boundary between occupiers and
occupied, who were differentiated along gendered and racialized categories.486

3.2 Preventive Care: Prophylactic Facilities
Another medical technique of public health work to limit the spread of venereal
disease among the occupation personnel and to sanitize the servicemen’s sexuality was to
set up prophylactic facilities, usually maintained by the occupier’s military medical departments. Prophylactic facilities and their provision of chemical prophylaxis had a longer
history in the U.S. military and came commonly in use since the First World War in Europe, but also in units stationed within the United States.487 In Second World War Hawai’i
prophylactic facilities became an integral part of the U.S. military’s informal regulation of
prostitution and brothels.488 They were established and maintained to counter the high rate
of venereal disease and the high number of incapacitated servicemen, and manifested as a
practical tool integrated into a broad social hygienic anti-VD education campaign with
lectures, pamphlets and posters. In the U.S. military these facilities were called prophylactic stations—in the military jargon mostly abbreviated as pro stations—, which were erected in military units, but during the postwar period also increasingly located in brothels and
red light districts. The BCOF referred to them “prophylactic ablution centres” (P.A.C.) or
“prophylactic ablution rooms” (P.A.R.) to indicate smaller facilities usually located within
the unit area. Prophylactic facilities were an intimate place off-limits to non-military personnel and usually equipped with sinks, toilets and sanitary products, where servicemen
could wash their bodies in private. Within the prophylactic facilities servicemen had access
to contraceptives and chemical prophylaxis, such as sulfathiazole and Mercury chloride,
which they were meant to apply to protect themselves against venereal infections. Pro stations were a space in the occupation health regime, where discursive regulations (such as
anti-VD-propaganda and hygienic instructions) coincided with the everyday hygienic
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physical practices—the concrete sanitation and protection of the male soldier body and his
genitals.489
In occupied Japan, prophylactic facilities were immediately instituted upon the arrival of the occupation forces. Since early September 1945, medical officers were sent
ashore to inspect brothels in Tokyo and Kanagawa prefecture and medically secure recreational facilities by establishing prophylactic stations. On September 30, 1945, Lieutenant
Colonel James L. Gordon of the PHW noted in a memo that a Major Philip Weisbach,
M.C., commanding officer of the 1st Medical Squadron of the 1st Cavalry, has “reported
that he had surveyed the major prostitution areas of Tokyo shortly after the arrival of
troops in the city and had set up four prophylactic stations,” in Tokyo’s Senju and Mokojuna, in Yokohama and near the barracks of the First Brigade.490 Maps drawn by the
PHW indicate further ten prophylactic stations outside military facilities in the Kantō region by January 1946, at the train stations of Tokyo, Ueno, Shinbashi, Yokohama and Sakuragicho. All facilities were built close to well-known red-light districts, like Noge in
Yokohama and alongside the Keihin highway between Tokyo and Yokohama. Their exact
location was conveyed in VD-lectures and also advertised on so called pro kits—the BCOF
labeled them as E.T. packet (abbr. for: Emergency Treatment packet)—, small portable
packages containing tissues and antibacterial ointment and sometimes condoms and distributed among the troops.491 Apparently, the occupation army’s soldiers and sailors found
their way easily into the pro stations. And it seems that they were heavily used at least in
the beginning of the occupation period, when licensed prostitution was not abolished yet
and servicemen had not to expect any form of punishment due to venereal infections. U.S.
Navy Chaplain Lawrence L. Lacour witnessed the large-scale prophylactic procedures on
his strolls in Yokosuka, as he passed by the in chapter I already mentioned Yasuura House.
In a letter, which was later printed in the Journal of Social Hygiene, Lacour noted, “As
men were admitted into the lobby [of a brothel], they would select a companion (113 on
duty that day, according to one of the Japanese attendants), pay the 10 yen to the Japanese
operator and then go with the girl to her room. We inspected several of these rooms and
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found them to be reasonably clean. When the men returned they were registered and administered prophylaxis by Navy corpsmen. Although approximately 20 men could be
treated at a time, there was a line waiting.”492 The large numbers of servicemen waiting
their turn to be prophylactically treated after patronizing a brothel as well as the eager efforts and invested resources by the occupation army to set up prophylactic facilities immediately after their arrival in Japan all indicate the popularity of pro stations within the occupiers’ health regime, but also the seemingly normality of their use to prevent venereal
disease infections.
In the occupier’s records, detailed information on the prophylactic facilities’ structure can only scarcely be found. One rare exceptions is a directive by the British Government’s War Office released in March 1947 to establish P.A.C.’s in “areas in which promiscuous intercourse is most likely to occur”—among which the War Office identified occupied Japan as one of those areas. The P.A.C.’s were to be equipped with “waiting space
and lavatory accommodation,” and also “lightning should be on a generous scale and a full
and adequate supply of hot water provided at all lavage points and elsewhere as necessary.” In order to “attract men into them rather then the reverse,” members of the War Office argued, “cleanliness and proper maintenance are matters of the first importance” for
the prophylactic facility’s layout, equipment, and organization.493 Another document is a
medical report filed on January 13, 1947, by the American First Lieutenant Group Surgeon
Julius Rutzky of the Medical Detachments in Kyoto to the U.S. Army’s Surgeon General
in Washington, DC. “Because of several favorable comments about the Prophylactic Station maintained by this unit,” Rutzky explained with a certain pride in his work, “photographs of it are submitted with the report.”494 One of these unique photographs show the
facility’s entrance labeled with a big sign “Prophylactic Station,” while others depict the
station’s interior with an arrangement of sinks, toilets, and a shelve with drugs and condoms. Coinciding with the War Office’s recommendation to hang up instruction signs and
health propaganda material, the pro station’s walls portrayed in Rutzky’s photographs
were covered with instruction notes, anti-VD posters and pictures of venereal infections
and their etiopathology [see Tab. 1-4].
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On the level of discourse, the reports and photographs present the prophylactic facility as a locality in the occupier’s health regime where servicemen were reminded of the
“correct” hygienic procedures to prevent venereal diseases. Similar to previous social hygienic concepts of venereal disease control, manifested for example in Second World War
pamphlets on Sex Hygiene and Venereal Disease, the prophylaxis propagated in the pro
stations also required the servicemen’s help.495 As Rutzky himself highlights in his report,
no medical officers were present at the station and servicemen were compelled to discretely use the sanitary facilities on their own.496 This was a significant change from earlier
concepts of prophylactic facilities maintained during the First World War, when a physicians or a station’s attendant was present to supervise or even to conduct the prophylactic
procedure.497 Due to complaints by servicemen about the lack of privacy and most probably also as a means of educational measure, the military started to turn prophylactic facilities into a more private intimate place, which then, however, demanded the servicemen’s
own self-care to prevent venereal disease. Thus, the military established the sanitary infrastructure, but servicemen were also asked to care for their health self-dependently.498
The British and U.S. military equally articulated the emphasis on the serviceman’s
own responsibility to protect himself against any kind of venereal disease. Nevertheless,
both military organizations provided particular hygienic regulations, knowledge and tools
that were to be followed and applied accordingly. Notice boards within the station instructed servicemen to wash their hands, urinate, wash their genitals, and treat them with antibacterial ointment. Lectures on venereal disease prevention additionally explained these
procedures at length and elucidated, for example, that it would be essential to “squeeze one
half of the ointment in to the penis” after urinating and washing, hold the ointment in the
penis for five minutes, “rub rest of the ointment over exposed area, … wrap penis in toilet
or tissue paper” and not to urinate for four hours.499 Another, rather excessive example of
how instructions could go into minute detail is the War Office’s recommended procedure
to “pass water in short sharp gushes, holding the urine back by pinching the top of the penis and letting it go with a rush.”500 Such attention to detail in the instructions and regula!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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tions is thereby constitutive to identify the prophylactic facilities as panoptic institutions
that disciplined the servicemen’s bodies by the surveillance of the physically absent yet
symbolic omnipresent gaze of the occupier’s health regime. This powerful gaze furthermore aimed at the internalization of certain self-caring techniques, which manifested in the
arrangement of instruction notes, pictures of VD-infections, anti-VD posters and the architecture of the sanitary accommodations.501
The normalizing effect on the soldierly body and its sexuality of the prophylactic
facility’s regulatory technique was twofold: first, it categorized the soldier’s body in
healthy and sick, and, second, aimed at a controlled and sanitized sex of the servicemen.
Pictures of VD-infections and anti-VD poster displayed in the pro stations warned of the
hazards of uncontrolled sexual intercourse—a supposedly inevitable consequence due to
contact with prostitutes or “pick-ups”—and created a dangerous aura of venereal disease.
However, the supposedly modern and scientific prophylaxis propagated in the stations
simultaneously promised security and protection. This ambivalence is well illustrated by
an anti-VD poster titled “Tokyo Rose has Thorns” that is also visible in Rutzky’s photographs: It shows a rose on the left side, next to a stylized face and neck of a women in traditional Japanese headdress and kimono, apparently resembling a Japanese prostitute or
“geisha.”502 The rose’s three thorns are pointing like arrows towards her, in which “Syphilis 18%”, “Gonorrhea 61%” and “Chancroid 42%” is written respectively to indicate the
danger of VD-infection. The poster’s subtitle “Don’t risk VD, if you do, take a PRO” relativizes this danger and transforms it into a calculable risk that can be treated with the correct and medical-scientific methods. A sign on a shelve for condoms and pro kits further
underlined this image of a controllability of sexuality and venereal disease, which said:
“Individual Prokit. These can be used anywhere. Take a few along. Why take a chance?”
These statements thereby unmistakable reproduced the occupier’s male fantasies that sex
would be always and anywhere available in occupied Japan and simultaneously normalized
their sexual practices as long as they are secured and protected—as in free of venereal disease. Critical became apparently only an actual venereal infection that separated the
healthy and stabile from the sick and weak soldierly body, which was believed to endanger
the military organization and the occupation project in general.
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To be sure, prophylactic stations were not only tied into the discursive net of the
occupier’s health regime, but also constituted a place for servicemen’s bodily praxis to
wash, treat and protect oneself against venereal infections. Rutzky’s report and photographs give first hints for the traces of the occupier’s everyday sanitary practices and intimate experiences. Significant are foremost the emergence, circulation and archivization of
Rutzky’s photographs: The pictures were taken by a more or less unimportant Group Surgeon (or on his behalf) of a likewise unimportant medical detachment in Kyoto. However,
they were attached to an annual report to the office of the Army’s Surgeon General, a Lieutenant General and head of the Army Medical Department in Washington, DC. Today, the
files are still stored in the Adjutant General’s records, whose office was an important interface for intra-military communication with the authority to classify certain memoranda as
relevant for the military’s record keeping. In other words, those photographs were taken
seriously and circulated within the occupier’s metropole, or would otherwise not have
found their way to today’s archival place.503
Considering the content and details depicted by these images, this circumstance
does not seem insignificant. At a first glance, they show a sanitary facility with sinks and
toilets, a visualization of the occupier’s modern health regime in Japan that—as discussed
above—aimed at the production of healthy soldierly bodies. On further observation of the
photographed toilets, however, it is remarkable that we do not see an imported U.S.American, but modified Japanese toilet—so to speak a “hybrid toilet.” The toilet bowl’s
oblong form with the hemispheric end facing the wall supports this observation. Moreover,
what makes this toilet so distinctive is the at least half-meter high socle beneath the toilet
bowl, a “stitching” detail—or punctum, according to Roland Barthes—that disturbed contemporary and still puzzles today’s observers.504 This socle, which can never be found in
this form in a genuine U.S.-American or Japanese sanitary area, made it possible to stand
up straight above the toilet and to wash one’s genitals, using toilet paper and water from
the above installed tap. These photographs of a “hybrid toilet” thus not only constitute a
rupture in the frequent representation of the Japanese health system as backward, but also
indicate some transnational entanglements in the sanitary practices to regulate venereal
diseases during the occupation period. That is to say that health regulating medical
knowledge and facilities were not solely imported one-dimensionally from the U.S. and
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imposed on occupied Japan, but U.S. occupation administrators apparently showed a certain “obstinancy” (Eigensinn) in their appropriation of culturally different hygienic artifacts which were applied—despite the occupier’s reluctant attitude towards Japan’s health
methods—even within the most intimate sanitary space where the male occupier could
clean his testicles.505
The actual practice of prophylaxis and the meaning of prophylactic facilities for the
“patient” himself can hardly be substantially demonstrated and remains rather obscure.
First Lieutenant Edward J. Meyer, the Executive Officer of 720th Military Police Battalion
Military, for instance, took rigorous steps to “stamp out VD” within his command, and “all
men going on pass are required to carry the mechanical and chemical ‘pro kits’ in their left
breast pocket. Unfortunately,” he admitted, “there are a few stupid individuals who do not
take precautious against this dread affliction. This type of man,” however, Meyer assured,
“is being carefully observed and will be discharged for allowing misconduct to interfere
with the performance of duty of the individual concerned.”506 Other commanders similarly
complained about servicemen’s lack of responsibility, in particular in not using their pro
kits properly. According to certain rumors, it was further reported that pro kits were misused or sold for high prices on the black market, where, as one report put it, “Japanese Nationals are very desirous of obtaining Pro Kits…to be used as a germicidal salve for the
treatment of ‘athletes foot’ and other fungus disease of the skin.”507 Such complaints obviously targeted the misuse of military property, but are nonetheless examples for the multiple possibilities to appropriate certain sanitary facilities and items.
However, the everyday use of pro stations and pro kits for what they were actually
designed for—to sanitize the servicemen’s genitals to prevent a venereal infection after
unprotected sexual intercourse—was hardly ever directly spoken of in official records and
was only mediated in technical terms on instruction boards and during sex education lectures. First-hand experiences of visits to and usage of prophylactic stations are not officially bequeathed, and hints for their application can only be discovered in some indirect descriptions. Individual “patients” of venereal disease among the occupation personnel were
rather generally obscured behind quantified data in lists, charts and graphs, and personal
accounts seem only be articulable through distant, merely observing perspectives. This
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absence or silence of prophylaxis in action seems at a first glance surprising, considering
the vast efforts and resources invested into the maintenance of prophylactic facilities and
the usually closely documented research on venereal disease, its diagnosis, treatment and
recovery conducted by the PHW and other science interested social hygienists in the military’s medical departments. But, as Ann Stoler has reminded us, such gaps in the archival
material are often for themselves quite meaningful. They can either hint at the unimportance of certain issues for the contemporaries, or they can signify certain historic specific discursive patterns and offer insight into the ways certain themes and topics were
communicated without being directly addressed. Apart from systematically silencing certain issues that were inexpressible in a certain discourse, Stoler has further suggested to
perceive such gaps as signifier of a “common sense” of those who wrote, read and compiled administrative files. That means, although certain issues were rather sensitive, such
as sexual intercourse and venereal disease infection and their treatment, they were nevertheless commonly known and were therefore not officially recorded or only recorded in a
particular way, not only because they were just forbidden to be uttered, but rather considered not noteworthy by the contemporaries due to their supposed self-evidence.508 The
obscurity in which the occupiers dealt with the individual usage of prophylactic stations by
keeping personal experiences and details distant and obfuscated, indicates such a “common
sense” in the application of prophylactic stations and in handling information—both officially and personally—about concrete sanitary, anti-venereal disease practices. This obscurity of pro station’s everyday use in the occupiers’ records can thus be read as an integral
part of their very existence, function, and application.
First angles offer narratives of veterans of the occupation of Japan. In interviews
and memoirs, which are mostly part of the Veteran’s History Project by the Library of
Congress, some veterans reported about prophylactic stations and their application. Within
these interviews there are remarkable narrative strategies of how veterans talk about
prophylactic facilities by creating personal distance from the object, for example by emphasizing that they would have had never visited prophylactic stations (or brothels) themselves and would have had only observed or heard of them. Accordingly, most veterans’
narratives only report that pro stations had existed, which others had frequently been using. They nevertheless speak of the massive availability of allegedly diseased commercial
sex and the wide-spread fear of venereal infections among servicemen, and thus justify and
normalize the military’s maintenance of prophylactic facilities and distribution of prophy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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lactic drugs.509 Revealing is for instance the narrative of veteran Melvin A. Ashkanazaki,
Master Sergeant of the 308th General Hospital, and his remarks on prostitution and venereal disease treatment in occupied Japan. Throughout his interview, Ashkanazaki repeatedly emphasizes the vast “supply” with Japanese prostitutes and strong demand for venereal
disease prophylaxis during the occupation period—but only for and by other servicemen,
excluding himself. As Ashkanazaki explicates: “Some of these guys were hungry. [...] A
lot of guys were lined up. I would see them in lines, guys waiting in line in front of these
whorehouses.”510 However, he asserts that he had never visited a prostitute, because:
Frankly, I was afraid, because they [the prostitutes] had every kind of disease imaginable, I
could say they had no care, they didn’t care, not like the Army would, they [the Army] would
take good care of it. [...] So funny, these whorehouses, the guys were lined up to go in there.
[...] Out of curiosity, I wanted to go in and just look around and see what it is, I wouldn’t go in
for any business.511

On the one hand, Ashkanazaki reproduces the omnipresent fear of venereal disease and
attributed its source and spread to Japanese prostitutes alone, while on the other hand, he
highlightes his trust in the army’s sanitary institutions, which would take care of the servicemen’s health. Furthermore he tells elsewhere how he had to supply a prophylactic station while on duty, but never came in physical contact with the “patients”—another reminder for how anonymously prophylactic facilities apparently worked. Accentuated, although totally undisclosed, he describes how painful the prophylactic treatment of syphilis
with Mercury chloride must have been by injecting the solution with a thick glass cannula
into the urethra—a procedure that was explained to servicemen in VD-lectures and also
visible on instruction notes in Rutzky’s photographs.512
Christopher W. Stupples, who was stationed during the Korean War at the British
Commonwealth General Hospital in Kure, Western Japan, and worked in the hospital’s
venereology section, reported quite similar procedures in his memoirs. Although he did not
particularly address prophylaxis, Stupples informs us about medical treatment of venereal
disease. In his memoirs he wrote:
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My job in the hospital (as Special Treatment Orderly Class 3 - though I had passed for Class 2)
was the initial investigation of venereal disease. We were, as a result of the cease-fire [during
the Korean War], the busiest section in the whole set up. When anyone was referred to the
Ward their details were taken by the Clerk and then the patient passed to me for testing. This
was mainly preparing smears and reading off the results under the microscope. My report then
went to the Medical Officer who prescribed treatment accordingly. I was also heavily involved
in giving treatment. With one and a quarter inch hypodermic needle I was in my element and I
must have injected buckets of penicillin in my time.

513

Due to his involvement in medical treatment of venereal disease, Stupples was in direct
contact with the patients. His mention of “a quarter inch hypodermic needle” equally
points to the painful procedures described by Ashkanazaki. However, although Stupples
came in close bodily contact with the patients, he did not give any personalized impressions of a particular patient. He rather distanced himself from the issue at stake by applying an ironic stance in his narrative.514 The ironic remark of injecting “buckets of penicillin,” however, not only functions as a mechanism of distancing, but also affirms widespread venereal infections and the occupation army’s massive use of prophylaxis and drugs
as normality in occupied Japan.
The obscurity about prophylactic facilities, reproduced in the constant distancing by
contemporaries form their actual usage, I argue, is a striking indication for the intimacy
and the occupier’s apparent emotional investment in medical venereal disease control. Although prophylactic facilities were designed along a proclaimed modern scientific rationale
to protect and treat the servicemen’s genitals with social hygienic procedures and drugs,
they constituted nevertheless one of the most private and intimate spaces within the occupier’s health regime. Usually, surgeons and hygienists insisted on the necessity of transparency and the integration of the public to conduct an efficient control of venereal disease, such as in sex educational anti-VD campaigns or venereal disease contact tracing.
Prophylactic stations, on the contrary, were spaces hidden from the public where servicemen were often alone without the physical presence of military commanders, administrators, and physicians. As cited above, also Rutzky phrased in his report that “no aid man has
been on duty in the ‘Pro’ Station because an overwhelming majority of the men stated they
would not use it if such were the situation.”515 This insistence on privacy as well as the
supposedly inexpressibility of concrete physical hygienic practices within the prophylactic
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stations signify the discomfort, uncertainty, embarrassment and even shame felt by administrators and servicemen concerning sex-related, bodily-physical prophylactic practice.
The ambivalent relation between the scientifically connoted controllability of venereal disease and sexual encounters, the fear of venereal infections and the uncertainty and
shame of direct, bodily exposure to venereal disease is particularly well documented by
Alton Chamberlin, Second Lieutenant of the 97th infantry division, who has already been
cited in chapter II. In his memoirs, Chamberlin illustrated his sexual adventures and experienced fear of venereal infection in occupied Japan:
After each session with a Japanese girl I faithfully used a pro kit to protect myself from V.D. I
think most of the other guys did too. So after we would get up the next morning we would have
to unwrap the toilet paper from our genitals and wash off the protective ointment. After being
in the Army for a while,
pissing, shitting and showering next to naked men, I had lost all sense of embarrassment. So I
would get some warm water in my steel helmet and wash my not-so-private genitals out near
the open latrine area in plain sight of anyone interested. Sometimes there would be Japanese
cleaning ladies in the area. They would look at me and giggle. It didn‘t bother me. I let it all
hang out.516

To begin with, Chamberlin explained how he carefully abided to the army’s hygienic
regulations by washing himself and applying chemical prophylaxis after each sexual
intercourse. In his narrative this procedure is expressed as a routine, apparently performed by everyone on a regular basis. This statement furthermore indicates that not
only the prophylaxis against venereal diseases, but also the sexual encounter with women of occupied Japan were part of the servicemen’s everyday life, following—again—
the logic according to which female sexuality was believed to be always available to
them. Similarly normalizing the sexualized servicemen’s perception is Chamberlin’s
description of his bodily nakedness as if no one could have bewildered him, even when
he was exposing his nude genitals. Moreover, he was apparently enjoying to be watched
and giggled at by Japanese “cleaning ladies” and showed off his genitalia, a performative act to confirm his masculinity by proving that he would have sex with multiple
partners on a regular basis. However, a few pages later in his memoirs Chamberlin continued:
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I awoke one morning and discovered a score on the bottom side of the head of my penis. I was
filled with fear. Had I used the pro kit properly the night I was drunk? I had sex several times
since then. [...] I went on sick call. The examination medic confirmed my fears. ‘Looks like
you’ve got V.D. all right,’ he said. ‘Probably syphilis.’
On the train to a military hospital in Tokyo I was one sad lad. I resolved not to ever again be
bad. [...] I vowed to myself to never again commit the sin of fornication with a geisha girl. [...]
At the hospital blood was taken and tests were done. Having American nurses tend to me was
embarrassing. They knew why I was here. I thought they must think it was pretty low of an
American soldier to have sex with a Jap whore. I could not look them in the eye, much less flirt
with them. I might never be able to make love to a woman again, so dark were my thoughts.517

At the very moment of a suspected venereal infection and the following first diagnosis
of a military surgeon (“Probably syphilis”), there occurs a significant dramaturgical
shift in Chamberlin’s narrative. Without any claims for a conscious and programmatic
intention in Chamberlin’s narrative strategy, it is nevertheless conspicuous how Chamberlin’s homodiegetic narrative mode switches from a humorous, ironic and throughout
his memoirs often chauvinistic description of anecdotes into a tone of fear, bitterness,
remorse and shame.518 Chamberlin’s uneasiness at the uncertain moment of whether or
not he is venereally infected was projected on the allurement and high availability of
sex in occupied Japan—not on his own promiscuity. Indicative is the change of labeling
Japanese women from a “Japanese girl,” who is fun to have a session with, to a “geisha
girl” as incarnation of the sin of fornication, and finally to a “Jap whore” one has diseased, venereally infectious sex with. In his gloomy, almost depressive state of mind—
which however relapsed into the joy of sexual adventures in the course of his memoirs
after it was assured that he did not contract any venereal disease—Chamberlin even
considered to become abstemious in the future. However, it is remarkable that Chamberlin’s fears of venereal disease did not relate to, for example, symptoms caused by
illness such as bodily pain. His reasoning was rather triggered in the confrontation with
the authoritative gaze of white American physicians and nurses. Not pain, harm or illness, but the potential loss of his reputation as a man and soldier forced Chamberlin to
rethink his escapades and caused feelings of embarrassment and shame.
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***
Prophylactic facilities were a significant intimate institution to medically regulate
the servicemen’s sexual relations during the occupation of Japan. Within the pro stations
military surgeons, public health administrators, nurses and military commanders were personally absent to guarantee a certain amount of privacy for the stations’ users. Usually, “no
aid man” was on duty and the occupied were generally not admitted to enter the facilities
so that the preventive care against venereal disease seem to have worked obfuscated, hidden behind the walls of prophylactic facilities. The occupiers’ biomedical power within the
pro station was nevertheless omnipresent, manifested in sanitary equipment and products,
and unfolded in hygienic regulations and anti-VD propaganda that taught servicemen the
proper use of contraceptives (condoms) and chemical prophylaxis against venereal infections. To clean, secure and protect the servicemen’s bodies effectively, however, the servicemen’s cooperation and his responsibility to care for himself by following the military’s
imposed regulations was of high importance.
The actual use and application of prophylactic facilities is rather difficult to determine since hardly any sources are available that would enable to reconstruct the servicemen’s everyday experiences of anti-VD prophylaxis. Accounts such as Altan Chamberlin’s
memoirs, but also the seemingly impossibility to address personalized venereal infections
in official records and the merely reserved and distancing descriptions of prophylactic facilities’ usage in Veterans’ narratives, nonetheless point out the apparent uncertainty and
shame evoked by individual anti-VD prophylaxis. This constitutes the assumption that the
occupier’s medical system to control venereal disease, which was repeatedly declared as
modern and promised to guarantee a controllable sexual encounter on the basis of scientific
medical knowledge, was simultaneously influenced by not-so-rational emotions of embarrassment and shame and compelled the servicemen and the health administrators to obscure the occupier’s intimacy. In contrast to the encapsulation of individual preventive care
of servicemen in prophylactic facilities, the medical report system of VD contact tracing
imposed by the occupiers demanded total transparency from the occupied. This helped the
occupiers to intervene in the occupied society and measure and map its population for governmental administration. Both biomedical regulations, the compelled transparency of contact tracing and the obfuscation of VD prevention in prophylactic facilities, nevertheless
sustained the prejudice that not the servicemen themselves but the Japanese population—
and in particular the body of the Japanese prostitute—were allegedly the source and reser!
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voir of venereal disease; and it uncovers the occupiers’ basic assumption that servicemen’s
sexual adventures in occupied Japan can be sanitized.
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Chapter IV. Morale: Character Guidance and Moral Purification
4.1 Moralizing Servicemen’s Bodies: Character Guidance, Sex Education,
and Rehabilitation
In a “unique manner,” General William Arthur Beiderlinden wrote in a report from
November 1948 to the Character Guidance Council of SCAP’s General Headquarters, U.S.
servicemen were instructed in venereal disease control, sexuality and hygiene at the Eighth
Army Replacement Training Center in Atsugi, Japan. The center built a Venereal Disease
Museum that consisted of four rooms through which servicemen could tour and attend lectures with charts and posters that outlined the type and number of venereal diseases, their
contraction and treatment. In one room, fifteen wax figures of about three feet height displayed the various stages of venereal diseases. In another room, according to Beiderlinden’s report, the center set up “a typically Oriental room” with “a voluptuous figure of a
Japanese women in a semi-reclining position.” Against the backdrop of this stage and
along various drawings, the museum’s guiding instructor explained to servicemen the
characteristics of the prostitution business in occupied Japan and highlighted the vast number and frequency of the prostitute’s customers. The “voluptuous figure” of the prostitute
herself was personified with the name “Kimiko.” In an accompanying lecture the high
chance of contracting a venereal disease infection from Kimiko was stressed, who was
quoted: “Last night I had ten friends. One of them had VD, but of course I didn’t know it.”
The next ten friends, the lecture continued, were infected in return by Kimiko. The show
ended with a comic strip of “Pvt. John Doe,” who was “getting shot with a very large needle,” and the depiction of Kimiko getting arrested together with nine other girls by the Military Police and sent to a venereal disease hospital for health inspection and treatment.519
Basically, the moral taught in the Eighth Army Replacement Training Center’s Venereal Disease Museum was that venereal disease could be acquired only through sexual
contact and that servicemen should practice continence because, as the outline of the museum stated, they “don’t need a women twice a week or twice a month or twice a year to
keep healthy.” Sexual exposure would be of high risk, “because: 9 of 10 Japanese women
you can pick up have VD.” 520 As has been shown in previous chapters, similar to other
branches of the occupation regime were women—and especially in their role as prostitutes
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and “pick-ups”—made singularly responsible for the spread of venereal diseases by the
occupation army’s educators. This perception echoed a more general image of Japan constructed in this museum, which was signified by the “Oriental room” and its inhabitant—
the “voluptuous” Kimiko—both of which portrayed Japan along orientalist fantasies as a
sexualized and promiscuous country, where sexual opportunities were cheap and available
anywhere and for anyone. However, according to this logic, Japan bore some risk for the
occupier’s health and morale due to a supposed promiscuous carelessness and ignorance
resulting from an obsolete health system, and more importantly, from the lack of public
health and moral education. The dangerous results, however, could supposedly be controlled through certain precautions provided by the occupation army: Whereas military
surgeons and members of the Public Health and Welfare Section were convinced of their
modern, scientific medical prophylaxis and case finding, others believed in high moral
standards and spiritual defensive forces based on self-discipline, continence, and character.
In the museum’s presentation of the prostitution business and its control in Japan,
all regulatory attempts and efforts by the occupation regime discussed in previous chapters
culminated. Educators made servicemen familiar with the police raids of brothels and redlight districts, the enforced hospitalization and medical examination of prostitutes, as well
as the medical procedures for venereally infected servicemen. However, educational facilities such as the Venereal Disease Museum in Atsugi were adding yet another dimension of
the intimate to the occupier’s regulation of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease: Sex
educational programs in forms of lectures, seminars and exhibitions functioned equally to
police and medical control as powerful mechanisms to sanitize sex during the occupation
period by amplifying a moralization in the regulatory attempts to create a desired masculine subjectivity of the occupiers. The occupation army’s servicemen were actively educated to a specific militarized masculinity along norms of responsibility and heterosexuality
grounded in Judeo-Christian morals and American ideals of domesticity and community.
Soldiers and sailors were therefore not only expected to be disciplined fighters. As Donna
Alvah in her study on U.S. military family life abroad has stressed, servicemen were simultaneously meant to be “fundamentally gentle and loving people attached to families”—
mostly as present or future fathers.521 Although never explicitly named, the ideals proposed
by the occupation educators were generally referring to a particular model of “whiteness”
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and its style in gender, domesticity, and community building, which was constructed as
supposedly secured haven for American manhood.522
Female, non-white sexuality was only indirectly of interest to the occupation army’s educators. Certainly, they regarded female sexuality of color, in particular embodied
by the Japanese prostitute, as hazardous to the health and discipline of the occupation personnel, because women as prostitutes alone would spread venereal disease and lure servicemen into sexual adventures. Educators related these dangers to the prostitutes’ lack of
education and moral standards—characteristics, which were extended from the figure of
the prostitute to the whole of the occupieds’ society. The dangers the contacts between
prostitutes and servicemen invoked were thus not only perceived as simple health issues,
but also moralized and politicized. According to moral educators, a high visibility of venereally diseased servicemen would signify their promiscuity, immorality and viciousness
that would undermine the ideals of the occupiers’ postwar mission and potentially disturb
the general relations between occupiers and occupied.523 This is well apparent in the anxiety resonating in the debates of commanding officers, military chaplains, surgeons and public health officers from all branches and echelons of the occupation regime—all male and
white—, who were massively talking about the sexuality of their servicemen and the sexual opportunities in occupied Japan. And also officials in the U.S. War Department, renamed and remodeled in the U.S. Department of Defense in 1949, as well as American
journalists articulated their deep concern about the supposedly prevailing promiscuity and
lack of morality in Japan that would endanger the occupation project.524 To counter such
imagery, the occupation administration and authorities in the United States spent much
time, effort and resources in establishing and maintaining the ideal of a mature, masculine,
rational, and benevolent victor in contrast to an immature, feminine and subordinate Japan.525
The creation and establishment of postwar images of the United States and Japan
involved various regulatory strategies that also aimed at the occupiers’ and occupieds’ racialized sexuality, quite similar as practiced in other, previous colonial contexts.526 From
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the perspective of the occupation administration, issues of racialized sexuality were not
only influential in the relations between the occupiers and occupied, but to the same extent
among the occupiers themselves. Particular models of “whiteness” propagated as the desired ideals in family and community building, and perceived as normal standards to which
the occupied as well as servicemen of color were expected to live up to. In addition, the
color line within the occupation regime was reproduced by systematically specifying African-American servicemen as more inclined to promiscuity and venereal disease. For example, rates of venereal infections were listed in racially categorized health statistics. Its
numbers were generally uncritically cited to affirm allegedly racial characteristics, such as
hyper-sexuality and immaturity of black servicemen, which would result in higher venereal
disease infections. Military commanders, surgeons, military policemen and chaplains
equally emphasized repeatedly such racist prejudices by relating race to insubordination
and lack of discipline. This was meant to explain the incapacity of especially AfricanAmerican servicemen to comply with military conduct as in discipline, hygiene, and character that were supposed to prevent venereal disease infections.527
Chapter 4.1 highlights the occupation regime’s regulatory attempts to sanitize the
servicemen’s sexuality from a moral perspective. The main agents involved in the moral
regulation of occupation servicemen were the U.S. army’s chaplains, but also members of
the military command, the Special Services and to lesser extent even public health officers
and military surgeons, whose usually social hygienic approach against venereal disease
could also be influenced by a moral impetus. At least a general consensus existed in the
evaluation of sexuality’s presumably inevitable negative underside—promiscuity, prostitution, and venereal disease—that was repeatedly articulated in connection to the fear of
loosing certain moral standards and personal as well as political integrity imposed by the
occupiers. Although to varying degrees, all participants in the debates on moral control
stressed the necessity of the servicemen’s self-discipline, continence, and character, which
were the keywords commonly used to express particular demands to refrain from nonreproductive sex as well as abstinence from excessive alcohol consumption. Of course,
these debates mostly took place at higher command levels and the envisioned ideals of the
soldier’s behavior, mind and body portrayed in this chapter might not reflect to the multiple attitudes among ordinary soldiers. Nevertheless, the concepts outlined and programs
implemented to regulate servicemen’s sexuality morally visualize a significant dimension
to sanitize sex during the occupation period and accentuate the occupation regime’s desire
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for strong, manly and heterosexual men, especially in their role as soldiers and sailors, who
were believed to be the backbone of national security and even global stability of the entire
“free world.” To highlight the various levels of aggressiveness in the programs and evaluations of character guidance and sex education within the U.S. military, a comparative look
at the occupation of Korea by the USAFIK serves as an example of their broader scope
beyond occupied Japan in the postwar era.

“Moral Hygiene” and Cultures of the Cold War in Occupied Japan
In Pedagogy of Democracy Koikari Mire has argued, that the “politics of sexuality
that evolved in U.S.-occupied Japan,” to which the moral and sex education were essential,
“had much to do with the Cold War understanding of venereal disease as not simply a public health issue.” Rather, sexual deviance and venereal infections were more broadly regarded as “a threat to national security, the American way of life, and ultimately democracy.”528 This line of argument closely relates the discourse on character and the regulation
of prostitution, venereal disease, and sexuality in occupied Japan to an emerging ideology
and culture of the Cold War in the United States. With regard to the content and rhetoric,
this connection neatly fits and seems to be a significant framework to understand the desire
and expression for a responsible masculinity and the demonization of sexual as well as
political deviance. In the postwar United States, the insurance of a secured domestic space
at home with the ideal of a middle-class nuclear family and heteronormative gender roles
was constructed as the last bulwark for national security, American-style democracy, and
communist containment.529 On the other side of the same coin, postwar America was
haunted by a homophobic panic, in which especially gay and lesbian but also so-called
promiscuous and deviant men and women—often labeled as irresponsible, weak, or perverted—would jeopardize the domestic sanctum and be easy prey to sexual and/or communist seduction.530 Geoffrey Smith has shown that Cold War ideologues apparently borrowed much of their language from medicine and public health, for instance when describ!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ing the probably most prominent negative foil—communism—as “the contaminated ‘Other’
– a metaphorical virus that threatened to infect the world and subvert the United States
where it was most vulnerable.”531 Similar to communism, promiscuity, homosexuality and
venereal disease were deemed to endanger national security and societal stability, and were
equivalently pathologized and labeled discriminately with medical terminology. Moreover,
since the end of World War II and throughout the 1950s the supposed threats of communism and illicit and “abnormal” sexuality—especially homosexuality—were often perceived as tightly entwined dangers that would undermine American society.532 A responsible, heterosexual and strong character was hence considered necessary to guarantee the
strongly nationalized ideals of freedom, liberty, and democracy, which moreover facilitated an American self-consciousness of its global role to lead and protect the “free world”
during the era of the Cold War.533
The U.S. postwar domestic panic of homosexuality was far less influential during
the occupation of Japan. Same sex relations and practices most certainly existed among the
occupation troops and also male prostitutes catered to U.S. servicemen—although on much
a smaller scale than female prostitutes. 534 In Japanese pulp mass media, male crossdressing prostitutes, who usually had only Japanese clients, even became a popular feature
of curiosity, arousal, and scandal.535 In the records of SCAP’s administration, however,
homosexuality among servicemen as well as among Japanese civilians is hardly ever mentioned and was probably systematically silenced. Among all the occupation records I
scanned I could find only one rare exception. This was an incident reported by the U.S.
Military Police stationed in Yokohama on March 9, 1946, in which a Sergeant Edward
Muldowny was accused to have been apprehending two sailors, and, according to the police report, allured them into an abandoned building for a drink of whiskey, but instead
ripped their trousers open and asked the sailors if they wanted a “blow job.” Upon notification of the Military Police, Muldowney was confined for “attempted sodomy.”536 This disciplinary action against Muldowney thus followed the U.S. Military’s anti-homosexual
policies that did not criminalize homosexuality itself, but the practice of sodomy defined as
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oral or anal sex among same-sex partners.537 Of course, other forms of discrimination
against gay and lesbian members of the armed forces obviously persisted, and, as Francine
D’Amico has argued, “men suspected of being gay were deemed mentally unsuitable for
service; those already in service whose sexuality became suspect were either dishonourably discharged or forcibly ‘rehabilitated’ and retained, as military authorities feared troops
would claim to be gay to avoid service.”538 Nevertheless, during World War II, same-sex
relationships and practices were apparently considered less dangerous to the war effort
than the wide-spread infections with venereal disease, mostly among heterosexual servicemen, and consequently received less attention, an understanding which was probably
perpetuated in the early postwar years.539 During the course of the occupation period, however, homosexuality was solely implicitly mentioned through the high emphasis put on
heterosexuality strategically constructed by the occupiers’ moral educators as “normal”
sexual behavior of American manhood. Nonetheless, the same indiscriminate and polarizing language of disease and conspiracy applied to express homosexuality and other “sexual
perversions” in the postwar United States can be traced in the description (and ascription)
of sex work, promiscuity, and sexual immorality in many files of the occupation administration. Similarly, supposed sexual aberration and deviance was increasingly articulated
in psychological terms and pathologized as “maladjustments.”540 However, a major distinction between the discourse in postwar America and occupied Japan seems to be the
continuous strong emphasis put on bodily rehabilitation of “sexual deviance” among the
members of the occupation forces in contrast to psychoanalytical theory, psychotherapeutic
methods and psychological profiling increasingly established to counter the supposedly
psychologically engrained dangers ascribed to homosexuality, promiscuity, venereal disease, and communism as proposed by Cold War ideologues in the United States from the
1950s onwards.541
The reference to an emerging Cold War ideology of democracy, freedom, and heteronormativity, as provided by Koikari Mire, is undeniable a thought provoking framework for scrutinizing “character building” or “character guidance,” as the moral and sex
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educational programs during the occupation of Japan were contemporarily labeled. Koikari
is right that the “politics of sexuality” were more than a public health issue and especially
venereal disease was contemporarily perceived as a transnational threat to military personnel overseas, American families and communities domestically, and the global democratic
zeal promulgated by the occupiers. But, a focus on Cold War ideology alone, onedimensionally translated into the context of occupied Japan, is problematic in terms of
temporality, because the rising panic against “sexual deviance” and political subversion in
the United States was just beginning to emerge in the early postwar years. Moreover, it
misses the point of a longer, global imperial history of debates on prostitution and venereal
disease and their relation to public health, domesticity, and community that developed
since the end of the nineteenth century, which also shaped the “politics of sexuality” in
occupied Japan. That is to say that the language applied and methods postulated by U.S.
moral and sex educators in occupied Japan predate Cold War propaganda of domesticity
and strongly echoes the efforts and rhetoric as formulated by agents of the moral reform
movements as well as social hygiene advocates since the nineteenth and early twentieth
century.
Ian Tyrell has highlighted the impact of American and America-sponsored nongovernmental voluntary groups in their attempt to morally and spiritually reform the world
at the turn of the century. Organized in evangelical missionary networks and transnationally communicating associations like the Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) and
Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU), these reform groups campaigned globally against moral decay and “vices,” signified by alcohol and drug consumption, sextrafficking, prostitution, and venereal disease.542 To counter such “vices,” moral reform
groups preached evangelical faith and intended to educate the world’s populace in continence and abstinence. The aim was to create a responsible and efficient character with a
healthy body, mind, and spirit that would not lapse into the allegedly evil temptations of
sex, alcohol and drugs, and was believed to foster the home, community, and finally the
whole world. In doing so, political campaigns for abolitionist legislation and law enforcement were paralleled with educational campaigns in literature, lectures, and seminars and
most notably supervised sports, athletics, and gymnastics.543
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More secular social hygienists of the occupation regime, like the members of the
PHW, similarly engaged in the issue of prostitution and venereal disease. Since the nineteenth century, physicians, public health officials and legislators promoted the advantages
of regulated prostitution under police surveillance and medical control, which was believed
a “necessary evil” for public health and morality, because it would channel the male sex
drive and ultimately protect bourgeois women and families.544 Since the early twentieth
century, however, physicians and social hygiene scientists agreed that sexual continence
would not be unhealthy for men and even declared continence as the safest way to avoid
venereal infection.545 It was further scientifically proofed that venereal diseases had a
negative influence on fertility and biological reproduction, and physicians increasingly
questioned the reliability of previous medical inspections of prostitutes. Against the backdrop of this scientific knowledge, social hygienists became increasingly critical towards
the necessity of prostitution as social institution. Similar to moral reformist thought, social
hygiene ever more focused on social and moral conditions that would favor prostitution
and cause higher venereal disease rates.546
Thus, moral reform and social hygiene should not be misconstrued as simply two
completely oppositional camps although there obviously existed tensions about the broader
aims and means, which continued into the late twentieth century and even until today.547 In
particular in the United States moral reformers and social hygienists were simultaneously
campaigning for a “healthier” society since the early twentieth century, which was, according to Alan Hunt, “an uneasy alliance between ‘purity’ and ‘social hygiene’,” and who
“coexisted under the banner of ‘moral hygiene’, stressing the need to challenge the ‘conspiracy of silence’ that impeded frank discussion of sex and the continuing repudiation of
the ‘double standard’.”548 To break this ‘silence’ both equally promoted sex education as
necessary to illuminate the public on the dangers of prostitution, promiscuity and venereal
disease, and the benefits of stable families and communities. As Alexandra Lord has
shown, voluntary groups like the YMCA and other non-profit organizations such as the
American Social Hygiene Association (ASHA) were both funded and supported by the U.S.
Public Health Service to develop comprehensive sex education—although a singular and
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central planned program failed to be implemented.549 Especially around the time the United States entered World War I, there was a shared desire for an “American Plan” with repression of prostitution, rapid medical treatment and sex education. The general idea was
to secure American civilians and servicemen from venereal infections, both domestically
and overseas, creating civilian moral integrity and military efficiency. In this context, one
pressing example of indirect collaboration between moral reform and social hygiene were
the recreational programs and activities in and near military camps provided by the YMCA
and the ASHA, who were both utilized by the War Department’s Commission on Training
Camp Activities (CTCA).550
Both, moral reformers and social hygienists, emphasized character building and
were convinced that sex education would be essential to achieve a decrease in prostitution
and venereal disease. Moral reformers obviously focused stronger on morality, but also
physical fitness as backbone of character, and cried for an immediate and general repression of prostitution. Social hygienists, on their part, did not want to abolish prostitution for
moral reasons alone, and stressed the immediate necessity of venereal disease prophylaxis,
medical treatment, and other methods such as contact tracing, to counter the spread of venereal disease and its negative impact on society.551 Nevertheless, both equally perceived
the prevention of venereal disease not only as a necessity to protect the individual patient,
but more importantly the family, community, and society. As Ray Lyam Wilbur, president
of the ASHA, put it in December 1945, the goal of social hygiene was “a people healthy,
normal [sic!], well-balanced—fit to build successful families, homes, communities—as
foundation-stones of national strength and progress.” Sex education, legislation, law enforcement, and medical measures could thereby only be a first step. The “high objective”
of a healthy people could rather “only be achieved when all of us—young and old—
understand and accept full responsibility to ourselves and others for building the kind of
characters and lives that will not only withstand assault by evil but will also act powerful
for the good of one and all.”552 As this quote indicates were both approaches of moral reform and social hygiene increasingly blurring the line between religious believes and scientific knowledge: Social hygienists not only embedded their secular understanding of
social hygiene into faithful morality, but also moral reformers relied heavily on scientific
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reasoning provided by social hygiene scholars and physicians to articulate abolitionist arguments.553 In sum, both moral reform and social hygiene were part of a broader biopolitics that was concerned with the health and security of the whole population.554 Controversies still remained about the immediacy of actions and the most efficient tools to
secure the population. These controversies, embedded into a shared believe in character as
the ultimate goal for social and moral stability, extended also into the occupation of Japan
and shaped the education about sexuality, morality, and character of U.S. servicemen with
the attempt to build controlling mechanisms against prostitution, promiscuity, and venereal
disease.555
The legacy of the moral reform movements in occupied Japan is not only detectable
in the rhetoric, ideals and methods of the occupation period’s “character guidance”
schemes, but also by looking at the individuals involved in the conceptualization and promotion of such programs. First hints are biographies of occupation period moral educators
like the above quoted General William Arthur Beiderlinden, who was the chairman of the
GHQ’s Character Guidance Council. Beiderlinden was born and raised in Springfield,
Missouri, where he attended Drury College, a school founded by congregational missionaries, before he enlisted in 1917. After enlistment, he served with the American Expeditionary Forces in France during World War I, was later stationed in the Philippines from 1934
to 1937, and commanded the 44th Infantry Division in campaigns in Europe during World
War II. In 1946, he was assigned to the SCAP administration and served in the Far East
Command in Japan and Korea until the outbreak of the Korean War.556 Thus, Beiderlinden
might be educated in the ideals of America’s moral reformers in his pre-military life in an
educational institution that was also tied into the networks of evangelical missionaries. In
addition, he was very familiar with the U.S. Army’s overseas operations and military life,
and most definitely also acquainted with the issue of venereal disease so massively faced,
for instance, by the American Expeditionary Forces in Europe during WWI and the U.S.
Army’s Philippine Department during the 1930s and 1940s.557
Social hygienic thought likewise circulated among other occupiers, especially
among members of the Public Health and Welfare Section (PHW). As has been argued in
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chapter III, the PHW proclaimed to be much more science based in their approach to control venereal disease, and regulate prostitution and servicemen’s sexuality. For instance,
whereas exponents of solely moral “character building” doomed the very existence of
prostitution, members of the PHW proclaimed that closely monitored prostitution with
scientific tools of surveillance (statistics and VD contact tracing), prophylaxis (condoms
and prophylactic facilities), and treatment with modern drugs such as penicillin would offer more realistic prospects to control venereal disease and its epidemic spread. Hence,
tensions arose between different branches of the occupation regime over the most efficient
strategies to tackle the problem of venereal disease and prostitution in their concern about
the servicemen’s mental and physical health and discipline. As will be shown in the following, the occupation regime’s moral and sex educators ranging from commanding officers to chaplains and public health officers all mediated—either directly or modified—
certain ideals of moral reformer and social hygiene, and mingled them with the rising ideology of the Cold War during the occupation period. A broad consensus was that a strong
soldierly character grounded in military discipline, responsibility of the citizen-soldier, and
healthy recreation and athletic body culture would help to decrease the spread of venereal
disease. However, the emphasis among the range of educators varied, and especially the
preaching of continence versus the teaching of medical prophylaxis evolved controversies,
tensions, and conflicts between the military command, the Chaplain’s Association, and the
Public Health and Welfare Section.558 Nevertheless, all involved branches of the occupation regime shared the conviction that moral, social, and hygienic stability—signified by
the nuclear family as its supposed guarantor—would limit sexual immorality, decrease
prostitution and prevent the spread of venereal disease, which guided their attempts to create physically, psychologically and spiritually sanitized servicemen.

“Character Guidance”: Concepts and exercises of moral and sex education
Various branches of the occupation regime were involved in the campaigns for sex
education and character building. The main responsibility to develop a character guidance
program was assigned to the Venereal Disease Council established in December 1946 with
the Far East Command’s Venereal Disease Indoctrination Team, later succeeded by the
Character Guidance Council in August 1948. The latter council was chaired by General
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William Arthur Beiderlinden and consisted of the Far East Command’s Assistant Chief of
Staff, Chaplain, Special Service Officer, Troop Information and Education Officer, Inspector General, Surgeon, Provost Marshal, Public Information Officer, Chief of the Public
Health and Welfare Section, and Judge Advocate.559 Character Guidance Councils were
also established on division, regiment and battalion levels throughout the Far East Command in Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Marianas-Bonins and Ryukyus Command. General
Headquarters in Tokyo suggested them to meet monthly to discuss and collect new data on
venereal disease cases. The collected data, actions taken and further suggestions were to be
reported to the council in Tokyo where all reports and results were gathered. The Character
Guidance Council, however, was rather an advisory board with no decision making power.
The implementation of moral and sex education as well as venereal disease control in general was still considered to be a command responsibility. Nevertheless, the suggestions
given by the Character Guidance Council were still highly influential through their legitimation of the GHQ’s Supreme Commander of Allied Powers and had serious impact on
what the council called the “ways of combatting the disease.”560
The recommendations provided by the Character Guidance Council for all units in
the Far East Command were usually following a “moral code” grounded in JudeoChristian values of faith, respectability, family, and community. According to an outline of
the council’s objectives, it promoted to teach all servicemen “an appreciation of the ideas
and ideals inherent in the ‘American way of life.’” This included broadly a “sense of moral
responsibility for individual attitudes and behavior,” which could be achieved through military training, athletics and recreation, but also by fostering the heterosexual nuclear family,
education, community service, and, of course, to practice abstinence of alcohol and continence of sex. The result would be a healthy, stable, and efficiently functioning military,
which could carry out leadership responsibility.561 In doing so, the council was solely focused on the construction of a desired male soldier subjectivity that would be in need for a
self-disciplined character, which in turn was believed to further shape all social relations
“back home” after the military service. Women, the female body and femininity were only
indirectly present as either an ideal that would need to be protected or—mostly in form of
the prostitute or promiscuous “pick-up”—as a negative agent supposedly endangering
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physically and morally the male body of the soldier against whom he would need character
to protect himself.
Along this rationale, one reference for the council’s chairman Beiderlinden was the
recapitulatory essay “What is a tough soldier?” by Major General John M. Devine, first
published in the September 1949 issue of the Army Information Digest and reproduced in
Beiderlinden’s records. In his essay, Devine argued in accordance with moral reformist
rhetoric that “character guidance is not, as many still believe, merely another name for venereal disease control; it is a vital part of military training—training that is concerned with
the whole man.” Devine thus promoted a certain sense of manhood, whose “[t]oughness
has nothing whatever to do with how much beer he can drink, how many obscene words he
knows, how vulgar he can be, in how many ways he can show his lack of respect for himself and everybody else.” Because: “That kind of tough soldier does not win battles. … He
won’t fight for anything, because to him there is nothing worth fighting for.” Rather, manhood would derive from the trinity of “[t]oughness, gentleness, courage—indeed, all the
human qualities that make the soldier.” Those traits wished Devine to be part of the military’s training program, in which the “soldier must not only be built up physically and
alerted mentally; he must also acquire a sense of moral and spiritual values.” A central role
was ascribed to the chaplain to foster such values, but also hard work, interest in hobbies
and general education would “help to make the soldier a better and more alert citizen.”
Furthermore, sports, sportsmanship and fair play were considered essential to build character and to “develop the well-rounded man.” Ultimately, as Devine was convinced, character guidance would be “part of an integrated program for making men out of boys.”562
Beiderlinden promoted in the Character Guidance Council meetings the ideals of
responsibility, religious values, sense of community, interest in hobbies, education and
sports, that would all be necessary to restrain from the “vices” of alcohol, narcotics and
adventurous, illicit, non-reproductive sexual habits. However, throughout the meetings and
discussions of the Character Guidance Council the main focus was on venereal disease and
its control—apparently the most notorious issue during the occupation period. In one session of the council’s meeting on November 29, 1949, Beiderlinden repeatedly emphasized
that all these broader aspects should be encompassed by character guidance, but in Japan
“because of circumstances VD has become the greatest problem.” The meeting’s minute’s
author, probably echoing Beiderlinden’s promulgation, explained these “circumstances” by
accentuating, “In certain respects we have not been able to effect our moral code upon the
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Japanese. Prostitutes in Japan have always had more freedom than in the ZI [Zone of Interior]. The Chairman reminded each member to be ever alert for corrective measures and to
present them whenever they are encountered.”563 Following up this rhetoric, Beiderlinden
was considering himself a “missionary” of an American-style moral code to educate the
allegedly immoral Japanese people, who on their part were perceived as not yet capable of
living up to the imposed standards campaigned for by the U.S. occupiers. Apparently Beiderlinden believed that this lack of morality and education has a lot to do with sexuality
and especially its non-reproductive form of prostitution, allowed with much more freedom
by the Japanese than the Americans—“circumstances” that would only maintain low moral
standards. This supposed lack attributed to the Japanese, moreover, would not only result
as an obstacle for their own improvement, but even endanger America by venereally diseased prostitutes affecting American manhood and, in turn, its families, communities and
nation. In his paranoia-like logic, it is therefore not surprising that Beiderlinden insisted to
be “ever alert” against any vicious dangers and to intervene instantly with “corrective
measures.”
The Army’s Chaplains Association applied a similar strong rhetoric against the
“vices” and for thorough character guidance guidelines. As early as January 1946, the Army-Navy Chaplains Association of the Tokyo-Yokohama Chapter was filing a report to
the Supreme Commander to convey its opinions and recommendations on the matter of
prostitution, which especially in Japan would produce “moral degradation that is exceptionally widespread and unusually ruinous to the character of American troops.” While the
chaplains recognized that prostitution would be a difficult matter, also due to the acceptance prostitution supposedly enjoys in Japan, they criticized the occupation administration’s efforts to limit prostitution for being “unenlightened, unrealistic, directly harmful to morality and in contravention to the stated policy of the War Department.” The chaplains were trying to convince the Supreme Commander to generally repress prostitution
without any support or toleration and put all houses of prostitution off-limit to military
personnel. And also the notion that controlled and supervised prostitution will decrease
rates of venereal disease would be unrealistic and just “promote the growth of immorality.”
Therefore, the chaplains demanded, medical inspections of brothels, maintenance of
prophylactic stations, and even educational campaigns against venereal disease should be
discontinued immediately, because that would only place “a false emphasis upon bodily
health and shows little or no awareness of shamefulness of sexual immorality.” Last but
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not least, commissioned and non-commissioned officers who do not maintain the “standards of decency and morality,” publically announcing “localities and prices of houses of
prostitution and … providing government transportation to and from such houses [that]
facilitates the growth of sexual promiscuity,” should be severely punished.564
In order to cope with the issue of prostitution and venereal disease the chaplains
promoted the necessity of certain moral standards grounded in moral strength and selfcontrol that would be guaranteed by a stable, well-educated character. They further argued
that it could only be a first step to diminish the places of temptation by setting houses of
prostitution off-limit and to take disciplinary actions against any supporters of prostitution
among military ranks. More importantly, the chaplains recommend, would be the establishment of a strict moral education for all servicemen. In particular, sex morality lectures
that address sexuality, family planning and reproduction “without addition of dirty jokes
and off-color remarks,” which focus on questions of responsibility, marriage and community, were considered invaluable for character guidance. Servicemen should further have
access to more recreational programs. High emphasis was put on sports and athletics, but
also secured and clean eating facilities. Since recreation and entertainment would be limited “during the hours of darkness, efforts should be made to give a greater portion of authorized pass during the daylight hours.” To offer the servicemen moral education and alternative recreational opportunities would be the duty of the occupation authorities, not
only to the welfare of its personnel in Japan, but also to their families and communities in
America.565
Recreational opportunities, also following moral reformist models of character
building, were offered by the U.S. Military’s Special Services. The Special Services provided on- and off-base activities, which predominantly focused on sport, sight-seeing, cinemas, libraries, music, art and crafts to keep servicemen entertained during their off-duty
time, with the Special Service’s primal concern to provide “a healthy, normal [sic!] outlet
for socially desirable basic urges.” To counter the spread of venereal disease, a report of
the Special Services claimed, there would be “subtle ways” to guide “the soldier’s leisure
time; those eight hours that he isn’t sleeping or working; those bewitching eight hours during which light becomes dark,” which was considered as “a vulnerable period for gratification of basic desires.” The Special Services recommended to repress prostitution by offering on-base entertainment more attractive than private run beer halls, restaurants, cabarets,
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and brothels outside the barracks, for example by opening service clubs that serve large
quantities of soft drinks and food. The sale of liquor should generally be strictly controlled
and limited. The Special Services also put high emphasis on sports activities to keep servicemen in good physical and mental shape, and commanding officers were advised to
organize sport events to create a sense of sportsmanship, fair play, and community. To
further stimulate moral responsibility and self-discipline, servicemen should even be actively encouraged to engage in “beautification plans of units, using Special Service craft
shops.”566
Most chaplains and other promoters of moral reformist thought, however, had less
picturesque methods in mind. Quite colorful is a report by Chaplain Primus Bennett of the
Far East Command’s Chaplains’ Section, who argued that the goal of moral education
would be “an appreciative and impelling understanding on the part of the citizen that the
highest service he can render his country is in being a man of character.” Character, Bennett circumscribed echoing Beiderlinden and Devine, “is the determining factor that makes
a man a good soldier,” and would be constituted through self-discipline and responsibility.
These traits were repeatedly stressed as kernel to the citizen-soldier’s manhood and to the
Chaplains’ guided character building. In almost apocalyptic terms, Bennett even wanted to
predict that the “Army must become the greatest character building organization and citizen-making institution in the world—or democracy will fail.” In practice, the chaplain’s
weekly messes, regular lectures, and individual, private interviews with servicemen all
aimed at character building. Within lectures and talks chaplains taught venereal disease
and promiscuity as auspices of sexual immorality as yet another facet of “vice.” The content of the lectures varied, of course, but a general outline can be detected by quoting Bennett’s at times very derogatory pamphlet at length:
Promiscuity is a social maladjustment; individuals gone berserk with no regard to social responsibility, refusing to face the responsibility of asking ‘Is it fair or right?’ Sex will always
involve internal struggle and there must be self-imposed control as well as social control. The
imperatively necessitous individual is the psychiatric deviate and pervert and the sex criminal.
He’s the guy who has the sexual necessity. Promiscuity is a personnel management problem—or lack of management. There is no physiologic basis for the view too widely presented
that the man who is not on the sex prowl is the man who won’t fight. … The uninstructed, the
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weak, and the struggling should be protected from the propinquity of alluring temptation. The
vicious should be restrained and disciplined.567

To frequent brothels, contract venereal disease, and being promiscuous was psychologically profiled by Bennett as deviant, even psychopathic and criminal behavior that he considered foremost irresponsible to oneself, but also to the military in its attempt to protect the
United States and democracy all over the world. While Bennett’s pamphlet also drew on
pathologizing language, it strongly reverberated a moral reformer’s cry for individual and
collective control to fight the “vices” and “vicious” with strong moral discipline. Especially the emphasis on the connection of fair play, social responsibility, and citizenship, that is
supposedly uphold by strong character but can be undermined by the temptations of uncontrolled sex, is a strong reminder of moral reform movement’s activities.568
Yet, in practice character building and moral and sex education was developed in
far less rigorous terms. And also the chaplains’ demand like the wholehearted abolition of
prostitution and the discontinuation of prophylaxis against venereal disease was never satisfied during the course of the occupation period. Even the directive to repress prostitution
in November 1949 by the U.S. Army authorities in Washington, DC, which defined the
toleration of prostitution as “socially objectionable, potentially destructive of public decency, and productive of immorality and disease,” and ordered all commanding officers domestically and overseas “to take disciplinary action against anyone in the army fostering or
condoning prostitution,”569 did not banish prostitution completely. Nor did it stop servicemen to frequent brothels and streetwalkers’ patches to buy sex from sex workers or socialize with “pick-ups” that might lead to sexual intercourse. However, two years earlier, since
1947, the recommendations and demands by the military’s chaplains and other moral reformist advocates like Beiderlinden had a significant impact on the U.S. military’s official
position towards moral and sex education. In a directive letter from the Secretary of War
from January 1947, military commanders were compelled to “emphasize continence as the
War Department’s primary policy in controlling venereal disease, and give secondary emphasis to the use of prophylaxis as a means of last resort.” Subsequently, lectures on moral!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ity and sexuality by the military’s chaplains were to be integrated into “the regular military
training schedule for instruction in citizenship and morality.” 570
This did not mean that sex and moral education ever abandoned medical issues
such as venereal disease prophylaxis. Since the late 1940s, however, lectures on sexuality
did equally highlight moral reformist and social hygienic measures to prevent venereal
disease, but emphasized, as one lecture put it, that the “only positive way to avoid a venereal disease is to avoid sexual contact.” Illustrative is a template lecture provided by the
Far East Command, in which servicemen were told in the very beginning that, “illicit sexual exposure is against the principles and teachings of every religion, and it is against
God’s law.” Drawing on the Commandment “Thou shall not commit adultery,” the lecture
continued, “illicit sexual intercourse [classes] with other base and sordid crimes such as
stealing and murder.” Equally, servicemen should keep in mind, “From a medical standpoint, sexual intercourse is not necessary to your physical well-being and illicit sexual intercourse can and often does do great physical harm.” The lecture did not obfuscate that
“venereal diseases are a matter of grave concern here in the Far East Command….” As
discussed above, not only prostitutes but “oriental” women in general were repeatedly
made responsible for the spread of venereal disease—as this particular lecture stated, regardless if they “look both beautiful and clean.” Special precaution should be given to the
influence of alcohol as a major indirect contributor to venereal disease infection. Along
horrific visuals of syphilitic and chancroidal infections, servicemen were warned of the
various venereal diseases and their physical effects. For those servicemen who “foolishly
insist on sexual contact…,” the lecture stressed that “there is one other way by which you
MAY avoid a venereal disease.” Emphasized as uncertain means, servicemen were instructed in the use of mechanical prophylaxis (condoms) to avoid exposure and chemical
prophylaxis (sulfathiazole and Mercury chloride) to prevent infections (see chapter III for
more details on prophylactic practices). Yet, servicemen were told not be naïve and blindly
rely on modern “miracle drugs” such as sulpha and penicillin, but should rather see a doctor for professional treatment.571
Two posters presented during the lecture further visualized the responsibility of the
individual servicemen for his family, the American nation and the democratic occupation
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project in Japan [Tab. 5-6]. The first one, titled “There’s a family in your future…,” depicted a young, white soldier looking at a photograph of his present or future wife at the
center of the image, with an assembled family of father, wife and two kids in the background. The poster’s subtitle asked the beholder, “will there be clean blood in your children’s veins?,” and thus recapitulated the social hygienists warnings of venereal disease’s
effects on biological reproduction. The second poster showed “Mr. United States,” a U.S.
serviceman guided by “Uncle Sam,” who tells the serviceman that “Foreign Service is a
Tour of Dignity.” In the accompanying lecture, servicemen were reminded, “In the eyes of
the people in this country [Japan] ... they see what democracy means and what Christianity
stands for.” Quite frankly the lecture went on, “We can hardly be expected to sell democracy to the people of this country when we preach one thing and openly practice another
right in their own front yards.” Hence, it would be “one of our primary duties as representatives of a great democratic nation…to set a good example for others.”572
In Korea, U.S. servicemen’s character building was fashioned in a less empathetic
and much more aggressive manner. A detailed compilation of venereal disease lecture
templates provided by the U.S. Army Forces in Korea (USAFIK) is a good example of
how the different emphases of the various branches involved in “character building” were
intermingled, but with a remarkably strong moral impetus. Basically, instructors were informed that venereal disease control was not a medical or moral-religious matter alone, but
one of military discipline, character and readiness. In military jargon, venereal diseases’
most basic cause—“promiscuity in sexual relations”—was to be “attacked.” In the attempt
to foster a healthy, responsible, self-disciplined, and heteronormative masculine character,
servicemen were to be lectured on the basics of sexuality, hygiene, morality and citizenship. Sex itself, as the template put it, was not sinful as long as it was practiced by married
couples to create an emotional bond, strengthen domesticity and family values through
love, trust and honor, and sought reproduction. Extra-marital sex, however, was considered
selfish, unfair and dishonest, and its “momentary pleasure will usually end in disgust and
disillusion.” Sex would not be necessary to keep healthy and to affirm soldierly masculinity, which would only be achieved through an “inner struggle” to master one’s sexual urge,
while “athletics, sports and religious activities” were stressed to help overcome pent-up
sexual desire. The aim of every man, according to the lecture, should be to live a healthy,
honest and “clean life” as a “valuable asset to the nation,” a life that would require sacrifices, but shall result in a future of trust, good reputation, health, stability, strength, and
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leadership qualities, both for the individual and the community, because: “The new world
demands character.”573
Another, attached lecture titled “Treatment of Venereal Disease and its Limitations”
repeated the dangers of venereal disease through uncontrolled sexual intercourse and located its predominant source again in the orientalized body of the female prostitute, because
the “incidence of venereal disease among prostitutes in Korea is . . . almost 100%.” Moreover, a “survey among Kaesong [kisaeng] girls and waitresses revealed about 60% of them
to be infected with one or more venereal diseases” and therefore would make an infection
most likely if any fraternization occurred. Although the Army would offer protection
against venereal disease to a certain extend by providing prophylaxis, the lecture emphasized the need for the servicemen’s self-regulatory practices: at best, servicemen should be
continent. To make continence easier, the lecture highlighted abstinence from alcohol,
which was supposed “to weaken the individual’s resistance, dull his senses, blur his judgment.” Again, it was stressed that military masculinity of the citizen-soldier would not rely
on sexual and alcoholic excess, but on honor, discipline and character, which would be
achieved through hard work, responsibility, and self-discipline.574
Creating a sense of militarized masculinity in lectures in U.S. occupied Korea was
also accomplished through the language applied. Another lecture’s title, “The Eternal
Fight,” already set the program, and the lecture was developed along four subchapters
headlined “The Front,” “Reconnaissance,” “Casualties,” and “Weapons of Defense” respectively. The education against venereal disease thereby heavily relied on military tactical terminology that constructed the image of a “tough fight” against a disease at a “front,”
which “is everywhere, in front of us, behind us, and especially within us.” Accordingly, the
lecture created an omnipresent threat of venereal disease as a perfidious and sneaky enemy: “The strategy of our enemy, the forces of evil, in this battle for personal purity is usually camouflaged. Therefore we need advance patrols to seek him out and prepare for a
later attack.” Self-control, discipline, commitment to the nuclear family, religious faith and
patriotism were declared the “weapons of defense” and unmistakably summed up that—
echoing the spirit of the moral reform movement—America would “possess the best
weapons of any nation on the face of the globe“ to “annihilate and destroy the forces of
evil.”575
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Rehabilitation Centers: Rehabilitating and studying venereally diseased servicemen
The strong and polarizing rhetoric in lectures and anti-VD campaigns should not be
underestimated and most likely shaped the way on how sex workers but also women of the
occupied society in general were discriminately perceived and approached. Simultaneously, it has to be kept in mind that venereally infected servicemen, who were constantly labeled as foolish, deviant or maladjusted, were nevertheless been taken care of by the U.S.
military. During World War II and the early months of the occupation period, venereal
disease among servicemen had often been tolerated by military leaders, especially during
times of combat. Of course, venereal infections could sometimes result in disciplinary actions, such as reduction of pay to make up lost duty time while on sick call or even court
marshal for consciously violating one’s health through venereal disease. Yet, the military
put much effort and resources in campaigning against venereal disease and educating servicemen in VD-prevention, and also providing prophylaxis and medical treatment for all
venereally infected servicemen, usually coordinated by the Venereal Disease Control Division, newly established in 1942.576
In the course of the early occupation period, approximately since 1947, however,
the military strongly emphasized rehabilitation for venereally diseased servicemen in addition to solely sex education, medical treatment and physical recovery. Similar to the development of venereal disease and sex education that experienced a stronger moral impetus at
that time, medical treatment and recovery of venereal disease was equally extended by
moral dimensions. Rehabilitation from venereal disease thus meant not only the recovery
of the soldier’s physical body through medical care, but also implied the training of his
moral standards, mental attitude, and spiritual belief. As stated in the War Department’s
Circular 227 from August 20, 1947, it became even a basic policy for the Far East Command to provide rehabilitation camps and rehabilitation programs as part of a general endeavor to counter venereal disease, promiscuity, and prostitution with moral responsibility
and self-discipline.577
In March 1948, the Eighth Army established such a venereal disease rehabilitation
program at the Replacement Training Center in Atsugi. As has been shown in the begin!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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ning of this chapter, the initiators of the center already showed much creativity by building
the Venereal Disease Museum that aimed at a visualized education against venereal disease. Whereas the museum focused on education to prevent venereal infections, the center
additionally developed a program to rehabilitate already venereally infected servicemen.
According to a report on the center, servicemen assigned to the program were restricted for
30 days to “the post and are under medical observation to make sure that their treatment
for one disease has not masked the presence of another.” During the 30 days program they
were compelled to undergo daily basic military training and “required to attend a lecture
each morning conducted by the chaplain.” These lectures dealt with citizenship and morality as furnished by the Chief of Chaplains office. In addition, a chaplain interviewed the
servicemen in personal sessions and asked about the servicemen’s “habits of drinking, the
extent of his sexual promiscuity and the basic reasons underlying them. … The second part
of the interview [was] a serious attempt to help the man face his life and as far as possible
offer some solution to his problems.” This meant that servicemen should relate their “life
to God and the church, and to apply the principles of religion to his life.”578 The center’s
program thus followed the War Department’s directive to combine medical treatment with
character building in the effort to rehabilitate servicemen’s venereal infections as well as
their supposed sexual and moral carelessness and promiscuity.
Another remarkable example of this military medical-moral rehabilitation complex
is the Venereal Disease Rehabilitation Center established in Korea on November 4, 1947.
It was located on a former Japanese Navy base in Chinhae (Jinhae-gu) close to Busan, and
replaced several smaller rehabilitation centers that were formerly maintained de-centered
by various commands and divisions throughout Korea. The center in Chinhae served as a
major institution of the US Army Forces in Korea (USAFIK) to treat venereally infected
servicemen’s bodies medically, train them physically, strengthen them morally and minimize the risk of venereal disease relapse. Contrary to the rehabilitation center in Atsugi,
Japan, a “well equipped and efficiently operated” dispensary for medical services was the
central facility in the camp. This means that the “trainees,” as the servicemen assigned to
the rehabilitation center in Chinhae were labeled, were much more monitored medically.
As Venereal Disease Control Officer Thomas D. Kelly wrote in his report from December
15, 1947, medical officers interviewed servicemen upon arrival “to determine in so far as
possible the nature of his [the serviceman’s] recent disease, type and duration of treatment,
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mental attitude, and an inspection is made for detection of urethral discharge.” Subsequently, servicemen were either transferred to a nearby military hospital for treatment or admitted as “trainees” to the center’s rehabilitation program. The special training program was
designed for about 200 to 225 “trainees” with a training schedule for 49 hours a week,
which Kelly considered proudly as “vigorous and complete.” The “trainee” had to devote
most of his time to military training and athletic activity. At least six hours weekly, “trainees” were lectured on subjects such as “Venereal Disease, Control of Communicable Disease, Personal Hygiene, and Sanitation.” As Kelly affirmed, the lectures correlated with a
chaplain to create a “unified program,” and covered—although to a lesser extent than, for
example, in the center in Atsugi—sexuality and morality.579 In practice, the rehabilitation
center in Chinhae focused rather on military training, sports, athletics, and medical surveillance, and strongly emphasized the physical aspects of character building. Hence, the center’s program highlights the desire for a certain kind of soldierly body in the USAFIK. It
focused on the production of physical and mentally stable soldierly bodies that were not
only representable for good reputation and superiority of the US and its military—as in
Japan—, but also invested strongly into the maintenance of masculine, combat fit soldiers.
USAFIK’s high-ranking officers repeatedly praised the center and emphasized the
well-maintained sanitary, housing, recreation, and medical installations. In a report from
January 20, 1948, Robert W. Allen remarked that “the strict training schedule [...] is quite
strenuous [but] has not exhibit any adverse effects upon the trainees’ convalescence.”
Questioned “trainees” themselves would favor the military training obtained in the center,
“but objected to the necessity of contracting venereal disease in order to do so.” This ironical comment by Allen was further directed into the general argument that every serviceman in the Far East Command should receive a more thorough military training upon enlistment “prior to acquiring venereal disease,” which would help to limit the infection rate.
Military discipline through strict military training was highlighted as most efficient to
build stable, healthy, masculine soldierly characters. The center’s program would provide
such training and let Allen to conclude by quoting Colonel Thomas A. Gunby, who “referred to the trainees as ‘General Hodge’s first line of defense in Korea.’”580
While the focus of the rehabilitation facilities was the mental, spiritual and physical
recovery of servicemen from venereal disease, they also functioned as laboratories for re!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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search on venereal disease. Chaplains as well as military surgeons conducted surveys on
the cause of venereal disease and transferred their results in statistical data and official reports. At the Eighth Army Replacement Training Center in Atsugi, Chaplain Emil A. Zund
wrote in July 1948, on the results of his interviews with servicemen at the center. His probands consisted of 400 servicemen in a period of about three months. His “men,” as Zund
repeatedly referred to the servicemen, had an average age of 20.65 years, 8.07 years of
education, were predominantly unmarried and Christian (mostly Protestant), and had their
first sexual experiences at the age of sixteen. Threehundred-twentynine of them were classified as “white” and 71 as “colored.” The most common venereal disease was gonorrhea
(294 infected), followed by syphilis (89 infected) and chancroid (21 infected), whereby
only four servicemen were apparently infected by two diseases simultaneously. The source
of infection—Zund also reasserted the prejudice that only women and not men would
spread venereal disease—were supposedly regular girlfriends of the servicemen, but also
“casual girls…picked up on the street, in Railroad Stations, dances and a few in army installations such as PXs and Snack Bars.”581
Zund regretted that less than half of his “men” would not attend church service and
only a small proportion would attend only occasionally. However, more importantly, Zund
pointed out, would be the level of education, drinking habits, and domestic situation. Almost half of the interviewed servicemen would come from “broken homes…where one or
more of the parents is dead, separated or divorced.” Over three in four servicemen would
be drinking alcohol, of which 223 persons stated that they are drinking moderately and 103
persons were described as drinking excessively. Although only 86 “men” admitted to be
drunk at the time of contracting venereal disease, Zund righteously reasoned it “is felt that
some educational program should be instituted that would point out the dangers of drinking
to these young men.” Because: “Too many of them seem to feel that it is the thing to do
and a sign of manhood.” Even more important, however, Zund stressed the necessity of a
higher educational level to counter the spread of venereal disease among servicemen. Medical instructions in VD prophylaxis alone would not be efficient because most interviewees
apparently stated they were not using condoms and not applying chemical prophylaxis
after sexual intercourse. According to Zund, it would therefore be imperative to implement
stronger moral education, because, “Most of these men are not mentally, physically or spiritually fortified to make decisions each time they leave the army installation. No trip to a
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down-town theater is completed without running the gauntlet.”582 Zund accentuated that
educated, strong and responsible character, as well as stability in family and community,
would be the only guarantors to limit high rates of venereal disease infections and to successfully rehabilitate venereally infected servicemen.
U.S. servicemen became also subject of research at the Venereal Disease Rehabilitation Center in Chinhae, which was, however, less focused on moral issues but rather followed scientific claims based on social hygiene. Lieutenant William L. Minton, surgeon of
the rehabilitation center in Chinhae, filed a medical report on July 30, 1948, in which he
outlined his investigation as an analysis of how venereal disease exposure relates to social
background, personality and mental attitude. His general results were, quite similar to
Zund’s in Atsugi, that infection rates would be closely connected to social background and
especially to the level of education, but Minton stressed deeper and diversified sociopsychological reasons for venereal infections. According to statistics, all USAFIK’s servicemen would complete an average of 9.36 school years with two major groups of eight
and twelve years of school education respectively. The second group, Minton argued,
would not surface among the center’s venereally infected “trainees.” Moreover, fifty percent of all “victims” of venereal disease infection were young (average of 18.5 years old)
and characterized as immature and adventurous with just a single infection, another group
of “trainees” with multiple infections (25%) were believed to have a difficult childhood
and/or come from “families of modest poor circumstances.” The majority of “trainees”
should receive more education in “sex morality,” while there would be “little hope of rehabilitation” of a third group (25%) also with multiple infections, who were seeking sexual
satisfaction regularly because, as Minton put it, “these men are allowing an animal instinct
to predominate over the mind which governs normal [sic!] human moral behavior.” Thus,
Minton summed up, “Men with the most education have a lesser tendency to contract venereal disease” and even stated a lower intelligent quotient among the multiple infection
group.583
Furthermore, Minton stressed the influence of race in venereal disease exposure.
Based on the numerical proportion that of all “trainees” 75% were classified as “white”
and 25% as “colored,” but among those with multiple infection histories 63% were “white”
and 37% were “colored,” it would indicate, Minton argued, “that the colored race has a
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greater tendency toward the contracture of venereal disease than the white race.”584 Even
without any remarks on the relation between racial inequality and access to education,
Minton presupposes a racial inclination for less education and hence venereal disease infection.585 This resonances the abided color line within the U.S. military, which was highly
visible in the racialized reports and control of venereal disease. Additionally, since Minton
related venereal disease infection to education and morale, “colored” troops were portrayed as generally less educated, less morale, and less responsible, and ultimately repeatedly constructed along racial stereotypes as infantile, primitive, and hypersexual. The rehabilitation programs and surveys as highlighted here, reproduced and reaffirmed racialized stereotypes along racist preconceptions, and moreover drew close connections between venereal disease, its infection, spread and treatment with education, morality, race
and class. Minton admitted however, that the cause for venereal disease is not reducible to
one factor alone and pleaded for more extensive scientific research to consider all factors
and circumstances of venereal infections. He was even quite critical towards the success of
sex education and prefered a “careful psychiatric approach with psychological study followed by mental therapy and vocational guidance [that] will probably be necessary before
positive educational advancement is possible.” Nonetheless, despite his doubts in immediate success of education, Minton summed up his research report with the suggestion, echoing a broader moral-hygienic claim, “that an extensive, thorough, sane and correct program
of sex morality education will aid markedly in lowering the incidence of venereal disease
infection and lay the foundation for good character building.”586

***
It is impossible to determine the exact effects and results of moral and sex education as well as rehabilitation programs for the occupation personnel conceptualized and
implemented in occupied Japan and Korea. Even less so in verified numbers. Yet, it can be
asserted that the occupation administration mobilized many resources for these educational
programs, which definitely tells us something about the moral and education dimensions of
sanitizing sex during the occupation period. The lectures, campaign materials and exhibi!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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tions blamed women of both occupied countries singularly as the source and disseminator
of venereal disease, who would bear especially high risk of venereal infection due to low
sanitary standards as well as lack of morality and education. Moreover, Japan and Korea
were both portrayed along the lines of established orientalist clichés as highly sexualized
countries providing unlimited and ubiquitous sexual opportunities that are simultaneously
adventurous and hazardous: both countries were teasing and thereby endangering the
troop’s health, morality and discipline, but they also posed a danger to American families,
homes and communities. Through lectures and seminars, these images of occupied Japan
(and Korea) circulated widely among all members of the occupation forces and were not
limited to the records of the occupiers’ elites.
To control the sexual opportunities in the occupied countries, the occupation regime preached continence to its servicemen as the safest method to stay “clean,” but conceded that in case of “sexual exposure” one should make thorough use of all medical
prophylactic tools provided. It was repeatedly emphasized to be abstinent from alcohol and
to focus on athletics and religious practices in order to build a manly, self-disciplined, responsible, and efficient character. This approach resonated with a broader attempt to develop and celebrate a desired trustworthy and stable male body embedded into American
values of Judeo-Christian morality, middle-class domesticity, and democracy. Stability,
responsibility and good health were repeatedly stressed as common sense of the soldier,
which had the normalizing effect to establish a heteronormative subjectivity of the male
soldier, who should be responsible to his present or future wife and family as well as to the
reputation of the Army, the United States and the “free world” in general.
In practice, however, the success of an overall character guidance program seems to
be quite limited. Usually the male soldiers’ heterosexual engagements were often only
shaped by the presumption that sex had to be clean and safe. Servicemen were very likely
well aware of the propagated dangers venereal disease would cause to their health, the efficiency of the military, the success of the occupation projects, and the reputation of the
United States and its ideals. Quite telling is a sample of questionnaires forwarded by Chief
Warrant Officer W. M. Dickerson to the FEC’s Commander-in-Chief on March 5, 1949,
which presented the results of interviews of servicemen leaving their post in Japan and
Korea back to the United States. In his general remarks, Dickerson pointed out that servicemen were well informed of venereal disease control and 93% of all interviewed servicemen received character guidance instruction. However, while most servicemen stated
that they would know much more about the various types of venereal disease, its contrac!
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tion, dangers, prophylaxis and treatment after receiving character guidance instructions in
the Army, “only 18% were familiar with and knew the meaning of the word ‘continence’.”
After being told what continence means, “63% believed that it was not injurious to the
body, 12% believed that it was injurious to the body, 12% not injurious to the body but to
the mind, and 12% did not know.”587 Still, most servicemen stated that they believed in the
information provided in character guidance lectures.
In sum, the education and rehabilitation programs were nevertheless part of a powerful discourse in which the relation between occupiers and occupied was repeatedly narrated in sexual terms intersecting with specific notions of race, gender, and class. The contrasting image of Japan’s (and Korea’s) sexual opportunities with lack of education and
morality versus a scientifically and morally advanced America was—needless to say—
constructing a hierarchy quite similar to previous colonial encounters.588 An analysis of the
lectures, exhibitions and campaigns of moral and sex education thus sustains the argument
of perceiving the occupation of Japan in a genealogy of a longer history of imperialism.
This becomes even more apparent by acknowledging the impact of moral reformist as well
as social hygienist thought on the education and rehabilitation programs. It was not the
import or development of a Cold War ideology alone that shaped this discourse. Rather, a
mixture of moral reform and social hygiene rhetoric of purity and efficiency through character building in order to avoid moral and societal decay by the “evil forces” of sex, drugs
and alcohol, was intermingled with a Cold War desire for national security and panic of
political and sexual subversion.

4.2 Japanese Campaigns and Actors of Moral Purification
For Japanese contemporaries sexuality, prostitution, and venereal disease posed an
equally serious matter of morality as to the occupiers. Although they tackled the issue from
various different angles, their campaigns and critique can nevertheless be summarized under the banner of moral purification, deeply embedded into prewar and wartime discourses
of morality and sexuality and shaped by structures of “social management” that were developed during imperial Japan’s nineteenth and twentieth century history.589 The variety of
moral impulses manifested quite colorful in the naval port city Sasebo in Northern Kyushu.
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“Around in November 1950,” complained the mayor of Sasebo City, Nakata Masasuke,
“several thousand prostitutes were wandering about the main streets in Sasebo. Public
morals were corrupted by them. In addition, it was fearful that they would spread venereal
disease all over the city.”590 Nakata’s remarks were filed in a report to the Kyushu Civil
Affairs section, a regional subdivision of SCAP’s Legal and Government Section. With his
report, Nakata pushed the occupiers for recognition and approval of the Sasebo Public
Morals Purification Committee (Fukishukusei-iinkai), founded on November 29, 1950 by
Japanese civilians and civil servants from various echelons of local politics, bureaucracy,
and private business in Sasebo City. Its members were affiliated with the local tourist association, women’s association, hotel association, public bath association, the Sasebo District
Social Association for Occupation Powers, the council of children and youth affairs, as
well as the local newspaper agencies of all major national dailies (such as Asahi, Mainichi,
Nichinichi, etc.). The committee’s chairman was Maki Kenichi of the Sasebo Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and mayor Nakata was the committee’s official spokesmen. On
December 1, 1950 the committee released “An Appeal To Young Girls,” which was posted
on Sasebo’s streets:
To Young Girls!!
To you young girls who work in Sasebo during the night!! You are the people of a defeated
country, but you are also the Japanese women who once had pride in “your quiet manners”
[shitoyakasa]. Stop behaving indecently on the street. Even the Americans are disgusted with
you. Thoughtful foreigners say that they feel uneasy and detest walking about the streets.
Street-girls [yoru no onna] in New York, London and Paris are more graceful and prudent in
their manners than you are. Eliminate this night view of Sasebo which we cannot bear to look
at and which can never be seen in any other part of the world, by reflecting upon your personal
conducts. For the sake of the future of Sasebo!! For the sake of education of younger generation! Stop clinging to foreigners on the street! For the glory of Japan [nihon no hokori no tame
ni]! For a greater prosperity of Sasebo! It is evident that in case you do more shameful things
annoying foreigners, all personnel of the UN Forces will be unable to come ashore, as in the
case of Kobe. We request reconsideration by you young girls, especially those working during
the night. Correct your personal conducts and stop acting shamefully on the street.
This is a sincere request by all citizens of Sasebo.
December 1, 1950
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Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee591

In early 1951, after the occupation regime began to discuss a non-fraternization policy in
Sasebo and considered restrictions for its servicemen to go ashore due to high venereal
disease infection rates and rising lack of military discipline, the Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee also requested the full cooperation of all Sasebo City’s citizens to remodel their city and announced on a similar poster:
Request to all citizens! Military and civilian personnel of the United Nations Forces are finally
not allowed to go ashore anymore in Sasebo. This is due to problems of public morality and related to venereal disease. At this point, all citizens critically reflect and if we do not turn Sasebo into a pure and clean city, the permission to go ashore will not granted from now on, which
will become a problem for all citizens.
Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee592

The several thousand sex workers in Sasebo apparently caused much arousal among
ordinary citizens. They were stigmatized as carriers of venereal disease and supposed to
embody public indecency, which was supposedly not only shameful “for the glory of Japan,” but also hazardous for the social, economical, and moral stability of Japan’s future.
Citizens’ concerns and debates on prostitution and its restrictions that took place in Sasebo
were consolidated by the Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee as is evident in the
large number and variety of its members. Sarah Kovner, who has shown how sex workers
in Sasebo as in most other parts of the country “became a vivid and contentious symbol of
the Allied occupation,”593 has elaborately discussed the committee’s goals and petitions. In
the case of Sasebo and the Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee, Kovner has
highlighted economic reasons for citizen’s anti-prostitution engagement by stating that,
“Despite its pure name, it seems that the aims of the committee were more concerned with
protecting commerce than promoting chastity.”594 In regard to the development of Sasebo,
this observation proofs definitely valid: Sasebo was formerly a small fishing village in Nagasaki prefecture, but was turned into a major naval base for the Japanese navy since the
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Meiji period until the end of World War II. The U.S. occupation administration annexed
the base after the war and established the U.S. Fleet Activities Sasebo, a U.S. Navy base
with up to 20,000 stationed sailors and soldiers. Such high numbers of personnel peaked
during the Korean War, when Sasebo became a huge hub for American and United Nation
troops, and thousands of servicemen transferred from occupied Japan through Sasebo to
fight in Korea. And quite similar high numbers of servicemen came to Sasebo from Korea
while on leave for rest and recreation. Sasebo was therefore in a constant flow of military
personnel with an equally constant flow of American dollars, which significantly structured the local economy by providing substantial revenue for the local gastronomy and
entertainment industry with a vivid sex work scene.595
Nevertheless, the Sasebo Public Morals Purification Committee’s appeal for public
morality transcended economic reasons alone and was embedded and only articulable in a
broader discourse on sexuality, prostitution, and morality in occupied Japan. Contemporary
criticism concerning prostitution and its regulation was multi-facetted and covered economic desires as well as concerns about the public display of sex and its availability, and
could include strong nationalist pleas for more female dignity. This broad range of critique
is well apparent in the Sasebo’s committee’s rhetoric, which did not only state the “prosperity of Sasebo” but also “the glory of Japan” with its signifiers of purity and cleanliness,
and is obviously a reminder of Japan’s imperial propaganda by reverberating the image of
proud, well-mannered, obedient, and selflessly serving Japanese women. Such oratory and
imagery of the pure Japanese woman in contrast to the prostitute as “fallen woman” was
especially stressed by Japanese middle- and upper-class feminists. Some feminist activists
had been deeply involved in imperial Japan’s moral purification programs, but had simultaneously transnational contacts to organization such as the World’s Woman’s Christian
Temperance Union (WWCTU). They were thus able to transfer imperial Japan’s political
knowledge as well as concepts of moral reform to postwar campaigns against prostitution,
for instance in promoting the rescue of “street girls.” Several Japanese bureaucrats took up
a similar stance. They tackled those “women on the street” as a serious social problem and
discussed programs to rehabilitate them, which gave significant political impulses for non!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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governmental anti-prostitution activists. Simultaneously, debates on sex work and sex
workers could also encompass apologetic arguments that those women catering the occupiers would only have been driven into prostitution by Japan’s post-surrender misery and
despair, being a constant reminder of imperial Japan’s errors and the lost war. On some
occasions, the postwar street prostitute even became a revolutionary yet still ambivalent
agent of emancipation, who did not only symbolize a possible liberation of Japanese women but demarcated an unbound freedom of sexuality and morality in postwar, posttotalitarian Japan.596 Despite the liberating potential, however, sex workers were nevertheless portrayed as outcasts and the figure of the streetwalking prostitute reoccurred in feminist petitions, political debates, sociological surveys, ethnographic studies, investigative
journalist articles, short stories, cartoons and iconographic image collections by Japanese
feminists, politicians, academics, journalists, literary critics, and photographers.
As will be argued in this subchapter, the debates on the streetwalking sex worker
were crucial for various Japanese contemporaries to articulate national, cultural and racial
desires for a “new” Japan and Japanese belonging in the postwar era, which functioned—
consciously or unconsciously—as a continuity of the post-defeat discourse on the “female
floodwall” as discussed in chapter I. Sharalyn Orbaugh has convincingly argued that the
“presence of the Occupation forces acted as a mirror in which previously occluded elements of Japanese racial and cultural identity became visible, and were then incorporated—sometimes in exaggerated or distorted forms—into the efforts of writers (and readers) to use narrative in reorienting themselves to the drastically changed social and political
environment.”597 In debates on street prostitution and moral purification, however, I want
to suggest that the occupier was if anything only lurking in the background, and it was rather the street prostitute functioning equally as an other—an other within, so to speak—
who enabled her critics (and sometimes admires) to articulate a Japanese identity imaginatively rooting in Japan’s past. In this discourse’s narratives, the representation of the sex
worker in occupied Japan followed quite similar mechanisms and imagery as postulated by
Judith Walkowitz in her City of Dreadful Delight. The figure of the lower-class streetwalking sex worker, mostly referred to as panpan, was object of a spectatorship oscillating between interest and anxiety, fascination and repulsion, desire and stigma, which ultimately,
to quote Walkowitz, “emulated the privileged gaze of anthropology constituting the poor
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as a race apart, outside the national community.”598 Japanese elites—middle- and upperclass feminists, middle- and high-ranking bureaucrats, and intelligentsia—developed such
a privileged, and I would add, reflexive gaze that attempted to control prostitution and sanitize sexuality. They looked at prostitution and prostitutes through a culturalistic and nationalistic lens, grinded and polished by ideals imagined as essentially Japanese. The sex
worker, under the labels of “fallen woman,” “street girl,” “gaishō” (street prostitute),
“panpan (girl),” and “yoru no onna” (woman of the night), became thereby a conspicuous
marker of contemporary and future Japan’s moral decay and sexual danger in stark contrast
to the glorified image of a morally pure, sexually chaste, and socially stabile Japanese past.

Building a “New Japan”: Rehabilitation of “fallen women” to restore public morality
Around December 1948 and January 1949, a women’s organization of the Minato
ward in central Tokyo complained about the “rampancy of the street girls who are having
bad influence on the children by taking in men to the ordinary homes and ‘avec hotels.’”
They would “knock at ordinary people’s doors asking them to lend them a room and on
Christmas eve they went so far as to force themselves into a house in the Kanasugi District
refusing to be stopped.” Moreover, due to the public visibility of sex work, “corrupted
moral conducts are openly seen by the children and it might be because of this but there are
games of being a street girls that are played by the children and there are some children
about 11 or 12 who act as touts.” Over hundred women of the Federation of Housewives
gathered in January 1949, consulted the Tokyo Military Government’s Women’s Affairs’
officer as well as the local commissioners of the Tokyo Metropolitan Police, and demanded stricter control of street prostitutes.599
Japanese middle- and upper-class feminists were probably the strongest group of
anti-prostitution activists and moral purification promoters in occupied Japan. As the incident in Minato ward shows, feminists heavily relied on established tropes of maternal responsibility, dignity and chastity of the Japanese woman as a guarantor of social stability
and morality, which was contrasted with the epitome of the lower-class prostitute as “fallen woman” who allegedly embodied sexual danger and moral decay. They rallied against
commercial sex in red-light districts, organized round-table discussions, and submitted
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petitions, which eventually culminated in Japan’s anti-prostitution law in 1956.600 In her
Pedagogy of Democracy, Koikari Mire has brilliantly shown how Japanese feminists negotiated with the occupiers as well as with Japanese administrators to perpetuate the image of
the chaste Japanese woman, and thereby transferred nationalist, social, and racial ideals of
imperial Japan to the postwar era. A major vehicle for such continuing ideology was the
debate on prostitution, in which middle- and upper-class Japanese women were able to
articulate the need for national purification through the rehabilitation and regeneration of
so-called unrespectable “fallen women,” who would endanger the supposed respectability
of the Japanese woman and threaten the Japanese society in general.601
Prominent leaders of the postwar feminist anti-prostitution movement such as
Ichikawa Fusae and Gauntlet Tsuneko often had influential positions in imperial Japan’s
administration, and were not mere passive recipients of state authority, but did gain much
political, social, and cultural influence.602 Since the prewar era, feminist activists were
campaigning for women’s suffrage and against prostitution, and were usually organized in
Christian groups and globally connected to internationally operating organizations like the
WWCTU.603 As a constitutive member of the prewar League to Abolish Licensed Prostitution, the Japanese WCTU was strongly involved in campaigns against prostitution since
the Meiji period and, on the one hand, engaged in heated debates with state authorities and
demanded the abolition of the licensed prostitution system. On the other hand, its organization also helped state agencies to survey the Japanese population and to educate the public
in behavior, morality, and sexuality during the war. 604 In 1935, the league even changed its
name to the National Purification Federation (Kokumin Junketsu Dōmei) and its “nationalistic, eugenic emphasis on ‘purification of blood’ (junketsu),” to quote Sheldon Garon,
“complemented the state’s needs for healthy recruits and mothers who were untouched by
venereal disease.”605 Throughout the war, the National Purification Federation was fully
supported by the state to conduct sexual and moral purification domestically and overseas,
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and was therefore an active agent in imperial Japan’s authoritarian domestic rule and aggressive colonialist expansion. However, imperial Japan’s feminism was not solely reduced to and only effective through an overpowering state support. As Bill Mihalopoulos
has pointed out, most feminist activists were upper-class women and their campaigns
against prostitution and for the chastity of the Japanese woman should also be read as
class-concerned self-affirmation, in which feminist, nonetheless far from being innocent
bystanders of imperial policy, invested much to maintain class privileges against the lowerclass position of the sex worker and to all working class women in general, who allegedly
all bore the potential to “fall” into prostitution.606
Members of the National Purification Federation, such as former Japanese WCTU
president Gauntlet Tsuneko, were strongly involved in the foundation of the Central Coordinating Committee for Women’s Welfare in 1946. One decisive goal of this committee
was the abolition or at least rigid regulation of street prostitution. In a petition from December 1947, the committee expressed the need to rehabilitate “fallen women” and to prevent women from “falling” in order to build up a “New Japan.” “The social evil,” the petition stated, “created by such fallen women should most strictly be controlled by competent
authorities,” and “the rescue work and the prevention of the spread of venereal disease
should unquestionably go side by side.” The committee pushed the occupation regime for
more power of Japanese authorities to enlighten, control, and protect “fallen women,” and
to amend “a policy relative to the prevention and treatment of social disease.” The committee envisaged a nation-wide campaign to educate the public through newspapers, magazines, lectures, radio broadcasts, and—in cooperation with religious, educational and social
organizations—“to give purity and sex education at home and at school.” The “fallen
women” themselves should be given “moral and religious education to build up their character,” “purity and sex education,” “natural and physical education,” “vocational training,”
and “facilities for recreation.” Admission to such facilities was often only granted upon a
medical examination for venereal disease and occasionally even intelligent tests were required from former sex workers, echoing early-twentieth century notions that promiscuity
and venereal disease would affect cognitive capacities. In general, the committee demanded a stronger state, whose authorities should have the right to rigorously investigate and
contain venereal disease infections, to enforce medical examination and treatment, and, in
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sum, should be given “unstinted exertion in exterminating venereal disease.”607 The demands and rhetoric of the Central Co-ordinating Committee for Women’s Welfare in the
postwar period hardly differed from those in the prewar- and wartime period, when Christian feminists had already maintained shelter homes for impoverished prostitutes, but had
also cried for and supported strong state interventions to accomplish a shared vision of a
purer society.608 In occupied Japan, feminists of the committee continued to campaign for a
morally pure and hierarchical stable social order, whereby the polarizing logic of contrasting “respectable” sexuality versus the lower-class prostitute adhered not only moral
issues, but simultaneously fostered desires for clear-cut racial and class boundaries in
postwar Japan.609
Campaigns by Japanese feminist against street prostitution apparently had significant
effect on both the Japanese administrations as well as the occupation regime, and both
committed to social work for rehabilitating “fallen women” as proposed by the Central Coordinating Committee for Women’s Welfare. On November 14, 1946, Japan’s viceministers met at a conference in Tokyo to discuss the “measures for prevention of appearance and relief of women on the street.” According to their official statement, the objective
of the conference was to determine “measures for public morals after abolition of licensed
prostitution.” The statement stressed that the licensed prostitution system was abolished in
accordance with SCAP’s directive from January 21, 1946, and henceforth all contracts and
debts of prostitutes and other “entertainment-women” were nullified. The vice-ministers,
however, acknowledged that sex work itself and other services in the entertainment business had not disappeared, but continued to exist, for example, as street prostitution. Those
“women on the street,” who were summarized by the vice-ministers as prostitutes, dancing
hostesses, barmaids and waitresses, would possess a danger to public morals and societal
stability. On the one hand, the vice-ministers reassured, these dangers could be limited
through enforced police control of red-light districts and entertainment facilities. On the
other hand, they emphasized the necessity of social work for those “women on the street.”
The vice-ministers decided to “make a public welfare commissioner active part in order to
prevent them from falling into prostitution caused by poverty.” In addition, the viceministers intended to “give aid to public bodies let them establish ‘women’s welfare houses’ or ‘women’s dormitories’ (provisionally named) in the main cities and other necessary
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districts and let them carry the following work out.” This meant to provide a safe and secured space for the “women on the street” to rehabilitate and to start a new life through
consultation in personal affairs, receiving guidance of life, discipline and employment, and
being offered light work. Especially the return to wage labor, the vice-ministers were convinced, would “afresh” the women’s lives in the future and contribute to the social and
moral stability of what the vice-ministers—quite similar to feminist activists—envisioned
as a “new Japan.”610
The vice-minister’s conference was an important even though unspecified political impulse to provide governmental assistance to those “women on the street.” It outsourced
social work to civil society organizations, which were heavily subsidized by the Ministry
of Welfare with a budget of about seventeen million yen. Social work for prostitutes was
mostly conducted in women’s welfare houses, in the occupiers’ records usually referred to
as “rehabilitation homes,” but Japanese administrators often bluntly meant them to be detention centers for delinquent street girls. By summer 1950, eighteen rehabilitation homes
were established in Japan’s largest cities Tokyo, Yokohama, Kawasaki, Kyoto, Osaka,
Kobe, Nagoya, Fukuoka and Sendai, both as public institutions or as subsidized privately
organized facilities. One of such homes, the Jiai Ryō in Oku, Arakawa Ward in northeastern Tokyo, was lead by the Japanese WCTU, directed by Fukuda Katsu and supervised by
Gauntlet Tsuneko. It housed 40 young women, who were doing light handicraft in the facility or were working at a nearby factory.611 It partially financed itself by selling handcrafted products (8,935 yen/1949) and received private donations (201,635 yen/1949), but
the Jiai Ryō was mainly subsidized by the national funds of the Welfare Ministry (741,848
yen/1949) and the Daily Life Security Assistance grant provided by Tokyo’s metropolitan
administration (185,462 yen/1949).612
The Japanese press celebrated the vice-minister’s decision and social work engagement
as success. On January 18, 1947, the Children’s Section of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government announced through Jiji Press that it plans to enforce a “street walkers control policy” by establishing four rehabilitation homes for “streetwalkers” with around hundred
places each. These homes were meant to give shelter to former prostitutes and to provide a
secured institution for them in order “to learn some sober jobs, avoiding such gay jobs as
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dancer and beautician,” and the note explicitly stated that the program aims at the prevention of “degeneration of young girls.”613 In March 1947, the Yomiuri Hōchi published a
similarly praising article on two distinct types of “homes for prostitutes,” which were both
governed by Christian groups. One of such homes was the Shiragiku House located in Kawasaki, newly opened in February that year, and integrated into a monastery, which according to the reporter resembled a “woman’s world, ‘no men admitted’, separated from
the world by [a] high board wall to prevent the escape.” It was lead by a Catholic “Spanish
woman with several assistants of German and Japanese women in black robes.” The daily
routine at the Shiraguki House was strictly regulated from quarter past six in the morning
to quarter past nine in the evening and contained a “stern life of worship, silence, reflection
and preach,” which would “lead the girls either to be other characters or to escape.” The
reporter stressed his or her astonishment that the 23 “girls” living at the Shuragiku House
were not depressed and would even enjoy their stay, for example at their “noon time walk
with the [German] woman with such happy laughter.” Additionally, their happiness would
persist due to the “lesson of embroidery…, typewriting, snack at 3 o’clock, English class
etc.” In conclusion the reporter claims, “After 3 years of this life their impurity of [their]
previous world will be wiped away.” In Yokohama, the newspaper article continues, the
Matsukaza House was under construction along with the National Totsuka Hospital. Until
its official opening, former prostitutes were housed by a certain Mr. Nagashima, head of
the Kanagawa branch office of the Protestant Relief Society. In this institution there would
be “no preaching at all,” and the “girls” would be treated just like being at home. They
would even be allowed to go out in public after they become “mild,” talking walks, entering the public bath and going out to watch a movie.614 More secular houses, like the WRC
in Miyagi Prefecture’s capital Sendai, were reported to use music as an important tool for
rehabilitation. On June 23, 1950, the Kahoku Shinpō reported that the inmates were “bidding farewell to the ‘dark’ life into which they once plunged themselves,” and were “now
enjoy playing the guitar, accordion or the organ during their leisure time.” Several years
earlier, when the house was opened, accommodated “street girls” often tried to escape,
apparently due to unattractive geographical location of the facility. “At present,” however,
“the center has nine inmates who are busy studying dress-making and handicraft for their
future calling.” Especially the “possession of some musical instruments as a means of
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soothing their lonely hearts” turned them into “happy inmates” and “put an end to their
escape from the institution.”615
Such high praise of rehabilitation homes for streetwalking prostitutes was rather euphemistic. Some of these homes definitely offered shelter to women, especially to pregnant
women and rape victims, provided food and could become a stepping-stone for a future life
off the streets. However, many rehabilitation homes were in bad shape, most had no
trained social work staff and some of them were even overtly exploitive if its owner was
only gathering federal and private funds for social work but was actually running a hoard
for cheap, female labor. Marta Green, a Welfare Service Advisor of SCAP’s Public Health
and Welfare Section repeatedly reported on such deficits. From 1947, Green engaged in
women welfare programs that particularly focused on the rehabilitation of prostitutes. She
organized conferences with representatives of Japan’s Ministry of Welfare and Ministry of
Labor, drafted vocational training programs for women, and toured all over Japan to inspect rehabilitation homes. In one of her early visits in 1949, she stopped by at the Jiai Ryō
and remarked: “The physical condition of the building is bad and sanitation throughout is
very poor. … Girls in the home were apathetic and seemed to be of low intelligence. The
opinion of the undersigned, from the foregoing inspection, is that the whole place is in a
deplorable condition both as to physical set-up and morale. The establishment needs a definite program and professional supervision.”616 Green gave similar assessments to most
inspected homes and she did not distinguish if the operators were Christian welfare organizations like the WCTU or Salvation Army, public agencies, or connected to local Buddhist
temples. Most institutions would lack resources and trained staff, but would also be in need
of elaborated moral education and vocational training programs in order to accomplish
adequate social work. Green also raised the issue of transparency, because, on the one
hand, there would have been no control of governmental funds and no regular inspections
by welfare officials. On the other hand, the public should be made more aware of the social
work done at the rehabilitation homes to create a deeper acceptance in the home’s neighborhoods and among the taxpaying citizens in general. Marta Green agreed, however, that
such rehabilitation homes for prostitutes were a key institute to rehabilitate “street girls,”
integrate them socially and economically, and to execute anti-venereal disease campaigns,
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because some of theses homes would enable to provide medical treatment for former sex
workers and facilitate social hygienic venereal disease surveillance programs.617
Despite Marta Green’s critical evaluation of existing social work institutions, the debates on rehabilitating “fallen women” nonetheless enabled Japanese anti-prostitution feminist activist to successfully negotiate between representatives of the Japanese state and
members of the occupation regime to uphold the image of respectable sexualities of Japan’s middle- and upper-class women in contrast to lower-class prostitutes’ allegedly degenerative non-reproductive sexualities. In their own attempt to sanitize sex during the
occupation period, Japanese feminists transferred nationalistic ideals of moral purity prevalent in Japan’s imperial past to the postwar era and reproduced class- and race-based concepts of sexuality despite the occupier’s efforts to ban and censor any sorts of patriotism
that might be grounded in imperial Japan’s propaganda. Ultimately, feminists’ demands for
more control of street prostitutes through stronger engagement of the state in social affairs
even empowered state agencies of defeated Japan.

Spectatorship of “Sexual Danger”: Sociological surveys, popular culture, and ethnographies of prostitution
Japanese feminists were by far not the only ones concerned with the issue of sex
work after the abolition of the prostitution license system in 1946 and the menace to society allegedly posed by the street-walking prostitute. In various studies, surveys, journals,
periodicals, short stories and novels, those young women became also a reoccurring figure
and were subject of much debate in occupied Japan’s academia and popular culture.618 Basically, for many contemporaries it was not easy to name sex workers who did not work
any more in Japan’s old pleasure quarters and a variety of terms circulated in occupied
Japan to describe the phenomenon of street prostitution. Japanese feminists and administrators referred to them as “fallen women” and “women on the street,” the occupiers in
their records usually labeled them as “streetwalkers,” “geisha girls” or plainly “prostitutes.” In most academic, journalistic and artistic writings, however, the terms gaishō
(street prostitutes), yoru no onna (woman of the night), and panpan or panpan girl became
widely and often interchangeably used. When and where the term panpan originated is
uncertain, but it is very likely that both American and Japanese World War II veterans
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brought the expression to Japan from their service in the South Seas, where panpan was
apparently circumscribing sexually available women.619 In postwar Japan, panpan had
become to mean those women, who offered their sexual services publically, mostly to
American soldiers and sailors, but on a smaller scale also to Japanese clients. They usually
wore Western clothes and thick make-up, walked down the street chewing gum and smoking American cigarettes, and thus displayed their access to imported consumer goods due
to their intimate engagements with the occupiers. Some panpan could become a servicemen’s girlfriend with benefits as long as he was stationed in Japan, very few even married
their boyfriends and moved to the United States. Most panpan, however, dwelled on the
streets, in parks, as well as in red-light and nightlife districts, and developed a subcultural,
no-future lifestyle.620
At the forefront of academic research on prostitution were social scientists, who eagerly attempted to define, count, and classify sex workers. In most cases, Japanese scholars
were puzzled by the new phenomenon of the panpan and tried to grasp it by referring to
known legal and social concepts of prostitution that existed in Japan prior to World War II.
Among others, the sociologist Watanabe Yōji discussed the various Japanese labels for sex
work and sex worker at length. The general term baishun, according to Watanabe, would
just summarize men and women who exchange money or any other reward for sexual services, whereas shōfū describes a woman professionally working as prostitute. Watanabe’s
most significant reference was thereby the prewar licensed prostitution system, which distinguished sex workers basically in public or licensed prostitutes (kōshō) and illegal, nonlicensed prostitutes (shishō). After the abolition of the license system in 1946, however,
licensed prostitutes vanished and a new form of street prostitutes (gaishō) would have
emerged. They would not work in brothels within officially confined quarters, but publically luring their clients autonomously into the exchange of sex for money, which might be
mediated through a third person (such as a pimp or rickshaw driver). The spatial configurations of street prostitution were important to Watanabe, who claimed that gaishō would
similarly to licensed prostitutes work within particular “red-light areas” (kōtō no chimata),
which, however, are not designated by a higher authority, but gaishō would deliberately
gather and dominate these quarters.621
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Moreover, Watanabe, like other scholars, asserted that although street prostitution
would be new to Japan, it had been around in other cultures outside Japan for centuries.
Since ancient Babylon, Greece and Rome, prostitutes would have been integral members
of society, but always subject to a certain amount of legal and spatial control.622 In many
academic studies, prostitution was constructed as an ahistorical social phenomenon with a
presumably prominent place in world history, and many academics pleaded that sex work
should therefore not be condemned as such. There seems to be a certain amount of nostalgic and pathetical investment by Japanese social scientists to re-connect occupied Japan to
the world, but their arguments most certainly functioned as legitimating strategy to normalize street prostitution in the postwar period. Such notions can be detected in Watanabe’s
outline, for instance, who fervently points out that street prostitutes (gaishō) should not
instantly be mistaken as illegal prostitutes (shishō).623 According to Watanabe and others,
however, the panpan girl in postwar Japan would mark a totally unique form of street prostitution. She could work and behave as gaishō, selling her body to any paying customer,
but she could also be an “only one,” serving only one customer for a longer period of time,
or acting as “butterfly” by switching regular long-term customers.624 But her conspicuous
distinctiveness from other forms of street prostitution would primarily derive from the fact,
that she was to begin with serving predominantly a “foreign people” (iminzoku)—the servicemen of the occupation army—which made her transgressing social, cultural, and racial
boundaries.625
Japanese novelists, literary critics and photographers particularly showed much interest in the panpan girl. She became a reoccurring figure and sometimes even central protagonist in novels and short stories, usually written by men for a male readership. Especially the literary works of the “literature of the flesh” or “carnal literature” (nikutai bungaku)
were often set in postwar Japan’s lowest social strata, a milieu literally and literarily characterized by everyday economic distress, petty crime and prostitution, and usually depicted
a panpan girl as one of the main actors.626 Its authors considered the material human body
and carnal experience in contrast to thought (shisō) and spirit (seishin) as the only true
state of human existence, which constituted a paradigmatic shift in postwar Japanese literature that engaged with the wartime and post-surrender privations, functioned as remedy
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against the prewar and wartime propaganda, and meant to undermine wartime censorship
which hardly allowed to publish on eroticism and physical hardship.627 Most prominently
was Tamura Taijirō’s Nikutai no mon (“Gate of Flesh”), first published in March 1947 in
the journal Gunzō, which probably coined the term of the genre.628 Tamura’s novel portrays a gang of young sex workers and their animalistic struggle to survive in the ruins of
post-surrender Tokyo. The group of girls function as a sort of surrogate family, who are
ultimately bond together by the fundamental rule of not having sex without payment, and
such reduction to their insensible body and carnal work supposedly helps them to survive
against American punters and yakuza pimps. The idealized, “primitive” solidarity painted
by Tamura, however, is undermined at the very moment individual members of the community develop liberating emotions—such as love and pleasure in sex—and having unpaid
sex is subsequently punished by the group and falling in love leads to banishment from the
community. Liberating experiences and emotions are thus portrayed as pitfalls of existence, highlighted by the story’s end in the desperation, loneliness and despair of a panpan
girl who sought but failed to escape her present life through a love affair.629
Photographic images of the panpan circulated in Japanese newspapers and journals.
It is often claimed that these images usually depicted the panpan turning their back to the
camera, which was supposedly not meant to protect their privacy, but to create an anonymity and interchangeability that, to quote Sarah Kovner, “gave the impression that any women could become a panpan.”630 This observation, however, is not absolutely correct, because there do exist various personified visuals of the panpan.631 In some images her representation embodied an ambivalent figure, well captured in Takekawa Masayuki’s photograph released in 1949, which shows a young woman in a Western dress, her arms crossed,
a cigarette nonchalantly clinging from the left corner of her mouth, and vigorously looking
slightly past the beholder [see Tab. 7]. On the one hand, the photo with its title “Degeneration” (tenraku) obviously addressed the decline of Japanese public morality through the
panpan’s sexual services and appearance. On the other hand, the image’s title also related
to the philosophical debates of skeptic writers like Sakaguchi Ango, who were convinced
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that only degeneration would help to regenerate from war, defeat and occupation, and fully
restore human existence—a similar stance as articulated by nikutai bungaku-authors.632
The title and the photograph itself played with such ambivalence by presenting an object of
desire and male sexual lust, which simultaneously empowers a somewhat self-confident
young woman, who appears to be strong enough to survive despite the misery in postsurrender Japan.633
Such euphemism, however, should not mislead to perceive the panpan as liberated
and emancipated women. Most of them were poor and starving, without any social security
or health care, and often subject to sexual violence and harassment by the police, but also
gangsters, pimps, clients and other sex workers.634 In a round-table discussion chaired and
edited by Minami Hiroshi from Japan’s Women’s University, the 23 years old panpan Fujisawa Nanao recalled that rape was the worst psychological and bodily experience, whereas 26 years old Itō Akiko emphasized the brutal experience of being an outsider to society.635 As discussed in chapter I, some women were brutally recruited and forced into prostitution, occasionally raped and sometimes not paid for their services. The prostitution scene itself was quite dangerous, and groups of panpan usually claimed and defended violently a certain territory, which could result in bloody rivalries between panpan that even ended up in abuse or torture for those women who transgressed geographic or customary
boundaries.636 And, as has been shown in chapter II, the police, often in cooperation with
the occupier’s military police, frequently raided streetwalking spots and brothels, and
compelled the rounded-up panpan girls to undergo medical examinations. Panpan girls
lived in a rough environment and their everyday lives were mostly dominated by misery.
They were principally looked down upon by occupiers and occupied alike, usually perceived as sexual objects and as incarnation of disease and immorality, stigmatized as the
main source of venereal disease and symbol of postwar moral decay.
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The prejudices against the panpan reverberated in public opinion polls conducted
by the Japanese government’s National Public Opinion Research Institute on behalf of the
occupier’s Civil Information and Education Section. The general result of a survey published in June 1949, was that most people would feel a necessity for licensed prostitution
to channel male sexual desire and to maintain public order, but an overall majority would
despise the streetwalking panpan girl.637 Especially her public visibility apparently disturbed many people. For most of the survey’s respondent, as the research group summed
up, “the panpan girl, with her brazen painted face and manners, her frizzy hair, her garish
Western clothes, is unfamiliar, obtrusive, conspicuous, an eyesore.” For example, a thirtyfive year old worker in Kawaguchi City replied to the questionnaire, that you get “a feeling
of dirtiness” from the panpan, and a thirty-two year old farmer from Kumagaya City even
bluntly stated that the panpan would be disgusting. Seventy-two percent of the respondents
expressed their wish for more control of prostitution and most favored a licensed prostitution system, which would help to diminish the publicity of streetwalking. A fifty-six year
old postal worker in Tokyo conveyed such an opinion by saying, “It would be all right if it
were tacitly recognized that they [the panpan] have a regular place to gather, like Ueno-noyama. But I see that they can go around anywhere disrupting public morality. Under present conditions, when there are no publicly recognized licensed quarters and control is rather lax, they can disrupt public morality before the very eyes of the people.”638
With Ueno-no-yama as regular place to gather, the above quoted postal worker was
probably referring to Ueno Park, a hotspot of sex work in occupied Japan.639 Many Japanese investigative journalists and hobby ethnographers of postwar prostitution became
particularly interested in this site. Ueno is a district in Eastern Tokyo and famous for its
major railway station and Ueno Park with Tokyo’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, the National Museum of Nature and Science and the oldest and largest zoological garden in Japan. Historically, Ueno was part of the Shitamachi, a working-class neighborhood in Eastern Tokyo in proximity to Asakusa and Tokyo’s pleasure quarter Yoshiwara. Since the
mid-Meiji period, however, Ueno became a famous national cultural site with various
schools, temples, museums, a library, and its zoo, but additionally constituted a major lo!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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gistic hub with its station serving all transportation from Tokyo to Northern Japan.640 Ueno
also attracted Japanese ultra-nationalists shortly after defeat, when a unit of about 400 men
seized the park in a last desperate attempt to defend Japan against the occupiers—upon
disregard of the imperial government, however, the unit’s officers committed suicide and
their revolt against surrender vanished.641 In the immediate postwar period Ueno continued
to pose a tragic site, as Ueno station became the final destination for numerous repatriating
soldiers, settlers and families from Japan’s empire. Many of them arrived in Tokyo broke,
without family ties and had no place else to go, and gathered in the station’s underpasses to
seek shelter. Japanese newspapers like the Mainichi Shimbun repeatedly reported on the
situation at Ueno Station and circulated photographs depicting people packed into its underpasses.642 The issue of homelessness and subcultural living in Ueno became highly
problematic for various reasons: Repatriating soldiers and especially disabled exservicemen—the materialized signs of the war’s injuring structure—were a constant reminder of Japan’s defeat, which most people and especially Japan’s authorities liked to
forget.643 The homelessness and despair of repatriating soldiers even substantiated such
repudiation, because it obviously signified the incompetence of the Japanese state to care
for its soldiers. In addition, repatriating soldiers and women became object of defamation
and were accused of carrying various kinds of “foreign” contagious diseases. In particular
women were believed to pose a threat to the well being of Japan’s future by bearing
“mixed-raced” children or being a potential source of venereal disease.644 Such running
tropes of disease, dirt, and despair were constitutive for the representation of Ueno and
also omnipresent in the discourse on postwar street prostitution.
In 1948, Ōtani Susumu, a postwar ethnographer of Ueno Park, published a miniature of defeated Japan entitled “Ikite iru: Ueno chikadō no seitai,” which was meant, as the
title implies, to investigate the life in post-surrender Japan and in particular the modes of
life in Ueno’s underground passageways and its surroundings. Apart from repatriating veterans, Ōtani focused on the hundreds of streetwalking sex workers residing in and around
Ueno Park, who he interchangeably called “women of the night” (yoru no onna) or panpan
girls. He was curious, who these panpan girls were, where they came from, and what their
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lives looked like. According to his observations, the majority of panpan were war orphans,
who either repatriated from Japan’s former colonies or lost their work, homes, and families
in Japan. Only some panpan would have been formerly working as dancers in Tokyo’s
entertainment industry, as professional prostitutes in a licensed brothel, or would have had
a juvenile delinquent history. To grasp the panpan as a consistent social group, Ōtani
searched for objective markers that could be applied to all panpan girls. The first one being
a lack of family ties, which meant panpan girls were independent but also on their own.
The second marker was age, and Ōtani counted that sixty percent were twenty to twentyfive years old, twenty percent between the age of seventeen and twenty, and only some few
were older than thirty or younger than seventeen years old. The third and not insignificant
marker was education, and Ōtani stressed the low level of school education of panpan
girls, who usually would have graduated elementary school but hardly anyone of them
would have even attended a secondary school. Hence, Ōtani’s intermediate result was that
is was not the fault of sexual drives or criminal energy, which let those girls into prostitution. Rather, he fostered the image of the “fallen woman” or “innocent girl,” who was
driven into prostitution by uneducated ignorance, misery and despair as a victim of postsurrender Japan’s social and economic catastrophe.645
However, Ōtani did not stop with such overt generalizations, but was highly interested in the panpan girl’s “distinction”—to borrow a term from Pierre Bourdieu.646 Upon
his visits, Ōtani documented Ueno Park’s sex work culture in pedantically drawn maps in
an iconography that noticeably resembled earlier Japanese ethnographic studies of the
prewar period, in which ethnographers like Kon Waijirō attempted to visualize the dynamics of modern everyday life.647 Maps as method to discover, measure, represent and thereby produce a new body of knowledge about the unknown was widely used in Japanese
ethnographic studies, as elsewhere, and have often been criticized for it’s controlling and
colonizing power, particularly in imperial settings.648 Simultaneously, mapping nonetheless allows following the routes of and traces left behind by the ethnographer’s spatial
practices, the “operations of walking” in Michel de Certeau’s words, which visualize the
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creation of new social spaces by acknowledging its production through the practitioners.649
Ōtani’s new spatial configurations of Ueno Park’s sex work scene materialized in a figured
hierarchy among the sex workers, which was apparently structured along three, spatially
located classes [see Tab. 8]. What Ōtani labeled as class A panpan were those girls gathering between Ueno Station and the first pair of stairs leading upwards to the statue of Saigō
Takamori. Those women were the actual panpan, dressed in Western clothes, catering
mostly foreign customers, frequenting the night life areas in the nearby area, and—if money was available—lodged in guest houses close to Ueno Station. The second class B was,
according to Ōtani, located between the Shinobazu Pond (Shinobazu-no-ike) and Kiyomizu-Temple. The women of category B were supposedly wearing slightly dirtier and
torn clothes, were hiding their faces and apparently preferred to stay in the dark corners of
the park, where they sometimes also slept in self-constructed tents. The third group C was
literally living on top of the hill between Kiyomizu-Temple and around the Saigō Takamori statue. They were wearing really dirty clothes, would not comb their hair, and, to paraphrase Ōtani, live in public obscenity in a wild and uncontrolled community. Class distinction obviously also materialized in payment for sexual services. Whereas sex workers of
category A could make up to 600 yen for an hour or 1500 yen for a night-long service, sex
workers from category B and C would only earn a maximum of three hundred yen, which
was at the time of Ōtani’s inquiry the value of a meal or half a packet of cigarettes on the
black market. Especially the issue of money and money spending were significant criteria
for Ōtani, which led him to the concluding remark that those “fallen women” would lack
education, because they would live only for the moment, spend money thriftlessly on
drugs, alcohol, food and sometimes lodging, and would never think about the future. Such
lifestyle was indeed wasteful from the perspective of a middle-class intellectual like Ōtani,
and most likely enforced bewilderment. Nevertheless, read between the lines, there is also
a certain amount of admiration for the careless lifestyle of the panpan, who had their own
ways of dealing with the hardships in post-surrender Japan.650
Kanzaki Kiyoshi, another self-proclaimed ethnographer of postwar Japan’s prostitution, made quite similar observations as Ōtani—although his evaluation notably differed.
Kanzaki was born in 1904 in Kagawa prefecture, graduated from Tokyo Imperial University’s department for Japanese language and literature, was the chairman of the council for
youth culture of the Education Ministry (monbushō), and worked after defeat for the newly
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established Labor Ministry on women and youth issues.651 In the postwar era, according to
Sarah Kovner, Kanzaki became “a social activist, reporter, and writer, quickly emerged as
the leading ‘scholar’ of the panpan,” and “would soon skyrocket to national fame as an
anti-prostitution crusader.”652 One of Kanzaki’s many articles was published in 1949 in the
journal Jōsei Kaizō entitled “Cageless Zoo: A current report on Ueno by night,” by which
he probably deliberately drew a connection between Ueno Park’s sex work culture and
Ueno’s zoological garden, which is located only a few hundred meters apart from the gathering spot of sex workers.653 To visualize his observations, Kanzaki appears also to be a
big fan of mapping Ueno Park’s prostitution scene—a method widely-used by postwar
Japan’s sex work ethnographers.654 Unlike Ōtani, however, Kanzaki only identified two
groups of female sex workers, consisting of the “yama-pan” and “shita-pan,” but in addition, he also recognized a small group of male cross-dressing prostitutes (danshō).655 Yama-pan seem somewhat identical to Ōtani’s category C, living on top of the hill wearing
the Japanese wartime dress monpe, serving customers cheaply and “primitively” on straw
mats. The “shita-pan” on the bottom of the hill would be much more modern, dressed in
Western clothes, and would offer their services overtly public [see Tab. 9].656
Such public display of sex and its availability apparently offended Kanzaki and induced him to portray Ueno Park’s prostitution scene as a zoo, where human-like beings
would dwell in boundless, animalistic sexual immorality. In his narrative, he strategically
contrasted the present immoral and ignorant lifestyle of the panpan with the glory and
beauty of Ueno’s past. All the prewar high cultural accomplishments, embodied in museums, libraries, temples, schools and gardens, would now have declined (kutsugaeru) to “an
underpass reeking of ammonia, a busy black market.” Ueno Park would just have become
a gathering place for gangsters, homeless people and prostitutes, “who instantly formed an
anti-social group that turned Ueno into a frightening criminal area.” Especially those
“morbiferous panpan,” who Kanzaki bluntly called a virus (byōdoku) because sixty percent were supposedly infected with a venereal disease, were constructed as a serious menace to the city. Such imagery of sexual danger even led him to the ironic yet derogatory
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remark, that “although the girls pollute every corner of the park, it is mysterious that they
did not wither the trees yet.”657
Kanzaki and Ōtani obviously had some differences in their evaluation of Ueno
Park’s sex workers. Whereas Kanzaki perceived the panpan girl as a disgusting perpetrator
who would—probably out of ignorance—undermine Japan’s glorious legacy and social
structure from the imperial era by publically promoting sexual immorality, Ōtani took a
much more apologetic stance to portray the “fallen women” as victims, and accounted the
social and economic environment for the rise of the panpan as a new social phenomenon.
Although the angles and judgments differed significantly, there are also some intriguing
similarities between Kanzaki and Ōtani: both articulated certain nostalgia for a previously
better Ueno as a place of high culture and dignity. Moreover, both seem to share not only a
desire for a supposedly sound and wholesome past, but also the fear of the sexually immoral and uncontrolled panpan, who allegedly targeted Japan’s most valuable cultural
essence, as in Ueno Park’s sites of culture, preservation and learning. The municipal administration apparently shared these fears and released various ordinances to shut down
public prostitution in Ueno Park, for example with police raids and by closing the park’s
gates after dark.658 Yet, sex work in Ueno Park never vanished completely, but most
panpan girls moved to other parts of the town such as Shinjuku, Shibuya and Yurakucho,
with similarly sprawling commercial sex and nightlife scenes.659
***
As a key figure in the discourse on morality and sexuality in occupied Japan, the
panpan as “fallen woman,” “street girl,” “gaishō” and “yoru no onna” was constructed as
haunting the mostly devastated urban landscape of postwar Japan, and her social space was
literarily perceived as what Judith Walkowitz has called a “perverse sexual jungle”660—
either metaphorically articulated as primitive, animalistic communities as depicted in
Tamura Taijirō’s Nikutai no mon, or bluntly stated in ethnographies of Tokyo’s Ueno Park.
The panpan was ascribed to personify sex and its availability, but simultaneously sexual
danger, because her sexual encounter with black and white servicemen and Japanese clients transcended established social and racial boundaries. And especially the trope of the
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panpan girl’s venereally diseased body that circulated in feminist petitions, Japanese mass
media as well in the occupiers’ records distinguished her as an supposed threat to “respectable” reproductive sexualities and a danger to the health of the whole population. However, it was not sex work per se that caused so much arousal in the Japanese public. Prostitution was still considered by most people a necessary evil, and even feminist antiprostitution activists reluctantly joined the chorus of those demanding strong state intervention and control to regulate sex work similar to imperial Japan’s prostitution license
system.661
Publicity, spatial confinement, and social stability were core issues in this discourse, and visible, spatially dispersed, and venereally diseased sex work trespassing social, cultural, and racial boundaries generated the fear of sexual danger. The gaze of postwar Japan’s spectatorship of sexual danger, however, also entailed the attempt to control
the supposed threat it asserted. Firstly, it turned the panpan into an outcast living disorderly in the slums of post-surrender Japan, a socially and sexual dangerous Other to the Japanese community—a “race apart” in the words of Judith Walkowitz. Secondly, the gaze
involved the attempt to control the threat of sexual danger by collecting data on sex work
and its milieu through surveys, categorizations, quantifications, maps and evaluations,
which span a net of surveillance around the panpan. Thirdly, the gaze simultaneously bore
a mechanism of reflexivity by gathering a certain nostalgia uttered by the various spectators for a healthy and chaste Japan, even in the celebration of the panpan as pitiful heroine
of post-surrender Japan in subcultural literature and photography.662 Pivotal to the rhetoric
of postwar nostalgia was a linear temporal grammar of past and present embedded into
dichotomies of whole and shattered, clean and dirty, healthy and diseased, and respectable
versus unrespectable sexualities, which obviously echoed wartime propaganda as well as
prewar narratives of sexology, moral reform, and social hygiene. Within this framework,
the panpan incarnated the loss of an imagined pure past, and to control, confine, regenerate
and rehabilitate her body signified the desire to regain an imagined Japan, which actually
never existed. Such blunt patriotism, echoing the wartime emperor centered ideology, was
usually strictly censored by the occupation regime. The topic of sexual danger with the
trope of the panpan who would irrevocably destroy Japan and its future by spreading vene!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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real disease, threaten public health, security and morality, however, made it possible to
express reckless patriotic fears and desires of purity.
Therefore, contrary to the occupiers, whose major concerns with prostitution, sexuality and morality were the physical, mental and spiritual well-being of their personnel and
the United State’s reputation, for Japanese public morality activists the Japanese people,
their past and future were at stake. Whereas the occupiers established certain health regulations against venereal disease and character guidance programs to build the servicemen’s
body, mind and behavior, Japanese “moralists,” most prominently Japanese feminists, emphasized Japan’s decency and purity, and reflected on the dangers uncontrolled prostitutes
would pose to Japan’s moral and social structure. Yet, although the occupiers targeted their
servicemen and the occupied the female streetwalking sex worker in their regulatory attempts, both occupiers and occupied operated within the same gender binarism, just focusing their control efforts on the binary’s supposed opposite poles. Nevertheless they both
stigmatized the overtly female sex worker as the source of sexual danger. This shared basic
logic had much to do with a shared history of both occupiers’ and occupieds’ moralists in
coexisting, overlapping and sometimes entangled moral reform campaigns and social hygienist thought prior to the occupation period since the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, in which in America and Japan—as elsewhere—much debate and protest circulated around the danger of uncontrolled sexual behavior and prostitution that would ultimately lead into social and moral decay. Far from being passive recipients of the occupiers’
modern teaching in democracy and education in moral standards, Japanese feminist activists, local administrators as well as academics, journalists, writers, and photographers were
actively contributing to the sanitization of sex in occupied Japan by appropriating and
translating previously circulating knowledge, which had an enormous impact on the discourses and practices of culture, nation and belonging in postwar Japan, all highly informed by notions of sexuality, gender, race, and class.
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Conclusion
In 1953, just one year after the official end of the occupation of Japan, Bill Hume, a
cartoonist whose pieces appeared in the Navy Times and Pacific Stars & Stripes and who
was stationed in Japan with the U.S. Navy since 1951, published the short booklet
Babysan: A Private Look at the Japanese Occupation. The booklet consists of a series of
cartoons depicting the relationships between American sailors and panpan girls and was
dedicated to “all Americans who have visited the land of the Fujisan and who may have
learned from the Japanese how to be occupied while occupying.” Hume’s cartoons were
meant to cause amusement by retelling certain situations of awkward trans-cultural encounter between occupiers and occupied. Addressed were clashes of differing cultural
codes in dating behavior or the creation of weird pidgin-English/Japanese that both resulted in various moments of misunderstanding and astonishment. Not surprisingly, however,
Hume’s private look at the occupation is highly sexualized and orientalized. It reproduced
the discriminatory image of Japanese women who supposedly had always been willing to
be sexually available for American servicemen during the occupation period, but were also
acting as “butterflies” who would have indiscriminatingly dated a number of boyfriends
and catered to multiple clients simultaneously by following only her own impenetrable
economic and moral logic with, in Hume’s words, “a graceful lack of sophistication.”663
Such imagery also culminates in the last cartoon of Hume’s series [see Tab. 10]. It pictures
“Babysan” standing on a harbor pier, waving farewell to a departing Navy vessel, but has
turned her head to the left looking at another American sailor who enters the picture’s
frame. The text accompanying the cartoon states:
When the ship pulls out the boyfriend’s thoughts are with Babysan. He wonders how she will
manage without him. He wonders if she feels the same sense of loss. Sure, he remembers her
soothing words as she smiled up through a trace of tears, “I all time remember,” but he wonders. He wonders if she too is lonely. Since his ship is far, far away from the dock, he wonders.
He never knows.664

Hume’s depiction of the farewell scene plays with the image of the “butterflying” panpan
girl, who swore her loyalty to so many paying and providing partners, who, on their part,
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apparently were unable to figure out if they were actually loved, played, or even betrayed
by their “mysterious” Japanese female companions.
However, Hume’s last cartoon can also be construed in a different vein. The occupation regime was dissolved in 1952, after Japan and the United States signed the Treaty of
Peace with Japan (also called San Francisco Treaty) on September 8, 1951 and enacted on
April 28, 1952, which stipulates the end of the Allied occupation of Japan and the return of
Japan’s sovereignty. Piers and airfields were crowded with Japanese waving goodbye to
the occupiers, who they had first feared, but than embraced as liberators and savior from
militarism and hunger during the course of the occupation period. The farewell scene as
displayed by Hume, in particular the occurrence of the American sailor entering the picture
despite the departure of his comrades, nevertheless points to the persistence of the Allied
or predominantly American presence in Japan after the occupation period was officially
put to an end. Many U.S. servicemen did not leave in 1952 and military installations would
not vanish. There is a long list of military bases still run by the United States in Japan, especially in Okinawa, but also throughout Asia in countries such as South Korea, the Philippines and Taiwan, all tied into a global net of America’s military hegemony. With the
remaining U.S. military bases, also military prostitution did not disappear and is still influencing local economies, shaping security and public health issues, molding cultural production, and thus entering the everyday lifeworlds of many people living with the U.S.
military presence until today.665
The legacies of the encounter of occupier and occupied were numerous. Various
treaties, most prominently the security treaties from 1951/1952 and 1960, made Japan simultaneously an independent but subordinate partner in the postwar Pax Americana. Politically, economically, and in particular militarily, Japan stayed under the aegis of U.S. hegemony, which requested anti-communist and capitalist commitment, demanded close
economic and diplomatic relations to the United States and its Cold War allies, and commanded the persistence of U.S. military troops on Japanese soil that would provide security
under America’s “nuclear umbrella.”666 Socially and culturally, the occupiers also left deep
trails in bourgeois lifestyle and career expectations, intellectual engagement of how to account Japan’s twentieth century aggressions and its future role, and Japanese mass and pop
culture was yet again Americanized after it had already been influenced during the 1920s
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and 1930s. For postwar Japanese academics, activists, businessmen, housewives, politicians, populists, and youth cultures, America’s shadow casted long, and the AmericanJapanese bilaterally shared narrative that ascribed overtly positive effects the occupation
project would have had for Japan made them constantly remember their subordinate status
throughout the long postwar era.667
The sexual encounters between occupiers and occupied similarly left deep traces in
Japan’s longer postwar history. Legal debates and campaigns against prostitution during
the occupation period culminated in the first nationwide prohibition of prostitution in Japan in 1956. However, sex work, despite being illegalized, did not come to an end, but has
continued less visible in hostess bars and Turkish bath parlors (toruko-buro). Since the
1980s, after the Turkish scholar Nusert Sanjakli scandalized the reference to Turkey in
Japan’s sex business, bathhouse operators dodged Japan’s anti-prostitution law again by
providing sexual services in so-called “soaplands” (sōpurando).668 A more direct and arguably the most existential result of sexual relations between servicemen and Japanese women, ranging from commercial sex to mistress relationships and long term liaisons, was the
birth of thousands of children. Officials in the United States and administrators within the
occupation regime did not want to take the responsibility and considered children of occupier-occupied couples being a concern of Japan’s authorities. U.S. immigration laws bore
difficulties for American-Japanese couples to move together to the United States and military commanders discouraged long lasting relationships for U.S. servicemen with local,
non-American women through informal obstacles, which made a stable parenthood for the
partners’ children unlikely. In Japan, biracial children of American-Japanese couples, in
Japanese called konketsuji since the 1950s literally meaning children of mixed blood, were
heavily marginalized and mostly grew up in orphanages. Usually, the children’s existence
was stigmatized and perceived as a supposedly inevitably trace of their mother’s sex work.
In addition, the children often experienced racial discrimination, and especially children of
African-American fathers experienced even stronger exclusion. Biracial children in Korea
were left to a similar fate. However, this is not to say that the Japanese and Korea societies
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alone discriminated against biracial children, but also within the United States “occupation
babies” had much trouble and were not easily integrated. It would be misleading, however,
to perceive these issues as mere byproducts of the occupation period. Allegedly more palpable effects manifest in the post-occupation era—such as America’s continuing military
dominance, political and economic hegemony, and its Cold War alliances in Asia—were
deeply interwoven with the sexual encounter and its regulation between occupier and occupied and often still have an impact on the American-Asian relations to date.669
***
Occupiers and occupied alike, following different, conflicting but sometimes overlapping or even congruent aims and means, shared a deep desire to sanitize sex during the
occupation of Japan. Viewing from the regulators’ perspectives, sex had to be secured,
healthy and morally sane. Despite varying motivations, sex was pivotal in the occupation
period’s biopolitical measurement of what was acceptable, broadly speaking, displaying an
economization and socialization of the sexual and sensual. Thereby, sexuality, sexual encounter, prostitution, venereal disease and its regulation were entering dimensions of the
intimate, in which the occupation period’s asymmetries of power, boundaries of race, class
and gender were not only affirmed and reproduced, but also stretched, dodged and resisted.
The regulation of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease during the occupation
period was characterized by the ambivalence of stigmatizing and criminalizing sex workers
and other women labeled as “loose women” or “pick-ups” as source of venereal disease,
and simultaneously maintaining the availability of hetero-sex to sustain what Cynthia Enloe has called a “militarized masculinity.” Members of the occupation regime chose to
fight high rates of venereal disease infections not by suppressing prostitution, fraternization and sexual encounters through laws or repressive policing. Rather, servicemen were
educated in self-restraint or self-policing to build morally stable and responsible soldierly
characters. For those who did not possess the “character” to control themselves, however,
the military provided a hygienic infrastructure to secure servicemen’s sexual recreation.
This ambivalence uncovers, to quote Seungsook Moon from her work on sex work in U.S.
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occupied Korea, a “consistent system of regulated prostitution,”670 following an androcentric, heteronormative logic that male soldiers would supposedly be inclined to hetero-sex.
This sex was constantly evaluated as a potential “danger” due to the likelihood of contracting venereal diseases, which meant an increasingly inefficient military, loss of reputation
and moral corruption. Sex, however, had not to be renounced completely and in order to do
so, the occupation regime facilitated “loopholes” for servicemen through informal ways of
policing red-light districts, teaching effective prophylaxis, erecting prophylactic stations,
enforcing a broad system of medical surveillance, and guaranteeing a medical and spiritual
recovery.
Although the regulation of prostitution reveals some consistency on an abstract level, the array of the occupiers’ regulatory practices were not centrally planned, nor were
they uniformly implemented. Rather, as has been shown throughout the chapters of this
study, the range of regulation usually had its limits, created tensions among various sections of the occupation administration, opened up possibilities for cooperation with the
occupied, but were also taking the regulators in unforeseen ways. The compulsory sex education and character guidance classes were hardly effective in discouraging servicemen to
hang out with panpan girls, and also the huge amount of resources mobilized for prophylaxis did not significantly decrease venereal infection rates throughout the occupation period. Advocates of moral reform, social hygienists and guardians of public security fought
over the legitimate and most efficient ways in regulating (or not) sexuality, prostitution and
venereal disease. Nevertheless, venereal disease control, for instance, helped as a vehicle
to enforce reforms in Japan’s public health system arguably much faster and more thoroughly, and new methods in diagnosis, treatment and documentation helped the occupiers
to deeply penetrate the occupied society and made it more transparent for military occupational rule. The occupied learned from the occupiers’ new technologies, but were also responsible for a successful distribution and implementation of regulatory practices, either as
assistants, administrators or translators. Hence, they could also ignore, obstruct, sabotage
or distract the occupiers’ interventions, following their own aims and purposes. The detention of sex workers and the tracing of venereal disease contacts were most successful with
the help of Japanese police officers and public health assistants with local knowledge of
language, people and neighborhoods. Health reforms could only become introduced with
the support of local health administrations or were doomed to ineffectiveness due to the
stubbornness of members of the Japanese bureaucracy. An antibacterial lotion in the ser!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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vicemen’s pro kits meant to be injected in the urethra to prevent the risk of venereal disease could circulate as a popular cure of fungal infections on the black market. And the
discourse of sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease enabled Japanese contemporaries
to dodge the occupiers’ censorship, and articulate prominently nationalistic and patriotic
desires of a pure Japan that elsewhere had been banned from textbooks, newspapers and
public debate.
The various concepts of regulating sexuality, prostitution and venereal disease during the occupation of Japan mostly derived, at least partly, from a previous body of
knowledge that deeply rooted in one way or another in a global history of empire. The occupiers’ and occupied’s biographies alike were trajectories of imperial histories, and both
were able to mediate imperial knowledge, appropriate it and mold it into the particular situation of occupied Japan. Japan’s authorities translated notions of prostitution from the
wartime and prewar era into the immediate post-surrender period, drawing on known ideals of sexuality, gender, class and race to conceptualize the “female floodwall,” a broad
recreational program to comfort the occupiers. Elite occupiers often had served in overseas
operations prior to the occupation of Japan, such as the Philippines, and were able to import their learned techniques in regulation into the occupation of Japan. Most fascinating,
some occupiers and occupied shared experiences as members of globally acting organizations, such as the WWCTU or other moral reform groups. Ideals of moral reform, for instance, were simultaneously influential in the moral and sexual education of servicemen to
build strong characters, but constituted also a reference for Japanese feminists to promote
postwar campaigns of moral purification. Indeed, the global entanglements and their entwinement with the everyday practices and experiences equally shaped the asymmetries of
power during the occupation of Japan and entered the intimate realms of occupiers and
occupied.
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Tab. 5: FEC’s lecture material “There is a family in your future…,” 1950 (NARA, RG
554, Box 280).

Tab. 6: FEC’s lecture material “Mr. United States,” 1950 (NARA, RG 554, Box 280).
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Tab. 7: Takekawa Masayuki’s photograph of a panpan girl entitled “Degeneration,” 1949
(Prange Collection, University of Maryland, College Park, MD).
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Tab. 8: Map of Ueno Park’s sex work scene drawn by Ōtani Susumu, 1948.

Tab. 9: Map of sex work scene in Ueno Park and around Ueno Station drawn by Kanzaki
Kiyoshi, 1949.
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Tab. 10: “Babysan” waving goodbye, cartoon by Bill Hume, 1953.
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